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PREFACE

The two volumes of New Testament studies by

Professor Harnack, which have already appeared in

this series, may be said without exaggeration to have

marked an epoch in New Testament research. The

third volume, «' The Acts of the Apostles," now

presented in English form, is if anything more

remarkable than its predecessors. In it Professor

Harnack develops the position which he has estab-

lished in " Luke the Physician,"" and subjects the

Acts of the Apostles to a most searching investiga-

tion from almost all possible points of view. A very

pleasing feature of this series of studies is the high

esteem in which the author holds the researches of dis-

tinguished English scholars, such as Sir John Hawkins,

Dr. Plummer, and Dr. Hobart. To those who, like

the translator, have long felt that from the standpoint

of scientific historical criticism it was inconceivable

that the author of the Lukan writings could have

been a companion of St. Paul, the conclusions of the

great German scholar have come with somewhat of a
vil
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shock. And yet the view—or rather the pecuhar

psychological solution of the problem of these writings

—now propounded by Dr. Harnack, has had at least

one champion among English scholars of the so-called

critical school. The translator calls to mind a con-

troversy many years ago at a meeting of the

"CCC"—mystic signs known to the initiated

—

when the Rev. Dr. Hastings Rashdall, Fellow and

Tutor of New College, Oxford, argued almost in the

words of Dr. Harnack that the difficult account of

Acts ii. could perfectly well have been written by a

companion of St. Paul

—

i.e. by one who knew the

real nature of the phenomenon of « Speaking with

Tongues." The translator then denounced such a

position as unscientific ; he now assures Dr. Rashdall

of his reluctant yet complete conversion, and begs to

dedicate to him his own work in rendering these

notable researches accessible to the English reader.
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INTRODUCTION

The magnitude and difficulty of the task which St.

Luke set himself in his " Acts of the Apostles,"' and

the ability and skill with which he has mastered this

task, cannot be easily overrated. In order to esti-

mate what he has performed, let us transport our-

selves into the situation in which he composed his

work. It was the time of the Flavian Caesars, and

he—a physician probably already well stricken in

years—after many long travels, which had led him

as far as Jerusalem in the East and Rome in the

West, had now taken up his abode either in Ephesus

or in Achaia, or in some other province lying on the

shores of the Grecian Sea. The Christian movement

had been in progress in these lands for at least thirty

to forty years. He himself had taken an active part

in its propagation, and had stood in personal rela-

tions not only with St. Paul, but also with dis-

tinguished members of the Primitive Community.

He had received the details of the Gospel history

from those who could be described as «< from the

beginning eye-witnesses and ministers of the Word."

An overwhelming flood of impressions stormed in

upon the Hellenic mind of the writer—overwhelm-

ing where these concentrated themselves into one

single impression, overwhelming in their variety and
xiU
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paradox. A sacred volume of inexhaustible content

—the portrait of Jesus Christ in a concordia discors

of testimony, of narrative, and of speculation—the

apostles—the churches—that multitude of Spirit-

gifted ones experiencing and working Signs and

Wonders ! Above this surging sea, whose waves are

breaking in ever fresh creations in the sphere of

thought and action, the heavens are dark with the

storm-cloud of the approaching End—and yet at

the same time the most strenuous efforts are made
after an accommodation with the world as it is, and

towards transformation of its life by the new spirit.

Lastly, everywhere conflict and controversy : the Jew

and the Greek—Paul and the rest of the apostles

—knowledge and the absolute contempt of know-

ledge—the spirit and the letter—tradition and pro-

phecy—speculation opposed to speculation— facts

and their commentaries— life and asceticism. In

such a situation it was that St. Luke seized his

pen and undertook not only to write history, to

recount how all that he saw around him had come

to pass, but also to unite this history as a second

part with the Gospel story.

The first part of his intention was a venture which

cannot be easily interpreted from a psychological

point of view, unless the writer himself had been in

direct and personal touch with the facts which he

wished to describe. Those who regard the author

simply as an editor of sources only transfer the

difficulty of the problem to the shoulders of some

early unknown writer, and those who bring him

down into a later generation mistake the character
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of the book, in that they cannot see the wood for

the trees. Direct touch with the recorded facts

—

this alone explains such a history as lies before us

in the " Acts of the Apostles." Even so the per-

formance is quite astounding. What religious move-

ment of that epoch, whether of ancient origin or

newly born, produced, or even aimed at producing,

anything similar ? Did the religion of Mithras or

of Magna Mater ? Had not the author approached

the task as—to a certain extent—a biographer of

St. Paul, qualified thereto by personal knowledge of

the apostle ; had he not possessed in this knowledge

a guiding principle of his work, how is it even con-

ceivable that he could have mastered, or even thought

of mastering, the enormous bulk of unwieldy, chaotic

material that lay before him ? Even so he was com-

pelled to bring to bear upon his task an unusual

measure of that glorious gift—the birthright of the

genuine Hellene—the sense for form and arrange-

ment, and the art of right selection.

But the second part of his intention is even more

astounding. The author, St. Luke, has actually ap-

pended this history of his as a continuation to the

" Gospel-book " created by St. Mark and modified by

himself.^ He therewith elevated his subject to the

1 It follows from this—a thing, indeed, probable in itself—that

this kind of narrative of the history of our Lord was not yet

formally regarded as " sacred." If I am right, * St. Matthew,'*

who does not mention himself^ was the first to make the book of the

Gospel a hook of the Church, and accordingly quasi sacred. From,

St. Matthew this sacred character was imparted also to St. Mark and

St. Luke. "St. Matthew" by his first words, *' B//3\os yeviaeui

'Ii/croi; Xpurrov," has connected his work with the Old Testament,
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loftiest heights imaginable, and with it his own work

to the same high level. His daring is equally great

regarded either from an objective or a subjective

point of view. To the sacred history of Jesus was

now added a second part of this history, and side by

side with the Gospel narrative style, which already

possessed a fixed type, there was now established the

type of this new history ! Here the selection of

material was entirely the work of St. Luke, equally

so the type of narrative. For the latter the Gospel

type could scarcely in any point serve as a model

;

it was necessarily an entirely fresh creation, and

though many have imitated it, their scope has been

always more limited,^ nor have their attempts been

either happy or successful.

Thus the new religion, even in its very beginnings,

entered into the possession of a written history, and

this written not by a Jewish Christian or a native

of Palestine, but by a Greek. This was a fact of

immeasurable significance ! It was the Hellene, scarcely

yet won to the new religion, who presented Christianity

mth a history, and so compelled her adherents to

follow him in his selection out of the chaotic mass of

and the character of his narrative—he always has the Christian

community in view, and his style is liturgical—his anonymity and

his solemn conclusion show that he wished to create a book for

liturgical use. St. Luke has written under his own name and for

private use. Acts i. 1 shows that something has fallen out before

St. Luke i. 1—namely, the address. It seems that the beginning

of St. Mark has also suffered from correction. This gospel also

was not originally a liturgical book.

1 I mean the series of so-called apocryphal Acts, which begins

with the Acta Pauli; though perhaps we should say with the

Kerygma Petri.
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traditional material, and to regard as their history

that which he offered them. In the whole under-

taking and in a hundred of its details he might have

made shipwreck, and his book might have sunk into

oblivion either without effect or condemned by

Christendom. But here it remains. Perhaps only

faute de mieuoc ? Certainly not ! Of course it does

not satisfy all the requirements of later days,^ but

it abides because that which is excellent is certain to

succeed.^

History can be narrated in two ways : one can

gather together a heap of more or less important

and characteristic stories—Memorabilia ; or one can

concentrate everything round a central point of in-

terest. This central point can be a personality or an

1 Even in early days those who gave the book the title of Upd^ets

TUP diro(TTb\o}v wished to see in the book a work wherein informa-

tion was preserved concerning the acts and the testimony of all

the twelve Apostles ; for there was need of such a work as a proof

of the evangelic truth in opposition to heresy. But the book does

not satisfy this requirement, or only partially so. The above title,

which is generally received, and was already known to Irenseus,

Clement of Alexandria, Tertullian, and the author of the Mura-

torion Fragment, cannot be original, and yet cannot have been

given much later than A.D. 150. The title IT/sd^eij is only an
abbreviation. The name " Commentarius Lucae," which Tertullian

uses once (De Jejun. 10), though not a bad one, is a free invention

of Tertullian himself.

' In Gentile communities the book, so far as we know, was
rejected only by the Marcionites (probably also by some Gnostic

sects), and by the problematical Severians (Euseb., " Hist. Eccl.,"

iv. 29 : these are probably not to be reckoned among Gentile

Christians, seeing that they rejected 8t. Paul). In spite of Ter-

tuUian (Adv. Marc, v. 2, 3, and De Praescr., 22 /) we cannot be
quite certain whether the book came into the hands of Marcion

;

there are good reasons both for and against.

b
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idea, and the idea can be pictured as fixed or as in

development. What has St. Luke done? He dis-

dainfully refuses to be satisfied with a collection ot

stories like the fabricators of Acts of the Apostles

who came after him. Neither has he set up a single

personality as his central point, though his relations

with St. Paul and his veneration for that apostle

must well have suggested to him this procedure. On
the contrary, he recognised with sure tact that, if

he wished to place this new history side by side with

the Gospel history as its second part, no single per-

sonality ought to stand in the centre of interest ; for

at once the unique character of the Master Jesus

Christ would be threatened and blurred. It followed

that he must group his material round an idea. If,

however, this work was to be regarded as a continua-

tion of the first work, this idea must be derived from

the active ministry of Jesus Himself. The power of

the Spirit of Jesus in the Apostles manifested in history

—this theme alone seemed to satisfy all requirements.

Everything worthy of memory in the history of the

primitive communities could without constraint be

ranged under this theme ; above all, it would supply

an excellent criterion of selection, and at the same

time would connect the whole subject-matter most

firmly with the first part, with the history of the

words and actions of Jesus. A genuine inspiration of

genius ! which loses nothing of its excellence in that

it seems to us now so very natural.

« The power of the Spirit of Jesus in the Apostles

manifested in history"^—here the term « Apostle " is

not yet used by St. Luke with an absolutely narrow
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connotation. The facts themselves, indeed, protested

against such a restriction. Of the great majority of

the Twelve St. Luke knew nothing, or there was

nothing for him to tell about them that passed beyond

the limits of a simple uneventful ministry. Hence

the term " apostle " must receive a somewhat wider

connotation, and this would be allowed by the mean-

ing which was at that time still generally attached

to the word. The ministry of Philip, Barnabas,

Apollos, but above all of St. Paul, was to be described.

And now, under the shadow of the general theme

and in subordination thereto, the two great heroes

of primitive Christian history, St. Peter and St. Paul,

could also come into their full rights. The Acts of the

Apostles is a parte potiori a description of the ministry

of St. Peter and St. Paul. In its first part St. Peter

rules almost exclusively, in its second part St. Paul

is absolutely supreme. Yet no one can describe this

book as the combination of two apostolic biographies.

On the contrary, with extraordinary skill, care is taken

that the biographical element never passes a certain

limit. Biographical curiosity is not fully satisfied,

indeed it is compelled to content itself with little or

no information on very important points.

St. Peter and St. Paul—this combination which in

the memory of the Church occupies the highest place

of honour after the Founder Himself—was certainly

not created by St. Luke, but by History herself. Yet

we may well question whether this combination would

have impressed itself so exclusively and so firmly upon

the memory of posterity without the Acts of the

Apostles. Had the Great Unknown, who at a little
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later period worked in Asia, and there gathered round

him a circle of presbyters—had he found such a bio-

grapher as St. Luke, it is probable that the dual

monarchy of the two chief apostles in the memory
of the Church would have been shaken ; and had

James, the Lord's brother, won to his side an Hellenic

author, in the Jerusalem of the future this James

might easily have been regarded as the chief per-

sonality of the Apostolic epoch. Attempts were made
on behalf of both these personalities, but at too late

a date and by unqualified persons. Hence, estab-

lished and protected by the Acts of the Apostles, the

twin apostles St. Peter and St. Paul abide unques-

tioned on their lofty pedestal, whence they can never

be thrown down. Of the change which in later days

came over the ChurcVs appreciation of the relative

importance of these apostles it is not here the place

to speak. Only let it be said that St. Luke does not

set either above the other. His narrative of St. Paul

is of one personally known to himself, while for what

he says of St. Peter he depends upon information

from outside—this naturally constitutes an important

difference ; but apart from this insuperable difference

he speaks of both with equal veneration ; and ques-

tions of rivalry between the two do not lie at all

within his horizon. If he allows the orbit of St.

Peter to intersect that of St. Paul once only—at the

climax of his narrative (chap, xv.)—while, as we

learn from Acts ix. 27, Gal. i. 18, 1 Cor. i. 12, these

orbits often touched one another, this is bound up

with a definite conception and treatment of his theme

on the part of the author, a circumstance which, in
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spite of all that has been written on the Acts, has

hitherto been left out of consideration.

To demonstrate historically the power of the Spirit

of Jesus in the Apostles—this was the general theme

of St. Luke. But how indefinite must this theme

have ever appeared in the face of the crowd of pheno-

mena which presented themselves to the historian I

How was he to master them ? where was he to draw

the limits of subject-matter, of scene, and of actors ?

If he was to steer a fixed and sure course over this

boundless ocean he must discover some guiding prin-

ciple. Again his simple solution of the problem

shows his genius. The power of the Spirit of Jesus

manifested itself most impressively in the Mission^

in that victorious progress wherein the proclamation

of the Gospel was carried from Jerusalem to Rome.

That within a few decades the new religion had

spread from little Galilee throughout the whole

empire, that it had won to itself both Greeks and

barbarians, and had been proclaimed even before

kings and proconsuls—with this fact nothing else

could be compared, and everything worthy of narra-

tion could be subordinated to this theme. This

fact, therefore

—

the expansion of the Gospel—could not

but come to the front as the principle of selection

and exclusion, and as the leading idea which was to

give form to the whole. At the very beginning of

the work it is most distinctly proclaimed : " Ye will

receive the power of the Holy Spirit and will be My
witnesses in Jerusalem and in all Judaea and Samaria

and unto the uttermost parts of the earth
"*"*

; and it

is expressed yet more impressively in the great scene
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of the second chapter, which, in fact, anticipates

the conclusion of the mighty drama, where, in

words which somid like a triumphant conqueror's

list of nations vanquished in a great campaign,

we read : " Parthians and Medes and Elamites,

the dwellers in Mesopotamia, Pontus, and Asia

"

—and the rest. As far as the Roman Imperator

rules, and farther still beyond the bounds of his

empire, the world now hears the Evangelic message

and accepts it

!

It is wonderful how firmly, exclusively, and con-

sistently St. Luke throughout the whole book has

kept the idea of the Mission and expansion of Chris-

tianity in his eye, and has scarcely anywhere allowed

himself a digression.^ Even the long narrative of

the particular stages of the trial of St. Paul, and

of the perils of the last voyage up to the final arrival

in Rome, scarcely forms an exception ; for that trial

is a grand confession of Christianity before the whole

world and its rulers, represented by the Roman
governor and King Agrippa ; while the voyage and

shipwreck tend to intensify the suspense of the

reader as he wonders whether after all the Gospel

will be proclaimed in the metropolis of the world

through the preaching of St. Paul. "And so we

arrived at Rome" (koi ovtco9 e/? Ti]v*J*ct)juLijv fjXOajuiev,

note the article)—with these words the conclusion

of the book is introduced, and the conclusion of

the conclusion runs: "And Paul preached (there)

the kingdom of God, and taught concerning the

1 Only one single subsidiary aim is to be discerned—the defence

of St. Paul against Judaistic calumnies.
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Lord Jesus Christ with all boldness, none forbidding

him."

But this victorious progress had a dark side which,

to the historian St. Luke, is scarcely less important

than the bright side : the Jewish nation, among
whom Jesus Christ had appeared and from whom the

whole movement had taken its origin, had not only

rejected their Messiah, but had more and more
hardened themselves against the preaching of the

Gospel, had everywhere attempted to throw the

greatest obstacles in the way of its progress among
the Gentiles, and with increasing energy of intrigue

had stirred up persecutions against the Christians.

Through the malicious machinations of this wretched

nation the history which St. Luke has to write be-

comes a drama, and thus it is that he presents it.

Moreover, not only must he describe these machina-

tions, but he must also show that, in spite of all

the ceaseless and sincere attempts of the Apostles

—

of St. Paul also— to bring the Jews to a better

mind, they nevertheless became only more and more
hostile.

But why.? Is it not a sign of the weakness of

the Gospel that it could not gain over the Jews,

and must therefore pass on to the Greeks and the

Barbarians ? No thought is more alien to St. Luke
than this which so easily suggests itself to us ! He
turns its point in the opposite direction, in that with

St. Paul he sees in the Jews' rejection of the Gospel

and their hostile attitude to the Mission the pre-

destined arrangement and the foreordained judgment
of God. The divine rejection of the Jews had indeed
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been already foretold by the Prophets ; now it was

being fulfilled, in that the Gentiles were being called.

Thus the seal is set to the legitimacy of Christianity,

the new religion is even thereby shown to be the

fulfilment of the Old Testament, and for the future

it seizes upon this book also as its own. This nega-

tive theme, which runs like a scarlet thread through

the whole book, is summarised once again with im-

pressive emphasis in the antepenultimate verse of the

Acts : " Be it known therefore unto you that this

salvation of God is sent unto the Gentiles ; they will

also hear.""

The Jew is in a sense the villain in this dramatic

history, yet not—as in the Gospel of St. John and

the Apocalypse—the Jew in the abstract who has

almost become an incarnation of the evil principle,

but the real Jew without generalisation and exaggera-

tion in his manifold gradations of Pharisee, Sadducee,

aristocrat, Jew of Palestine or of the Dispersion.

Where St. Luke knows anything more favourable

concerning particular sections or persons among the

Jews he does not keep silence, and so sacrifice truth

to his theology of history. He tells us that very

many Jewish priests had entered the new community

;

he speaks of converted Pharisees ; he reports the

prudent counsel of Gamaliel ; he does not conceal

from us that the whole Jewish colony in Beroea

accepted the teaching of St. Paul with great good-

will, and that even among the Jews of Rome some

were won over by the Apostle. This impartiality of

the narrative, in a point where there was such an

extraordinary temptation to partiality, is a valuable
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proof of the careful sense of justice of the historian

St. Luke.i

1 Different stages are to be traced in the anti-Semitism (anti-

Judaism) of the early Gentile-Christians. St. Luke marks the first

stage ; for St. Paul was never anti-Judaistic ; of course the early

Church soon forgot Rom. xi, 25-32, if it ever really gave heed to

this passage. St. Luke himself has adopted from St. Paul the

theory of the hardening of Israel without Rom. xi. 25 ff; yet he

regards the religion and piety of the Old Testament with the

deepest reverence ; he still joys over every Jew who is converted,

and does not in the least place the individual under the ban of

his general theory. "St. John" marks the next stage. Here the

Jews are already almost always mentioned only in terms which
imply the Divine Rejection, and are treated as massa proditionis

ct jperdttionis ; yet the author, looking back to the pre-Christian

epoch, suffers them to stand in their privileged position (iv.22 :

ij auTTipia e/c rdv 'lovdaloiv iarlv, i. 47 •' We dXrjdui 'laparjXelTtjs, iv

V 56Xos ovK iaTiv, x. 8 is to be confined to false Messiahs). The
third stage is marked by the Apologists, who, agreeing with St.

Luke and St. John in the theory of Israel's hardening, regard

the ordinances revealed to the Jews in the Old Testament as a

means of discipline and punishment; who, by forced interpreta-

tion, deprive the Jews of all the promises referring to their nation,

and separate the men of God of the Old Testament from con-

nection with the Jewish people. The fourth stage is characterised

by the so-called Epistle of Barnabas, the author of which rejects,

together with the Jewish nation, the whole cultus and all the

legal ordinances of the Old Testament as a diabolical misrepre-

sentation of the truth, and accordingly admits the Old Testament,

which he claims exclusively for Christianity, only under an alle-

gorical interpretation. The fifth and last stage is given in Marcion

and the Gnostics. Here, together with the Jewish nation and

Judaism, the whole Old Testament is thrown overboard, either as

a book of the devil or of the Demiurge ; either as a complicated

work composed of utterly different elements, or as a book full of

absurd myths and lying invention. All these standpoints have their

roots in Paulinism, and their champions sought to establish them by

appealing to the teaching of St. Paul This fact is perhaps the

strongest proof that St. Paul was a writer essentially incompre-

hensible to his age, however well he must have been understood
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Moreover, it is not only the regard paid to the

conduct of the Jews that brings the play of action

and reaction into the narrative of the Acts ; this is

also brought about in the first part of the Acts by

the open acknowledgment of the fact that at the

beginning not only was there no mission to the

Gentiles in existence, but that at first no one had

even thought of such a mission, and that it was only

through a slow process of development that this

mission was prepared for and established. Practic-

ally all that lies written in the Acts between the

sixth and the fifteenth chapters, thus more than a

third part of the book, is dedicated to the demon-

stration of the historical problem, how it came

about that there was a mission to the Gentiles at all.

The longer I study the work of St. Luke the

more am I astonished that this fact has not forced

his critics to treat him with more respect than they

show him. but not a few of them treat their own

conceits in regard to the book with more respect

than the grand lines of the work, which they either

take as a matter of course, or criticise from the

standpoint of their own superior knowledge. Yet

it was by no means a matter of coarse that the

as the great pioneer missionary. As a theological thinker he came
out of another generation of long ago, and passed over into another

generation far in the future. He was and he remained a Jew, and

yet he anticipated, with his doctrine of freedom bound by Faith

alone, the development of a whole epoch. The great region lying

between these extreme points, with its gradual ascent, did not

exist for him. His contemporaries, however, only knew this

region. Like all natures of true genius, he lived in the past

and in the future.
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author should have raised the question : « How is it

that within the Christian movement, originally

Jewish, there arose a mission to the Gentiles ?
"—nor

that he should have at once treated it as a problem

of the first importance and have exerted himself

to give it an historical solution. Who else in the

early Church except St. Luke, whether of his

contemporaries or of a later generation, even pro-

posed this problem ? And when it was proposed,

who has treated it otherwise than dogmatically with

the worthless and absolutely fallacious explanation

that the mission to the Gentiles was already foretold

in the Old Testament, and had, moreover, been

expressly enjoined by our Lord ? What other idea

than this is given by the Apostolic Fathers and the

Apologists ? Or to say nothing of these—what else

do we learn from St. Matthew and St. Mark (chap,

xvi.) ? Thus, the very fact that St. Luke has raised

this question, and has made its consideration a chief

point of his historical work, shows an amount of

historical insight which claims the highest apprecia-

tion. It is, moreover, a proof that St. Luke himself

had in some way taken part in this great historical

development, or at least stood in some pretty close

relationship to it, for what in the wide world could

make a Greek of about the end of the first century

feel that he ought to explain how the Gospel came

to be preached to the Gentiles ; how could he have

even proposed to himself such a question whose

answer seemed given in the short and simple lan-

guage of accomplished fact—a question which was

indeed no longer a problem for consideration, but a
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dogmatic postulate—unless he had been in personal

touch with the development of days gone by ?

But in far higher measure than for the statement

of this problem, St. Luke deserves recognition for

the manner in which he has answered it. It has,

of course, always been thought necessary to criticise

with especial rigour this aspect of St. Luke's narra-

tive ; here, however, the critics have both overlooked

points in his narrative which are undoubtedly correct,

and also have set themselves to assail historical

positions which upon closer investigation they neces-

sarily would have found to be unassailable. We have

in the first place to note what answers he has 7iot

given. He has ascribed the beginnings of the

mission to the Gentiles neither to St. Paul—as it

would have been so natural for him to do—nor to

the Twelve, nor to St. Peter, indeed he has expressly

described the course of events in such a way as to

show that St. Peter after receiving an isolated Divine

command to baptize a Gentile, did not for years

draw therefrom any further practical conclusion.

Therefore the representation which is given in the

Acts of the Apostles is not one that has been manu-
factured in favour of the Apostles. Again, what
St. Luke tells us of the Christian Hellenists in Jeru-

salem and their conflict with the Christian Hebrews;
of the Hellenist Stephen who prophesied the de-

struction of the Temple and the change of the

ordinances given by Moses ; of the Evangelist Philip

who first preached the Gospel among the Samaritans

and baptized the eunuch of the Queen of Ethiopia;

of the unnamed men of Cyprus and Cyrene who first
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preached the Gospel to Greeks and formed them

into a Christian community; of the college of Elders

at the head of the Church in Jerusalem who made

no protest when Christians from Jerusalem went to

distant Antioch and demanded that the Gentile

Christians in that city should be circumcised ; lastly,

of that same college of Elders who found themselves

compelled to recognise the Gentile mission in the

face of the grand fait accompli which St. Paul and

St. Barnabas had brought about in South-eastern

Asia Minor*—all these records bear the stamp of

historical truth. And if towards the close of his

narrative he remarks by the way that the great

majority of Christians in Jerusalem were still zealous

of the Law, and needed to be protected from the

danger of yielding credence to calumnious charges

against St. Paul—how can he be accused of con-

cealing the true course of events ? Though he may
indeed have erred elsewhere in this or in that par-

ticular point, he cannot be charged with a definite

bias or with a want of knowledge obscuring his

whole presentation of the history. If he is silent

upon many points on which we to-day would gladly

have information, this surely cannot be justly

reckoned to his discredit!

And the less so seeing that he has confined

himself strictly to the theme which he had marked

out for himself. The seeming gaps in his narra-

tive become no gaps for us so soon as we realise

* Chapters xiii. and xiv. are simply written to prepare for

chapter xv., and what they relate must b© interpreted in the

light of that chapter.
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the task he set himself. What this was is clear

from what we have already said ; it was to show

how the power of the Spirit of Jesus in the Apostks

founded the Primitive Community^ called into being

the mission to the Gentiles, conducted the Gospel

from Jemsalem to Rome, and set the receptive Gentile

world in the place of the Jeivish nation, which hard-

ened its heart more and more against the appeal of
Christianity. From these main lines upon which the

work was planned, and which were abstracted in the

happiest way from the actual situation of events, St.

Luke scarcely ever deviates. If one keeps this fact

well in view, one will no longer wonder that he tells

us so little about the Churches, and that he scarcely

touches upon the inner life of individuals—even of

St. Paul—and of the Christian community.^ When
he conducts the missionaries to a new scene of action

he only asks himself: how it was that they came

there ?—what reception they found among the Jews 't

what among the Gentiles ?—and, if any material was

to hand on this point, how they were received by

the Roman authorities of the place ?—about how
long they stayed there ?—and what was the manner
of their departure ? If in his narrative he gives

anything more than bald answers to these ques-

tions, it must be because of specially important

personages and events in which the power of the

Spirit manifested itself in extraordinary ways. There

is also no justification for charging him with a

distinctly po/i^zco- apologetic bias. The dedication

I We should, however, here remember the limitations of ancient

historical literature.
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of the work shows that it was addressed to a man
who was an instructed Christian, and there are no

indications that St. Luke had heathen readers in

his mind as he wrote. We need not assume that

he excluded these, but they were not distinctly in his

view. If in spite of this he has laid so much stress

upon showing that the Gospel was proclaimed before

magistrates, proconsuls, and kings, and that these

adopted towards it on the whole a not unfriendly

attitude, this fact does not necessarily imply some

political tendency of a special character on the part

of the author. With every new religious movement

the attitude of the public very quickly becomes a

question of the deepest interest, and the public is in

the first line represented by the authorities. In this

case, moreover, the interest must have been deepened

by the contrast between the behaviour of the Roman
authorities and those of the Jews. What St. Luke

tells us in this connection simply answered to the

facts ; and if, beginning with Pilate, he regards

hostile behaviour on the part of the Roman autho-

rities as far more pardonable than similar behaviour

on the part of the Jewish authorities, surely no

Christian could judge otherwise. Besides he is as

far from suppressing instances of unfriendliness and

hostility on the part of the Roman and civic police

authorities as he is, on the other hand, from keeping

silence concerning friendly behaviour on the part of

the Jews (vide supra).

Whilst the first half of the first part of the Acts

(chaps, i.—V.) captivates the reader with its record of

the mighty deeds and the great sermons by which
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the foundation of the Primitive Community was firmly

laid, the second half of the first part (chaps, vi.—xv.),

with its thronging abundance of facts of the most

varied character yet all pointing towards and pre-

paring for the triumphant appearance of the mission

to the Gentiles, holds him in a dramatic suspense.

This suspense would be well-nigh intolerable if the

author had not understood how to temper it by his

skill in narrative and by a style which has about it

something of the epic—full of life, and yet not

unrestful. Though Stephen is martyred, though St.

Paul after his first appearance again vanishes from

the scene of action, though St. Peter draws no further

practical conclusion from the Divine vision, though

unbidden guests from Jerusalem seek to trouble the

Gentile Church in Antioch— yet they find one

another at last, Jerusalem and Antioch, the Gospel

and the Gentile world.

The second part of the book lacks a special theme

of such vivacious character as that of the first.

There now remained only to describe the extension

of the gospel to Rome.^ What means has St. Luke
here employed to ensure the continued interest of his

readers ? In the first place, the " we "'-narrative

now makes its appearance, and gives to several long

passages vivacity and a distinct charm. In the

second place, throughout the first half of this part

the interest of the reader is kept alive by the rapid

progress of the narrative, by the variety of important

1 The line of division quite plainly comes after xvi. 5 ; but
XV. 36-xvi. 5 forms the transition from the first to the second
part. The first part closes with xv. 35.
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events, by the change of scene (PhiUppi, Thessalonica,

Bercea, Athens, Corinth, Ephesus), finally by the

culmination in the long abode in Ephesus and in the

great and significant farewell discourse pronounced

before the Ephesian elders.^ At the close of this

third quarter of the work Rome now appears on the

horizon and remains the goal of the last quarter of

the narrative. Just as the central point of interest

in the second quarter of the book is this—whether

the Gospel and the Gentile world will ever meet, so now
in the fourth quarter the sole subject of enthralling

interest is this—whether St. Paul will ever succeed in

carrying the Gospel to Rome. Hindrance follows

hindrance—yet each affords St. Paul an opportunity

for giving noble testimony—finally sea and storm-wind

seem to have conspired together against his undertak-

ing ; and yet he succeeds—his desire, his appropriate

destiny is fulfilled ; he brings the Gospel to Rome. But

in this last section St. Luke perhaps is influenced

by yet another interest allied to that of the second

quarter (the question of the origin and legitimacy

of the mission to the Gentiles). St Paul and his

work must be set forth in their pure nobility and

grandeur, i,e, his mission to the Gentiles must be

shown to have been legitimate (there are three narra-

tives of his call !) The Gospel was brought to the

Gentile world by no unworthy minister, but" by a

" vas electi07iis,''^ He was no destroyer of the Jewish

religion, but the most powerful and strenuous affirmer

1 In order to avoid repetition and not to weaken the impression

of continued progress, the narrative is so skilfully managed that

the reader scarcely notices St. Paul's second visits to these places.

C
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of its hopes ; he was no revolutionary, " neither in

respect to the Jewish Law nor to the Temple nor

to Caesar." Here, however, the emphasis—this is

worthy of note !—is laid upon his relationship to the

Jewish religion {rwt to Caesar), and this is a further

proof that St. Luke still stood in very close personal

touch with the primitive times ; for what Hellene has

ever treated the Jewish religion and the Old Testa-

ment piety, existing side by side with Christianity,

with such tender, indeed to us almost unintelligible,

respect as the author shows here and elsewhere in his

work ! It is not till we reach Irenagus that the

sympathy of the Gentile Church with Old Testament

piety becomes again awakened ; and this was an

artificial awakening, the exciting cause of which was

the conflict with Gnosticism.

There is another very important question which

presents itself in connection with the subject-matter

of the work—Why is it that St. Luke in working

out his theme, the extension of the Gospel to Rome,
has confined himself so exclusively to the ministry of

St. Paul? He must surely have known of several

provinces, wherein in his times Christians were found,

that had not been converted by St. Paul (he him-

self notes by the way that Apollos was won over to

Christianity in Alexandria). He must also have

known that the Gospel was not first brought to Rome
by St. Paul. In my opinion, the question can only

be answered by assuming that St. Luke's conception

of the term "Apostle," though not absolutely narrow,

was yet already very definite, and that in his narra-

tive of the propagation of the Gospel he is satisfied
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with describing only its progress across the world

from Jerusalem to Rome. The latter procedure was

certainly wise ; for his narrative would have exceeded

all bounds if he had aimed at even approximate

fulness in geographical statistics. If the former

assumption is true, it necessarily resulted in the

glorification of St. Paul ; for the Twelve never took

part in the mission to the Gentiles, and St. Luke
scarcely regards such persons as Stephen, Philip,

Silas, Priscilla and her husband, and Apollos as

standing to a certain degree on a level with the

Twelve. Accordingly, he was left with Paul and
Barnabas. Men like Mark and Timothy might have

felt hurt, yet note how St. Luke refers to his own
missionary activity in only the most modest terms.

The title Apostle had already received an exclusive

connotation, and it was the apostle alone who really

legitimised the mission. If even for people like

St. Luke, holding "spiritual" gifts in such high

regard and really so spiritually free, the office of

apostle had so quickly attained to an exclusive

authority, what a multitude of unauthorised mis-

sionaries preaching " Jesus *" must even at that time

have been carrying on their work in the provinces

of the Empire ! Moreover, though St. Peter during

the time of St. Paul's ministry not only visited

Antioch, but may also not improbably have paid a

passing visit to Corinth, the silence of the Acts

concerning him is sufficiently explained by the

purpose of the book, which did not admit the

narration of the experiences of any church after its

foundation.
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Of the ancient historian's liberty to insert speeches

at appropriate places in his work, whether reports

of speeches actually made or free compositions, St.

Luke has made an extensive and a happy use. Just

as in the Gospel we find a succession of actions and

sayings of our Lord (Acts i. 1, 'irepi ttolvtoov (ov tjp^aro

'Itjaovi iroielv re kou SiSatTKeiv), so also in the second

part of his work he must report both actions and

discourses. The discourses predominate in the first

and in the last quarters of the Acts; while in the

second and third quarters, though occupying less

space, they are only the more weighty in substance.

The highest level, according to our taste and perhaps

also according to the taste of the first readers, is

reached in the speeches of chapters xv., xvii., and xx.

;

but the speeches at the beginning of the work are

really fundamental in their Christology, and those

at the close assure the readers that their great

missionary St. Paul was the divinely appointed

instrument of the mission, and the great witness for

Christ before governors and kings.

During the last decade ever deeper insight has

been gained into the language in which St. Luke
has composed his work, and in consequence hasty

generalisations of old standing have been corrected.

In this connection Blass deserves specially high credit.

A very large portion of the supposed Semitic idioms

have vanished—the " Koivij '' already included these

Semitisms—nor as a rule should they be so regarded,

but rather as natural productions of the K.oivi] that

more or less accidentally coincide with Semitic forms.

Some, of course, are still left, especially in well-marked
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divisions of the work, and it remains to be investi-

gated—^just as in the case of the Gospel—whether

these divisions are not translated from Aramaic

sources. In general St. Luke's style very nearly

approaches that of the Septuagint, more particu-

larly that of the books of the Maccabees (but this

itself is nothing but the style of the spoken language

of educated men). Non-classical words and words

of the vulgar idiom are comparatively rare. The
syntax and certain stereotyped syntactical formulae

ai e " vulgar " and non-classical ; but it is probable

that these also had already gained a recognised place

in the more refined literary version of the language

of the people. It is now also recognised that St.

Luke was a master of language who, with careful

purpose, has accommodated his style in different

portions of his work to the scene of action and the

dignity of his subject-matter. Just as in the Gospel

he has so treated the stories of the Infancy that one

might imagine that one was reading a piece of

history from the Septuagint, so also in the Jerusalem

sections of the Acts, especially at the beginning, he

retains this style ; and so long as the scene of action

remains in Palestine he holds fast, in vocabulary,

syntax, and style, to the type of narrative which he

has followed in the Gospel. Very gradually he passes

over to a freer and at the same time more classical

type of narrative. The style becomes, so to say,

more profane, and even thereby more cosmopolitan,

yet without detracting from the dignity of the narra-

tive. In the last quarter of the book, although the

scene again lies for the most part in Palestine, the
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later style is still preserved, for the new movement
is no longer simply Palestinian, but now plays out its

part on the stage of the world. The author intended

that this fact should here find expression even in his

style. It is, however, most remarkable that St. Luke,

in spite of all the variety which he has introduced

into the form of his narrative, has understood how
to preserve the stylistic unity of his work. In

reading one receives no impression of patchiness or

of want of organic connection. The style also is

free from all suspicion of pose, and there is a com-

plete absence of vain and empty rhetoric. Scarcely

ever does the Avriter use a single superfluous word.

He is ever concerned only with the root of the

matter in hand, he knows how to tell a very great

deal in a few words, and he never tries to bribe

his readers with tricks of oratory. In respect of

its style this work can be compared with the best

literary productions of the Hellenico-Roman period.

Read the descriptions of the Pentecostal scene, of

the conversion of St. Paul, of that apostle's mission

in Athens, of the shipwreck, and many another

passage

!

And now where are to be found the weak points

of this author? We cannot say that he is on the

whole either credulous or uncritical. Credulous and

uncritical writers of those days produced works of

an entirely different character from his! Again,

for the larger half of the work we possess in the

epistles of St. Paul a test of the accuracy of the

historian than which we can scarcely imagine a more

stringent. That these epistles were creations of the
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moment, the offspring of a personality of the most

marked subjectivity, only increases the stringency of

the test. And yet it is only the over-scrupulous and

the dividers of hairs who cannot recognise that in

dozens of important and unimportant passages the

Acts of the Apostles has stood the test imposed upon

it by the Pauline epistles. Leaving out of account

a few minute details, the descriptions of the Council

of Jerusalem and of St. PauFs apology in the last

speeches, in fact the whole account of his attitude

towards the Jews at his last visit to Jerusalem, alone

remain questionable. In reference to the latter point,

it seems to me that what St. Luke records may be

very easily harmonised with the character and

theology of St. Paul as set forth in the epistles, if

one only does not confine oneself narrowly and

rigidly to the Epistle to the Galatians, as of course

every one still does. And in reference to the Council

of Jerusalem, it remains to be proved whether such

serious mistakes occur in the Acts as to render its

authorship by St. Luke inconceivable. His real weak-

nesses as an historian seem to me to lie elsewhere

—

in the first place, in his credulity in reference to

cases of miraculous healing and of " spiritual " gifts

;

secondly, in a tendency to carelessness and inaccuracy,

often of a very far-reaching influence in his narrative,

which may be partly due to his endeavour after

brevity ; lastly, in a tendency to work up important

situations. The last failing, measured by the

standards of ancient historians, can scarcely be

regarded as a fault in method, and in reference to

the first, we must take into consideration that, as
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is the case in every enthusiastic reHgious movement,

« wonders and signs '^ really occurred, and especially

that class of phenomena with which what is to day

called " Christian Science " is concerned. But only

he that is acquainted with the religious charlatanism

of that age and the extravagancies of its productions

can know from what a mass of esoteric rubbish, of

fraudulent magic, and pious absurdity the author has

kept himself free. All these things we know found

their way even into Christianity at that time or

soon afterwards. From these St. Luke, however, kept

himself free.

We must also in this connection remember the

fact that St. Paul (Col. iv. 14) calls St. Luke

expressly, and in a context where the epithet has

doubled weight, " the physician, the beloved." He
had therefore tried him and approved him as a

physician and a friend^ and from his experience of

St. Luke he is impelled to give him this public

testimony. If one now compares how modestly and

yet with what firm assurance St. Luke cursorily

mentions his successful cures (Acts xxviii. 9-10 . . .

iOepairevovTo, Of koi TroWaif Ttjuai^ eTL^r}(Tav ^fxag—
Ramsay has justly laid stress upon the fact that in

verse 8 the word used of St. Paul is idcraTo)^ one

by no means receives the impression of some wild

enthusiast who cured diseases, but of a man who
continued to practise his profession of physician with

success, and who in it had earned the permanent

esteem of a man of such high temper as St. Paul.

That he took account also of cures in answer to

prayer, that his attitude towards them was uncritical,
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that in fact he has no clear knowledge of the

boundary-line separating science from magic—what

special reason is there here for surprise ! And lastly,

as to the instances of carelessness and inaccuracy in

his narrative, we must indeed keep these closely in

view, for he has suffered from them more than

anything else in that they have laid him open to

the exaggerated calumnies of those who would

blacken his literary character. Against these vul-

nerable points the critics hurl themselves in order

to tear down and to scatter in pieces. And yet

these many instances of inaccuracy, which are

easily discerned as such just because they are a

constant quantity, are as a rule harmless and un-

fitted to serve as a base for far-reaching critical

operations.

The account which we have here given of the char-

acter of the Acts of the Apostles and of its author

St. Luke does not yet enjoy universal acceptance; rather

it is entirely, or almost entirely, rejected by numerous

critics. With them the book passes as a compara-

tively late patchwork compilation, ij^ which the part

taken by the editor is insignificant, yet in all cases

detrimental ; the " we "-sections are not the property

of the author, but an extract from a source, or even

a literary fiction ; historical errors are as numerous

as gaps and ill-disguised joinings ; the portrait of

St. Paul is drawn with bias, or in ignorance ; the

description given in the first chapters is scarcely

anywhere other than pure fancy—Peter is Pauline,

Paul is Petrine ; but who can number the objections

that have been raised against this book ! If they

d
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were only objections that one could take hold of!

But after no small number of these has been finally

refuted, one has to deal not so much with definite

objections, as with an attitude of general mistrust in

the book, with airy conceits and lofty contempt

;

most of all, however, with the fruits of that vicious

method wherein great masses of theory are hung

upon the spider's thread of a single observation,

wherein a writer of the New Testament is allowed

no weakness, no possibility of ignorance, wherein

instances of such failing are used as powder to blow

the whole book into the air. In the first volume of

this series, entitled " Luke the Physician " (Crown

Theological Library, 1907), I have therefore tried in

the first place to prove the identity of the author of the

« we "-sections with St. Luke, and at the same time to

refute some of these objections and critical vagarities

—

not by means of the more or less subjective apologetic

of the harmonist, but by assiduous attention to, and

exhibition of, facts and observations that confirm one

another. In the following pages I continue these

investigations in order to arrive at a more assured

judgment as to how far the book is homogeneous, as

to its sources and its degree of trustworthiness, and

by this means to prove afresh the identity of the

author of the « we "-sections with the author of the

whole work. In an age wherein critical hypotheses,

once upon a time not unfruitful, have hardened

themselves into dogmas, and when if an attempt is

made to defend a book against prejudice, misunder-

standing, and misrepresentation, scornful remarks are

made about "special pleading," it is not superfluous
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to declare that the method which is here employed

is influenced by no prepossession of any kind. It

is of course disgraceful that the circumstances of

criticism at the present day make such a declaration

necessary





CHAPTER I

CHRONOLOGICAL DATA^

In the prologue to his twofold historical work St.

Luke has announced that he wishes to write down
everything " /caOe^^?." This word, as well as the

synonym " e^^?,'' occurs in the New Testament only

in the Lukan writings (St. Luke i. 3 ; viii. 1 ; Acts

iii. 24 ; xi. 4 ; xviii. 23 ; e^rjg : St. Luke vii. 11 ;

ix. 37; Acts xxi. 1; xxv. 17; xxvii. IS).^ The
word does not necessarily denote a chronological

arrangement, though as a rule it means this, and its

use in the other places suggests that this signification

is to be understood here. We have not in all cases

the means of judging how far St. Luke has succeeded

in establishing a correct chronological arrangement.

In his gospel it is obvious that he does not come up
to an even moderate chronological standard ; but in

the Acts every one allows that he had the oppor-

tunity of doing, and has done, better things. His

procedure in regard to chronology in the Acts, so

far as I know, has not yet been subjected to a

1 This chapter was read at a meeting of the Prussian Academy,
and was published in their reports [Sitzungsberichten, 25th April

1907). It appears here in a somewhat different and more developed

form.

2 Throughout this book the numbers in bolder type denote

passages in the " we "-sections,

A
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thorough and connected investigation. And yet

more accurate knowledge on this point is of interest

in two respects, both in relation to the question of

the trustworthiness of the work (or of the literary

conscientiousness of the author) and in relation to

the question of its unity.

In the first place, the book is disappointing in so

far as it gives evidence of no trace of a connected

chronological framework. The construction of such

a framework, for at least the principal part of the

narrative, could not have presented special difficulties

to a man with the author's culture and access to

sources of information, even if he were not the com-

panion of the Apostle.^ He must, therefore, have

regarded it as of no importance, and have used

KaOe^rj^ not in this sense. In this attitude he,

moreover, shows himself an adept in the historical

writing of those days which, especially if it aimed

at edification or amusement, set up no chronological

framework and was sparing in the use of definite

dates. So also St. Luke is content to refer to con-

temporary history in only a few passages where such

reference seemed to him fitting—if these few passages

may be so understood—elsewhere he only gives rela-

tive dates. Even the passages where the succession of

years is mentioned are few in number ; on the other

hand, the author shows interest in times of festivals,

in days, and in hours—again in accordance with the

custom of writers of his day. These references are

intended to give life to the narrative, i.e. to the narra-

1 And yet all chronological systems of those days were wanting

in connection, in clearness, and exactitude.
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tive ofpai'ticular events. He does not, as a rule, place

the reader in a position to judge whether he repre-

sents events in their correct order ; his desire is

rather that the reader should simply trust him in

this matter. But for this very reason, because he

has not thought of consistently dating events by the

year in which they occurred, nor of a chronological

framework for his work, the passages wherein he

produces chronological material have special value;

for they do not belong to a system, but are scattered

throughout the book apart from any tendency what-

ever. Let us consider in order the chronological

expedients of which the writer has availed himself,

distinguishing the while his use of them in connection

with the history of Christianity in Palestine, from

his use of them in connection with the history of

Christianity in the Diaspora.

I. Chronological References to Contemporary History.

As concerns the history in Palestine, apart from

a few references to the past,-^ and to person-

1 Our Lord executed under Pilate and Herod Antipas (iv. 27,

&c.) ; in the days of " the enrolment " (v. 37) ; Theudas (v. 36)

;

Judas the Galilaean (v. 37) ; the " Egyptian " (xxi. 38). Here let

it be noted by the way that St. Luke gives us certain informa-

tion, nowhere else recorded, concerning the relationship of Herod
Antipas and his court to Christ and the new religion. He ex-

pressly refers to this Herod when giving the date of the public

appearance of our Lord (St. Luke iii. 1) ; he records (viii. 3) that

among the women who followed our Lord was to be found one

Joanna, the wife of a steward of Herod (c/. xxiv. 10), and (Acts

xiii. 1) that among the spiritual leaders of the Primitive Community
of Antioch was a " syntrophos " (confidential friend) of Herod,
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ages ^ of note whose date was known or could easily be

ascertained, the only information that the author gives

us is that the general famine foretold by Agabus, the

prophet from Jerusalem, actually came to pass « under

Claudius " (xi. 28), and that at the same time^ (xii. 1)

a persecution of the Christians was set on foot by

King Herod Agrippa I. (the name of Herod tempts

the author to a digression concerning the circumstances

under which Herod died soon afterwards : the quarrel

with the people of Tyre and Sidon ; Blastus the

chamberlain ; the presumptuous pride of the king

;

mors persecutoris ! xii. 20-23). The former chrono-

logical note is due simply to the author's desire to

bear witness to the fulfilment of the prophet's pre-

diction ; the latter notice arises in the natural course

of events, seeing that Herod himself (in order to

please the Jews) had thrown himself in the path of

Manaen by name. He hands down to us an utterance of our Lord

concerning Herod (St. Luke xiii. 32), otherwise unknown, and he

relates that our Lord was sent by Pilate to Herod for judgment
(xxiii.7/.).

1 Gamaliel (v. 34 ; xxii. 3) ; the chief priests Annas and
Caiaphas, and John (Jonathan) and Alexander (iv. 6) ; the high-

priest Ananias (xxiii. 2; xxiv. 1/.); the procurator Felix (xxiii. 6,

&c.) ; Drusilla the wife of Felix (xxiv. 24) ; the procurator Festus

(xxiv. 27, &c.) ; the king Agrippa II. and Bernice (xxv. 13, &c.).

In mentioning the Ethiopian queen Candace, St. Luke does not

give us an indirect chronological reference, seeing that at that

time and afterwards all the Ethiopian queens were called by that

name.
' Kar' Uuvov Tbv Kaipbv. Weiss describes the expression as

chronologically incorrect, because he regards it as referring to

the time of the first origin of a Gentile Christian community, a

time which was far in the past. But it really refers to the time of

the Famine, or rather to the time of the journey of St. Paul and
St. Barnabas to Jerusalem, and is therefore not incorrect.
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the youthful Church. Neither in the one case nor in

the other can we therefore trace any real chrono-

logical interest on the part of the author.

As concerns the history in the Diaspora, here again

Claudius is the only emperor mentioned by name,

and his name forms the sole directly chronological

notice. When St. Paul came to Corinth he found

there one Aquila with Priscilla his wife, who had

lately come from Italy ; they had been compelled to

leave their place of abode Sia to ^larerayevaL }^\av^iov

^copi^ecrOai TrdvTag rov^ 'lovSaiovg airo t?? ^Vcojurjg

(xviii. 2).^ Here again this information is not given

for the sake of chronology, but quite casually. That
St. Luke knows of the edict of Claudius, and records

it, shows that he interested himself in the fortunes

and doings of the Jews in the Diaspora. Besides this

piece of information mention is made of a few

notable persons, such as the pro-consul Sergius Paulus

in Cyprus (xiii. 7), and the pro-consul Gallio in

Corinth (xviii. 12 /*.). Here again the names are

mentioned in the natural course of the narrative

;

there is nothing that is intentionally chronological.^

1 In both cases (here and xi. 28) St. Luke has omitted all titles,

and gives only the name of the emperor. Even in this point the

consistency of his style is remarkable. Orosius gives the date of

the edict of Claudius. We do not know where he got his informa-

tion ; there is, however, no reason for doubting its accuracy.

* For further references to general history and matters connected

with heathen cultus, cf. the Chiliarch Claudius Lysias (xxiii. 26),

the centurion Julius (xxvii. 1) ; the a-TreXpa 'ItoXikti (x. 1), and the

ffveTpa T^e^aa-T-n (xxvii. 1)—note the coincidence ; the Epicureans

and Stoics (xvii. 18 ; we are surprised that no mention is made of

the Academicians ; did the author intend to represent them as not

opposed to St. Paul 7) ; the Areopagus (xvii. 19) ; Dionysius the
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It cannot therefore be shown that St. Luke was

influenced by a chronological interest in any of the

few passages wherein he produces what is practically

chronological material from contemporary history.

Such a passage as St. Litke Hi. 1, wherein the chrono-

logical sitimtion is scientifically determined, is to be

found nowhere in the Acts of the Apostles. More-

over, there is no difference here between the treatment

of the history of Christianity in the Diaspora and

in Palestine.

II. Exact statements of years, months, and days.

Dates of years and months occur only in the

following passages :
-^

—

xi. 26. St. Barnabas and St. Paul abide a full year

{eviavTOv oKov) in Antioch (fostering the youthful

Church).

xvii. 2. On three Sabbath days (eiri ard^/Sara rpla)

St. Paul preached in the synagogue at Thessalonica,

and was therefore nearly a month in that city.

xviii. 11. St. Paul on his first visit to Corinth

remained there a year and six months {eviavrov kol

Areopagite (xvii. 34) ; the aTpaTt^yol in Philippi (xvi. 20) ; the

politarchs in Thessalonica (xvii. 6) ; the Asiarchs (xix. 31) ; the

school of Tyrannus (xix. 9) ; the ypafxfiarevs (xix. 35) ; the ayopaioi

Kal dvOvwaroi (xix. 38) ; and the hvojxo% iKKktjala in Ephesus

(xix. 39) ; Zeus and Hermes (xiv. 12) ; the great Artemis (xix. 27)

;

the 7r6\is veuKdpos (xix. 35) ; Dike (xxviii. 4) ; the Dioscuri (xxviii.

11) ; the Unknown God in Athens (xvii. 23). Each trait is correct

and true to its situation.

^ Passages wherein the years of duration of disease are given

are left out of consideration.— Vide iv. 22 and ix. 33.
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xix. 8. St. Paul on his visit to Ephesus taught for

three months (eTr^ />i?m? rpek) in the synagogue

there, and then

xix. 10. he taught for two years (eVJ errj Svo) in

the school of Tyrannus in the same city. These two

periods together are described in

XX. 31. as making up a period of three years

{rpieTiav).

XX. 3. St. Paul made a second stay of three

months (TrofTJo-a? /uirjvag rpei^) in Greece (Corinth).

[xxiv. 10. Felix at the time that St. Paul first

appeared before him had been procurator in Judaea

for many years (e/c iroWiJcv eroov).]

[xxiv. 17. St. Paul, after the lapse of several years

(Si ircov TrXeiovcov), had again returned to Jerusalem,

bringing alms.]

xxiv. 27. After two years (Sierlag 'K\t]pooQeicrt]<i)—
reckoned from St. Paul's first hearing—Felix was

replaced by Festus.^

1 Wellhausen {Nachr. d. K. GeseUsch. d. Wissensch. z. Gottingen, 12.

Jan. 1907, s. 8/.) makes the following remarks on this passage:

—

" Ateri'a is generally referred to the stay of *S'^ Paul in Jerusalem

(read: Caisarea), and as a necessary consequence it is considered

characteristic of the narrative of St. Luke that out of a period of

the apostolic ministry of St. Paul, lasting more than two years, he

should only have been able to tell us of the progress of the trial

of the Apostle. The hypothesis of a cessation of two years in the

consecutive and consistent course of the trial, which naturally and

necessarily forms the proper subject of the narrative, is however

rather characteristic of the exegetes, who one and all hang on

like bulldogs to only a single exegetical possibility. It is just as

possible that the words quoted refer to the departure of Felix from

office at the end of two years. This interpretation is indeed the

first that suggests itself, and has the advantage of disposing of

the absurd hiatus in the trial of St. Paul. The exegetes have
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XXViii. 11. After three months (imeTa rpeig juLrjvag)

St. Paul left the island of Malta.

xxviii. 30. St. Paul abode in Rome two full years

(SicTiav oXrjv) in his own hired lodging.

We have in addition thefollowing dates hy days

:

—
i. 3. Our Lord manifested Himself for forty days

(Si rjjuLepcov rea-capaKovra) after His Resurrection.

[ix. 9. Saul was blind for three days (^fxepag

rpeh) after Christ had appeared to him.]

X. 30. Cornelius had the vision three days (aTro

rerapTrjq rmxepag) before St. Peter's visit to him.

XX. 6. Within five days (a-)(j:)i ^/mepcov irevre) we

came from Philippi to Troas.

XX. 6. Seven days {rjixepa^ eTrra) we abode in

Troas.

probably allowed themselves to be led away by the toXXo, irt] of

xxiv. 10. As if St. Luke in his discourses cared for historical

exactitude and not rather for anything that suited his purpose I

He constantly contradicts himself even when his speakers give

a rhetorical summary of events described in the narrative (? 7).

In xxiv. 10, however, there is no need to suppose that he thought

of xxiv. 27. It is not my business to investigate whether Felix

was really superseded so early as the end of 54 or the beginning

of A.D. 55."

So far as I know, Wellhausen has had no predecessor in his

interpretation which in my opinion will not stand investigation

;

for— (1) St. Paul, not Felix, is here the principal figure. It would

be singular, and it is not suggested by the context or by the

general procedure of St. Luke, that the author should have

thought it necessary to state the time during which a procurator

held office. (2) The preceding words, St6 Kal 6 ^rjXi^ vvKvbTepov

rbv IlaOXov /xeTaTrefnrdfJLeyos uifiiXei avT(^ form an excellent intro-

duction to the statement that this lasted for a somewhat long

time, while they are out of any connection with the supposed

statement concerning the length of Felix's term of office. (3)
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xxi. 4. Seven days (ijjuiepag eTrra) we abode in

Tyre.^

xxi. 7. One day (rjjmepav filav) we abode in

Ptoleraais.

xxiv. 1. After five days (juLeTa irevre ^/mepag),

reckoned from the conveyance of St. Paul to Caesarea,

the high-priest Ananias came thither.

xxiv. 11. There are not more than twelve days (ou

irXelovg elcTLV jmoi rnxepm SwSeKo), says St. Paul, since

I came to Jerusalem.

XXV. 1. Three days after his entry into office {jueTa

Tpeh ^jULcpa^) Festus came to Jerusalem.

XXV. 6. After not more than eight to ten days

(^fxepag ov TrXe/ou? o/cto) rj Scko) Festus returned back

to Caesarea.

XXVii. 27. The fourteenth night (Tearcrapea-KaiSe-

KCLTrj vv^) in the raging storm (XXVii. 33).

Felix was in office longer than two years—there can be no doubt

upon this point—and St. Luke himself says as much a few verses

previously. It is somewhat out of place to charge him unneces-

sarily with such an extraordinary instance of discrepancy. Moreover,

(4) SieTi'a cannot be regarded as the general technical expression

for the term of oflSce of a procurator (so that dierias vXrjpw^Ha-Tjs

would simply mean "after the end of his term of office"); for

the term of office was not at that period fixed {vide Hirschfeld,

Die kaiserl. Verwaltungsheamten, 2 Avjl., 1905, s. 445 J".), and

Sieria is found a few chapters later (xxviii. 30) in its ordinary

sense. (5) There is no justification for speaking of an absurd

hiatus in the trial of St. Paul as being implied by the traditional

interpretation, for when St. Luke gives a date in years he never

tells us what details occurred within this period, but leaves it

to the reader to derive this information from the context, that is,

from his general statement concerning the situation of the

Apostle. Therefore the statement in xxiv. 27, when referred to

St. Paul, is in conformity with the other statements giving the

years of the Apostle's stay in great cities {vide supra).
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XXViii. 7. For three days (rpeig ^/mepa^) Publius

entertained St. Paul at Malta.

XXViii. 12. For three days (rpeig ^/mepag) we abode

at Syracuse.

XXViii. 13. After one day (juLera juiav rjfxepav) we

sailed from Rhegium.

XXViii. 13. In two days (Sevrepaioi) we came to

Puteoli.

XXViii. 14, For seven days (^/mepag e-Trra) we abode

with the brethren in Puteoli.

xxviii. 17. Three days after his arrival in Rome
(/uLera ^jmepag rpeig) St. Paul invited the leaders of

the Jews in that city to an interview.

We add lastly the passages in which the need day is

mentioned

:

—
X. 9

X. 23
X. 24

xiv. 20
XX. 7
xxi. 8
xxii. 30
xxiii. 32
XXV. 6

XXV. 23

iv. 3

iv. 5

[xxiii. lu]

xxiii. 20
XXV. 23

[vii. 2G]

xvi.ll
XX. 15
xxi. 18
xxiii. 11

7) i'iravpLOv{r]/x^pa)

7} ai'piop (rjfxipa) vcl aHpiov

- 7] i-jnoiari (also with ijfxipa or p6^)



XX. 15
xxvii. 3
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XX. 15 ...
-I

xxi. 26 . . . . I ^ ix°f^^^V {^^^- 26 with w^pa, xiii. 44
[xiii. 44. Reading

j
with aa^^arov)

uncertain] . .J

xi. 1 . . . .1 . ... .

XV 17 y
'^ ^^'^^ ^^

'ii.'is ; : : :j
^^^^

^^* 17
' * ' * L ^ ^^'J' w^poL (in xxvii. 18 followed

xxvii.' IR
'

' * 'f by 77x^^77,)

From these lists we derive the following con-

clusions :

—

1. Exact statements of longer periods of time

occurring in this book refer exclusively to the dura-

tion of the stay or the ministry of St. Paul in some

important place : St. Paul was B.full year in Antioch,

nearly a month in Thessalonica, eighteen months in

Corinth, two years and three months (thus a Tpierla)

in Ephesus, three months in Greece (on his second

visit), two years (SierLo) in Csesarea in prison, [three

months in Malta], and two Jull years (Sierlap oXrjv)

in Rome.^ The duration of the ministry of the

Apostle in these places was so important to St. Luke
that he has expressly mentioned it. For questions

connected with the inner development of the Christian

communities, sofar as these had nothing to do with the

Jews and heathen^ he in his book evidently betrays no

interest; but the length of time during which these

communities had the good fortune to see the Apostle

in their midst is a matter in which he had, and he

1 The two instances which I have included above among the

years and months, but in brackets, do not come into account ; for

in xxiv. 10, 17 only passing mention is made of " several years "

without any closer determination of the periods.
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shows, the most lively interest. For ascertaining the

absolute chronology of the Acts these exact statements,

together with the references to contemporary history,

afford almost the only material we can use.

With these ten notices concerning a lengthy ministry

of St. Paul in definite localities are connected the five

notices of similar character wherein it is a question

only of a period of days : seven days we abode in

Troas, seven days in Tyre, a day in Ptolemais ; ten

days was the length of St. Paul's last visit to Jeru-

salem ; seven days we abode in Puteoli (brethren

were found in all these places).

2. But of these five notices, four—and of the

ten, one—belong to another connection, namely, to

the diary of the " we "-account. Here in twenty-

one instances dates are given in days (including one

instance of like character—the stay in Malta—where

the duration is given in months

—

vide supra), and
within this « we ""-account the times spent in the

different stages of the journey are to the author seem-

ingly of equal importance with the times spent in

visits at various places.^ From chap. XX. 6 until

the arrival in Jerusalem it is possible to make a

connected calculation of the time spent. According
to XX. 6 the start was made from Philippi after

the days of unleavened bread, and St. Paul wished

to be in Jerusalem for the feast of Pentecost. He
had therefore about 44 days for his journey. The

1 The passage, chap, xxvii. 12, should also be added to the
chronological passage of the " we "-account. We are here told
that it was at the beginning of winter that the ship touched at
Crete on the voyage to Rome.
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journey from Philippi to Troas occupied 5 days,

7 days were spent in Troas, x days in the voyage to

Mitylene, 1 day at Chios, 1 day to Samos, 1 day to

Miletus, X days in Miletus, 1 day to Cos, 1 day to

Rhodes, x days to Patara, x days from Patara

to Tyre, 7 days in Tyre, 1 day to Ptolemais, 1 day

in Ptolemais, 1 day to Caesarea, " several " days in

Cassarea, x days in the journey from Cassarea to

Jerusalem. Thus a period of 27 days is given, while

about 17 days are left for the six indefinite periods.

The voyage from Troas to Mitylene would probably

last one day ; in Miletus also St. Paul probably halted

for only one day, otherwise he could have gone him-

self to Ephesus ; from Rhodes to Patara would take

one day ; from Patara to Tyre the voyage would last

at least five days (Chrysostom), from Caesarea to

Jerusalem would be a journey of two days. Thus six

to seven days are left for the stay in Caesarea. We
are not, of course, expressly told that St. Paul really

reached Jerusalem in time for the feast ; but we may
assume this as probable (Weiss contests this point;

but in this case would it have been thought worth

while to mention St. PauPs plan in the narrative ?),

In Jerusalem St. Paul stayed scarcely a week, then he

was conveyed to Caesarea. It is, moreover, worthy of

note that St. Luke did not himself count up the days,

otherwise he would not have left so many items of

the sum indefinite.

3. In addition to these two great groups of chrono-

logical statements there still remains two smaller

groups, namely, the four dates by days in the story

of Cornelius (chap, x.)—these are insignificant and
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belong to the type of narrative ^—and the fourteen

(13) important dates by days referring to the (last)

stay in Jerusalem and in Caesarea (xxi. 26—xxvi. 32).

4. The following isolated chronological statements

are found in the book*. (1) that our Lord allowed

Himself to be seen for forty days after His Resurrec-

tion (i. 3) ; (2) that St. Peter and St. John remained

in prison until the next morning (iv. 3, 5) ; (3) that

St. Paul was blind for three days after his vision

(ix. 9) ; (4) the notice of the next Sabbath and the

next day in xiii. 44 and xiv. 20 ; (5) the information

that St. Paul invited the leaders of the Jews in Rome
to an interview three days after his arrival (xxviii.

17). Of these (2), (3), and (4) are unimportant;

(5) is closely connected with the dates by days in the

" we "-account, which directly precedes it; (1), which

is found nowhere else in the contemporary literature

—its occurrence in later literature is dependent upon

this passage—can only be derived from Messianic

legend, and is certainly manufactured, but not by

St. Luke himself.^

1 When one carefully compares the style of this narrative with
the narratives of occurrences in Philippi, Corinth, Ephesus, and
other places, one cannot but notice that St. Luke is in the latter

cases writing as an eye-witness or at very good second-hand

;

whereas in the former case he follows a tradition that had been

already worked up and had already lost many concrete traits,

though some here and there had still been preserved.

2 The manner in which St. Paul speaks in 1 Cor. xv. of the visions

of the Kisen Christ, including among them that to himself, makes
it quite improbable that he knew of or, if he did, believed in this

period of forty days ; his record is, moreover, quite opposed to

St. Luke's statement: " iv TroWo2$ TeKfxrjploii birTavbfxevos avroh koL

"Kiyujv TO, Trept r^s ^affiKelas rod 6eov" " Forty days " is a significant

sacred number {cf. the *' forty days " of temptation in the wilder-

ness). One only wonders that the period was not extended to
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As we now survey all these chronological state-

ments, grouped as we have placed them, they impress

us most favourably, and show that from the stand-

point of the chronologist this historical work can

scarcely be put on a level with the apocryphal Acts

and other such books of fables.^ Where St. Luke

was not himself present, and therefore could not give

dates in days, he contents himself with ascertaining and

recording the length of St. PaiWs stay in the centres of

his activity hy years and months, Othei'wise he refrains

almost entirelyfrom giving direct chronological informal

tion. The only exception is formed by the dates by

days in the description of the last stay in Jerusalem

and in Caesarea ; but (1) it is possible that St. Luke
himself was here an eye-witness ; (2) these items of

information give no cause for objection. If St. Luke
himself was not present—which is to me probable ^

—

then for this period he must have had excellent

records at his disposal.^ As for the information con-

Pentecost {vide infra), so that an hiatus might have been avoided.

We may assume that underlying the tradition of the forty days

there is this amount of truth, namely, that within this period (or

just at its close) the return of the disciples from Galilee to Jeru-

salem really took place. The visions at Jerusalem, which occurred

after this but before Pentecost, were transferred by later legend

into the Easter octave.

1 Therefore also the " we " of the Acts of the Apostles has nothing
whatever to do with the artificial stylistic ** we " in the later Acts
of Apostles and martyrs. In particular instances the former *' we"
may have served as a model for this class of novels with a religious

purpose.

2 Except that St. Luke came again to Cassarea during the time
of Festus.

^ This naturally does not cover the trustworthiness of the dis-

courses, which are especially numerous in this section of the work,

and of several other details.
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cerning the duration of the longer visits to the chief

centres—^presupposing careful investigation on the part

of St. Luke—we can only here and there, and that

inadequately, control its accuracy from the Epistles

of St. Paul.^ So far, however, as the test can be ap-

plied, all the chronological statements pass muster.^

All of them, or almost all of them, refer to the times

of the author's partnership with St. Paul in the

mission and to the periods lying between. In the

former he reckons by days, in the latter by years and

months ; elsewhere

—

i.e. in the whole first half of

the book—he almost entirely refrains from giving

dates. What condition of things could we wish for

that would inspire us with greater confidence in the

writer ?
^

1 Still less are we able to exercise control over the dates given

in the " we "-account ; however, their whole character is such as

to render control unnecessary.

* Some would conclude from the Epistles to the Thessalonians

that St. Paul must have stayed in the capital of Macedonia for a

longer time than is recorded in the Acts of the Apostles. But even

here there is no compelling reason for questioning the statement

of the Acts.

3 For completeness' sake let us cast another glance over the

reference to days and hours. The information that the events

recorded happened in the night was self-evident in the case of

visions in dreams, xvi. 9, xviii. 9, xxiii. 11, and xxvii. 23 (5tA t^j

vvkt6s, iv vvktI, Ty iirioday vvktL and ravry ry vvktL) ; in the case of

the miraculous occurrences in prison, v. 17, xii. 6, and xvi. 25, 33

(5iA T7]s vvKTdi, Ty vvktI iKelv-Q, Kara rb /xeaovvKTiov, and ej' CKelvy ry

wpq. rys vvkt6s) ; and in the case of the secret arrangements in

Damascus, ix. 25 {vvkt6s\ xvii. 10 in Thessalonica (5ta pvktos), and
xxiii. 23, 31 in Jerusalem {a.Trb rpir^j iopas ttjs wkt^s and 5id pvkt6s).

Elsewhere it is only in the " we "-account (the story of the ship-

wreck) that mention is made of the fourteenth night and midnight

{xxvii. 27, Kara iiiaov t^s vvKrbs:), and that we are told concerning
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But now for the other side of the picture ! From
this condition of things

—

no manufactured dates

!

—
it follows that the history of the Primitive Com-

munity of Jerusalem and of the earliest period of

the mission in Palestine is practically destitute of

chronology. Only two points stand out in this desolate

chronological plain, and are therefore worthy of special

notice and consideration. These are the date of St.

PauVsfirst andfundamentally important visit to Antioch,^

St. Paul's sermon in Troas that it lasted fi^xP'^ jJ-ea-ovvKriov (xx. 7),

indeed even axpt avyrji (xx. 11). In xxviii. 23 we are informed that

the meeting in Rome in which St. Paul delivered his apology before

the Jews lasted dirb -rrput Iws iairipas; in xxii. 6 and xxvi. 13 it is

recorded that St. Paul saw the vision of Christ irepl ixearjfjifiptav and

"nfJt^pai fiiarjs respectively (this detail does not occur in ix. 3) ; and

in iv. 3 we hear that the imprisonment of the Apostles took place in

the evening ; lastly, in v. 21, that the Apostles when set free entered

into the Temple vir6 tov 6p6pov—both statements almost necessarily

follow from the context. As for the hours, icpa is used pleonastically,

or at least not in a strictly technical sense, in x. 80 (/i^xpt ra^jTrjs t^s

w/)as), xvi. 18 (ayrij ry iopg.), xvi. 33 {iv Udv-Q tt} Cbpq.), and xxii. 13

(aimj Ty iapq). Signifying hour of prayer, &pa occurs in iii. 1 {^ttI

T. (bpav T. Trpoaevxv^ t. ivvdrrju), x. 3, 30 (w<rel ibpav iyvaTrjv r. r]/j.^pas

and ivoLTriv respectively), and x. 9 [irepl wpav t'/cT?;^). Otherwise only

in four places, namely, ii. 15 (the Pentecostal miracle happened at

the third hour of the day ; this is expressly recorded in order to

refute the calumnious charge that the Apostles were intoxicated),

v. 7 (Sapphira's act of deceit and her sudden death followed three

hours after that of her husband), xix. 34 (the Ephesians cried out,

iirl ibpas Uo), and xxiii. 23 (this passage is given above). These

accounts certainly are not all of them quite trustworthy ; yet there

is in them no trace of systematic tendency, nor, where they have

something of the conventional about them, do they go beyond the

literary expedients of which the best historical writers of antiquity

availed themselves.

^ The fact that this notice is unique in the first half of the book

suggests that the account of the mission in Antioch, in regard to

its source, either belongs to the accounts of the second half or is

not inferior to them in value.

B
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mid the reference to thefamine under Claudius together

with the reference to Herod Agrippa> We have, there-

fore, no certainty whether the author has been able

to give us the events of the first period in their

correct order,^ and it is most difficult to discover the

actual date of each occurrence. In regard to the

chronological order one for instance may, indeed

must, question whether the election of an apostle (if

it took place at all and in the manner recorded in

the Acts) fell within the first forty days ; whether the

different accounts of the imprisonment of apostles are

to be distinguished from one another ; when it was

that the conversion of St. Paul took place ; when the

conversion of the Samaritans (we are told that whole

villages were to a great extent Christianised, viii. 25) ;

when the mission of St. Philip to the coastland

;

when it was that Cornelius was converted; when it

was that the first Gentile Christian community was

founded in Antioch ; and above all, whether the

1 This notice aCFords us the best datum for the absolute chrono-

logy of the first half of the Apostolic epoch. The persecution of

the Apostles by Herod Agrippa (king of Judea a.d. 41-44), which
was shortly followed by the death of the king, took place not long

before the year a.d. 44, the year of Herod's death. At that time

the Apostles left Jerusalem. Now a very ancient tradition (see my
Chronologic, I. s. 243/.) reports that the Apostles remained twelve

years in Jerusalem in accordance with a command given by our

Lord. The command was undoubtedly invented in order to justify

the departure of the Apostles in the twelfth year. It brings us to

the year A.D. 42, a calculation which is confirmed by Acts xii. 1 ff.

17 :
" Peter departed to another place " ; while in viii. 1 stress is

laid upon the fact that the Apostles remained in Jerusalem during

the first persecution.

* In V. 36 (Theudas) there probably lies a gross chronological
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journey of St. Paul to Jerusalem (xi. 30, xii. 25) is

rightly distinguished from the journey of chap. xv.

But even if in these cases there is more that is

questionable or erroneous than the average critic is

accustomed to assume,^ the author would not therefore

be deserving of severe blame ; for he has not pre-

tended to more knowledge than he possesses, but has

clearly told us where alone in his narrative dates

stood at his disposal. Before, however, we can give

a final verdict on his chronological procedure, it is

also necessary both to examine the instances where he

refers to Festivals^ and to investigate his chronological

statements of an indefinite character.

Ill, References to Festivals.

From the chronological point of view it is the

greatest paradox in the Acts of the Apostles that

in this book, written by a Greek for another Greek
of high position,^ it not infrequently occurs that

Jewish feasts are referred to, and are presupposed as

well known. These references do not come from the

sources of the work, or at least only in part, for they

are just as numerous in the second half as in the first

half of the Acts, and are not absent even from the

" we-sections." We are therefore led to conclude

^ In nay opinion this is not the case.

* That this Greek noble bore the name of Theophilus from his

birth is possible, but not probable. Either St. Luke in the address
has given to him a lofty spiritual title side by side with his high
worldly title " /cpcirtcrToj," or he himself as a Christian had taken
the name '* Theophilus," just as a few decades later the Christian

Ignatius took the name " Theophorus."
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that St. Luke had ah-eady, before his conversion to

Christianity, come into close touch with the Judaism

of the Diaspora,^ and that he could presuppose a like

acquaintance in the person to whom he addressed his

work and in the majority of his readers. This tends to

confirm a statement once made by Renan that in the

Apostolic epoch there could have been only a few

Gentile Christians who, before they became Christians,

had not come into touch with Judaism.

The passages which here come under consideration

are the following :
2

—

i. 12. Distance is given in terms of a " Sabbath

day'^s journey "" ; the knowledge of the length of this

standard is therefore presupposed.

XX. 7. The Christian sacred day is called vj fila

roov a-aPfidrcov (is thus named by reference to the

Jewish sacred day).

ii. 1 and XX. 16. ^ ^jmepa r^? irevraKoa-Trj^!—it is

presupposed that it is known at what time the feast

of Pentecost fell.^

^ His by no means contemptible knowledge of the Old Testament

lends additional probability to this conclusion.

^ We must naturally exclude those passages where it is recorded

that St. Paul came into the synagogue on the Sabbath day and
taught there. Every reader would certainly be acquainted with the
** Sabbath," and the record concerning St. Paul's preaching on the

Sabbath day in the synagogue (at the beginning of his ministry in

every city) is to be accepted as trustworthy, though some critics of

the Acts think otherwise, seeing especially that the *' we "-account

gives the same tradition (xvi. 13).

3 The wording of ii. 1 is, moreover, of such a character that there

is room for doubt whether the author intended to say that the

pouring forth of the Spirit occurred on the day of Pentecost itself.

It is more natural to suppose that it occurred shortly before this

day. The matter is perhaps purposely left indefinite.
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xii. 3 and XX. 6. ^crav ^/mepai tcop al^v/uLcov and

e^eTrXeucrajULev fj-era tol^ ^jmcpag twv oQixwy—it is not

said, and is therefore assumed to be generally known,

when these days fall.

xii. 4. Herod intended to deliver St. Peter to the

people yuera to iraa-ya—the time of the Passover is

thus known.

XXVii. 9. ovTO<s rjSr] €7riccj^aXov^ tov ttXoo? ^la to koi

Trjv vrjcTTelav rj^t] irapeKrjKvQevai—the fast of the great

Day of Atonement is meant ; the author's recourse to

the Jewish Festival-calendar is here especially remark-

able ; even a Gentile in becoming a Christian at fii'st

accepted, along with Christianity, a slice of Judaism.

xxi. 23, 27. ai eirTO, ^/mepai (rou ayvKTimov)—the

readers know that a Jewish vow of this kind lasted

seven days.^

In regard to the trustworthiness of these dates

given in terms of the Jewish Festival-calendar and in

the most different contexts, that of ii. 1 alone can

give cause for doubt.

Besides the consideration of these passages it is

necessary to point out the extensive use that is made
in this book of the word " ^jmepai " in all kinds of

chronological notices. This use is, so far as I

know, contrary to Greek idiom. In St. Luke**s

gospel ^juepa and ^niepai are found eighty-four times,

in the Acts ninety-four times (in St. Matthew forty-

six times, in St. Mark twenty-eight times, in St. John

1 Perhaps mention might also be made here of v. 37 (ev r. Tj/x^pan r.

ivoypa^rji)
;
yet a reference to St. Luke ii. 1 /. is probably intended

here. Note also the Hebraic yuKra Kal rj/ji^pav, xx. 31, xxvi. 7 (but

ijfiipas re Kal vvkt6s stands in ix. 24).
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thirty-one times). The numerous constructions in

which the word stands are in many cases Hebraic, or

rather imitated from the Greek of the Septuagint.

By this means, and moreover by other similar

expedients which must have been quite customary

with him, St. Luke has probably purposely given

his style a Biblical character. We shall at once

make acquaintance with a portion of these passages

as we now turn to consider his indefinite chrono-

logical notices.^

IV. Indefinite Dates,

i. 5. Ye shall be baptized with the Holy Ghost ov

juLCTCL TToXXa? ^jULcpa^—t.^. in a few weeks' time.

i. 15. iv rats ^jui-epai^ ravrai^—in the days between

the Ascension and Pentecost, St. Peter stood up and

proposed the completion of the number of the

Apostles.

V. 36. TTpo TOVTcov Twv ^jiiepoov (quite indefinite in

regard to the length of the time—meaning " before

this our time "
)—Theudas rose up.

vi. 1. €v rati rj^epai^ Tavrai^ (= at that time; it

is more closely defined by TrXrjOvvovrcov twv /maOyjrwv)

arose a dispute between the Hebrews and the Helle-

nists in the Primitive Community.^

1 Compare, moreover, the word "rj/jiipa " in a concordance.

2 Cf, in St. Stephen's speech, vii. 41 : if rals ijfiipais iKcipais ifioa-xo-

voiTjaay. Note also that St. Peter in his speech (xv. 7) describes

the conversion of Cornelius as having taken place &<p' ijfxepQy

apxa^oiv, and that Mnason in the we-account (xxi. 16) is called an

dpXO-ios fxadrjTTjs.
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viii. 11. LKavu) XjO^Vo) {i.e. probably for many years)

had Simon Magus practised his sorceries in Samaria.

ix. 19. St. Paul, after his conversion, continued

with the brethren of Damascus ^jmepa^ rivd^, and

began at once his active ministry.-^

ix. 23. cog 67r\r]povvTO ^fxepai LKavat (it may have

been years)—the Jews of Damascus prepared a plot

against St. Paul.

ix. 37. €u ratg rjiuepaig eKelvaig {i.e. when St. Peter

was staying in Lydda)—it happened that the disciple

Tabitha died in Joppa.

ix. 43. St. Peter abode in Joppa with a tanner

named Simon, ^/mepag LKavdg (as in viii. 11 and ix. 23

it may have been for years).

X. 48. St. Peter accepted an invitation to stay in

CsL'sarea, rjixepag Tivdg {i.e. a few days, vide ix. 19).

xi. 27. €v ravraig raig rjjuiepaig, namely, at the time

of the foundation of the Church of Antioch, or more

exactly, at the time when St. Barnabas and St. Paul

were working there.^

xii. 1. KaT €K€ivov Se tov Kaipov—namely, at the

time when what had been narrated in chap. xi. took

place—Herod turned against the Church.^

^ As it is said in ix. 23 that his stay in Damascus lasted rj/xipas

iKavds, the above passage must be paraphrased as fohows :
" After

a few days, which he spent in the company of the disciples in

Damascus, he began at once to preach as a missionary."
2 'Ev Tai>rais rots i]fj.€paii cannot possibly refer to verse 26*, but

only to 2G".

3 The passage introduced by these words is not an interpolation

without chronological reference, as Weiss thinks ; for the expres-

sion KaT eKdvov tov Kaipbv need not refer to the time of the founda-

tion of the Antiochean Church in the strictest sense of the word,

but refers to the whole early history of that community so far as it

had been narrated.
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xiii. 31. Our Lord showed Himself after His

Resurrection

—

eTrl ^/mepa^ TrXe/ou?, i.e. forty days.

xiv. 3. Uavov ')(j)6vov—St. Barnabas and St. Paul

worked in Iconium (see above on viii. 11, ix. 23,

and ix. 43).

xiv. 28. y^povov ovk oXiyov—they then abode in

Antioch (no doubt a shorter time than Uavov yjpovov

is intended).

XV. 33. TTOiiia-avTe^ XP^^^^ (quite indefinite)

—

Judas and Silas in Antioch.

XV. 35. TLavXog K. BapvalSag Sicrpi^ov ev ^A^vrio^ela

(without any mention of time as in xii. 19).

XV. 36. juLera Se rivag ^/mepag—i.e. {vide ix. 19, x. 48)

after a few days St. Paul proposed to St. Barnabas

that they should join in a fresh missionary journey

(preceded by the narrative of the Council of Jeru-

salem and the notice of the stay of St. Paul and

St. Barnabas in Antioch : this stay must, therefore,

have been quite a short one).

xvi. 12. We abode in Philippi ^jmepag Tivds thus

only a few days.^

xvi. 18. The possessed woman cried after us iiri

TToXXa? r}ij.epa<s.

xviii. 1. yuera ravra, i.e. after his stay in Athens

St. Paul came to Corinth.

xviii. 2. TTpoa-ipdrcog Aquila had come from Rome
to Corinth.

xviii. 18. After the trial St. Paul remained yet

tjfjiepag iKavdg in Corinth, thus a long time (vide ix. 23,

43 ; viii. 11 ; xiv. 3).

^ Weiss tries to show that this does not refer to the whole time

of their stay in Philippi ; but I do not think he proves his point.
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xviii. 23. St. Paul stayed (the third time) yj)6vov

Tiva TTOiria-a's (vide xv. 33) in Antioch.

xix. 22. St. Paul abode yet some time {yjpovov) in

Asia ^ {vide xv. 33 ; xviii. 23).

xix. 23. Kara rov Kaipov cKetvov, namely in the

last days of St. Paul's stay in Ephesus, when his

departure had been already settled, a riot broke

out.

xxi. 10. We abode in Caesarea ^juepag TrXe/ou?.

XXi. 15. juLCTa Se tol^ ^jmepa^ Taura^ (i-e. after the

stay in Caesarea) we started for Jerusalem.

xxi. 38. St. Paul is asked whether he was not the

Egyptian who irpo tovtcop tcov rj/uLcpcov (vide y. 36),

rose up as a deceiver of the people.

xxiv. 24. luera Se ^/mepag riva^ (thus after a few

days, vide ix. 19; x. 48; xv. 36; xvi. 12), Felix

ordered St. Paul to be called that he might hear

him concerning Christ.

XXV. 13. rjjULepcov Se SiayevojULevcov tivcov {cf. xxiv.

24), came Agrippa and Bernice to Caesarea.

XXV. 14. They remained there rnuepa^ TrXe/ouj.

XXVii. 7. ev LKavai^ Se rj/jLepm^ /SpaSuTrXoovvres, we

arrived with difficulty at Crete (probably several

weeks, vide ix. 23, 43 ; xviii. 18).

XXVii, 9. Uavov Se y^povov Siayevo/mevov, we loosed

from Crete (vide XXVii. 7, viii. 11, xiv. 3).

XXVii. 14. jmeT ov ttoXJ, the tempest arose.

xxvii. 20. Neither the sun nor the stars appeared,

eirl TrXelovag ^jULepa?.

[XXViii. 6. cttI ttoXv, they expected that St. Paul

^ This is preceded in xix. 21 by the quite indefinite u>s 5i

iir\iipw6-q raOra (the successful progress of the mission in Ephesus).
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would fall down dead after being bitten by the

snake.^]

In the first place, it is an important point in

favour of the identity of the author of the we-

account with the author of the whole work, that

indefinite chronological notices are of no rarer occur-

rence in the we-account than in the rest of the work,

nor are they different in form. This circumstance

will be considered in Appendix I. Next we must

distinguish those passages, where the fact that the

time is not defined is by no means remarkable, from

those where it seems at first sight strange. Of the

former we may at once simply dismiss the passages

i. 5; V. 36; viii. 11; ix. 37; xiii. 31; xvi. 18;

xviii. 2 ; xxi. 38 ; xxvli. 7, 9, 14, 20 ; xxviii. 6 ; in

some of these instances the author could have given

us more accurate information had he wished it, in

others the context required or allowed only a general

reference to time. But from the remaining passages

we may not as a rule argue ignorance on the part

of the author. Thus the duration of the stay at

Philippi and in Caesarea (XVi. 12 ; XXi. 10, 15) is

only given indefinitely, although the author, if he

had wished it—we are here in the we-account—could

^ rbTe is found 21 times in the Acts (including 4 occurrences in

the " we "-sections). It has, however, in no case chronological

significance in the strict sense of the word. In xvii. 14,

it is combined with evdem, in xxvii. 21, it follows a genitive

absolute, in xxviii. 1 a participle (dtacnodeyTei t6t€ iiriyvcj/xev).—
Eij'6'^w5, eiidvs (the latter only in x. 16) is not very frequent in the
Acts ; it occurs 10 times (including Kal evdioos 5 times). It is a
favourite word in stories of miracles and visions (ix. 18, 34

;

X. 16 ; xii. 10 ; xvi. 10) ; elsewhere only in ix. 20 ; xvii. 10, 14 •

xxi. 30 ; xxii. 29.
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have afforded us more accurate dates. Why he has

not done so we are unable to say. It should, how-

ever, be noticed that in reference to the stay in

Philippi he uses the expression rumepag rtvd?, in

reference to the stay in Caesarea the words rjixepa^

TrXe/off, and again in the we-account (XXVii. 7, 9)

he speaks of iKavcu ^/mepai (Uavov ^(^povov)} If we

find the same distinctions in statements of time also

made outside the we-account, we may assume with a

certain degree of probability that they are not chosen

arbitrarily, but—as is certain in the case of the we-

account— rest upon more accm^ate information than

is clearly expressed. Accordingly when we are told

(ix. 43) that St. Peter remained in Joppa ^juepa^

iKavdg, but in Caesarea (x. 48) rjimipa^ nvag (in the

former place he had his abode for the time being,

at the latter he was only on a visit), again (ix. 19)

that St. Paul had already begun his missionary

preaching in the synagogues t]/j.€pag rivag after his

conversion, while the whole period of his activity

in Damascus lasted ruuepai iKaval (ix. 23), again that

St. Paul was in Iconium (xiv. 3) Uavov y^povov^ in

Antioch for the second time (xiv. 28) y^povov ovk

oXlyov, in Antioch for the third and fourth times

1 'iKavbi in chronological statements occurs in the New Testa-

ment only in the Lukan writings, namely, twice in the gospel

(viii. 27 ; xx. 9) and seven times in the Acts (including two occur-

rences in the we-sections). Combined with xpovoi. it appears in St.

Luke viii. 27 ; xx. 9 ; with xp<3»'o$ in Acts viii. 11 ; xiv. 3 ; xxvii. 9 ;

with rjnipai. in Acts ix. 23, 43 ; xviii. 18 ; xxvii. 7. The approxi-

mate length of the time indicated by Ikuvos is always to be

understood from the context. It may be years (viii. 11; ix, 23;

ix. 43[?] ; xiv. 3[?]), but also only weeks (xxvii. 7, 9),
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(xv. 36 and xviii. 23) ^juepa^ rivdg and ')(^p6vov riva

respectively, and that he remained in Corinth (xviii.

18) yet ^juLepag iKavdi after the trial, moreover, that

Felix summoned St. Paul before him (xxiv. 24) juLerd

^/uLcpas Tivd^f finally that Agrippa and Bernice came

to Caesarea (xxv. 13) ^jmepcj^i/ Siaycvoiuevcov tlvwv after

the first appearance of St. Paul before Festus and

abode there (xxv. 14) izXelov^ ijjmepag—in face of all

these instances we can scarcely regard the epithets

used with ^imepa^ as meaningless, or as quite arbi-

trarily chosen—especially seeing that in several cases

we can prove that they have been most suitably

chosen— rather we are led to suppose that St.

Luke^ in these cases was in possession of good

information, even though it were not exact but only

* It follows from Gal. i. 17 /. that the stay of St. Paul in

Damascus, including a journey into Arabia which came just at

the beginning, lasted three years. St. Luke says nothing of the

journey into Arabia; probably it was of no importance or he had
no knowledge of it. St. Paul only mentions it in order to explain

that he, although he had taken a journey, had nevertheless not

journeyed to Jerusalem. That St. Paul soon (after T]ixepa% TLvd%) began
his missionary work "in the synagogues," is not excluded by the

Galatians, for " in the synagogues" may well include those without

Damascus, and Arabia extended to the very gates of that city

;

moreover, the rjfi^pai iKavai of the Acts would correspond with the

three years of the Epistle.—That St. Paul on his last visit to

Antioch could only have remained a short time can also be shown
to be probable from the epi&tles. It can also be shown that

the approximate chronological statements of the section dealing

with St. Paul, Felix, and Festus are correct, especially as many
definite dates are found side by side with them. It is strange that

in XV. 36 we read only of "some days" which St. Paul and St.

Barnabas spent at that time in Antioch, while it was during this

time—some scholars place it earlier—that the visit of St. Peter to

this city (Gal. ii. 11/. ) seems to have occurred.
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approximate.^ This supposition also may be extended

to the instances xviii. 1 and xix. 21—23 ; for the

description of the visit to Athens, taken in connec-

tion with the context, makes it clear that St. Paul

made only a quite short stay in this city, a fact

which is confirmed by the Epistles to the Thessa-

lonians ; and likewise there was no need that exact

dates should be given in order to explain that the

events narrated in xix. 21^. happened at the end of

the long ministry in Ephesus.

Accordingly, there remain only four passages in

which the indefinite chronological statement possibly

or probably disguises inadequate knowledge, namely,

i. 15, vi. 1, xii. 1, xv. 33 (the date of the completion

of the College of Apostles and of the uprising of

the Hellenists ; the chronological relationship of the

Herodian persecution to the history of the planting

of Christianity in Antioch ; the length of the stay of

Judas and Silas in Antioch). This is a small number,

and we may accordingly maintain that the Acts of

the Apostles even in regard to its indefinite, and still

more in regard to its definite, chronological state-

ments is, on the whole, a very respectable historical

work (in spite of its want of a chronological scheme).

In this respect it can very well hold its own when

^ Naturally in a number of these instances he may also have

possessed quite exact information, but did not consider it necessary

to impart it. Thus in xiii. 31 he says that our Lord after His

Resurrection showed Himself iirl Tj/xipai TrXet'oi/j ; in an earliei

passage, however, he has given the more exact statement: 5t'

rjfjLepQv TeaaapaKovra (i. 3). Also in i. 5 we read that the disciples

received the baptism of the Spirit, ov /xeTOL woXKas Tavrai ijfjL^pas,

and in ii. 1 the exact date is given.
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compared with the historical works of that period.

That in point of chronology it leaves much to be

desired is a fact so obvious as to require no express

statement; but if, for example, the narrative of the

so-called first missionary journey of St. Paul when

compared with that of the second and third journeys

leaves much to be desired in respect of chronological

data (though here also the chief stations are care-

fully given), this circumstance is only a proof that

the author, though he generally shows such interest

in the times of duration of journeys and visits, did

not wish to say more than he could vouch for, and

has therefore kept silence on these points in this part

of his work. Our recognition of the trustworthiness of

the book is thus enhanced by a close investigation

of the procedure of the author in chronological ques-

tions. In the case of a few incidents the narrative

is of a conventional type ; but as a whole it is, both

in accordance with the purpose of the writer and in

reality, a genuinely historical work.
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Tlie Consistency of the Form in which Chronological

Statements are given in the Acts

In order to establish the consistency of the chrono-

logical expressions in the Acts, we shall do best to

start with the data given in the we-sections and to

compare with them those in the rest of the book.

XVi. 11, XX. 15, XXi. 18. r^ eiriovcru [rilJ.epa\ (twice

elsewhere in the book).

XX. 7, XXi. 8. Til eiravpiov [rjinepa] (eight times

elsewhere in the book).

XX. 25. Til e^oimevii [rjixipa] (vide xxi. 26).

XXi. 6, XXVii. 18. r^ e^;]? [^fxepa] {vide xxv. 17).

XVi. 12. r]ij.ipa<5 Tiva^ (five times elsewhere in the

book).

XXVii. 7. ^juepag Uams (three times elsewhere in

the book).

XXVii. 20. €7r\ TrXeiova^ ^juLcpag (xiii. 31 : eVl ^fxepag

TrXe/of?).

xxi. 10. >jju€pag irXeiovg (elsewhere xxv. 4 ; xxiv. 11:

ov TrXe/ou? ^juepai i^', xxv. 6 : ^jmepa^ ov TrXe/ou? tj, cf.

XXVii. 14 : yuer' ov iroXv, xviii. 20 : eirl irXelova -^povov),

XVl. 18. eTTf iroWag ^juepag (i. 5 : ov jmeTO. TroXXa?

TavTa^ ^juepa?)'

xxi. 10; XXViii. 12, 14. eTrifxelvai ^]juLepa9 {vide

x. 48).
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XVi. 12 ; XX. 6. Siarpl^eiv ^jmepag (vide xxv. 14).

XXVii. 29, 33, 39. ^/uepav ylveaOai (three times else-

where in the book).

XXVii. 9. yj)6vov SiayevofJLevov (vide xxv. 13 : ^jmepcov

Siayevo/uLei'cav).

XXVii. 9. Uavog yj)6vog (vide viii. 11 : iKavw "xpovw,

xiv. 3 : iKavbv -^povovy

XXI. 15. at ^jmepai avrai [cKcivai] (seven times else-

where in the book).

xvi. 18 ; XX. 9, 11 ; xxvii. 20 ; xxviii. 6. eV/ c.

ace. temp, (eight times elsewhere in the book).

xxvii. 27. Kara c. ace. temp, (seven times elsewhere

in the book).

xvi. 13. ^ ^jmepa twv o-a^fiaTwv (vide xiii. 14).

XX. 6. at r/jmepai rwv a(v/uLCov (vide xii. 3).

XX. 16. ^ rifjiepa Trj9 TrevTtjKOCTTtjg (vide ii. 1).

XXi. 16. Mnason is an ap-^^ato^ /maOrjTrjg (vide xv. 7

:

acp' ^/mepcov apyaloov—had God commanded the recep-

tion of the Gentile Cornelius).

XX. 7. fxeaoviiKTLov (vide xvi. 25).

XXi. 13. And three times elsewhere in the we-

sections rore (the same use seventeen times elsewhere

in the book).

xvi. 10. euOetoj (nine times elsewhere in the book).

xxvii. 22. ra wv (also iv. 29, v. 38, xvii. 30, xx. 32).

*Qg temp, eight times in the we-sections (twenty-one

times elsewhere scattered through the whole work).^

All the'chronological notices occurring in the we-sections

1 Apart from the Lukan writings and the Gospel of St. John, ws

temp, is very rare in the New Testament. It does not occur in St.

Matthew (xxviii. 9 init. is not genuine) ; it is found once in St. Mark
(ix. 21), once in the thirteen Pauline epistles (Gal. vi. 10), never in

Hebrews, the Catholic epistles, and the Apocalypse.
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—and among them some which are unusual, some indeed

which do not occur elsewhere in the New Testament—are

found again distributed throughout the other paiis of the

book ; with the exception only of rri erepa , scil. ^juepa

(XX. 15, XXVii. 3), axpi avy^? (XX. 11) and SevTepaioi

(in the sense of " two days," xxviil. 13).

Only a few chronological terms of constant occur-

rence not to be found in the we-sections can be

discovered in the remaining parts of the book. One
can point to i^avrijg (x. 33, xi. 11, xxi. 32, xxiii. 80), a

word which is not of frequent occurrence in other

Greek writers, to Trapaj^prjjma (iii. 7, v. 10, xii. 23,

xiii. 11, xvi. 26, 33), to kqt €K€ivov tov Kaipov (xii. 1,

xix. 23), to iroiria-a^ y^povov (xv. 33, xviii. 23), to

Tecr(TapaK0VTaeTT]9 y^p6vo<s (vii. 23, xiii. 18), to SicTia and

rpierla (xxiv. 27, xxviii. 30, xx. 31), words of in-

frequent occurrence elsewhere (yet see Deissmann, Neue

Bibelstudien, s. 86), to rjixepav Taaa-ecrOaL (xii. 21, xxviii.

23) ; but the words and their quite scanty attestation

(e^avTtj^ and irapay^prjixa excepted) show of themselves

that they can scarcely be accounted to belong to the

characteristic vocabulary of the author in the Acts.^

* The chronological notices in the gospel only partially admit of

comparison
;
yet vide—xiii. 33 t-q exofJ-^vr}—vii. 11 ; ix. 37 t^ [t^]

i^ijs—viii. 27 ; xx. 9 xp^^oi Uapoi—(iv. 25) ; x. 35 ; xviii. 4 iwl c.

ace. temp.—x. 31 Kara c. ace. temp, [only here]—ix. 8, 19 irpocp-qTrj^

rC}v apxo-'^<^v— ii. 36 iv ij/iepaLS xoXXaTj, xv. 13 /ler' ov TroWds Tj/j-ipas—
iv. 42 Tjiiepav yiv€<xdai—i. 24; i. 39 ; vi. 12; xxiii. 7; xxiv. 18 al

TjfjLipai avrai—iv. 16 ; xiii. 14 ; xiii. 16 ; xiv. 5 ij i)/j.ipa tov o-a^^drov

—xxiv. 1 Ty pnq. tQiv aa^^aruv—xxii. 7 V rj/xipa tCjv a^vfiuv—xi. 5

fiecxovvKTiop—rdre only fourteen times in the gospel

—

evd^us only

seven times in the gospel— i. 48 ; v. 10 ; xii. 50 dirb toO vvp {vide

Acts xviii. 6)— u)5 temp, about nineteen times in the gospel, thus in

about the same proportion as in the Acts.

C
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We may thus conclude that there is absolutely no

difference between the chronological terminology of

the we-sections and that which is employed in the

rest of the work, and that so far as chronological

procedure is concerned the we-sections cannot be dis-

tinguished from the work as a separate source.

Moreover, even apart from terminology, the character

and the extent of the author's employment of chrono-

logy is quite similar and consistent throughout the

whole work. If the author possessed written sources

for the Acts, then—so far as we can judge from his

procedure in regard to chronology—he has not

pieced them together unskilfully and corrected them
clumsily throughout, but has used them freely, just as

one would use oral sources.

APPENDIX II

Ckronolo^iccd Information to he gainedfrom the Acts

The careful reader of the Acts could derive from
the book the following pieces of chronological infor-

mation : From the gospel he knew that our Lord
was born under Augustus, that He entered upon His

public ministry in the fifteenth year of Tiberius

Caesar, and that He was crucified under the procurator

Pilate and the tetrarch Herod Antipas. It was not

difficult for him to ascertain that Tiberius died in the

year a.d. 37, that Antipas was banished in a.d. 39,

and that Pilate was recalled in the year a.d. 36.

From Acts xi. 28, xii. 1, he would see that the foun-

dation of the first Gentile Christian community (in
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Antioch) fell in the time of Claudius, and that the

first sanguinary persecution of the Apostles, recorded

as contemporary with the former event (to be dis-

tinguished from the persecution of the Christian

Hellenists in Jerusalem), took place under Herod

Agrippa. Since the latter reigned from a.d. 41 to

A.D. 44 it would be obvious that all which is recorded

in the first twelve chapters of the Acts belonged to

a period of eleven to thirteen (fourteen) years, and

accordingly occupied the last years of Tiberius,

the reign of Caligula, and the very first years of

Claudius.

On reading further he would recognise from xviii. 2

that the narrative was still confined to the reign of

Claudius, and that therefore all the events recorded

from chap. xi. to chap, xviii. up to the arrival of

St. Paul in Corinth must have fallen within the years

A.D. 41(44)-54. When, however, in xxiii. 26^. the

reader met with the name of the procurator Felix and

then with that of Festus, and further learnt that St.

Paul was cast into prison two years before the recall

of Felix (xxiv. 27)—the entry into office of three

procurators could have been ascertained without great

difficulty at that time— ; and seeing, lastly, that in the

chapters xviii._xxii. reference is again and again made
to the succession of years, we can perceive that he must

have derived from these notices sufficiently satisfactory

chronological information, even if he could no longer

ascertain with accuracy the year in which Claudius

banished the Jews from Rome. Although it is not

expressly stated in the book, he could have no doubt

that it was Nero to whom St. Paul appealed and to
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whom the Apostle was sent,^ and that his transport to

Rome must have taken place in the first half of the

reign of this emperor.

Moreover, the individual reader, who was better

instructed in this or that direction, would derive yet

more exact information from his study of the book.

If he were a Jewish Christian and a native of Jeru-

salem he could orient himself in chronology from the

statements that St. Paul had been a pupil of Gamaliel,

that he appeared before the high-priest Ananias, and

that St. Peter had been tried before the high-priest

Annas and before Caiaphas. If he were acquainted

with the history of the Roman rule in the provinces

he could find out when Sergius Paulus was proconsul

in Cyprus, and when Gallio, the brother of Seneca,

was proconsul in Corinth. If he were a Jewish

Christian of Rome he could easily ascertain in what

year Claudius had decreed the banishment of the

Jews. If he were an Ephesian Christian he would

find much in the book relating to the ministry of

* Can it be that the name of Nero was purposely omitted ? In

after times his name was mentioned with reluctance. In xxv. 8,

10, 11, 12, 21 ; xxvL 32, xxvii. 24, xxviii. 19, where Nero is meant
we find only 6 Kalaap; and in xxv. 21, 25, 6 le^aarbs. On the con-

trary, Claudius is mentioned simply by name without any title {vide

supra). Moreover, St. Luke never calls the emperor 6 /SacriXei/s, as

was the custom with so many orientals (so also 1 Timothy, 1 Peter,

and the Apocalypse, but not St. Paul). Only the Jews in Thessa-

lonica who accuse St. Paul and the Christians before the judgment-
seat are allowed to say that these people act contrary to the decrees

of Caesar, /SacriX^a 'irepov X^yovres eXvai 'Irjaovv. It is even possible to

deduce an important inference as to the date of the Acts from the

author's reluctance to use the title, seeing that 6 ^aaiXevs as a title

for the emperor very quickly established itself in the East, indeed

completely since the time of Domitiaa.
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St. Paul in Ephesus that would direct him to a

definite period of time. Indeed, if we only refrain

from criticising the book according to our modern

standards, we find that it satisfies even more exacting

requirements in relation to chronology, and that when

it gives definite information of this kind it proves

itself trustworthy so far as we have the power of

judging, however much we may deplore the absence

of a guiding thread of systematic chronology running

through the whole work. In short, the reader, even

in regard to chronology, finds himself exceedingly

well informed in a higher degree perhaps than the

author himself consciously intended.

In conclusion, we would direct attention to the

following point. The narratives of chaps, i.—v. and

xiii.—xxviii. run in one direct line of strict succession

of events.^ We may with reason question whether

everything in the succession i.—v. is in correct order,

and in reference to chap. xv. this question has been

already asked (vide supra). But in the chaps, vi.-xii.

the author follows many lines at once. In the first

place, he again and again directs his eye to the

history of the Church of Jerusalem and of the

Apostles (especially St. Peter and his missionary

work). Secondly, in vi. 1
ff.,

he starts upon a history

of the Hellenistic Christians in Jerusalem and of the

" Seven,'' which from its beginning leads up to the

mission to the Gentiles and the foundation of the

Church of Antioch. Thirdly, he traces the ministry

of St. Philip in Samaria and in the coastlands, and

treats it not as a part of the history of the Hellenists

1 Only the episode of ApoUos falls out of line.
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and the " Seven," but as a history by itself. Fourthly

and lastly, he relates the story of St. Paul up to his

entry into the service of the youthful Church of

Antioch. In the small space of seven chapters he

follows all these lines and tries also to interweave

them with one another, at the same time leading up
to and picturing the great transit of the Gospel from

the sphere of Judaism to that of Hellenism (for which

one is in no way prepared in chaps, i.—v.). To us it

seems as if in these seven chapters more gaps have

been left than facts narrated, and that though the

literary skill here shown is indeed commendable, it is

nevertheless not very great. No wonder that for us

these gaps give rise to numerous notes of interroga-

tion which attach themselves to what is narrated.

The question, however, whether the narrative of this

part of the Acts really contains the leading events of

the history and is essentially trustworthy forms a pro-

blem that has not yet been solved, nor will it probably

ever be solved, seeing that we possess for its control

such an extremely small quantity of parallel material.

APPENDIX III

Tlie Chronological Note at the end of the Acts

The most difficult chronological statement in the

book is the note at the end (xxviii. 30, 31) : evifxeivev

[sell, in Rome] ^e SicTiav oXtjv ev iSlw jULicrOcojuaTi koi

OLTreSe-^eTO TrdvTas tovs eicriropevojuievov^ irpog

auToV, Ktjpvara-ODV Ttjv /Saa-iXclav rov Seov koi
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SlSdcTKCOV TO. ircpl ToO KVplOU 'It](TOU ^OKTTOV
juL€Ta Trdartjg 7rappr](Tiag dKoyXvTco^.

We must first ascertain that the construction of this

passage fully coincides with that of other statements

made by the author concerning the character and
duration of the ministry of the Apostle in the great

centres of his missionary field (vide mpra). Concern-

ing Antioch we read that St. Paul was there eviavrov

oXov—KOi SiSd^ai 6-^Xop iKavov (xi. 26), of Corinth,

that he stayed there ei/ fa fro i'/c a f jurji/a^ e^ SiSd(TKoov

€1/ avTots Tov \6yQv Tov 0eoy (xviii. 11); of Ephesus

that he first worked in the synagogue eiri ixriva^ rpeh
SiaXeyofxevo? Kal ireldoov tol irepi r^y ^aariXeia^

TOV Oeov (xix. 8), then for two years more in the school

of Tyrannus KaO' rj/mepai/ SiaXeyojuLevo^, ware Trdvrag

Tovg KaroiKovvTa^ rrjv ^A.(Tiav aKova-ai tov Xoyov tov
Kvplov (xix. 10) ; lastly of Caesarea, that he was there

a Si€Tia, and that Felix commanded the centurion

juirjSepa KCoXveiv Tcov iSlcov avTOv virrjpeT€Lv avT(p (xxiv.

27, 23). Comparison, therefore, teaches us that the

author when he wrote of Rome would necessarily have

been most concerned to record the duration and the

character of St. Paul's ministry in that city. We
learn, moreover, that what seems at first sight so

strange—namely, the scantiness of the information

concerning the ministry of St. Paul in Rome—is not

out of character with the whole plan of the book

;

for St. Luke's procedure is not otherwise in his treat-

ment of the ministry of St. Paul in Antioch, Corinth,

and Caesarea ; he has contented himself with a few

quite general touches. Only in the case of Ephesus

has he imparted some detailed information. The
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inner life and growth of the Churches had evidently

no interest for him so far as the scope of the task he

had set himself was concerned, unless the hostility of

the Jews came into play or the authorities intervened

(vide supra). The difficulty of the passage, therefore,

lies by no means in the statement itself, but simply

in the fact that the book breaks off at this point.

And this fact is doubly strange ; firstly, in that the

author breaks off just at this place ; and secondly, in

that in breaking off, he at the very same moment hints

that the history of St. Paul had afurther continuation;

for Blass and other scholars are justified in deciding

that the aorist ive/ueivev, taken together with the

chronological note, implies that after two years this

situation was brought to an end by St. Paul's leaving

Rome altogether or by his exchanging a condition of

comparative freedom for one of closer confinement.

It is indeed scarcely probable that the latter alterna-

tive is meant ; for if this situation of closer confine-

ment lasted only a very short time and led to the

execution of the Apostle, it is difficult to see why
his death is not recorded ; if, however, it lasted

for a longer time, we ask in vain why this time

was not included in the period of his residence in

Home. We are therefore left with the hypothesis—and
this the mostprobable—that the Apostle again left Rome; ^

for the hypothesis that St. Luke for political reasons

did not wish to recount the fatal issue of the trial of

St. Paul is not suggested by his attitude throughout

^ That this hypothesis is 6uppt»rted by the historical notices

concerning the Apostle in the second Epistle to Timothy may here

be only mentioned without further examination.
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the whole book (and is incredible in itself) ; and the

other hypothesis, that St. Luke composed his book at

the conclusion of this Sierla must likewise be rejected,

for in that case he must have written, " Paul has

now been in Rome two full years " ; instead of which,

he has quite clearly described the residence in the

hired lodging at Rome as a closed episode.

The problem, therefore, takes the following form :

Why is it that St. Luke, who in the last quarter of

this book has described the fortunes of St. Paul in

such detail, has not proceeded further with his narra-

tive of the history of the Apostle, but has concluded

his account with the two years'* residence in Rome

—

which he, moreover, disposes of in the same cursory

fashion that he disposes of similar visits which are

recorded elsewhere in the book (arrival ; duration of

the visit ; relations with Judaism, xxviii. 17^. ; rela-

tions with the authorities, xxviii. 31 [a/cwX^ro)?] ; the

content of the Apostle's teaching) ? Why has he not

related what happened to St. Paul, and what he did

after he had again left Rome ?

Proposed in this form the problem is, in my
opinion, capable of solution if one rightly discerns

the aim and method of the book, while it remains

insoluble if one follows the hypothesis, not suggested

by the form of the concluding verse, that in the

mind of the author the Sieria closed with the execu-

tion of the Apostle, concerning which nothing is

said. In spite of first impressions the book, even

in its second half, does not profess to narrate the

history of St. Paul, but to describe the way in which,

according to the predestined purpose of God, Salva-
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tion passed to the Gentiles from the Jews, who had

lost it {cf. supra, pp. xxi. ss.). Chap, xxviii. 25-28

forms both the true conclusion and the true key to

the book. The fact here stated in impressive fulness

of language, and with the trumpet-blast of Isaiah's

prophetic utterance here proclaimed in the sentence :

yvcocTTOV ovv eoTTO) v/uliv OTi TOig eOvetriv aire-

(TTaXrj TOVTO TO (TCOTijpiov Tov Ocov' avTol Kal

aKova-ovraifhas been before expressly, even if not so

loudly, declared in various passages of the work (from

xiii. 46 onwards ; vide xviii. 6, &c.). Certainly from

vi. Iff. onwards it forms the leading thought in the

whole economy of the book ; while even earlier it

probably lies at the background of the great list of

nations in chap. ii. Now at the close this leading

thought again comes to the front and holds the field

with sovereign power. As he writes these concluding

words the author plainly declares that he must now
leave St. Paul as he before left St. Peter—the diffi-

culty is the same in both cases, even if the disappear-

ance of St. Peter is not half so strange—for the

Divine plan of salvation is fulfilled ! Soli Deo gloria/

The author is concerned not with Peter nor with Paul,

but with the grand development of the Divine pur-

pose whereby Jewish hearts were hardened, whereby

the gospel was proclaimed among the Gentiles from

Antioch to Ephesus and Corinth and finally in Rome,
whereby also Gentile hearts were made receptive of

the message :
^ avrol koi ctKovcrovTai ! According to

St. Luke it was not St. Paul who began the mission

to the Gentiles ; others had preceded him ; only with

^ Vide e.g. xvi. 14: 6 Kvpios Sirjvoi^ev rriv Kapvlav t^s \vZlas.
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excelling power he had thrown himself into the work

which had been already commenced.

And yet, after all, we may ask how the author

could have had the heart not to tell us of the

death of St. Paul (and of St. Peter). Even so

early as the second century this question was asked,

and the psychological problem herein presented is in

truth sufficiently difficult. The hypothesis that St.

Luke intended to write a rplrog \6y09 does not, in

my opinion, receive any firm support from Acts i. 1

;

it is a makeshift that has little to commend it, be-

cause in accepting it we are almost compelled, against

all likelihood, to suppose that St. Luke intended the

second part of his work to be a history of (St. Peter

and) St. Paul. What could St. Luke have purposed

to narrate in this supposed third part if not the

history of the last days of St. Peter and St. Paul ?

But coming after the history of our Lord and of the

hardening of the heart of the Jewish nation and of

the conversion of the Gentiles from Caesarea to Rome,
the story of the last days of the two apostles would

have formed a finale which could scarcely have made up

a complete book, and which in importance would not

have reached the level of the first two parts, indeed

would have been quite incongruous with them. We
must therefore be content to assume that St. Luke
could so concentrate himself upon the main subject of

his work that he could allow himself to break off the

thread of the story of St. Paul at the end of the two

years'* ministry in Rome, because the aim of the book

had been now attained. We cannot indeed imagine

his doing this if the two years' ministry had immedi-
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ately preceded the gaining of the martyr's crown. If

this had been so, the omission of the story of the

martyrdom would have involved on the part of the

author a piece of self-sacrifice which would have been

quite useless, and which is, moreover, psychologically

unintelligible. Neither does the text demand such

an hypothesis ; on the contrary, it almost excludes it.

Between the end of the " Sierla 6\i] " in Rome and the

death of St. Paul there must have lain a fairly long

period during which the Apostle continued his

ministry, though this ministry was no longer of high

importance in the grand progress of the mission.

APPENDIX IV

Special Readings of a Chronological character in the

so-called ^-recension

The so-called /S-recension presents a series of inter-

polations and variant readings, some of which are

chronological in character :

—

1. ii. 1. D : Koi eyevero ev raig ^fxepai^ eKcivaig tov

(Tv/ULTrXtjpoua-Oai (instead of koi ev tw cru/XTrX.),

not received by Blass into the /^-recension.

The meaning of the passage is essentially

altered by this interpolation ; for we may
now probably translate, " It happened in

those days, when the day of Pentecost was

fulfilled,'*'' i.e. the fulfilment is no longer to

be understood simply in a temporal sense.

At all events the reading is secondary and

in its phraseology an imitation.
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2. iii. 1. Dp : 'Ei/ (Se) rah ^/mepaif ravraig

Xler^o? (instead of Ylerpog Si) ; not received

by Blass into the ^-recension. It was in-

tended to mark a new paragraph (vide ii. 1).

3. iii. 1. D : to SeiXimi/, received by Blass into the

/5-recension ; perhaps original, but probably

a descriptive interpolation.

4. V. 1. E : iv avTw Se rep Kaipw avrip T19 (instead

of simply avrjp Si Tf?), not received by Blass

into the /^-recension ; vide ii. 1, iii. 1.

5. ix. 40. Egp Ps-August(sah) : ^ Se Trapa^pwa
ijvoi^ev (instead of;; ^e ?i^.)5not received into the

/3-recension by Blass. Concerning Trapa^m^jua

in St. Luke, vide supra and xxii. 29.

6. xi. 2. Dspw : o fxev ovv Uirpog Sia Uavov yjpovov

tjOiXtjcrap iropevOtjvai eig 'lepovaoXv/aa^ an inter-

polation received by Blass into the ^-recen-

sion. For iKavog xp6vo<s vide viii. 11, ix. 23

(^jmipai iKaval), ix. 43 (^jul. Ik.), xiv. 3, xviii. 18,

XXVii. 7 (lk. ^juL,), xxvii. 9. Feeble imitation.

7. xiv. 2. Dsgpw (E) : o ^e Kvpiog eSwKev Ta-)^v

elprjvtjv, an interpolation accepted by Blass

;

rayy does not occur elsewhere in the Acts.

8. xiv. 20. f sah : ecnripag avaa-rdg (in place of

avaarrdg), accepted by Blass ; probably due to

imitation, vide iv. 3.

9. XVi. 11. DMs : tJ5 ^e iiravpiov dva-^Oivreg (vide

avay6i\fTeg ovv), to compensate for the omission

of evOecog in verse 10; also due to imitation;

accepted by Blass.

10. xvii. 19. DMs : /ulcto, Se ^/mipag rivdg eTrtXa-

^6jj.€voi (in place of €7riXa/8o/xej/oi), interpola-
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tion due to reflection ; accepted by Blass

;

due to imitation.

11. xviii. 19. DfMs sah : tw eirtovTi craPparu)

€i(T€\Ou)v (in place of elcreXOwv) ; interpolation

due to reflection ; accepted by Blass ; due to

imitation.

12. xviii. 21. DHLPSyrigwallat.: (ef7rej/)-^er/>ie

TTOLVTMs Tt]v copTtjv Tr]v €py(ofjLevriv TTOirjcrai eh

'lepoaoXvjua, an interpolation inserted because

it was thought that a journey to Jerusalem

was referred to in verse 22 ; received by Blass

into the /5-recension. In xiii. 44 the right

reading is perhaps rw ep-^ojuivco (e-^ojmcpcp ?)

cral3^aT(i).

13. xix. 9. Dsgw : (^SioXeyojiievog ev r. <j^o\i]

Tvpavvov) airo copag TrefMTrrtjg ew? SeKarrj^f re-

ceived by Blass into the /3-recension ; perhaps

original (vide supra the passages where hours

are noted in the Acts).

14. XX. 18. D^ : o)? Tpieriav tj Kai irXetov, received

by Blass into the /3-recension ; a proleptic

repetition from xx. 31, with the enigmatic or

rather incorrect addition rj kol irXecov.

15. xxi. 5. d : rrj Se e^tjg vi^epa, received by

Blass into the /9-recension (in place of ore

Se eyevero e^aprlcrai ^juag rag ^/mepag) ; a

careless and unsuitable correction, due to

the constant occurrence of the phrase in

the context.

16. xxi. 15. D : jULeTOL Si rivag ^/mepag aTrora^d-

fxevoL (for jjieTO, Se ra? ^/mepa? raJra? eTTicTKeva-

a-diuL€voi); evidently a secondary reading;
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received by Blass into the j8-recension. Due
to imitation.

17. xxi. 26. D : Til eiTLova-ri (for r^ eyofxivrj), re-

ceived by Blass into the /5-recension ; insigni-

ficant variant, due to imitation.

18. xxi. 27. D (g sch) : crvvTeXovjuept]^ Se r?? efiSo-

JULf]^ ^juepa? (for tog Se ejiieWou [at] eTrra r/juepai

a-uvreXeicrOai), received by Blass into the j8-

recension ; insignificant variant ; due to imi-

tation of the gen. abs., not infrequent in the

Acts.

19. xxii. 29. Ms sah : koi irapay^prjima eXvcrev avrov^

received by Blass into the |8-recension ; un-

suitable interpolation. For irapay^prJiJ-o. vide

ix. 40.

20. XXVii. 1. fgs : Til €7ravpiov, received by Blass

into the /3-recension ; really part of a more

extensive interpolation.

21. XXVii. 5. f : KOI juLeTOL raura, received by Blass

into the ^-recension ; really part of a more

extensive interpolation.

22. XXVii. 5. Msf : Si' ^jmepcov SeKairevTC^ received

by Blass into the /3-recension; perhaps original.

To treat these variants as homogeneous and related

to one another, and to include them in a single recen-

sion, is a fundamental error. The tradition of the

text itself protests against such a procedure. The
numbers 1, 3, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, as pure D readings,

may perhaps be regarded as related to one another

;

a second group is formed by [2], 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12,

13 ; a third group by 8, 20, 21, 22. The numbers

4, 5, 19 stand in isolation. The text of the Acts
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has accordingly been corrected by various hands

from a chronological point of view—among others

—

and in accordance with its own style. The second

group is the most important ; it alone has a claim to

be regarded as a relic of a very ancient recension.

To it also may be assigned the passage x. 41 over-

looked in the preceding list, where D sah Egsw and

Const. App. vi. 30 insert ^/mepag rea-crapaKovra in

accordance with i. 3. We ought perhaps also to

mention ix. 30, where ^lol vvkto^ is inserted by E minusc.

180 sgp (in imitation of numerous passages vide

supra).

It is improbable that St. Luke himself for-

mally published the Acts of the Apostles (so also

Ewald, cf. Wellhausen, he. cit. s. 19/); for (1)

many instances of roughness suggest the absence

of a last careful revision by the author ; (2) the

history of the text of the book teaches that from

the earliest times several, or at least two, editions

of the book were in currency. The very fact that

the book was not published by the author himself

made it possible for different editions to establish

themselves. One does not, however, in matters of

chronology miss the revising hand of the author

(contrary to Ramsay). There is not, in my opinion,

a single passage in this book where a developed

chronological notice (like that of St. Luke iii. 1, 2)

would have been in place.



CHAPTER II

LANDS, NATIONS, CITIES, AND HOUSES

I.

—

Terms ofmore General Significance.

("E(9i/os about fopty-four times in the Acts),

Most frequently as rot eOvrj meaning the Gentile nations,

i.e. those who were not Jews (LXX) ; so also in xxi.

11;^ more rarely in a quite neutral sense, as in ii. 5 :

airo iravTOS eOvovi rcov viro tov ovpavov, x. 35, xvii. 26 :

TTCti/ eOi^os avOpcoTTcov, viii. 9 : to eOyog r?? ^ajmapla^,

xiii. 19, &c. In the former signification it has been

already so affected by the Judaeo-Hellenic use of the

word, that the Gentile inhabitants of a city are called

TO. eOvt] (xiii. 48, xiv. 2); xv. 23: aSeXcpoi^ roig e^

iOvcov, xxi. 25 : Trepl tcoi^ ireina-TevKOTWv eOvcov= " the

Gentile Christians." It is placed in contrast with its

antithesis (the Jewish nation) in iv. 27 (cvv eOvecriv koi

\aoi<i *l(rpat]\), ix. 15 (eviJowiov eOvoov re koi /SacriXecov

VI wv Te ^la-pmjX), xiv. 5 (opjULrj tcov eOvwv re koi ^lovSaicov),

xxi. 21 (Toy? Kara to, eOvrj TrdvTag'lovSalovs), xxvi. 17

(e^aipovjuevog ere e/c tov Xaov [i.e. the Jewish nation]

Kai €K Twi/ iOvcov), xxvi. 23 (KarayyeWetp tw re Xaw
KOI Toig eOvecriv). Nevertheless, the word is not yet

absolutely secularised : in x. 22 we read that the

Gentile centurion Cornelius was held in good repute

1 References to the we-sections are in bolder type.
*^ D
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VTTO 6\ov Tov eOpovg Tcov 'lovSaiwp, St. Paul speaks

(xxiv. 17; xxvi. 4; xxviii. 19) of the Jewish nation

as eOpoi /JLov, and the Jewish orator TertuUus (xxiv. 3)

as well as St. Paul (xxiv. 10) call the Jewish nation

TO eOvog TOVTO. But in all these six instances it is

to be noticed that we are dealing with discourses, or

rather with the reports of discourses, in which the

official terminology, such as was customary before

a Gentile tribunal, would naturally be used. These

passages only show how carefully St. Luke handled

matters of style.

No difference can be distinguished between diff'erent

parts of the book in the use of this word.

Aaos (about forty-eigrht times, includingr twenty-
four times in the first seven chapters).

*0 \a6^ is, as a rule, the designation for the Jewish

nation in the religious or political sense (cf. especially

xxi. 28 : ovT6«i ccttiv 6 avOpcoiro^ 6 Kara tov Xaou k.

TOV vojuLOv K. TOV TOTTOV TOVTOV SiSd(TKcov, xxviii. 17)

;

further for the community of the Jews at a definite

place (e.g. Jerusalem). Often—but only in discourse

of an exalted character—it is combined with the

epithet 'la-pariK (iv. 10; iv. 27 [here \ao\ 'laparik

after the LXX] ; xiii. 17, 24) ; only once (xii. 11) with

Tcov 'lovSaicov. Not infrequently it partakes of the

meaning of our phrase " all the people " (in a city,

cf. xxi. 36 : TO TrXrjOoi tov Xaov) ; or of the people in

distinction from their leaders (e.g. iv. 17, 21 ; v. 13)

;

or of a collection of people (e.g. v. 37). Only in a

quotation from the Old Testament Xaoi = eOvtj (iv.
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25). Aaoffj as a rule, has as its antithesis to, eOvrj,

and so in xxvi. 17, 23 they are expressly opposed

to one another (e/c tov \aou koi ck tcov eOvwv—tw
re Xau) koi roh eQvecnv, cf. iv. 27). Only in one

passage does Xaog signify Christians, namely, in xv.

14 (XajSeiv e^ eOvoov \a6v), the word as it occurs

in xviii. 10 (Siori Xaog ecrTi juloi TroXvg ev t^

iroKei ravTii) can scarcely be regarded as approaching

this use.

No distinction can be drawn between the different

parts of the book in regard to the use of the word. Its

absence from the we-sections is accidental. In his use

of TO. eOvrj and 6 Xao? St. Luke, the Gentile Christian,

has kept quite closely to the idiom of the Septuagint.

The fact that in the book the Christians are never

called o Xao^ is a strong argument for its high

antiquity.

"EWrjve^ (ten OP eleven times) and 'EWijvia-Tai

(twice).

The former word, which is wanting in the synoptic

gospels (it occurs, however, thrice in St. John), appears

five times in the Acts in the combination—frequently

met with after St. Paul

—

'lovSalcov re koi 'KWrjvcov

(xiv. 1; xviii. 4; xix. 10, 17; xx. 21)—in the first four

places the author is speaking, in the fifth St. Paul. By
its combination with 'lovSatoi the word received a wider

significance, so that it almost coincides with to, edptj

(it is not, however, till the fourth century that the

process is completed and oi^EXXi^i^e? = the Gentiles).

Apart from combination with ^lovSaioi the word occurs
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again xi. 20 (dispersed Christians of Jerusalem preach

to the Hellenes in Antioch), xvi. 1, 3 (the father

of Timothy of Lystra was a Hellene), xvii. 4 (the

(T€/36jixepoi"'EiX\t]v€g in Thessalonica, i.e. the proselytes),

and xxi. 28 (St. Paul is supposed to have introduced

Hellenes into the Temple ^). It cannot therefore be

proved that St. Luke uses the word only in reference

to particular regions and excludes it from others. We
find once 'KWrjviSeg yvvaiKcg (xvii. 12 in Beroea of

Macedonia), once 'KWrjvicrri (xxi. 37 ^), and twice ®

(vi. 1 and ix. 29) 'KXXrjvia-rai, only Jews of the

Diaspora dwelling in Jerusalem and speaking Greek

are so called (antithesis : ol 'K/Spaioi), and are still

so called after they have become Christians. The
word is not found elsewhere in the New Testa-

ment, and is altogether very rare. By the expression

'lovSaioi re Koi. "KWrjveg St. Luke is characterised as

belonging to the Pauline school.

*EPpaioi (once).

St. Luke again coincides with St. Paul in his

sparing use of 'K^paiog and in the way in which he

uses it. St. Paul, as is well known, uses the word

only twice (2 Cor. xi. 22 ; Philipp. iii. 5) to express

the fact that he was fully a Jew by birth (in spite of

his birth in the Diaspora) ; similarly 'K^paioi is used

in vi. 1 in contrast to' J^XXrjvia-raL (vide supra). Every

Hebrew is a Jew, but not every Jew is a Hebrew.

As this distinction between ^lovSaloi and 'K/3paioi was

1 In xviii. 7 the word "EWrjves is of doubtful authority.

2 Elsewhere only in St. John xix. 20.

2 In xi. 20 we must read "EXXrjves {vide aupra).

4
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not universal ^ (vide Heinrici on 2 Cor. xi. 22) there

exists here a relationship in the use of language between

the two missionaries.

Three times in the Acts we find the phrase r^

'K^patSi SiaXeKTO) (xxi. 40 ; xxii. 2 ; xxvi. 14 ; no-

where else in the New Testament). This can only

mean Aramaic, which has the same name in St. John,

and is elsewhere described even by born Jews as

" Hebrew " (vide Zahn, Einl,'^ I. s. 5, 18).»

'lovSatoi (about eigrhty-two times).

While 'lovSaioi is found in the three synoptic

gospels only seventeen times (including five times in

St. Luke), it occurs in St. John about seventy-one

times and in the Acts about eighty-two times ! And
it is most noteworthy that in the first eight chapters

of the Acts it is found only thrice ; these chapters

also in other respects partake of the linguistic charac-

teristics of the gospel.

The connections in which the word occurs in the

Acts are very manifold : (1) it stands in combination

with 'EXX;yi/e9, Xao^, and eOvrj (vide supra) ; (2) in com-

bination with proselytes (ii. 10 ; xvii. 17) ; (3) pleon-

astically side by side with crvpaycoyrj ^ and vojulo^ * (xiii.

5 ; [xiii. 42] ; xiv. 1 ; xvii. 1, 10 ; xxv. 8) ; (4) in the

vocative; (5) as an adjective (x. 28; xxii. 3 avrjp

'lovSaio^, xiii. 6 yl/evSoirpocbriTrjg, xvi. 1 ; xxiv. 24

1 Yet Jews avoided the word 'E^paTot ; it is also wanting in the

gospels and the Apocalypse. The name of honour, which was there-

fore preferred, was 'lovdacoi.

^ Ty Idiq, Sia\iKT(f Stands in i. 19 ; ii. 6, 8.

3 Generally, however, it is wanting with this word.

* Yet only in the speech of St. Paul before Festus.
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yvvrf, xix. 13 e^opKicTTai, xix. 14 ap-)^i€p€us) ; (6) as a

designation of the Jewish population of a land or

a city (xiv. 19 airo *Ai/Tfo^e/ay koi 'Ikoplov ^lovSaioi,

xvii. 13 ol aiTO Qeara-aXoviKt]^ ^lovS., xxi. 27 ot aTTO r.

^Axrla^ 'lovS.f cf. xxiv. 18 ; xxi. 39 'Iou^afo9 Tapcrev^,

XXV. 7 ot aTTO ^lepovcr. KaTa/Be/BrjKore^ ^lovS., see also

xviii. 2 ejy^wj/ rfi^a 'lou^., xviii. 24 'lou^aro? ^e rf?
'

AttoXXcos-, xix. 34 ; strange [vide infra] but yet cor-

rect ii. 5 : ^(rav [eV] ^lepovcraXrjjm KaroiKovuTeg 'lovSaioL

. . . OLTTO iravTo^s eOvovg) ; (7) vide expressions such as oi

TrpwToi (xxv. 2; xxviii. 17) vel ol irpecrfivTepoi (xxv. 15)

T. 'lovSaiwv ; ^ X^/'" "^^ I^''^^- ^^ found only once (x. 39),

and then with Jerusalem. Most often, however, it

occurs, as in St. John, as a designation for the whole

nation ; and in some passages, as so often in St. John,

in a somewhat disparaging sense. To apply again

and again the general name of a nation or of a

religious society to a distinct group of the same is

an unusual procedure. It may be very complimentary,

it may, however, also be the opposite, and so it is

here and there with St. Luke. It is important that

in the passage of the we-sections where 'lovSatoi occurs

(xxi. 11) it has just this disparaging significance:

rov avSpa ov €<ttlv rj Xwvr} avrrj ovtw<s Si](TOV(nv ev

'lepoucraXtjjiA ol 'lovSatoi koi TrapaSwcrovariv ek X^^P^^
eOvwv. Thus the whole nation is made responsible,

and the prophet Agabus, who himself was sprung

from among the Jews, speaks of the members of his

own nation as ol ^lovSaioh cf. 1 Thess. ii. 14.^

1 It is noteworthy that in xxviii. 21 and xxii. 5 the Jews address

one another—and that in official discourse—as d5eX0o^. St. Luke
must have heard them speak thus. The use of this term by Christians

in addressing one another seems therefore to have been borrowed.
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'l(rpay]\ (about fifteen times), 'la-parjXlTai (five

times).

Both words belong almost exclusively to the first

half of the book, but in the second half they occur

each once (xxviii. 20 TrJ9 eXTr/^o? r. ^IcrpariX, xxi. 28

avSpeg 'lap. /SorjOetTe). 'la-parjX is used in the same

connections in which it would also stand in the Old

Testament (with ^ao-fXe/a, Tra? oIko9j Xao^, viol) ; it

stands by itself only in v. 31 and xiii. 23 (as so often

in the Pauline epistles). 'la-patjXiTai only occurs

with apSpeg in the vocative; elsewhere in the New
Testament it is found only in St. Paul (thrice) and

once in St. John (i. 48).

PapfiapoL (twice).

The word only occurs in St. Paul (twice) ^ and in

St. Luke of the writers of the New Testament,—and

in contrast to "EXX^/i/e? ; but while St. Paul uses it,

so to say, objectively, as indeed every Jew could

use it, St. Luke in applying it to the inhabitants

of Malta who could not speak Greek (XXViii. 2, 4),*

uses it subjectively, and thereby declares his own

Greek descent.

Ot KaroiKovvTcg = the inhabitants (thirteen

times).

This term for " inhabitants " ^ imitated from the

LXX is found in all parts of the book, usually the

^ The passage 1 Cor. xiv. 11 does not belong here.

2 Mommsen was therefore not justified in thinking this strange.

3 Elsewhere in the New Testament it is found in St. Luke iiii.

4, and often in the Apocalypse.
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place (the land) is put in the accusative (but in ii. 5

;

ix. 22 ; xi. 29 ; xiii. 27 ev is used). It is combined

with Jerusalem ^ in i. 19 ; ii. 5, 14 ; iv. 16 ; xiii. 27 ;

with Damascus in ix. 22 ; xxii. 12, with Lydda in ix.

32, 35, with Ephesus in xix. 17, with Mesopotamia in

ii. 9, with Asia in xix. 10, with Judaea in xi. 29.^

r^ (about thirty-four times), Xwpa (eight times ;

^ -Trepixcopos once), IloXf? (about forty-three times),

Kcofxr] (once), ToVo? (eigrhteen times).

In the great majority of passages yTj is used either

of the land, or of the world, or of the earth in distinc-

tion from the heavens, or in quotations from the Old

Testament. It signifies a particular land in vii. 's

(yfj X.a\Saio)p and ^ ytj avrrj = Palestine), vii. 36, 40

;

^ While in ii. 14 we read : "Avdpes 'loySatoi Kal ol KaroiKovpTes

UpovaaX-^fi, in ii. 5 it is the Jews of the Diaspora dwelling in

Jerusalem who are termed KaroiKoOm-es. But this is not inadmissible

(as say Blass, who in ii. 5 omits 'louSaToi with Cod. Sin., Neue kircM.

Ztschr. 1892, s. 826 /., and Joh. Weiss, who thinks that a Kai must

be inserted after 'lovdaloi), rather it is demanded by the context.

The author wished to say that the people described some verses

later as Parthians, Medes, &c., who were dwelling at that time at

Jerusalem, were nevertheless Jews, and this is quite correctly ex-

pressed by the words : ^aav 5^ iv 'lepovaaXrifj. KaroiKovvTes 'louSatot,

di'dpes ei^Xa/Sels d7r6 vaprbs ^duovs tQ)v iivb rbv ovpavbv.

2 llapoLKia and wdpoiKos have not yet reached a technical signifi-

cance in the Acts {wapoiKeiv is altogether wanting) and are of very

rare occurrence ; they are only found in the speech of St. Stephen

(vii. 6. 29) and in St. Paul's sermon at Antioch (xiii. 17), thus only

in connection with Old Testament history. This is again a proof

of the relatively high antiquity of the Acts ; for these words became

technical ecclesiastical terms before the end of the first century,

vide 1 Peter i. 17 ; ii. 11 ; First Epistle of Clement, &c. In ii. 10

we find ol iTridrj.uoOvTes 'Pw/u,atoi and in xvii. 20 ol itribrfnovvTet

j^ivoi.. The word is wantiog elsewhere in the New Testament.
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xiii. 17 (yij AlyvTrrov or AiyvTrTCi)), vii. 29 (ytj

M-aSidjui), xiii. 19 {yrj ^avaav, twice) ; this use is,

however, confined to lands mentioned in the Old

Testament, and is derived from the LXX ; St. Luke

himself never uses this form of expression. In the we-

sections (xxvil. 39, 43, 44) yri is the dry land (so

also in iv. 24; xiv. 15, where it occurs together with

Sa\aa-(Ta).

^(cpa occurs only once in the plural (viii. 1) and

there is used like "agri" to signify villages. The

Christian Hellenists driven by persecution from Jeru-

salem are scattered over the villages of Judaea and

Samaria; and so we read (viii. 25) TroXXa? re KcojuLag

Twv ^ajULapeiTcov evtjyyeKlXovrO' Apart from this

passage the extension of the movement over a country

(the villages) appears to be distinctly mentioned only

once again. In xiii. 49 we read that the word of the

Lord spread abroad from Antioch in Pisidia ^l oXfjg Ttj^

vwpag. But (vide infra) it is possible that here yoiypa

= " regio " in the official sense. In the sense of an

undefined land as distinguished from the sea it is found

in XXVii. 27. In the sense of a definite land it is com-

bined in X. 39 with rwv ^lovSalcov, in xxvi. 20 with

Trjg ^lovSalag, in xvi. 6 and xviii. 23 with TaXariKJ] ;

in xii. 20 it signifies the region of Tyre and Sidon.

It does not occur in other passages of the book.

Seeing that the word is so rarely used in the book,

though so many lands are mentioned therein, the

question must be asked whether in aU these passages

(with the exception of xii. 20) X^P^ ^^ "^^ purposely

used to indicate that the whole country-side is meant.

In chapter x. 39 we read : ifieig juLaprvpes iravTODv
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u>v €7roit](rev eV re rj;
X'^P9^

'^^^ 'lovSalcov koi [eV]

'lepovcraXriiJLi and in xxvi. 20 : aWa toFj ev AajuLaa-Koii

TTpcoTOV T6 KOI l€po(To\v/uLoi9 €1^ iradav T€ Tr]v ^^wpav

t'^9 ''lovSaia? [Blass unnecessarily proposes 'JouSaloi^'],

KOI T019 eOve(Tiv a-TnjyyeXov. Why does St. Luke not

here simply write tj ^lovSaia, as he so often does?

Evidently he wishes to emphasise the fact that

St. PauPs preaching extended to the country folk of

Judaea. Again it is of additional importance that

the author in the only two places where he mentions

Galatia uses the expression ^ TaXaTiKt] yoopa^ while

elsewhere when speaking of Roman provinces he

always names them Asia, Phrygia, Cilicia, and so

forth. We may assert that he so speaks because

Galatia was poor in cities, and because in official ter-

minology the word " regiones " was also used of this

province. It then further follows that in the much

discussed question where the Galatia of St. Paul is

to be found, we may not claim St. Luke as a witness

in favour of the South-Galatian theory; rather we

must regard him as a witness to the contrary. The

word 7repL-)((jopo9, sometimes found in the synoptic

gospels, occurs only once in the Acts (xiv. 6) : eig rag

TToXeig T^? AvKaovlag AvcrTpav koi Aep^tjv koi Ttjv

ireplyjMpov.

The use of the word X'^P^ ^^^ ^^^ Acts, though it is

so rare, again shows the consistency of the author.

^

The word TroXf? is added to the name of a city

1 Some exegetes think that X'^P^t (^vi. 6) is also connected with

^pvyiav, but ^pvylau cannot be adjectival ; moreover, in xviii. 23 we
read: 5iepx6/Jt.evo5 Kade^ijs ttjv Td\aTiKr]u x^po-v i^°-^ ^pvylav^ here

^pvylay is certainly a substantive.

» Xuplov (field) is found in Acts i. 18, 19 ; iv. 34 ; v. 3, 8 ; xxviii. 7.
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twice in the we-sections (xvi. 14 ; XXVii. 8 : TroXew?

OvarelpooVf TroXig Aacraia) and once in the rest of the

book (xi. 5 : iv iroXei 'Iotttt^) ; in all other numerous

instances where a town is mentioned the name stands

without TToXf?. The phrase : ^ 'E^eo-Zwj/ ttoXi? (xix.

35)^ occurs once in a speech to the Ephesians in

order to flatter their pride. Samaria is introduced

in viii. 5 without closer definition as " ^ iroXig r??

Sayuap/a?"—scarcely because the author assumed

that his readers knew what city was meant, but

because he wanted to let us know that the Gospel,

when it was carried from Judaea to Samaria, made

its entrance at once into the capital city of that

country.

Sometimes the author adds the name of the pro-

vince to the name of the city. His reasons for this

procedure are not always the same, and are not always

clearly discernible ; as a rule, however, we may assume

that it is because he wishes to draw attention to the

fact that the Gospel had now made its way into the

particular province mentioned—youthful missionary

religions count their conquests by provinces !—per-

haps also because he wishes to determine more accu-

rately the geographical situation of the city and to

1 Like a true Hellene St. Luke likes to describe persons by the

cities from which they sprang. He speaks not only of Romans and
Athenians (xvii. 21, 22), but he also writes Na^wpaios (often), Tvpios

(xii. 20), SiScinoj (xii. 20), Tapa^vs (ix. 11; xxi. 39),
'

Aptioxcvs {vi. 5)

,

'AXe^apdpevs (vi. 9 ; xviii. 24), Aep^aios (xx. 4), QeaaaXoviKeOs (xx. 4;

xxvii. 2), Bepoiaios (xx. 4), Kopivdios (xviii. 8), 'E^ecrioj (xix. 28, 34,

35 ; xxi. 29), AvSia 7r6Xea>y Qvarelpuv (xvi. 14). Cf. also the terms

Uoptik6s (xviii. 2), 'A(Tiav6$ (xx. 4), Kvirpios (iv. 36 ; xi. 20 ; xxi. 16),

Kvprjfa'ios (vi. 9; xi. 20 ; xiiL 1), Aldio\p (viii. 27), Ma/ceSciy (xvi. 9;
xix. 29 ; xxvii. 2), A^7i;7rTioj (xxi. 38), 'Latiapdrtfi [h\\U -5), &C.
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avoid by this means any confusion with another city

of the same name. St. Luke writes :

—

Tlepyt] T^9 UajuLCpvXia^ (xiii. 13).

'Avri6-)(€ia Trj? Hia-iSla^ (xiii. 14).^

Ava-rpa Koi Aip^rj, iroXeig rtjg AvKaoviag (xiv. 6).

^iXiTTTTOi, rjTi^ ea-Tiv irpwTfj TfJ9 lULepiSos Ma/ce^o-

vlag TToXi? (XVi. 12).

H^apcrevg r^? KtXf/c/a? (xxi. 39).

Ta^cro? Tfjg KtXf/c/a? (xxii. 3).

Mvppa T^9 AvKias (xxvii. 5).

It is most extraordinary that the epithet " of

CiHcia " is twice added to the large and well-known

city of Tarsus. One is almost tempted to recollect

that there was another Tarsus in Bithynia, and that

St. Luke, according to the very ancient preface to his

gospel, is reported to have died in Bithynia. It is

better to remember that it belonged to the style of

the registers—a style that would naturally be adopted

by a man giving formal account of himself—to give

the name of the province, however well known the city

might be.

St. Luke exhibits great acuteness and delicacy of

perception when in xxi. 39 he makes St. Paul add to

Taparevs the words " ovk olo-^julov iroXecog ttoX/tj;? " ^ in

order that by this reference to Eurip. Ion. 8 (ovk

acrr]iuL09 'lEiXXiji/cov ttoXz?) he might show himself, in

the face of the Chiliarch's mistake, to be a man of

1 E^j 'AvTioxeta-v tt,v lUaUav has almost unanimous attestation

;

but JlLCihiav cannot be an adjective ; we must therefore probably

read IIt<ri5£as with D.
^ HoXItt}^ occurs only here in the Acts, but is found elsewhere in

the New Testament in St. Luke xv. 16 ; xix. 14 (in the Hebrews in a

quotation).—IIo\tTeftt=Roman citizenship only in Acts xxii. 28.
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Hellenic culture. Similar phrases occur in inscrip-

tions found in Asia Minor, for instance in the

famous inscription of Abercius : ''E/cXe/cT^9 iroXecog 6

ttoX/tj/?.—In connection with the use of the word

TToX/? the following additional remarks are perhaps

worthy of note.^ The mission was for the most

part carried on in the cities, as also the Jews

^ Let me here point out another small detail which is neverthe-

less of importance in reference to the author's consistency of style.

In general he does not use the article with names of cities. It is

found only in 23 (24) out of about 250 instances, if I have not over-

looked any ; in xxvi. 12 the article is not quite certain (among the

59 instances where Jerusalem is named the article only occurs once

in v. 28). In 13 of these instances the reason of the addition of

the article is obvious (ix. 3, 38 ; x. 8 ; xiii. 14 ; xvii. 13, 16 ; xviii.

1, 21 ; xix. 17 ; xx. 6 ; xx. 17 ; xxii. 6 ; xxiii. 31) ; for the city has

been mentioned just before and is now repeated with the article

(in many cases of course this is not done in spite of the repetition).

The instance in xiv. 21 also belongs to this group, indeed the

passage is especially characteristic : v-n-i<XTpe\pav eis tt]v A-varpav Kai

eh 'iKovioy Kal els 'AvTioxetav. The stay in Lystra had been shortly

before described in detail, therefore the article stands only with

this city. But there remain yet nine instances which do not admit

of this explanation. Of these xviii. 2 drb ttjs 'Pw/xtjs and xxviii.

14 els rrjv 'Pw/iiyj' are sufficiently explained by the fame and import-

ance of the city (and besides in xxviii. 14 it is implied that St.

Paul had at last reached the goal of his ministry ; afterwards in

verse 16 we read: els 'Pufi-qv). The article before 'AtTidxeiap (xv.

23) is sufficiently explained by the circumstance that Syria and

Cilicia come afterwards. Of the six instances still remaining four

may be explained from the circumstance that they mark the neces-

sary direction of the determined route which the Apostle took {vide

Blass) ; they occur in xvii. 1 ; xx. 13, 14 ; xxiii. 31 (notice again

the agreement of the we-sections with the whole work). The force

of the article in v. 28 (ttjv 'lepovaa\ri/x) and in xx. 16 {ttjv "Eipea-ov)

is somewhat obscure ; but the author may very well have once

written i] 'Eipeaos for the same reason that he wrote rj 'Pw/ai?, and

the article with Jerusalem in the mouth of the high-priest is prob-

ably intended to signify: " this Jerusalem of ours."
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of the Diaspora were chiefly settled in the cities.

Hence we read in viii. 40 of St. Philip : evrjyyeXil^eTo

Ta? TToXeig irdcrag (scil. of Philistia) ; again St. James

says (xv. SI) that Moses has KaToi ttoXiv ev raig

avvaywyah Tovg Krjpua-o-ovTag avrov, and St. Paul

admits (xxvi. 11) that he persecuted the Christians

not only in Jerusalem, but also followed them up

even eig Toig e^oo TroXeig ; St. Paul and Silas pass

through (xvi. 4) rag TroXeig and revisit (xv. 86) Kara

iroXiv irdcrav the communities that were founded on

the first journey; St. Paul declares that the Spirit

Kara iroXiv prophesied sufferings that were about to

come upon him (xx. 23), and to irXtjOog roov irepi^

TToXecov 'lepova-aXrjjtx crowded into the city (v. 16) to

be healed by the apostles. It is characteristic of the

exactness of the author that he often marks the fact

that something took place outside the city. Stephen

was stoned e^w rtjg iroXem -^ (vii. 58) ; the temple of

Zeus in Lystra was situated irpo rtjg iroXeog (xiv. 13)

;

St. Paul was dragged e^co rrjg TroXeo)? (xiv. 19) ; the

place of prayer in Philippi lies e^co r^? iruXtjg (xvi. 1 3)

;

and the brethren and sisters in Tyre accompany

St. Paul eo)? €^0) T?9 TToXew? (xxi. 5). Lastly, it is

a fine proof of the precision of the author that in

xiii. 50 he speaks of the nrpwroi r^? TroXeco? (in

Antioch of Pisidia), in xxv. 23 of those Kar €^oyr]v

T?? TTo'Xeo)? (in Caesarea of Palestine), and elsewhere of

the rulers of cities, but in the case of Philippi alone

does he call the magistrates of the city " a-rpartjyol
"

(xvi. 20 ^), and in the case of Thessalonica alone

1 Among both Jews and Gentiles executions took place as a rule

outside the city, vide Heb. xiii. 12, 13.
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Tro\LTdp')(ai (xvii. 6, 8), while he calls the governor

of Malta (xxviii. 7) 6 TrpwTog rtjg vrja-ou. These

names are correct, for in the Roman colony Philippi

praetors (duumviri) held sway, the title " Politarch
"

is vouched for in Thessalonica by inscriptions, and

the title irpwro^ M.€\iTai(jov is found in an inscription

discovered in Malta (Inscr. Graec. Ital. et. Sicil. 601)

;

a certain Prudens an eques Romanus is there so de-

scribed. We also learn from inscriptions that the

part which the official described as 6 ypa/uL/uLareu^

(town-clerk) plays in Ephesus (xix. 35 f.) suits the

ypajuLjULaTev^ in Ephesus, though it would not at all

suit the official of the same name in every other

city.i

The US9 of TOTTog is most varied, and yet even

* All the other official titles in the book are correct. The monarch
is called, as in Phil. iv. 22, simply 6 Ka7(rap (xvii. 7 ; xxv. 8-12, 21

;

xxvi. 32 ; xxvii. 4 ; xxviii. 19) or 6 "Ze^acrros (xxv. 21, 25), or is

simply described by one of his own names (xi. 28 ; xviii. 2). He is

never called BacnXevs, a title, however, rightly applied to Herod
(xii. 1, 20) and to Agrippa (xxv. 13, 14, 24 ; xxvi. 2, 7, 13, 19, 26,

27, 30). Sergius Paulus in Cyprus and Gallic in Corinth are rightly

called apdviraroi (xiii. 7, 8, 12 ; xviii. 12 ;
[xix. 38]) ; on the other

hand this title is wanting, and rightly wanting, in the cases of

Felix and Festus ; each of these is called, as also in Josephus,

ijyefjubp (xxiii. 24, 26, 33, 34; xxiv. 1, 10; xxvi. 30). The term

iirapxi-o- (= " provincia ") is found only in the mouth of Felix in his

question concerning St. Paul : iK Tro/ay iwapx^as (xxiii. 34) and in

the clause (xxv. 1) : ^rjaros iwipas ry iirapxiq. [a strange use of

dative just as in xxvii. 2 : iirL^avres 7r\of(y] elsewhere it is avoided.

The titles eKaTovTdpxv^ (x. 1, 22; xxi. 32; xxii. 25, 26; xxiii. 17,

23 ; xxiv. 23 ; xxvii, 1, 6, 11, 31, 43 ; xxviii. 16) and xt^^apxoj

(xxi. 31-37 ; xxii. 24-29
; xxiii. 10-22 ; xxiv. 7, 22 ; xxv. 23) are

correctly used. It is uncertain whether the Stratopedarch of

xxviii. 16 is original. The epithet ^^ KpanaTos" is only employed
in addressing Felix and Festus (xxiii. 26 ; xxiv. 3 ; xxvi. 25), and its

use in this instance is correct.
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here one can establish the homogeneity of the author's

style.^ It is used metaphorically in i. 25 (Xa^eiv rov

TOTTov Ttji SiaKOviag) and in xxv. 16 {rowov onroXoylag

Xa/Beip) ; the Temple is called in vi. 13 and xxi. 28

6 aylog TOTTo^y and in vi. 14 and xxi. 28 6 roirog

0UT09, in vii. 7 6 roirog ourog is to be understood

as referring to the Holy Land. In xvi. 3 ol tottol

€K€tvoi describes the region round Lystra and Iconium ;

likewise we read in XXVii. 2 eig rovg Kara Trjv 'A^crlav

TOTTOvg and similarly in XXViii. 7 rd irepi rov tottov

cKelvov. The word has a mysterious sound in i. 25 :

OLTTO Trjg ciTroa-ToXrjg irapefirj 'lovSag iropevOrjvat eig tov

TOTTOV TOV ISiov, and even in xii. 17 : TlcTpog e^eXOwv

€7rop€vOr] eig eTcpov tottov (for t6tto9 = place, city, vide

XXVii. 8 fjXOoimev elg tottov tlvol KaXovjuLevov KaXou?

XijuLcvag). Only once (XXi. 12) are the native inha-

bitants of a city called ol cvtottioi (the word is found

in Plato ; it is not one that is often met with).

Tcvog (nine times).^

The use of the word in iv. 36 KvTTpiog r. yeVe/,

xviii. 2 TlovTiKog t. yevei, xviii. 24 ^AXe^avSpevg t.

yevei, vii. 19 to yevog ri/mcov shows the consistency of

style in both halves of the book. The remaining

passages where the word occurs give it the significance

1 The passages (iv. 31 ; vii. 33, 49 ; xxvii. 29, 41) are neutral.

2 Similar words, v?hich occur only rarely or only once, and are

therefore not fitted for use in comparison, are to. opi,a (for a region,

xiii. 50), i] iirapx^a (xxiii. 34 ; xxv. 1), i} olKovfxh-r] (xi. 28 ; xvii, 6,

31 ; xix. 27 ; xxiv. 5), &c. The use of rd /xeprj is, however, worthy of

note. In ii. 10 we read rd fx^prj riji Ai^vijs, in xix. 1 UavXos dieXdxcy

TO. avuTepiKo. /M^pr), and likewise in xx. 2 diiXduv to, /xiprj iKelva (said of

Macedonia)
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of race, not in the sense of nationality but of descent

(iv. 6 ; vii. 13 ; xiii. 26 ; xvii. 28, 29).

II.

—

Terms of more Special Significance,

The list of nations in chapters ii. 5, 9-11 and
in vi. 9.

^crav Se ev [ef?] 'lepoucraXrjiuL KaTOiKovvreg ^lovSaioi,

avSpe^ eOXa/3e?9 airo Trai/ro? eOvovg twv vtto tov ovpavov

. . . WapQoi Kcu M^^ot Koi A^lXajULLTaL kol ol Karoi-

KOVVTeg rrjv iS/Lea-OTroTa/uLiav \_^lovSaLav ? 'A^pjuLevlav ?

ILvpiav ? 'IvSlav ?] re koi J^aTnraSoKtap^ TIovtov koi

Trjv 'A^alaVj ^pvyiav re koi TlajiKpvXlaVf AHyvirrou koi

TO. fJiepr] Tiji Ai/3J//9 rrjg Kara }^vp7]vr]i/j koi ol e-TriSrjjuL-

ovvre^ 'PcojuLaioij 'lovSalol re koi irpocrrfKvTOL [K^o^/re? kcu

"Apa^e^].

After the first three national names St. Luke con-

tinues with ol KUTOiKovvreg, because there was no

national name for Mesopotamia ; but this has led

to a formal discrepancy with the preceding clause.

St. Luke is speaking simply of such persons as were

resident in Jerusalem (not of pilgrims for the feast),

yet he describes them most awkwardly as KaroiKOvureq

rrjv Mea-OTTOTajuLiai/ k.t.X. after their former place of

abode. In its significance, therefore, the second kutol-

KOVVT69 must be regarded as pluperfect. Moreover,

seeing that from Pontus onwards the author gives the

names in pairs and that ^louSalav—though the reading

of all MSS.—is senseless, while 'Ap/uLcvlav (TertuUian,

and once in Augustine), as well as ^vplav (Hieron.),

are evidently only attempts to clear away a difiiculty
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which was felt already at an early date; we must

therefore delete 'lovSaiav.^ We can of course give

no satisfactory explanation for the interpolation of

this word. The irregularity of the use of the article

in this section is surprising, so also the appended

KjO?Te? Koi *'AjOa/3e?,— here also we must assume

an ancient gloss, for both the special mention of

these people and their combination together is ex-

traordinary. The assumption of an interpolation

becomes yet more probable if the preceding words

^'^lovSaloL T€ Koi. 7r/)0(7?i\fT0t" I
belong not only to

" 01 eiTL^riij.ovvre's 'Pcojuaioh'' but to all the foregoing

national names, as is almost certainly the case. The

author had said at the beginning of the list that

he was concerned with those Jezcs now dwelling in

Jerusalem who had before lived in Parthia, Media,

&c. At the conclusion he says more exactly that

these included both Jews by birth and proselytes, and

this without doubt answered to the truth, and did

not apply only to Rome. Strange, lastly, is the

epithet " eTriSiijuLOvvreg " applied to ol 'Vwjuiaioi. In

my opinion it finds its explanation in the fact that

ol 'Yco/maioi could be understood as meaning " Roman
citizens" {vide Acts xvi. 37, 38; xxii. 25, 26, 27, 29;

xxiii. 27). St. Luke wishes to avoid this ambiguity.

Instead of ol eTriSrjujL. 'Pcoyu. he might also have written

ol KaToiKovvT€9 Tr]v 'Ycojuifjv (as in verse 9); but he

wished at the close to remind us that the people in

question throughout now dwelt in Jerusalem, though
^ Mesopotamia and Cappadocia could very well be mentioned

together for they are contiguous, and as the counting is from East

to West this order is specially appropriate {vide infra another reason

for the omission).

4
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they were properly at home in other lands. Thus
" oi €7nSt]juLovvT€<} 'PcofxaioL " does not mean " Romans
settled in Rome " (as Wendt and others would inter-

pret), but " Romans who had migrated to Jerusalem

and had settled in that city" (so Overbeck). The
circumstance that after striking out ^lovSaiav, Ko^re?,

and "AjOa^Se? we are left with a list of twelve nations

confirms the omission ; i.e. the author perhaps in-

tended to indicate that each apostle spoke in one of

these tongues. It is true that according to ii. 1 we
must suppose that the Holy Spirit descended upon
all the Christians in Jerusalem ; but nevertheless,

according to ii. 7, it is the Apostles alone who are

thought of. If we do not choose to accept this

hypothesis, it still follows that the number twelve of

the nations was purposely chosen.

The list begins with the nations in the remotest

East, where the tribes that had not returned to

Palestine were settled ; with Cappadocia it reaches

Asia Minor, which is described first from north to

west (Pontus and Asia) ; then—in a parallel line

—

from the centre (Phrygia) to the south (Pamphylia).

Then the author passes to the real south of the

empire, and names—again from east to west—Egypt
and the parts of Libya about Cyrene.^ Rome, as the

representative of the West, closes the list.

It is possible to argue with the author concerning his

reasons for naming one region and passing over another,

but it will be difficult to make any point against him.

1 With Kara Kvp-qvrjv compare St. Luke x. 32 : Aeveirr)! Karit. t6v

rbirov i\du}i>, and Acts ZXvii. 6 : rb ir^Xayos rb Kara ttjv KiXik^oj' Kal

Ilafji(pvXlav.
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With relative completeness he begins with " Parthians,

Medes, and Elamites,"" because these nations were far

distant and dwelt outside the Roman Empire—it

was the more important for him that their represen-

tatives heard the new message ! These are followed

most appropriately by Mesopotamia and Cappadocia.

He naturally passed over Syria because it lay too

near, and because it was self-evident that numerous

Syrians were to be found in Jerusalem. Besides,

their language was so nearly allied to that spoken

in Jerusalem that for them the miracle, which the

author intends, was scarcely a miracle at all. If in

the case of Asia Minor the four countries, Pontus,

Asia, Phrygia, and Pamphylia, are chosen for men-

tion, one cannot but approve of the choice, seeing

that Cappadocia had been already mentioned: the

chief province in the north, the west, the centre, and

the south is thus marked. Could any one proceed on

a better plan ? With equal appropriateness he now
mentions Egypt and Cyrene and closes with Rome.

In the two former regions it was a matter of common
knowledge that the Jews had settled in especially

compact bodies ; and that the whole West should be

represented by Rome is not strange but rather what

one would expect in a Greek writer of the East.

The omission of the Balkan peninsula is less intel-

ligible. It has been said that the author has not

included purely Greek regions in his list, because for

Greeks with their universally-spoken language the

miracle of Pentecost was no miracle at all,—at

least they did not need such a miracle ; this explana-

tion is ingenious but scarcely correct. The disciples
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in their ecstasy spoke Aramaic, not Greek (v. 7

:

ov-)(ji iSov airavreg ovrol el<Tiv ol XaXovvreg ToXiXaiot ;).

The Balkan peninsula (Macedonia and Achaia) is

passed over either because in this region, when com-

pared with the others mentioned, the Jews were not

specially numerous, or because the author passing

naturally from Asia to Egypt and then to Cyrene

had now come so far to the west that he concluded

with Rome. Besides, he did not wish to exceed the

number twelve (vide supra).

The formal construction of this passage is very

skilful and superior to that of the list given by Philo

(Agrippce ep, ad Caligz/lam, Legat. ad Caium, § 36),

which contains double the number of nations. The

author begins with the sonorous triplet, " Parthians,

Medes, and Elamites " ; then he follows with 4x2
nations, and the " ol eTriStj/movvTeg 'Pwjuiaioi, i.e. the

great Capital of the World, standing by itself, brings

the twelve to a very impressive conclusion.^ We trace

here the literary skill of the Hellene. But how much

greater still does this skill appear when we place this

list of nations in the light of the aim which dominates

the whole work ! *'Ecreo-0e /jlov /uLaprvpe^ ev re *lepov-

(raXrjfJ- fct' ^v Tracr^ t;/ ^louSaia Koi ^ajmapia Kai ewg

ecr-^arov t?? yrj'i I (i. 8). Odpcrei' o)? yap SiejuLaprvpo)

Ta irepi e/mov ety 'lepoucraXri/ui, ovtw ae Set koi cfV

*Pw/JLr]v fxapTuptjcrai (xxiii. 11). Tvoxttov ovv Io-to)

v/uLiv OTi T019 eOveortv airea-ToXt] tovto to acoTi'jpiov toxj

Oeov' avTo). Kai aKOvarovrai (xxviii. 28). On the

very threshold of a work, which was intended to

1 Cf.Etrm.Simil. ix. : the twelve hills = the twelve nations of

the world.
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describe the realisation of this aim, is placed this list

of the nations of the known World, and we are told

how this great promise was at once fulfilled for their

representatives ! Could anything be more impressive ?

How many are there who could measure their art

against this writer ? And yet more, the barriers

of language are seen to be overthrown ! All under-

stand the ecstatic speech inspired by the Spirit ! The
racial divisions of mankind are now abolished ; in

the new religion the consequences of the building ot

the Tower of Babel are seen to be annulled ! True,

this grand picture cannot stand investigation in cold

blood. The people of course all understood Aramaic ;

moreover, it is not even Aramaic alone which is in

question, but also a language of enthusiasm which

works by suggestion. But one does not think of this

at first. St. Luke takes up two facts of actual his-

tory—that Jews and proselytes out of all countries of

the world were resident in Jerusalem, and that on a

certain day, the day of Pentecost or shortly before-

hand, a great multitude were won over to the Gospel

owing to a sudden outbreak of rapturous enthusiasm,

accompanied by ecstatic speaking, among the disciples

of Jesus—these two facts the author works up with

consummate skill, so that they form as it were a

grand flourish of trumpets heralding the appearance

of the great theme of his work.

We have yet to compare this list of nations with

the statement of chapter vi. 9. Here we are told

of Libertines, men of Cyrene, of Alexandria, of

Cilicia and Asia, dwelling in Jerusalem. Unfortu-

nately we cannot gain a quite clear conception of
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the meaning of the words; for St. Luke has not

expressed himself with precision.^ They are, how-

ever, important on this account, because here in a

context deaHng with a simple succession of events

—

not a worked-up description—witness is borne to

some representatives of the nations mentioned in ii.

9^., namely men of Cyrene, Alexandria (Egypt), and

Asia. Hence Jews and proselytes from these regions

were really settled in Jerusalem, a circumstance which

is moreover probable in itself.

Palestine (Galilee, Judaea, the Philistian cities,

Samaria and Phoenicia).

If St. Luke, the author of the we-sections, was also

the author of the Acts of the Apostles, we learn

from his own account that he accompanied the Apostle

St. Paul to Jerusalem (chap, xxi.), and that about

two and a half years later he journeyed with him

^ The words run : dv4<rT7]crav de rives tCov iK riji crwa7a)7T7j ttjs

\eyoiJ.^yr]i Ai^eprbuy Kal Kvprjpaiui' Kal 'AXe^avSpewp Kal tG)v arrb

KiXiKias Kal 'Aai'as <Tvv^t]TovvTe% ti^ "Lrecpdvij}, According to the

simplest interpretation only one combined synagogue of Libertines

and of men of Cyrene and Alexandria, and in addition Jews of

Cilicia and Asia are here spoken of (the Libertines are usually

explained to be Jews who were once Koman captives taken in

war, and who then [either themselves or their descendants] had

returned to Jerusalem ; this explanation cannot be regarded as

satisfactory). But the combination, " Libertines, men of Cyrene

and of Alexandria," is very strange. It has therefore been supposed

that St. Luke has not expressed himself with accuracy ; and that

three different synagogues are intended. Some indeed think of

four synagogues in that they conceive of the men of Cilicia and
Asia as also belonging to a synagogue. Others again think of

one synagogue of the Libertines alone, leaving Kvprjvaluiv k.t.X. to

depend upon nves.
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from Caesarea to Rome (chaps, xxvii. xxviii.). It is

more than doubtful whether he was with the Apostle

between these two dates, for the " we " breaks off

directly after the arrival in Jerusalem, and first

appears again at the departure from Caesarea. The
explanation that the " we " does not appear in the

chapters in question (xxi. 19-xxvi. 32), because St.

Luke had nothing to relate in which he himself took

part as eye-witness is most improbable; for he him-

self relates that St. Paul when in Caesarea could

receive his friends without hindrance, and that they

were allowed to minister to him (xxiv. 23). There

must have been opportunity enough for St. Luke not

only to have visited the Apostle, but also to have

shared in experiences of his that were worthy of

record. Besides this he could have attended on the

various occasions when St. Paul appeared before the

procurator; even here, however, he has not written

as an eye-witness. We may therefore assume that

St. Luke set foot indeed upon the soil of Palestine

and Jerusalem in company with the Apostle, but that

he left it again very soon. We accordingly expect

that he will show the amount of information con-

cerning the country and city which a traveller is

wont to acquire after a short residence. And this

is just what we find in the work itself. Here, how-

ever, we can only show that this is so in the case of

the information he gives us on geographical, topo-

graphical, and ethnographical points.

'Yjiieis o'lSare to yevojmevov pniJ-o, KaO' oXrjg r^y

'lou^a/a?, ap^djUL€vo^ airo r^? YaKiKaLa^ jiieTa to

^airTia-juLa o eKJjpu^ev ''Icodwrj^ (x. 37) : the movement
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started from Galilee (xiii. 31 : w(p6rj roig crvvava^acnv

avT(p airo rrjg TaXikala^ e/V ^lepouaaXrjjui) and first

spread over the whole of Judaea. Jesus is 6 airo

Nal^apeO,^ and the eleven apostles are addressed

(i. 11) a.s avSpe^ TaXiXaioi ; St. Luke at the same time

knows that the Galilaeans could be distinguished by

their dialect (ii. 7 ov-)(jl iSov aTravreg ovtol ela-iv ol

\a\ovvT€s TaXiXaloi; cf. St. Mark xiv. 67, 70; St.

Matt. xxvi. 71, 73). When intending to give the

boundaries of Christendom in the first years after its

foundation, he says (ix. 31) : ^ eKKXrjo-la kuO' oXrjg r??

'lou^a/a? KOI YaXiXalag koi ^afxaplag. A few times,

when we should have expected Galilee to be men-

tioned with Judaea, it is wanting, possibly because it

is included in Judaea. Galilee plays no part in the

narrative of St. Luke—it is merely a reminiscence

—

this, however, in all probability answers to actual

history. St. Paul never mentions Galilee and the

Galilean Christian communities in his epistles. Jeru-

salem the capital became the exclusive determining

1 Thus only once in the book (x. 38), on the other hand six times

'l77(roCs (Xpto-T^s) 6 Nafwporos (ii. 22 ; iii. 6 ; iv. 10 ; vi. 14 ; xxii. 8 ;

xxvi. 9) ; it is probable in itself—but that single passage is de-

cisive—that 6 Nafw/jaioj means one who was a native of Nazareth.

It is noteworthy that St. Paul never uses the expression, and that

it occurs only in the first half of the Acts, or rather the only two

passages in the second half where it occurs really belong, so far

as their subject is concerned, to the first half. The designation

"Jesus the Nazarene" is thus Palestinian, and is only used by

St. Luke in order to give the right colouring to the first half of his

book. His procedure, as is well known, is similar elsewhere. It is

only in the mouth of the Jewish orator Tertullus (xxiv. 5) that the

Christians are disdainfully called i) tCjv l^a^wpaltdv atpeais. A like

feeling is expressed in St. John i. 45 / r 'Irja-ovv rbv airb l^a^apir . . .

Kal tXirev airri^ "Sadapa-^X' iK Nafap^r SvyaraL ti dyadby ehau
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centre of the movement soon after the Crucifixion

of our Lord.^

Judaea is more frequently mentioned in the book.

There, and indeed eV Traa-u t^ 'lovSaia, the disciples are

to bear witness (i. 8). The adherents of Stephen are

scattered Kara tol^ \(jopa^ TtJ9 'lovSaiag (viii. 1), i.e.

throughout the Holy Land (vide mpra sub x^P^)- With
the phrases eKK\t]G-La KaO' o\t]9 rrjg Tof^a/a? (ix. 31),^ and

aS€\(po] 01 oi/Teg Kara rrjv ^lovSalav (xi. 1), and KaroiK-

ovvreg ev rfj 'lovSala aSeXipol (xi. 29), we may compare

Gal. i. 22 : ai eKKXtjciai r^? 'lovSaiag and 1 Thess. ii. 14

:

ai €KK\r](Tiai at ouaai ev r^ ^lovSala. It is noteworthy

that St. Luke realises that Caesarea does not belong

to Judaea in the proper sense of the word ; in xii. 19

and XXi. 10 he writes KareXOwv oltto rrjg 'lovSalag e/'y

rLaiaraplav and KarrjXOh ng otto t^? ^lovSaiag irpocbrjTrjg

\eh }^aLarapLav'\ respectively—note the coincidence

here; XXi. 10 stands in a we-section— ; but already,

from viii. 26-40; ix. 32^. one recognises that St.

Luke did not count Caesarea and the whole belt of

Philistian cities as belonging to Judsea, and yet he has

no inclusive name for the region ; in viii. 40 he writes :

1 In the history of the Church the expectation of the near
approach of the "Kingdom" has always had as a corollary the

assembling of believers at one single place. We may accordingly

assume that after the first appearances of our Lord in Galilee all or

almost all of His adherents betook themselves to Jerusalem, where
it was expected that the "Kingdom" would be revealed. Hence
Galilee passed at once quite into the background (St. Paul speaks
only of Churches in Judaea), and hence it is also explained why it

happened that the first appearances of the Risen Christ in Galilee

were replaced by appearances in Jerusalem. It was afterwards that
churches gradu:illy formed themselves in Galilee.

2 The same expression : Kad' SXrji ttjx 'lovSat'as occurs also in x. 37.
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^i\nnro9 evpeOt] ei^^Al^wrov, Koi Si€p-)(^6/ui€V09 €vt]yy€-

Xil^ero rag TroAet? Tracra? ecog tov eXOeiv avTOv ef?

K.aLarapiav, and in ix. 32: iyevero Uerpov Siep-)(o-

fxevov Si a ttolvtcov [scil. all the brethren in the cities

of the Philistian coast] KaTeXOeiv kol ttjOO? tov^ ayiov^

Tovg KaroiKOvvra^ Afooa.

Judaea occurs in some passages where we should

expect Jerusalem, and vice versa ; but this is scarcely

due to inaccuracy. That the Christian communities

of Judaea in the first days, and for some considerable

time, were only relatively independent, indeed were

for the most part dependent upon the Church of

Jerusalem, and were, one might say, really identical

with that Church, is a fact which can be deduced

from the Pauline epistles, and which answers to the

natural course of development of all such organisar-

tions : the mother community remained at first " the

Church," the rest were only in dependent filial rela-

tionship to her. St. Luke thus shows himself well-

informed when in the cases in question he writes

Jerusalem for Judaea, and vice versd.

It is, however, believed that it can be proved that

the author has made a mistake in writing Judaea in

xxvi. 20 : St. Paul did not preach, as St. Luke makes

him say, in Judaea, not at least iv iraa-n t^ X^p^ 't*]^

'lovSaiag. It cannot, in fact, be proved that he did

preach in Judaea, and before the time mentioned in

Gal. i. 22 he cannot have done so ; but why may he

not have proclaimed the Gospel in this region on the

occasion of later visits when he was journeying from

Antioch or Caesarea to Jerusalem ? For this ministry

days, not weeks, were quite sufficient, and he himself
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says (Rom. xv. 19): SxTTe jme airo^lepovcrcCKruJ. , , •

TreirXrjpwKevai to cvayyeXiov tov XpicTTOv.

The centre of Judaea and of Christendom is Jeru-

salem. Here the name given to the city by St. Luke
is of itself a matter of the deepest interest.^ As is

well known St. Mark uses without exception the name
' lepoa-oXv/uia, so also St. Matthew (for the single pas-

sage where 'lepova-aXTJ/uL occurs [xxiii. 37] belongs to a

quotation),^ and St. John. On the other hand, St.

Paul and St. Luke use sometimes 'lepoa-oXvixa and

sometimes *l€pova-d\}ijuL^—again a proof of their

mutual relationship. In St. Paul's case we can with-

out difficulty discern the rule which guides his use of

the respective names : where Jerusalem has religious

significance (Gal. iv. 25, 26), and in passages of special

solemnity where the Apostle thinks of the " saints

"

in Jerusalem (Rom. xv. 25, 26, 31 ; here Jerusalem is

everywhere combined with ot dyioi) he writes *lepov-

a-aXijjui, i.e. he chooses the Hebrew name, elsewhere he

writes lepooroXujULa (Gal. i. 17 : avrjXOov eig 'leyooor.,

likewise i. 18 ; ii. 1 ave/Brjv ek *Iepo(r.). Two instances

only are left which do not seem to conform to the rule.

In Rom. XV. 19 we read : toa-re jme airo 'lepovcraXrju,

KOI kvkXu) jULc-^i TOV ^IXXvpiKOu TTCTrXrjpcoKepai TO evayye-

XioVf and 1 Cor. xvi. 3 : ovg dv SoKijuidcrrjTe St eiricrTO'

Xuiv TOVTOu^ 7r/yu\f/-a) cnrei'eyKeiv Ttjv "XCLpiv vjulcov [the

alms that had been collected] elg 'lepovcraXijjuL. But
in the second instance St. Paul is thinking of the

* Cf. Eamsay in The Expositor, 1907, p. 110/.
* Vide my work " The Sayings of Jesus," Williams & Norgate,

1908, pp. 29, 143, 103/., 168 f.
» In the Apocalypse only 'lepovadXTjfx is found (iii. 12 ; xxi. 2, 10).

So also in Hebrews (zii. 22).
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saints in Jerusalem, and has therefore chosen the

more sacred name ; and in the first instance his feel-

ing of reverent wonder at the grandeur of the work

that had been accomplished through him may have

led him to write the name ^lepova-aXiiim.

In regard to St. Luke''s usage in the Acts the

matter is not quite so simple. First let us give a

statistical summary of the occurrences of the two

names :
^—

Chaps, i.—vii.— 'lepoa-oXvjjLa once ; 'lepovaaXijiuL

eleven times.

Chaps, viii.-xv.

—

^lepocroXv/ma five times ; lepovaraXtjim

fifteen times.

Chaps, xvi.—xxi. (without thewe-sections)

—

^lepoa-o-

XvjuLa twice ; 'lepovcraX^/uL twice.

The we-sections 'lepoa-oXv/ma four times ; 'lepou-

aaXyjiui three times.

Chaps, xxii.—xxviii

—

^lepoa-oXvjuia ten times; 'lepou-

(TaXrjfjL six times.

Here the first thing to notice is that St. Luke
uses 'lepova-aXTjjuL (thirty-seven times) very much
more frequently than ^lepocroXvima (twenty-two times).

Seeing, however, that in his gospel he has written

^lepoa-oXu/jia only four times (ii. 22 ; xiii. 22 ; xix.

28; xxiii. 7) while he writes 'lepovaaXijin twenty-six

times, and seeing that almost the same ratio obtains

in the first half of the Acts (lepoa-oXv/ma six times,

'lepovaaXriiJi. twenty-six times), it is at once evident

1 The manuscripts of course vary, yet in each particular case

it is possible with the highest degree of probability to ascertain

which form St. Luke chose. We here leave D out of consideration.
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that the author who, even as a Hellene, loved to

imitate the antique style of sacred literature, had an

especial affection for 'lepoua-aXyjiuL. In his gospel

and in Acts i.—xv. taken together, 'lepova-aXij/uL occurs

fifty-two times, 'lepocroXv/uLa only ten times.

The second thing to notice is that the problem is

the same for the we-sections as for the whole book.

If the author of the we-sections is not identical with

St. Paul we should have to assume tJi?-ee writers who

varied between 'lepoo-oXu/xa and 'lepovoraXrjiuL—unless

indeed we assume that St. Luke has carefully worked

through his source correcting it and bringing it into

conformity with the rest of his work even in this

point ! But who will believe this !

In regard to the rule which governs the use of

these two forms of the name in the Acts of the

Apostles, something can be learned from the gospel.

Here St. Luke in the parts which he has in common
with St. Mark or St. Matthew, or with both, has in

the first place written ^lepoviraXyj/uL where these have

*lepo<j6\vixa ; in the second place he has often inserted

Jerusalem where they do not give the name of the

city. ^lepoaroXujma is only icsed hy Mm in the gospel

wJiere he has no source before him, and in the purely

geographical sense (ii. 22 : avljyayov avrov eh 'lepocr.,

xiii. 22 : SieTropeueTO Kara ttoXci^ koi kcojulgs . . .

TTOpeiav TfOLOujuLevo^ eh lepoc), xix. 28 : eiropeveTO

e/uLTTpocrOev avapa[v(jov eh lepoaroXvjuia, xxiii. 7 : irpog

^UpwSrji/ ovra KOI avrov ev lepocr.). lepovo-aXrjjuL is

thus for him the more sacred name, and, because

almost the whole narrative of the gospel is noble

and sacred, it is the proper word for constant use.
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The same attitude towards the names is plainly discern-

ible in chapter's i.-vii. of the Acts and in the we-sections.

In the former passage (chapters i.—vii.) the author

has only om:e written 'lepocroXvjuLa (in the introduction

i. 4), where he tells us that our Lord commanded
His disciples not to depart at once from the place

Jerusalem (citto lepocroXvjULCov /jlyj yooplYeaOai) ; as for

the rest of the passage everything in the early history

of the Church is of so lofty a character that he

only speaks of ^lepova-akrjij. (eleven times). In the

we-sections the reason of the variation between the

two forms of the name is quite evident : in XX.

16 ; XXl. 4, 15, 17 'lepocroXvixa is written because the

author is concerned simply with topographical notices

(St. Paul wished to be in Jerusalem for Pentecost

;

St. Paul ought not to go up to Jerusalem ; we took

our journey up to Jerusalem ; when, however, we
arrived at Jerusalem). But among these verses stands

a saying of the prophet Agabus ; here we read in oratio

directa (XXi. 11); tov avSpa . . . Stjo-ovo-lv ev 'lepou-

a-aXij/j. ol ^lovSaioi, and now the bystanders take up

this word' lepova-aXtjjUL (XXi. 12), and also St. Paul says

(XXi. 13) : airoQavelv el<s 'lepovcraXrjiuL eroZ/xo)? ^X^*
The Biblical form 'lepovaraXrjfji alone suited the

solemnity of the whole scene. This may seem to us

somewhat petty ; and so it is. So ultra-refined was

the feeling of the stylist St. Luke ! Let there then

be no doubt that he who wrote the gospel and

Acts i.-vii. also wrote the we-sections ! The manner

in which the two forms of the name for Jerusalem

are used is enough to show it.

At first sight the variation between the two forms
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in chapters viii.-xxviii. (omitting the we-sections)

appears to present greater difficulty. We are con-

cerned with seventeen passages in which 'lepoa-oXvjuia

is read. Obviously 'lepoa-oXvjuLa is more frequently

used since the narrative is no longer concerned with

the earliest history of the Church of Jerusalem, and

at the end, although the scene of action again returns

to the soil of Palestine,' le^ofcraX/i/x is yet less frequently

used than ^lepoa-oXvjuLa, But even in chapters xxii.—

xxviii. where the former occurs only six times, while

the latter occurs ten times, it is still possible to

observe a peculiar and quite invariable rule. In xxii.

5, 17, 18; xxiii. 11; xxv. 3 we read'IepovcraXrjjuL,

Jbr here Jerusalem is spoken of in Jerusalem itself; in

xxv. 1, 7, 9, 15, 20, 24^ ; xxvi. 4, 10, 20 ; xxviii. 17

we read *l€poa-6\viuLa,Jbr Jerusalem is here spoken of

in Coesarea and (xxviii. 17) in Rome. TYiq place where

the scene is located, not the speaker, makes the dijBfer-

ence : St. Paul speaks in Jerusalem of Jerusalem, in

Csesarea and Rome of Hierosolyma.^ There accord-

ingly remain for consideration only seven more

passages where ^lepocroXvfxa is found, namely viii. 1,

14, 25 ; xi. 27 ; xiii. 13 ; xvi. 4, and xix. 21 (lepova-a'

X>}/x occurs seventeen times in these chapters, namely

viii. 26, 27; ix. 2, 13, 21, 26, 28; x. 39; xi. 2, 22;

xii. 25; xiii. 27, 31; xv. 2, 4; xx. 22; xxi. 31).

Evidently 'lepova-akruj. is still the rule in this part

of the Acts. The rule is broken where the scene

^ In chapters xxii.-xxviii. (in sixteen instances) there is only one

exception, namely xxiv. 11 ; here one would expect " Hierosolyma,"

yet we read "Jerusalem." But this exception proves the rule:

St. Paul speaks of rrpoaKwdv in Jerusalem ; this suggested the use

of the sacred form (c/. viii. 27 : irpocrKvy^atop els Icpouo-.).
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of action tends towards Samaria or is situated there

(viii. 1, 14, 25) ; again when the narrator takes his

stand in Antioch (xi. 27), in Perga (xiii. 13), in

Lycaonia (xvi. 4), and in Ephesus (xix. 21); but

seeing that in these sections St. Luke under the same

conditions also speaks of ^lepovcroXijjm, no fixed rule

can be here established. We must confess that the

variation in chapters viii.—xxi.—omitting the we-

sections—is not to be explained, i.e. that St. Luke
here (though he prefers ^lepovcraKrjix) keeps to no

rule; but in chapters i.-vii., in the we-sections, and

in xxii.—xxviii. his rule can be clearly discerned. And
yet the number of instances (where 'lepoaoXvfjLa is

used) where the rule is not clear is not more than

seven.

In regard to the knowledge of Jerusalem and

Judaea the passages wherein the author betrays a

certain knowledge of his own are no less numerous in

the Acts than in his gospel. The gospel contains an

important body of traditions connected with Jerusalem

and Judsea, and peculiar to St. Luke, which it is

probable that the author acquired on the spot. One
does not write in a gospel passages like : KWfjLri uire-

')(ou(ra a-TaSlou^ e^ijKOvra airo 'lepoucraXrjiuL,
fj oi/ojua

'EjUL/uLaovg unless one has been oneself on the spot.

But we also read in the Acts (i. 12) : rare virea-rpe-

y^av €/'? 'JepovcraXrjjUL airo opou^ tov KoXovfiepov eXaicovo^f

o ecTTiv eyyv<s ^lepovcroXrjjuL aa^/Sdrov e-^ov oSov, again

(i. 19) : cocTTe KXrjOfjvai to y^copiov cKeivo rri SiaXcKTcp

avTwv A^eX^ayua^, tovt ecrriv ycoplov aijuLaro^, again

(viii. 26) : iropevov Kara juLecrrj/uL^plap eirl Tt]v oSov rrjv

Kara^alvovarav airo *IepovaraXt]juL ei^ Yd^av avrt] iarlv
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epfjjiio^} The irepi^ TroXeig ^lepovcraXrJiuL (v. 16) might

also be mentioned here. St. Luke, moreover, knows

of a definite virepcpov in which the first disciples were

wont to assemble ;
^ he mentions the house of the

mother of John and Mark (xii. 12 : ov ^jcrav kavoi

(TvvrjOpoKTiuievoL Koi irpoG-evyoiJ.evoi) ; he has a definite

conception of the locality of the prison where St.

Peter was confined and of its distance from the house

just mentioned (xii. 10/*. : Si€\06vTe<; Se TrpwTrjv <pv\a-

Krjv Koi Sevrepav rjXQav eir\ rrjv 'rrvXrjv rrjp cTiSijpav Ttjv

(pepovaav ei^ rrjv ttoXlv . . . koi e^eXOoVre? TrpoyjXOov

pvixriv JULiav . . . Koi 6 Tlerpo^ . . . rjXOev eiri

rrjv oklav rrj^ Mapm). Had he visited St. Paul

in this same prison ? He knows the gate of the

Temple, which Josephus (Bellum, v. 5, 3) also calls the

« Beautiful Gate " (iii. 2, 10 : ^ Ovpa tov lepov rj Xeyo-

juLevtj wpala) and Solomon's Porch (iii. 11 ; v. 12 : ^

<jToa r] KaXovjuevr] ^oXojulcovto^), which is also men-

tioned in St. John (x. 23) and by Josephus (" Antiq.,""

XX. 9, 7).^ He knows of the (priestly) a-Tparrjyo^ tov

iepov (iv. 1 ; v. 24, 26), likewise of the cohors Romana

auxil'iaris, which was stationed in the citadel Antonia

(xxi. 31^.); he is acquainted with the situation of

1 It can scarcely be meant that the road was deserted at the

given time; for that /card fjLea-rnxppiav means "mid-day," and not

" towards the south," is not probable, in spite of Nestle {Stud. u.

Krit, 1892, s. 335/.). The most probable meaning of the passage

is that the road was always deserted, that is, passed through a desert

region ; in spite of this the Evangelist was to go along it. St. Luke,

if he has added this note, must have known the road.

2 He did not, however, know or did not think it necessary to tell

us the exact locality in which the event recorded in ii. 1 /. took

place.

3 Knowledge of the Temple is also presupposed in xxi. 30.
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the castra in relation to the Temple, indeed even with

the auapaOjUioi (xxi. 34, 37, 40). He has such correct

knowledge of the Sadducees that he writes with pre-

cision (v. 17) : 6 ap-)^i€p6vg koi Travreg ol cvv avrw, tj

ovcra aipe<TL<s tcov 'HaSSovKalwi/. Similarly, he shows

himself well informed concerning the Pharisees ; he

knows that both parties were represented in the

Sanhedrin (xxiii. 6) ; he knows the question on which

the Pharisees and Sadducees were opposed (xxiii. 7)

:

^aSSouKaioL fxev yap Xeyovcriv /ulj] elvai avaarTacriv /z^/re

ayyeXov jULrjre 7rv€v,ua, ^apicratoi Se ojuLoXoyovcriv to,

ajULCporepa. It is known to him that a considerable

number (vi. 7 : ttoXl'? o-)(\o9) of both priests and also

Pharisees (xv. 5) had joined the Christian community

in Jerusalem, that the latter demanded that Gentile

Christians in the Diaspora should be circumcised and

observe the Law(/oc. ci^.),and that the Jewish Christians

in Palestine, in spite of the decree of the Comicil of

Jerusalem, all remained ^tjXcorai rov vojmov (xxi. 20).

He knows that of the ypa/uL/uLareig (iv. 5 ; vi. 12) a

part belonged to the Pharisees and a part did not

(xxiii. 9). He tells us that the Pharisee Gamaliel

—

TijULiog iravTL t(x> Xaw—interfered to a certain extent

in favour of the Apostles (v. 34 y*.), and that during

the proceedings against St. Paul the Pharisees took

his part against the Sadducees (xxiii. 9). It is not

unknown to him (xxi. 27 ; xxiv. 18) that it was not

so much native Jews, but Asiatic Jews, present in

Jerusalem, who instigated the assault upon St. Paul in

that city. It is not from St. Paul that we learn any-

thing concerning the dispute between the " Hebrews "

and the "Hellenists" in the Primitive Community, or
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concerning the choice of the " Seven " and their

names, or concerning the heroic Stephen and his

teaching against the Temple,^ or concerning the

gradual preparation for the transformation of Chris-

tian Judaism into Christianity which underlies all

these events in the history of the Church of Jeru-

salem, but only from St. Luke (chaps, vi.—vii.) ; and

it is St. Luke, not St. Paul, who, in the story of

Ananias and Sapphira, has painted the shadows into

the portrait of the " saints " of Jerusalem and makes

us suspect many other shadows. All these things—in

the first place, the topographical statements ; in the

second place, the more intimate acquaintance with

the early history of the Church in Jerusalem—admir-

ably agree with the information afforded by St. Luke

himself, that he came to Jerusalem with St. Paul

(and there shared with the Apostle the hospitality of

an "old disciple, Mnason of Cyprus,'' xxi. 15, 16).

We have already mentioned what other knowledge he

had of Judaea. Let it be added that he knows that

it took two days to travel from Jerusalem to Caesarea

by way of Antipatris (about 62 miles).* Of the

cities on the coast Caesarea and the towns lying to

the south, the former is mentioned fifteen times in

the book. St. Luke himself landed there (xxi. 8)

;

^ Also chap, xxi, 28 is important from this point of view ; here

it is the Temple which is most thought of.

2 Chap, xxiii. 31 /. This was not the first time that St. Paul had
gone from Jerusalem to Caesarea ; already in ix. 30 we are told that

the brethren escorted him thither from Jerusalem ; in xviii. 22,

however, we must not suppose that a journey from Cassarea to

Jerusalem and thence to Antioch is implied. Neither, on the other

hand, was Caesarea the goal of this journey; but the ship, in

which St. Paul voyaged to the East, was bound for Caesarea.
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he knows it as the abode and centre of activity of

the Evangelist St. Philip (loc. cit. and viii. 40); he speaks

of the Church in that city (xviii. 22) and the brethren

there (xxi. 16), also of the Praetorium which Herod
the Great had built there (xxiii. 35) ; and he knows

that St. Paul was confined there in mild imprison-

ment. That the orTreipa rj KoXovimevr] 'IraXiKyj was

stationed in Coesarea is, according to x. 1, quite

probably meant by St. Luke ; yet we cannot be

certain that this was his meaning, and it is still less

certain that St. Luke has here made a mistake (as

Schijrer contends, Gesch. des jud. Volks, I.^ s. 462
f.).

The first missionary station of St. Philip in the

southern cities seems to have been Azotus (viii. 40)

;

thence he worked through the principal towns until

he transferred his seat to Caesarea (loc. cii.). Other

places mentioned are Lydda (with Sharon) ^ and Joppa

(ix. 32/!, 36
ff*.),

with their Christian communities.

They are specially mentioned because two great

miracles were wrought in them by St. Peter. In

spite of the exact statements that Lydda was nigh to

Joppa (ix. 38), and that St. Peter dwelt in Joppa " in

the house of one Simon a tanner, w eariv oiKia irapa

OoXaa-aav " (ix. 43 ; x. 6, 17)—tanning was an un-

cleanly trade ^—the narratives do not give the

impression that St. Luke himself had been in those

parts. He speaks here on the strength of information

the source of which was very near at hand. The first

1 The plain of the coast stretching northwards from Lydda and
Joppa is meant.

* If St. Peter enters into a house on the seashore and stays there

a long time {wipai havdi, ix. 43), we may perhaps assume that his

trade of fisherman influenced him. He was no tanner.
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great success of the mission was not, however, in the

parts of southern Palestine, but in Samaria. The

Christian Hellenists dispersed by the persecution con-

cerning Stephen and the same Philip who afterwards

became the missionary of the Philistian cities, won

over this region (viii. i. 5 ff.).
The rejoicing concern-

ing this first success is already reflected in i. 8 {ev iracru

Til 'lovSaia Kai Ha/mapla, then follows at once eo-^arov

TtJ9 yrj^, cf. ix. 31 : ^ €KK\>](TLa KaO^ oXrjg rrjg 'lovSalag

. . , KOI Ha/uLapiag, also xv. 3), again in viii. 14:

SeScKTaL rj ^a/jLapla tov Xoyov tov Oeov, and in the

emphasis laid upon the fact that here the gospel had

won its way into many villages (viii. 25) ; but even

in the gospel of St. Luke we may trace a reflection of

this conversion of Samaritans (ix. 52 ; x. 33 ; xvii.

11, 16, but see also St. John iv. 39/.). Yet on the

other hand, it is obvious that St. Luke had not him-

self seen the country so as to have a clear conception

of its topography ; he speaks only from second-hand

information concerning " the city " (viii. 5), " the

people " of Samai'ia (viii. 9), and the Church in that

country. In reference to Tyre, Ptolemais, and Sidon

(XXi. 3/. 7 ; XXVii. 3) we hear that St. Luke, together

with the Apostle,had learned something of the churches

in these cities on flying visits. In Tyre their reception

was especially hearty. The general name " Phoenicia
"

occurs thrice (xi. 19 ; xv. 3 ; Xxi. 2) in the Acts. In

the second passage it stands together with Samaria

;

in the first (according to viii. 1) Samaria is also to

be supplied : SitiXOov [from Samaria] ewg ^oivik}]<; koi

KvTrpov Koi. ^AvTLO-^ela^—at that time the foundation

of the Phoenician Church was laid by those who had
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been driven from Jerusalem ; this Church, however, was

at first according to xi. 19 purely Jewish-Christian—

;

the third passage is purely geographical. Phoenicia,

like Judasa and Samaria, appears as an independent

ecclesiastical " province," which cannot be said of the

Philistian cities,^ and to it we must also assign

Damascus. Concerning this city St. Luke possesses

special information, however improbable it is that he

himself visited it. He knows that it had several

synagogues (ix. 20), that one of its streets was

called « ^ evQela " (ix. ll),^ and that St. Paul took

up his abode there in the house of a man named
Judas.

Syria and Cilicia.

In the Acts Syria is mentioned three times purely

geographically as the goal of the journeys of St. Paul

(xviii. 18 : e^eirXei el^ rtjv ^vplav, xx. 3 : avayecrOaL

ek Trjv ^uplav, XXi. 3 : eTrXeOyaei/ ef? Trjv ^vpiav—
notice here the consistency of expression, which was

by no means a matter of course) ; in the two other

passages, where it again occurs, it stands—just as

in Gal. i. 21—together with Cilicia (xv. 23, 41), and
here we learn that the two provinces in St. Luke^s

^ This answers to what we know of the later circumstances.

The south-western cities of Palestine, including Cassarea, did

not form a proper ecclesiastical province, but were included with
Judaea.

2 'H pv/x7} 7) Kokovfiht) evdela. This use of KoXeiadai is char-

acteristic in regard to the consistency of St. Luke's style. It

occurs about fifteen times in the gospel and likewise fifteen times

in the Acts, including four times in the we-sections (xxvii. 8, 14,
16 J

xxviii. 1).
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view formed a single ecclesiastical district.^ It is

the first great Gentile Christian district ; in its centre

stands Antioch and the church in that city. The

foundation of this church forms the goal towards

which the narrative tends even from vi. 1 ff} St.

Luke shows himself well informed concerning this

community,^ and regards it as, after Jerusalem, the

second capital of Christendom.* He relates that

^ This answers to the development in succeeding times, but also

to the political situation in the time of St. Luke. Cilicia is yet

again mentioned as the native country of St. Paul (xxi. 39 ; xxii.

3 ; xxiii. 34). In vi. 9 it stands together with Asia (Jews of

Cilicia and Asia resident in Jerusalem), in xxvii. 5 with geo-

graphical propriety together with Pamphylia (t6 7rAa7os rb Karb.

T^v KiXiKiap Kal Ua/ji(f>v\lav). Even in such small points St. Luke

exhibits knowledge and conscientious care. This variation in

the /coupling of the province with other provinces is highly char-

acteristic.

2 In this connection it is also most significant, that the native

place of only one of "the Seven" is mentioned (vi. 5: NtxiXaor

"Trpoa-rjXvTos 'Avtiox^vs).

^ St. Luke knows nothing, or at least has told us nothing, of the

Christian community in Tarsus. He only says that St. Paul came
from that city and possessed the right of citizenship (Tapa-evs) there

(ix. 11 ; xxi. 89 ; xxii. 3), that the brethren of Jerusalem dispatched

him thither by way of Csesarea (ix. 30), and that after a seemingly

long ministry St. Barnabas brought him thence to Antioch. Tht

statement agrees admirably with Gal. i. 21.

* Of other Syrian cities St. Luke mentions only Seleucia, the

haven of Antioch (xiii. 4), and that casually, without stating

whether it possessed a Christian community. It is part of the

author's literary custom to give the names of the havens, cf. the

mention of Attalia (xiv. 25) of Neapolis (xvi. 11), of Cenchreae

(xviii. 18). In xvii. 14 we read i^airiareCKav ol aSeXipol iropeveadai ?«?

iirl T7}v BdXaaaav. It may well be that St. Paul, in order to guard

against plots, embarked at a point of the coast that lay out of the

way (Ramsay, " St. Paul the Traveller " [1897], p. 70, 233, explains

otherwise).
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its foundation was Gentile Christian,^ and mentions

its founders ; ^ he knows that at the very begin-

ning it was extraordinarily flourishing (xi. 21 : 7roXi'9

apiOjuLOi), that through the ministry of Barnabas,

who came thither from Jerusalem,^ it grew yet

stronger (xi. 22-24), and that then for the space

of a year it received instruction from St. Barnabas

and St. Paul, whom the former had brought from

Tarsus (xi. 25, 26).* He moreover knows {loc. cit.)

that the name " Christians " arose in Antioch—of

course invented by opponents ; neither St. Paul nor

the four Evangelists use it— ; he knows an episode in

the primitive history of the community—their offer-

ing on behalf of the brethren in Judaea ;
^ and he has

* There exists a formal discrepancy between xi. 19 and xi. 20

(. . . 'Arrtoxf^as, fjLrjSevl XaXoCi'Tes top \&yop el /xt) 'Iov5ti.iot.s and iXdopres

els 'AvTLdxetap eXdXovp Kal irpbs Tovs'"EX\ripas), but the discrepancy is

only brought about by stylistic awkwardness. We need not conclude

therefrom that there must have been here two sources. Similar cases

of pardonable awkwardness are also found elsewhere in the book.

2 Chap. xi. 19 : Some men of Cyprus and Cyrene of the number
of those driven from Jerusalem. St. Barnabas the Cypriote did not

belong to them ; for it was not till later that he entered upon the

mission in Antioch. On the other hand, the " old disciple " Mnason
the Cypriote (xxi. 6), with whom St. Paul lodged at Jerusalem,

may have belonged to them. St. Paul may even on this account have

claimed his hospitality, because he had known him of old in Antioch.

2 It is strange that Barnabas, who had been already mentioned

at an earlier period, should here be again specially described (xi. 24).

It may well be that the author wished in this way to explain and

to emphasise the grandeur and the success of his work in Antioch.

* St. Luke thus distinguishes quite plainly three stages in the

early history of the Church in Antioch.

^ The importance which St. Luke seeras to assign to this offering

appears in an especially clear light if we remember what stress St.

Paul laid upon the collections for Jerusalem. St. Paul continues

what the Christians of Antioch had begun.
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knowledge of the college of prophets and teachers in

Antioch (xiii. 1) : Barnabas, Simeon, surnamed Niger,

Lucius of Cyrene, Mnason, once an intimate acquaint-

ance of Herod the Tetrarch, and Paul. The great

missionary journey of St. Barnabas and St. Paul he

regards as an undertaking of the Church of Antioch

(xiii. ^ ff' ol eKireixcpOevreq, xiv. 26 y!: aviirXevo-av eig

''AvTi6-)(€iav, oOev ^aav TrapaSeSojuLevoi rr]
X^P''^'

'^^^

Oeov e/? TO epyov o eirXijpdocrav, Trapayevojuievoi Se koi

o-uvaydyovres r^v €KK\t]criav, avijyyeWov ocra eiroLrjaev

6 Oeos lULGT avTcop^ KOI OTi i^voi^ev T019 eQvecTLV Ovpav

TTLCTTem)' That the great controversy between the

primitive community of Jerusalem and St. Paul was

a controversy between Jerusalem and • Antioch cannot

be suspected from the Epistle to the Galatians ; it is

St. Luke who says this, and even expressly tells us

that it was the Church of Antioch that had the high

courage to take up the matter " officially," and that

sent St. Paul and St. Barnabas with some others as

delegates to Jerusalem (ot aSeXipol era^av ava/Salvav

TLavXov K.T.\.—01 7rpo7re/uL(p6€VTeg vtto t^? e/CAcX7/cr/a9,

XV. 1 /. 3). In the decree of the Council of Jeru-

salem the city of Antioch therefore is put first, then

follow Syria and Cilicia (xv. 23). The city appears

henceforth as so to say St. PauPs new home, whither

again returns after his so-called second missionary

journey (xviii. 18, 22). Only then does it vanish

from the narrative.

The picture of this Church which one thus gains

from the Acts of the Apostles is a very impressive,

significant, and imposing one ; and yet the Pauline

epistles tell us nothing about it, with the exception of
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the painful scene of Gal. ii. 11 / The representation

given in the Acts fills a tremendous gap which has

been left by the Pauline epistles. Indeed, we could

not even suspect how great the gap is unless we pos-

sessed the accounts of St. Luke ! Yet in these

accounts there is nothing of that vivid distinctness

which is to be found in most of the descriptions of

the second half of the book ; moreover, the actual

amount of facts here recorded is not very great. The

narrative depends not upon the personal experience

and the eye-witness of the writer, but upon tradition.^

We can control this tradition scarcely at a single

point; 2 yet it contains nothing, so far as I can see,

which is untenable, and much on the other hand which

bears the stamp of trustworthiness. Abstract specu-

lations concerning what may possibly be incorrect, or

speculations which on a priori presuppositions would

eliminate details of the tradition, are worthless.

The extraordinary prominence given to Antioch in

the Acts may have been due to the actual importance

of that Church,' but the ancient record that St.

^ Even for this reason the " we " of codex D in xi. 28 is certainly

not original; vide Sitzungsber . der K. Preuss. Akad. d. WissenscJi.,

1899, April 6.

2 If one restricts the old controversy, concerning the relationship

of Gal. ii. to Acts xv. , to Gal. ii. 1-2, and Acts xv. 1-4—and it is

only with these verses that we are here concerned—we may declare

that the two passages do not exclude one another. More than this

cannot of course be said.

2 Only after a comprehensive investigation of the sources of the

first half of the book can it be ascertained how far the literary

purpose of the author has contributed to give more prominence to

Antioch than was given in his source. It is a priori possible that

St. Luke has brought important questions into relationship with

Antioch which really had no connection with that city.
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Luke was a native of Antioch still remains most

worthy of note in this connection. It of course does

not therefore follow that he was ever a member of

the Christian community of Antioch; indeed, the

form in which this ancient record has come down to

us is not even favourable to such a supposition.

Cyprus, Pamphylia, Pisidia, Lycaonia.

It is characteristic of the first mission of St. Paul

and St. Barnabas in these regions that no dates are

given. This in itself is a proof that the tradition

from which St. Luke here draws was no longer exact.

This conclusion is confirmed upon closer examination.

St. Luke here only possessed the plan of the route

and some anecdotes of the mission. More exact

information concerning definite persons (eminent

Christians, magistrates, hosts, &c.) are entirely want-

ing. " The Jews," « the Greeks," and some other

generalities—of these he and his readers must make

what they can.^

The description of the journey across Cyprus,

whither the first missionaries had come from Jeru-

salem at a very early date and before the ministry of

St. Paul, through the city Salamis—here St. Luke

knows of the existence of several Jewish synagogues

(xiii. 5)—and Paphos, is correctly given (xiii. 5, 6).

That the proconsul resided in Paphos is also correct.

Nothing is told us of St. Paul's success in Cyprus

(with the exception of the gaining over of Sergius

1 Ramsay, " St. Paul," p. 89 /., reads an incredible amount of in-

formation between the lines of chaps, xiii. and xiv. , and entirely

ignores the general want of precision throughout these chapters.
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Paulus). The mission in Cyprus—taken up again

some years later by St. Barnabas and St. Mark—is

immediately followed (xiii. 14) by the mission in

Antioch of Pisidia (the seaport Attalia is first men-

tioned in xiv. 25 on the return journey, when the

mission in Perga is also recorded ; Perga is only men-

tioned in xiii. 13 because St. Mark here separated

himself from St. Paul).^ The choice of a place of

only moderate importance as the base of the mission,

and generally the decision to start the mission to

Asia Minor in Pisidia and Galatian Phrygia—

a

country that could be reached from the Pamphylian

coast only by a long and dangerous journey—imply

on the one hand the foregoing of a ministry to

Hellenes, and on the other hand a decided purpose

to minister to the Barbarians.^ The large number of

Jews in those regions does not explain this decision ;
*

St. Paul could have found just as many large colonies

of Jews on the coast. Wendt gives the correct ex-

planation when he says : " It required at a later

time special Divine intimations to induce St. Paul

to approach genuine Hellenes as a missionary." The
author shows in xiii. 49 how the success of the mission

in the city extended to the whole surrounding country.

The use of the word "Xjjopa here is perhaps not acci-

dental. An inscription has been found in Antioch

which speaks of a eKarovToip-^t]^ peyewvdpio^} But it

1 Ramsay, *« St. Paul," p. 89/., thinks otherwise.

' So we must judge—if the route was as St. Luke describes.

3 This is the opinion of Blass ; Ramsay gives a noteworthy

explanation of the decision to go to Antioch in Pisidia {loc. cit.

p. 92/.).

* Ramsay, loc. cit. p. 103.
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must nevertheless remain questionable whether St.

Luke here was thinking of a " regio " of which

Antioch, as a Roman colony, was the centre under

the Roman Administration. The general significance

of the word x^/^^ ^^ ^^ least equally possible here.

The account of the mission in Iconium (xiv. 1—6) is

quite formal in its style, and is moreover confused

;

but from the geographical point of view it is correct

that the entry into a new province should be marked

at Lystra,^ and that in xiv. 19 the two cities of

Antioch and Iconium, in spite of their considerable

distance from one another, should be mentioned in

close combination.

St. Paul betakes himself in flight (xiv. 6) to the

cities of Lycaonia, Lystra (rightly put first),^ and

Derbe and eig t^v wepl^wpov} Ramsay {loc, cit. p.

110^.) again lays gi'eat stress upon the circumstance

that the X'^P^ ^^ ^^^^ mentioned in this passage. I

cannot follow him here. The very expression Trepi-

Xy^po^, which is also used by St. Luke in his gospel

^ It is probably true that at this time Iconium belonged, from an

administrative point of view, to Lycaonia ; but iccording to its

nationality and its earlier history (Xen., Anab. i. 2, 19) it belonged

to Pisidian Phrygia, and even in later times was still regarded as a

Phrygian city (Acta Justini. 3 ; Firmil. in Cypr. Ep. Ixxv. 7).

2 In xvi. 1 Derbe rightly stands first, because St. Paul is coming
from the south. It is straining at gnats to pay so much attention

to the fact that St. Luke in xiv. 6 first mentions Lystra and Derbe

together, then writes separately about Lystra and then about Derbe,

and to conclude therefore that we have here different sources.

3 The description of the route and of the trials which were
endured receives good attestation from 2 Tim. iii. 10 (so also the

account that Timothy came from Lystra) : irapriKoXovdrjffas . . ,

Toii diioyfioTs, rots iradiifiaaiVj oU. fioi iyevero iv 'Avroxeig., iv 'IkovIi^,

iv AOffrpois,
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(iii. 3; iv. 14, 37; vii. 17; viii. 37), and by St.

Mark (i. 28) before him, and by St. Matthew (iii. 3

;

xiv. 35) along with him, of itself makes it very im-

probable that he could here have had in his mind the

special meaning which the word " regio " may have

had for the country in question. If he had had this

in his mind he would not have written rj Trepl-^^copo^,

but X'^P^
^^' another word. Lystra could be reached

from Iconium in a day,^ Derbe from Lystra also in a

day ; yet the latter distance was greater. Both cities

were seemingly unimportant.^ St. Paul's flight thither

^ Hence in xvi. 2 " the brethren in Lystra and Iconium " could

also be mentioned together. Timothy, who belonged to Lystra,

was also known to, and respected by, the neighbouring Church of

Iconium. The combination of these two cities is not discrepant

with the other combination (xiv. 19), where Antioch and Iconium

occur together {vide supra). In xvi. 2 we have a combination

suggested by the mere proximity of the two cities, in xiv. 19 one

probably given by the united conspiracy of the Jews of the larger

cities Antioch and Iconium against the ministry of the Apostle in

the whole neighbourhood. It is strange that Derbe is not mentioned
in xvi. 2 : it follows that the churches of Iconium and Lystra were

more closely connected than those of Derbe and Lystra, and this

is explained by their greater proximity. The accuracy of the book
at once strikes the reader as he considers the following combina-

tions: (1) Lystra and Derbe are mentioned together as genuine

Lycaonian cities, in distinction from the Phrygian cities Antioch

and Iconium
; (2) Lystra and Iconium are mentioned together in

speaking of their churches, because the cities were very near to one
another, and because a notable Christian of the one church was
also known to the other

; (3) Antioch and Iconium are mentioned
together because the powerful bodies of Jews in those cities

guarded the interests of Judaism in the whole province.

2 In xiv. 6, 21, and xvi. 1 we read Ava-rpav [in xiv. 21 ttjv A.], in

xiv. 8 and xvi. 2, however, and in 2 Tim. iii. 11 Avcrpois. (The

inscriptions only afford us the nominative Lustra, which decides

nothing.) To conclude from this that we have here different

sources is unjustifiable, and involves a strange conception of the
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perhaps implied a change in his original plan ; but

we can never arrive at certainty on this point.

The decisive turn had been taken in the journey

from Pisidian Antioch to Iconium

—

i.e. towards the

south-east, i.e. towards Tarsus (and Syrian Antioch)

—

St. Paul simply continues in this direction. That he

did not follow this road to the end, but turned back

upon his route, is strange and does not admit of

further explanation. Did he shrink from making his

way into the wild territory of Isauria ? The people

with whom the Apostle had to do in Lystra spoke the

language of Lycaonia (xiv. 11) ; they did not there-

fore belong to the Greek or Latin ^ upper classes, but

to the native and probably poorer classes. Derbe

forms the turning-point of this journey of the Apostle.

He returns by the same route (vide suprd)^ and now
the mission in Pamphylia (Perga) is first mentioned

procedure of the writer. We must perhaps assume that it is a case

of irregular declension of a foreign proper noun, though there is

here no special attestation, yet see Kiihner-Blass, I. (1890), s.

492/. ; Moulton, "A Grammar of New Testament Greek" (1906),

p. 48 ; Eamsay {loc. cit. p. 129) who refers to Mvpa, ace. -av and
genit. -uv. The Isaurian cities with unusual names were treated as

neuter plurals {vide e.g. the subscriptions to the decree of the

Council of Nicaea) ; at the same time it might easily happen that a

name like Lystra, which had a Greek sound, was declined in the

accusative, seemingly like a noun of the first declension. Examples

of such mixture are by no means wanting, indeed the addition of

an irregular v has actual attestation. In ix. 32, 35 the best codices

treat Av58a as neuter plural (but C E H L P, &c., read Ai/55o;'), yet

in ix. 38 Av85as occurs as genitive singular. In ix. 35 we read in

gome authorities top Sapwva, in others tov Zapuvav ; and in xxi. 1

cis TTJv Kw and e^s rrjv KQv.
^ Ramsay {Expositor, September, 1905) remarks that the most

ancient graves in Lystra bear Latin inscriptions, while in Iconium

Greek is the rule.
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(xiv. 24y*.). On his second missionary journey the

Apostle travelled by land through Syria and Cilicia,

and came once again into these regions (xv. 41 ; xvi.

ly!); but St. Luke gives us no further information

of a geographical character.^ The TroXeig (xvi. 4)

may, however, have also included other cities than

the four mentioned in chaps, xiii. and xiv.

Phryg-ia and Galatia (Mysia, Bithynia, Pontus).

Following the Acts of the Apostles, we usually speak

of three missionary journeys of St. Paul; but the author

did not so count them. He distinguishes the mission

in Cyprus, Pisidia, Lycaonia, and Pamphylia (chaps,

xiii.—xiv.) from a second great missionary under-

taking which he describes in chaps, xv. 36—xxi. 17.

Within this period there occurs a return to Antioch

(xviii. 18—22), but the unity and continuity of the

whole is not affected thereby. In regard to this second

missionary undertaking St. Luke was interested only in

the mission on the coasts of the jEgean Sea. In conse-

quence the mission in Phrygia and Galatia is scarcely

touched upon in his book. Nevertheless in xvi. 6, by

means of the characteristic word Siepj^eaOai and in

xviii. 23 by this same word combined with aTrjplYeiv

Travra^ rovg juLaOrjragi it is clearly intimated that St.

Paul had planted the Gospel in these regions ; while

* In xvi. 1-3 Derbe and Lystra are yet again mentioned only for

the purpose of telling how it was that Timothy, who belonged to

the latter city, came into contact with St. Paul. St. Luke has thus

a special interest in this companion of St. Paul, and very naturally

so, seeing that he himself had worked together with him.

G
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in regard to Mysia ^ (TrapeXOovreg, xvi. 8) and Bithynia

(eireLpaCpv eh rrjv IBiOvviav 'jropevOrji'cih f^cu ovk eiaaev

avrov<5 TO irvev/xa 'Irjcrov) we are told why it was that

in spite of St. PauPs own purpose to preach in those

countries no mission was started there,^ except in the

Mysian port Troas (XVi. 9, 11; XX. 6^.). The pas-

sage xvi. 6-9 is one of the most remarkable in the

whole book ; for at the very moment when St. Paul

makes up his mind to pass over to the genuinely

Greek world, St. Luke here tells us of plans of the

Apostle which he was not permitted to carry out.

Seeing that we cannot regard all this as mere inven-

tion or supposition the passage accordingly shows

intimate knowledge, on the author's part, of circum-

stances which occurred just before the we-sections

begin. If, moreover, the passage as a whole is only

intelligible in connection with the we-account, namely,

as a prelude to it, so also in its details it testifies

that the author of the we-account is identical with

the author of the whole book. What is narrated in

xvi. 6—9 presupposes information derived from St.

Paul himself. He purposed to journey from Galatia

westward to the coast, i.e. to Ephesus, Smyrna, &c.

;

but the " Spirit " restrained him ; he then went north-

eastwards towards Mysia with the object of preaching

in Bithynia, i.e. in the great cities, Nicomedia, Prusa,

&c. ; but the accomplishment of this plan also was

^ Mysia was not a Roman province. St. Luke, who elsewhere as

a rule mentions the provinces, here selects the old name in order to

give distinct expression to the geographical situation.

2 Nothing at all is said about Pontus ; it only occurs in ii. 9

;

and we are casually told in xviii. 2, that Aquila was a Jew of

Tontus.
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forbidden " by the Spirit of Jesus." Finally, he was

also led through Mysia without venturing to preach

there, and at last arrived at Troas ; yet even here he

had not reached the appointed goal, but the Spirit

directed him to Macedonia. The final direction of

the Spirit embodied itself in the vision by night

of the Man of Macedonia. Nothing in the book

approaches the conviction with which at this place

the leading of the Apostle by the Spirit is pictured.

In this way St. Luke heralds, not the entry of a new

source, but the coming of St. Paul to Macedonia and

his own meeting with St. Paul. According to Ramsay
St. Luke himself was the man of Macedonia—an

attractive conjecture, which had also once suggested

itself to me before I knew of Ramsay's hypothesis

—

but it cannot be proved, and there is also much to be

said against it. In its favour stands the circumstance

that the appearance of the " we " at this point would

receive a good explanation, and would no longer

startle us like a sudden pistol-shot. It would well

suit the delicacy of St. Luke's literary feeling that he

should have introduced himself in this way, hinting

that St. Paul learned to know him in Troas, and

that God had used him as a means to bring the

Apostle to Macedonia. But the thread here is too

fine, and, moreover, it cannot be proved that St.

Luke was at home in Macedonia. As for the unful-

filled plans of the Apostle, his sudden passage from

Galatia to Macedonia—without preaching in the

countries on his way !—is so paradoxical that it can

neither have been invented nor does it admit of a

« rational " explanation. The epithet « rational
"
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can only be applied to the Apostle's original purpose

to preach either in the cities on the west coast of

Asia or in those of Bithynia or Mysia. The prohi-

bition, however, when given certainly had for its

positive side the thought of passing on to Macedonia,

and perhaps even of passing on to Rome, for we cannot

understand why Macedonia and Achaia should have

been preferred before Asia. The eye fixed on Rome
would explain the decision ; it therefore needed a new

and special revelation to summon the Apostle to the

mission in Macedonia and to hold him there. In any

case the unique character of the narrative in xvi. 6—9

prepares any one with literary perception for the

entrance of the « we " at this point. It is in form

only that the entrance is abrupt ; in reality the in-

tended contrast and at the same time the close

connection with the context are as clear as possible.

Only compare:

—

They were forbidden by the Holy Ghost to preach

the Word in Asia.

They assayed to go into Bithynia, but the Spirit

of Jesus suffered them not.

They passed by Mysia [so willed the Spirit] and

came to Troas.

[The vision in Troas : the man of Macedonia.]

Straightway we sought to go forth into Macedonia,

concluding that God had called its to preach

the Gospel to them.

Under the assumption of a we-source it would be

necessary to make such a source begin as far back as

xvi. 6 ; but it is not in this style that a man writes

who is simply passing on to a new source ; rather the
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eager joyous rush of the narrative at this point

implies a writer who is personally interested in what

he narrates, and now wishes to pass on to things

qtwrumpars magna fuit.

In Phrygia and " the Galatian region "—here at

least the word y^po. is really highly significant, vide

supra—St. Paul had actually preached the Gospel on

a former occasion. Seeing that according to xvi. 1,

4, 6, first Derbe and Lystra, then « the cities," then

Phrygia, then the VaXaTiKri y^pa are named in order,

and that then we at last are informed that at this

point St. Paul wished to turn his steps towards Asia,

it therefore follows that he travelled from Lystra

to Iconium and Pisidian Antioch, and that after he

had worked in south-eastern Phrygia he left Pisidian

Antioch, travelling northwards (probably north-east-

wards, for a route straight northwards would have

led him into uninhabited regions). Here he worked

in a district where cities were few, among the Gala-

tians, to whom he afterwards wrote an epistle, and

from Galatia he purposed to pass by way of Sardis to

Smyrna or Ephesus ; but this was forbidden him.

When he came a second time into the Galatian ywpa
this region is mentioned before Phrygia (xviii. 23), it

follows that St. Paul on this occasion journeyed from

Cilicia straight to the north-west, and then turned

from Galatia towards Northern Phrygia. Thence

SieXOccv ra avcorepiKa /mepr] (xix. 1) he arrived at

Ephesus, i.e. he now carried out the plan which he

was prevented from carrying out previously (chap,

xvi.). The " avcorepiKo. jueprj " sell rrj^ 'Ao-Za?, situ-

ated between Phrygia and the Ephesian coastland,
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are the mountainous district of Lydia bordering on

north-western Phrygia (on the road which leads to

Sardis from the interior).

All that St. Luke directly or indirectly tells us

concerning the provinces, countries, and cities of

Asia Minor, and concerning the routes of St. Paul's

journeys, is unexceptionable from the geographical

standpoint. There is no flaunting of geographical

erudition, but what is necessary is always given in

correct form. The by no means insignificant culture

of the author, who keeps the map in his head, as well

as the homogeneity of his work, are herein conspicu-

ously displayed.

Asia, Macedonia, Aehaia.

Wherever in this book "Asia" stands together

with another province, or where it denotes Ephesus

and the neighbourhood, Asia in the narrower sense

of the word (Asia proconsul.) is intended, vide ii. 9

(Hoptov KOI rhv 'Acriav, it always has the article

except in vi. 9), vi. 9 (KikiKia^ koi 'Acr/a?), xvi.

6 (with Phrygia, the TaXariKr] X'^P^^ Mysia and

Bithynia), xix. 22 (with Macedonia and Aehaia;

here it moreover stands for Ephesus and the neigh-

bourhood), XX. 16, 18 ; xxi. 27 ; xxiv. 28 (here also

it stands for Ephesus). The province must also be

understood in XX. 4 ('Aa-iavol Se Tu^t/co? koi Tp.), and

also probably in xix. 10 (because as a result of the long

stay of the Apostle iravreg ol KaroiKovPTes Tr]v 'A^oriau

were enabled to hear the Word of the Lord). Never-

theless it is not always quite certain, and in xix. 26,

27 (oO juLOvov 'E^ecrou aXXd cr^e^ot/ Tracr^? t?? 'Acr/a?
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—6\t] tj "'A.a-ia Koi rj oiKov/uevtj) it may be doubted

whether the province is meant or whether the word

has the wider significance. Seeing, however, that

the province is also to be understood in XXVii. 2

(eTn^dvreg irKolw ''ASpa/ULVTTtjvo), /ulcXXovti TrXetv e<V

Toi'9 Kara rrjv 'Acriav tottov^)—for the ship of Adra-

myttium (Mysia) was bound for its native shores,

i.e. for the province of Asia—it follows that it is

improbable that in any part of the book Asia means

anything else than the Roman province of Asia.

The coast of Asia from Samothrace (xvi, 11) and

Troas to Patara and Myrra in Lycia (xxi. 1 and

XXVii. 5) is specially well known to the author.

Assos (XX. 13/), Adramyttium (XXVii. 2), Mitylene

in Lesbos (XX. 14), Chios (XX. 15), Samos (XX. 15),

Trogilium (XX. 15, vide infra), Ephesus (w. 11.),

Miletus (XX. 15, 17), Cos (xxi, 1), Cnidus (XXVii. 7),

and Rhodes (xxi. 1), are mentioned by name. Also

the distance of the places from one another are familiar

to him. As a result of the disastrous voyage which

he made we are specially well-informed concerning

Crete (XXVii. 7, 12, 13, 21): Salmone on the eastern

promontory (xxvii. 7), Kaloi Limenes and Lasea

(XXVii. 8)—neither of these places is mentioned in

ancient authors ; they are to be found on the southern

promontory— Phcenice (XXVii. 12, mentioned by

Ptolemy, and to be found on the western portion of

the southern coast), and the island Cauda (Gaudos,

xxvii. 16), are aU noted.^ Nothing is said anywhere
1 In xxvii. 17 the Syrtes and in xxvii. 27 the Adriatic are men-

tioned. Mommsen was of opinion that in the latter passage

the author must be charged with a serious geographical blunder.

There is no justification for this charge.
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in the book of a mission in Crete. The author shows

fairly detailed knowledge of Ephesus (mentioned eight

times between xviii. 19 and XX. 17 ; 'Kcpea-ioi xix. 28,

34, 35 ; xxi. 29), though we cannot ascertain from

the Acts whether he himself had visited that city.

On the so-called second missionary journey St. Paul

only paid the city a passing visit, yet his ministry

found at first a favourable reception in the synagogue

there (xviii. 19, 20). The real founders of the

Ephesian Church were Priscilla and her husband

(xviii. 18 y!) together with the so-called " disciples of

John." During the third missionary journey St. Paul

at first, for three months, made the synagogue the

centre of his work (xix. 8), then for two years he

worked directly among the Gentiles of the city. We
are told that he taught daily ev r^ o'X^^i^ Tvpavvou

(xix. 9). This sounds as if the school were known
to the first readers of the Acts. The fact that the

number of Jews in Ephesus was very large is clearly

expressed in the book, and the local colouring in the

narrative of the riot of the silversmiths is most appro-

priate, although it is plain that St. Luke was not

present. His authorities here would have been Gains

and Aristarchus of Macedonia. It is quite evident

that the narrator regards the mission in Ephesus as

at the same time a mission to the whole of Asia.

Not only did the numerous provincials visiting Ephesus

hear the Word of God (xix. 10), but it is suggested

in passages where St. Luke writes Asia while we should

expect Ephesus (vide supra) that St. Paul made mis-

sionary journeys from Ephesus. It is distinctly stated

(xix. 1) that he passed through the mountainous dis-
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tricts of the province (vide supra), and his farewell

discourse to the Ephesian elders in Miletus is reported

as if it were a farewell to the whole of Asia. Of the

cities in the interior of the province Thyatira alone

is once cursorily mentioned (xvi. 14).

The province of Macedonia, whose churches stood

in the closest personal relationship to the Apostle, is

often mentioned in chaps, xvi.—xx. (see also XXVii. 2).

In xix. 21 Macedonia and Achaia stand together as in

Rom. XV. 26 and 1 Thess. i. 7, 8. Philippi is the

first Macedonian city—and at the same time the first

European city—to which St. Paul brought the Gospel.

It is also the only Christian community the history

of whose foundation is related in the we-sections. It

is therefore the more important that the planting of

the Church in this city proceeds mutatis mutandis in

the same way as that of the other churches (St. Paul

begins with the Jews). The details of the narrative

are, however, as might be expected, specially vivid

and trustworthy (the role which St. Luke assigns to

himself [he does not belong, as do Timothy and
Erastus, to the SiaKoiovvreg tw UavXw xix. 22], the

irpoa-ev-^ e^o) r?? ttJX;?? Trapa TroTajuLOv, Lydia the

7rop(pup67ra)Xi? TroAeo)? Qvarelpcop, the reception into

her house, the girl with the daemon, the a-Tpartjyoi).

Yet such traits are found only in the first half of the

account, the second half (the imprisonment and the

release of St. Paul) leaves much to be desired ; but just

here the " we " is wanting. St. Luke had therefore

again left the Apostle ; probably he had returned to

Asia. If he were at that time at home in Philippi, per-

haps temporarily, as Ramsay supposes—an hypothesis
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which is favoured by the fact that in XX. 6 he joins the

Apostle a second time at Philippi—he must at this

time have left the town for unknown reasons ; for he

was not involved in the fate which overtook St. Paul

and Silas in Philippi. It is unsafe to conclude that

the remarkable description of Philippi (rJTig ia-rlv

TTpcorrj t5? jmeptSos Ma/ce^owa? iroXig KoXcovla XVi. 12)

is due to special local patriotism on the part of

St. Luke. The import of this note, the interpreta-

tion of which is moreover not clear,^ is fairly obvious

if one considers that Philippi was by no means a very

important city and that its Jewish population was

only small. To explain why St. Paul came first to

this place (passing by Samothrace and Neapolis xvi.

11), all is said that could be said in favour of its

importance. At the same time it still remains un-

explained why St. Paul passed so hurriedly from

Galatia (!) straight to Philippi ; and it still remains

an attractive hypothesis that it was St. Luke, who,

having relations of some kind with Philippi, influ-

enced the Apostle to go to that city.

In reference to Thessalonica (xvii. 1, 11, 1-3), the

native city of Aristarchus and Secundus (xx. 4

;

XXVii. 2), which St. Paul reached by the great road

^ It contains an error if it was intended to signify that Philippi

was the capital of that district (/i^/sis) of Macedonia ; for Araphi-

polis was the capital. Perhaps the words may be translated *' the

most considerable city that was a colony in the particular district

of Macedonia." Blass's conjecture, irpwr-qs for irpuTrj r?;s, is in-

genious and elegant, yet scarcely right, seeing that irpQiTos in the

sense of "prominent" is usual with St. Luke {vide St. Luke xix.

47 ; Acts xiii. 50 ; xvii. 4 ; xxv. 2 ; xxviii. 7, 17) ; and on the other

hand, one does not expect so detailed a statement as " in the first

district."
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passing through Amphipolis and Apollonia (xvii. 1),^

we only learn that there was a synagogue there (loc. cit.

;

if ri (Tvvayodyri is to be read we must assume that it

was the only synagogue in the district), that St. Paul

was entertained there by one Jason, that he preached

on three Sabbath days in the synagogue, and that the

magistrates of the city were called " Politarchs." As
for the rest of Macedonia mention is made of the

mission in Beroea (xvii. 10, 13), where the Jews were

more friendly disposed. From Beroea came Sopater

the son of Pyrrhus (xx. 4), the com^/cinion of St. Paul.

The addition of the name of the father—unusual in

the Acts—would show that the man was of good

birth. The name " Pyrrhus" is, besides, characteristic

of the country.

Achaia is first mentioned where Gallio residing in

Corinth is described as avdviraro^ t^9 'A;)(aia? (xviii.

12). Elsewhere it is found again only twice : xviii.

27 (Apollos wishes to go from Ephesus into Achaia,

i.e. to Corinth to work as an evangelist, but not ex-

clusively in that city) and xix. 21 (St. Paul determines

to pass through Macedonia and Achaia). In xx. 2

instead of Achaia we find " Hellas " (here only in

the New Testament). The provincial council of the

Acha'ans calls itself in an inscription of the time of

Caligula (vide Guirand, Les AssemhUes Provinc. dans

Tempire romaine, Paris, 1887, p. 116) Hai/eWrjvegj

Travreg ol "EXX^/i^e?, crvvoSog Toyv '^XXyjvcov. This varia-

^ Atodevaavres, rijv ^ A/JLtpiiroKiv Kai ttjv 'ATroXXw^tav ijKdov els Gecrcra-

\ovIk7}v. Not only the article before the first two cities, but likewise

the verb biobevnv [only here in the Acts, but see St. Luke viii, 1]

proves that St. Luke is thinking of the well-known road [vide supra).
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tion between Achaia and Hellas is characteristic of

the Hellenic author.

The description of the visit to Athens (xvii. 15,

16, 21, 22 ; xviii. 1) is not only of special nobility

and beauty, but also, so far as we are able to judge,

both appropriate and unexceptionable. The syna-

gogue in that city, the Agora, the Areopagus,^ the

Epicureans and Stoics are mentioned. The character-

isation of these people and the gentle sarcasm of his

words concerning the Athenians (xvii. 21 : ''AOrjvaioi

iravre^ kol ol ein^yjiJLOvvTGg ^evoi—he knows also of

these people

—

eig ovSev erepov tjvKaipovv rj Xeyeiv ri r]

oiKoveiv TL KaivoTepov)^ the poetical quotation, and

every detail, betray the cultured writer who paints

his portraits on a background of the very best

tradition. The use that is made of " the Unknown
God,*" which need not necessarily be changed into

" the unknown gods," is a masterpiece of art, and I

do not see why we must ascribe this masterpiece to

St. Luke and not to St. Paul himself. The dis-

course, spoken in such a place, may well have dwelt

in the memory of those who heard it, and the author

with perfect integrity has recorded the slight results

of St. Paul's teaching.

During the so-called second missionary journey

St. Paul worked for eighteen months in Corinth

(xviii. 1, 8; xix. 1). However, as usual, only

the beginning and close of the ministry is pic-

tured in the book. St. Paul abode first with

Aquila and Priscilla (xviii. 3), then with one

Titius Justus in the neighbourhood of the syna-

* Here Ourtius' explanation seems to me untenable.
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gogue.^ The port of Cenchreae is mentioned in xviii.

18. On the third journey the Apostle once again

spent three months in " Hellas," i.e. in Corinth and

the province (xx. 2/.).

1 Interest in the houses in which St. Paul (or St. Peter) had
stayed—sometimes with detailed descriptions—may be traced

through the whole of the book. Here again we have a trait which

shows the close connection between the we-sections and the other

parts of the book.

St. Paul stays in Damascus iv oIk'k}. 'loi/Sa in the street that

is called "straight" (ix. 11).

St. Peter stays in Joppa irapA tlvl ^i/xdvi fivpaei, <^ icTiv olda

irapa doKaaaav (ix. 43 ; x. 6).

St. Paul stays {/xheif) in Philippi with the purple- seller

Lydia (xvi. 13/.).

He stays in Thessalonica iv ry olKiq. 'Id<roj'oj (xvii. 5).

He stays {ixhcLv) in Corinth first with Priscilla and Aquila

(xviii. 3).

He next stays in Corinth h oldg. Tivbs dpSfiari TitIov 'Io^o-tov,

od T] olKig. Tjv (Twofiopovaa rrj <Tvvay()}y^ (xviii. 7).

He stays (fiifeiv) in Caesarea with the evangelist Philip tojJtv

5^ ^<xav dvyar^pes T^<T(jape% irapdivot irpo(p7]T€iJov(rai (xxi. 9).

He stays in Jerusalem with one Mydaojy KoTrpios, dpxaioi

/ladtjT-^s (xxi. 16),

He stays {fjL^veip) in Rome Kad' eavrbv avv rip (pvXdaaovri airby

ffTpaTiibTTj (xxviii. 16), or again, he stays {imxheiv)

there iv lUt^ madibp-an . . . d/cwXi^rws (xxviii. 31).

Cf. also the virepd^ov, o5 f)<rav Kara/xivovres in Jerusalem (i. 13) ; the

virept^ov in Lydda (ix, 37, 39) ; the house of Mary the mother of

St. Mark in Jerusalem (xii. 12) ; the house of the jailor in Philippi

(xvi. 34) ; the virepQov in Troas, o5 rifx^v a-vvrjyfiivoi (xx, 8) ; the

axo^v Tvpdvvov in Ephesus (xix. 9). How do the supporters of the

we-source hypothesis stand in the face of a situation like this ? Of
these passages six stand in the we-sections, nine in the remaining
parts of the book. It must be assumed, I suppose, that the author

of the whole book was interested in " houses," and had the fortune

to meet with the account of an eye-witness who was likewise

interested in " houses "
! 1
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Italy.

Italy and Rome lie on the horizon of the author of

the Acts, and are terms which mark the limits of the

scope of his work. St. Luke says in xviii. 2 of Aquila

and his wife Priscilla that they had irpoa-ipdrcog come

from Italy, meaning thereby, as is shown by the con-

clusion of the verse, Rome. Likewise we read in the

we-sections (XXVii. 2) : " when it was determined that

we should take ship for Italy " while Rome is in-

tended. Also in a third passage (xxvii. 6) Italy

perhaps stands for Rome ; for it is here most natural

to think of an Alexandrian corn-ship bound for

Rome.
" Romans " are already mentioned in the list of

nations (ii. 10) ; but as the goal of the journeys of

St. Paul Rome appears first in xix. 21 (in Ephesus

during the third journey). Then in xxiii. 11 we find

the most significant words of Christ to the Apostle

:

ft)? Si€/uLapTup(jo TO, Trepi ijuLou eig * lepovarakijjuL, outco ae

Set Koi ek 'P(jojuLr]v [jLapTvprjaaL (Jerusalem and Rome !).

These words are again taken up in XXVii. 24 (here

the emperor stands in the place of Rome), and the

arrival in Rome is at last recorded in XXViii. 14, 16.^

We, however, learn but little of the Christians and

the Jews in Rome. Of places belonging to Italy,

Malta (XXViii. iff.), Syracuse (XXViii. 12), Rhegium
(XXViii. 13), Puteoli (XXViii. 13), Appii Forum and

1 "P(afia7o$ has the meaning " Koman citizen " in xvi. 21, 27, 38 ;

xxii. 25-27, 29 ; xxiii. 27. In xxv. 16 it occurs in a wider sense :

ovK i<TTLv i6os'F(afji.aloi.s, and here the Roman sense of justice is

commended.
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the Tres Tabernae (XXViii. 15) are mentioned. The
author presupposes in his readers a knowledge of the

two last places, though they were not important.

Nor is the Acts wanting in references to Egypt and
Gyrene. These are already mentioned in the list of

nations (ii. 10) with the precise description : AHyvirTOfi

Kou TO. juLcptj Tfj9 A.i/3vr]^ T?9 KUTCi K.vpr]ut]v. Egypt
occurs elsewhere only in quotations from the Old

Testament, and in xxi. 38 an Egyptian is mentioned

who had stirred up a revolt, as is also told us by
Josephus. In vi. 9 we hear of Alexandrian Jews

who had settled in Jerusalem, and in xviii, 24 of an

Alexandrian Jew, Apollos, who comes to Ej)hesus. As
this man had already learned to know the Gospel

—even though imperfectly—in his own country, it

follows that the Acts contains an indirect notice of the

beginnings of the mission in Alexandria.^ Concern-

ing the Jews of Cyrene in Jerusalem (vi. 9), St. Luke
has not forgotten that some of these, in conjunction

with Jews of Cyprus, were the first missionaries to

the Gentiles (xi. 20), and he notes among the pro-

phets and teachers of the Church in Antioch Lucius

of Cyrene (xiii. 1). By an accident a reference even

to Ethiopia is not wanting in this book (viii. 27)

:

iSov avtjp Af0iO\|/- evvov-^og Svuda-rrjg J^avSaKt]^ ^a(ri\i(r'

crr]g AlOlottcov, Thus the glance of the author surveys

the greater part of the known world (xi. 28 ; xvii. 6,

31 ; xix. 27; xxiv. 5) from the Parthians and Medes
to Rome, and from the Ethiopians to Bithynia. In

no instance does he lay himself open to an attack

upon his accuracy, and in no place does his descrip-

1 Alexandrian ships in xzvii. 6 and xxviii. IL
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tion fall into heterogeneous fragments. The geogra-

phical and chronological references and notices in

the book show the circumspection, the care, the

consistency, and the trustworthiness of the writer

;

and the parts where the " we " does not occur are also

in this particular so firmly and closely riveted to the

we-sections that the latter cannot be distinguished as

a source from the rest of the book. The author of

the we-sections is also the author of the complete

work.

Appendix : Special Readings of the so-ealled

jS-recension.

Also in the passages of the book with which we are

at present concerned the so-called /3-recension offers a

series of special readings.^ I here neglect the varia-

tion between 'lepovcraXriix and 'lepoaroXvjma.

1. viii. 1. UXrjv Tcov cnrocTToXcov has the seemingly

superfluous addition : o1 cfxeivav iv^IepovcraX^j/j.

(DLK).

2. viii. 4. In addition to the notice that those

dispersed by the persecution preached the

Word, we have also the seemingly superfluous

addition : Kara Tag TroXeig koi Kw/mag (civitates

et castella) ''lov^am (L). In the genuine text

of the book /ca)//»? is once found (viii. 25, vide

supra).

S. viii. 5. In place of eh rrjv iroXiv t^? ^ajmapiag

a Latin authority gives the explanatory read-

ing : eiV ^ajuidpeiav Trjv ttoXlv.

1 D denotes that the reading occurs only in Codex Bezse, L stands

for Latin, S for Syrian, and K for Coptic authorities.
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4. ix. 32. Instead of the indefinite Sia iravroov two

Latin authorities read : Sia Tracroov twv ttoXccop

KOI ywpoov {xfjiipoL, "vide supra).

5. xi. 2. Before ore Se ave/Sr] Tlerpog ei? 'lepovcra-

Xjjjul DLS add : 6 /mev ovv Uerpog Sia iKavov

-^povov tjOeXrja-ev iropevQrjvai eh lepoaroXvjua • koi

irpoarcpcovijcrag rovg aSeXcpovg [scil. in Caesarea]

Kal €7ri(jT>]pi^ag [aiyroi/?] e^^XOei/, iroXvv re

Xoyov TTOioviLievog < cwopeveTO> Sia tcov ^(copwi'

SiSdarKoop avTovg. Concerning the secondary

character of this interpolation see Weiss,

Tea:te u. Unters., Bd. 17, H. 1, s. 70/ Here

also y^poi is again used by the interpolator.

6. xii. 1. DSL here add : ^r\iy kv rrj ^lovSala in

order to connect the verse with xi. 30.

7. xii. 10. Here, in the description of the exit of

St. Peter and the angel from the prison, D has

the famous addition : Kare^rjaav rovg kirra

(BaOjULovg Koi, which may be original ; yet this

is not certain when we consider the tendency

to embellishment in the ;8-recension.

8. xii. 25. Here a Latin authority inserts e/V

^AvTi6-)(€iav in order to connect this verse

with the following verse.

9. xiv. 6. D and the Codex Laudianus reinforce

Tr]v irepL-^copov by adding oXt]v. Such re-

inforcing additions are frequent in D.

10. xiv. 25. DS insert evayyeXi(^6fjL€voL avrovg,

because they missed an express statement

that a church had been founded also in

Attalia. The interpolator probably knew of

a church there.

H
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11. xvi. 1. DSL interpolate SieXdcov [SieXOovrei^

TCI 'idvrj ravra because they had abeady

made an interpolation in a previous verse

(xv. 41). The secondary character here is

shown by the constant repetition of ^lep-^^ea-Qm

which already stands in xv. 41, stands again

in xvi. 4 (D), then again in xvi. 6, and lastly

also in xvi. 8 (D). This is not like St. Luke.

The genuine text has the word only in xv. 41

and xvi. 6 (thus twice instead of five times).

The use of ra eQvv] here is also unusual.

12. xvi. 6. One Latin authority reads in place

of VaKariKhv )(u)pav the plural "Galatiae

regiones " ; this is unimportant. Yet Blass

against all other authorities has received this

reading into the text.

13. xvi. 8. Instead of the difficult but un-

doubtedly correct TrapeXOovres, which has

here a metaphorical significance, DL read

SieXOovreg (rrjv Mfcr/ai/).

14. xvii. 1. The insertion in D of KarrjXQov eig

before "'A'TroXXcoviav (which must now lose its

article) and of KOLKeiOev before etV Oeora-aXoviKtjv

is probably intended to indicate that the

Apostles also preached in Apollonia (vide

supra on xiv. 25).

15. xvii. 15. Here is found in D the great inter-

polation: TraprjXOei/ SeT^v Qea-a-aXlav* CKCoXvOtj

yap cfV avTOv^ Ktjpv^ai tov Xoyov. The inter-

polator took offence at the circumstance that

Thessalia was passed by, and endeavoured to

explain it (after xvi. 7).
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16. xviii. 25. Here D, in an explanatory inter-

polation (though it does not give any new
information), reports that Apollos was in-

structed in Christianity ev rij TrarplSi (i.e. in

Alexandria).-^

17. xix. 28. The interpolation Spajmovreg eig to

cifMCpoSov (DS also Mediolan.) naturally does

not presuppose a special knowledge of the

locality, but is intended only to inform us that

the scene was now transferred to the street.

18. XX. 15. After irape^aXojuLev eig ^djmov D
(also the codices HLP and very many cursives)

SL read koi /melvavTe^ ev TpcoyiXla rTpcoyv-

XX/ft)]. This seems to be the original read-

ing ; its omission also is intelligible ; yet on

this point absolute certainty cannot be at-

tained vide infra on xxi. 1 and 16.

19. xxi. 1. Here DLK insert koi Mvpa after

lidrapa ; probably an interpolation after

xxvii. 5/.

20. xxi. 16 y! DS read here : ovtoi Se ^yov jj/ulu^

TTjOO? ovg ^evKjQwfxev koi TrapayeiojuLcioi e'lg Tiva

Kcojuitjv eyevojuLeOa nrapd ^volg-wvl Kutt^/co,

/maOtjTr] ap'^aLUi^ KaKelOev e^ioPTcg tjXOofJLev elg

^lepoa-oXvjma. The host is thus represented

as dwelling in a village between Caesarea and

Jerusalem, not in Jerusalem itself. This text

appears at first sight very attractive; on closer

1 I do not discuss the interpolations made by D and its satellites

in xviii. 21, 27/ ; xix. 1, as they do not serve our present purpose

with the exception of the reading "raty ^KK\r](riais " {'Axatas) for

rots irema-TevKoffLP. Here we are informed that there were several

churches in Achaia.
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inspection, however, its meaning is not clear

;

moreover, we can see how it has arisen out of the

genuine text (vide Weiss, he. cit., s. 101 /.).

It is also somewhat incredible that St. Luke

should have taken such interest in noting the

person with whom St Paul with his large

following of Gentile Christians found hos-

pitality for one night on the way between

Caesarea and Jerusalem, while it would be not

unimportant to mention the man who was

courageous enough to offer shelter to St. Paul

and his company during their stay in Jerusalem.

21, xxvii. 5. A Latin authority may perhaps

have read SiairXevcraPTe^ top J^iXUiov koKttov

Kcu TO TLajuiCpvXiov ireXayo^ instead of to

ireXayo^ to Kara rrjv "KiXUiav koi HajuLCpvXiav

SiaTrXevcravTeg.

22. XXViii. 16. LS and Cod. Mediolan. read the

words e^o) T^9 irape/uLpoXrji after jueveiv Kad"*

eavTov (explanatory).

Many of these readings are not uninteresting ; but

only those in xii. 10 and XX. 15 have a certain claim

to originality. No certain conclusion can be drawn as

to the birthplace of these interpolations. The inter-

polations in xiv. 25 (Attalia), and in xvii. 1 (Apollonia),

the insertion of Myra in xxi. 1 and of the village

between Caesarea and Jerusalem in XXi. 16/!, give us

no information on this point. The interpolation of

Thessalia in xvii. 15 is more important. It is natural

to suppose that the interpolator had some interest in

apologising for St. Paul's neglect of this province.



CHAPTER III

THE TREATMENT OF PERSONS

St. Luke, in his Acts of the Apostles, treats only two

persons, ^S*^. Peter and St. Paul^ as chief characters.

The former is introduced in i. 15 as already known
(from the gospel) and as the leader of the Apostles

;

but the author gives no further direct information as

to his character and antecedents. His character is

left to come out in his speeches and actions. St.

Luke, in xii. 17, lets him drop out of the history of

the Acts, though he afterwards mentions the part

he played in the most critical scene of the book (xv.

7—11, 14). St. Paul is first introduced (vii. 58) as an

unknown young man named Saul. Here again, as

with St. Peter, no definite summary of St. Paul's

character and antecedents is given, and the Apostle is

left to describe himself in his own words and actions.^

Emphasis is alone laid upon the fact that he, like

St. Peter, spoke moved by the Holy Spirit, and a

few details of his early history are referred to here

and there (Tarsus, Roman citizenship, study under

Gamaliel, &c.). From chap. xv. to the end of the

1 The only exception is the passage in the letter of the Church
of Jerusalem to Antioch, xv. 26, where we read of him and St.

Barnabas that thej were divdpwiroL irapadeSojK&res rdj ^vxo-i aiirdv

virkp Tov dvd/jiaTos tov Kvpiov rjfxQy 'I. Xp. This, however, can scarcely

be called an exception.
117
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book he remains the hero, so that it is quite obvious

that the two chief personalities of the book, as it

were, reheve one another. In chap, xv., however, we

find them together. There is this difference in the

treatment of the two characters that St. Paul, in the

great discourse of chap. xx. at Miletus, is made to

look back upon his career and to give a searching

description of his character and his work—in the

style of the Epistles to the Thessalonians and Cor-

inthians— ; this is never the case with St. Peter. On
the whole the book makes St. Paul stand out in ever

so much clearer light than St. Peter—at the conclu-

sion the reader possesses quite a distinct portrait of

the former apostle,^ while St. Peter as a personality is

of a shadowy, indeed a somewhat conventional type.*

Some have asserted, and with a certain plausibility

have attempted to demonstrate, that St. Luke pur-

posed a detailed parallelism in the history of the two

apostles. This, however, does not admit of proof.'

^ This is especially so because the three great speeches (in Pisi-

dian Antioch, Athens, and Miletus) describe his active ministry

according to its three principal phases—as missionary to the Jews,

as missionary to the Gentiles, and as a leader of the Church.

2 And yet the speeches contain some quite individual and char-

acteristic traits (in reference to St. Peter's doctrine) which ought

not to be overlooked.

' From the point of view of the space dedicated to St. Paul and

of the whole structure of the book itself, one cannot definitely prove

that St. Paul was not intended to be the sole hero of the Acts. We
must, however, remember, that not only are several very important,

indeed fundamentally important, discourses put into the mouth of

St. Peter, but that the story of Cornelius, in which he plays the

prominent part, also occupies a central position in the book, and

that with this story chap. xv. is most closely connected {vide xv.

7, 14).
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Some instances of parallelism presented themselves quite

unsought for ; nothing more than this can be said.

The name of apostle is applied to St. Paul only twice

in the book (xiv. 4, 14).^ Weiss thinks that just on

this account the word in both cases must have its

more general and non-technical significance. But

this cannot be proved, for the circumstance that in

many passages the Twelve are called simply " the

Apostles " (as if there were no others) is not a safe

proof. In the book they are also called « the Eleven "

or « the Twelve," and what could have induced St. Luke
purposely to refuse to give St. Paul a name which he

himself claimed with such complete conviction ?
^

Among persons of the second rank might be num-
bered the Apostles (the Twelve), who, although they

were the witnesses of the Resurrection and formed a

most important body—indeed at the beginning the

leading and governing body—in the Primitive Com-
munity, are yet kept in the background. But if we
would exclude these, then only Jive personages of

secondary rank come under St. Luke's consideration,

namely, Stephen, Philip, Barnabas, James, and Apollos.

Concerning the character and antecedents offour of these

the Acts gives some direct and detailed information

^ In the same passages it is also given to St. Barnabas.
2 The following conjecture is at least possibly true :—For St.

Luke, and for the authority upon whom he depends for his know-

ledge of the relations of Jerusalem and Antioch, St. Paul was as

much an apostle as the others (note that chaps, vi. and xiii., xiv.

belong to a single body of tradition and that in chap. vi. the Apostles

are called "the Twelve," while in chap. xiv. St. Paul and St.

Barnabas are called apostles) ; but the source from which St. Luke
borrowed his material for the description of the Church of Jeru-

salem avoided calling St. Paul an apostle.
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(Stephen, vi. 5, 8, 10; vii. 55; xxii. 20; Philip,

viii. Gy*. ; Barnabas, iv. 36 f. ; xi. 24 ; xv. 26 ; ApoUos,

xviii. 24^.). It is not insignificant that thesefour

are all Hellenists. The greatest emphasis is laid

upon the characterisation of St. Stephen, and—what is

still more important—a long speech of his is recorded.

Owing to this he approaches very nearly to St. Peter

and St. Paul in the importance given to him in the

economy of the book. We might describe him by

the numeral 1^ so important is he to the author, so

great is his admiration for him. St. Barnabas comes

next in importance, but no speeches of his own are

recorded, though he speaks together with St. Paul

(xiv. 14y! 22^; xv. 3,12). Likewise no reports are

given of discourses of St. Philip, yet cursory reference

is made in viii. 35 to a missionary sermon of his on a

passage in Isaiah, and the renown of his miracles is

celebrated in the strongest terms. These three per-

sons of secondary rank have a very high, and indeed

the same, significance in the plan of the work. They
are to St. Luke of the highest importance for his

representation of the passage of the Gospel from the

Jews to Gentiles. There is no need to go more into

detail on this point. In the second part of the book,

however, there is no personage of secondary rank

within the general plan of the book It is the more
remarkable that outside the general plan there is one

person, ApoUos, who strongly excited the interest of

St. Luke. The manner in which this personage is

treated, i.e. characterised, in the book, makes him
appear on a level with Stephen, Philip, and Barnabas.

How came St. Luke to treat him with such distinc-
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tion ? The key to the answer seems to me to lie in

xviii. 28. Here St. Luke emphatically states with

what energy and success Apollos demonstrated the

Messiahship of Jesus publicly before the Jews in Corinth

(nothing is said of his preaching to Gentiles).^ In

this statement the account concerning Apollos culmi-

nates. Though the main subject of the book is the

demonstration of the passage of the Gospel from the

Jews to the Greeks, still the conquest of the Jews by

this gifted apologist was so important to St. Luke

that he has included the ministry of Apollos as an

episode in his work. Thus the second half of the

Acts acquired—as a companion figure to St. Paul

—a personage of secondary rank, who in his teach-

ing formed to a certain extent a parallel to St.

Stephen. Seeing that St. Luke was personally ac-

quainted with Silas and Timothy, and yet does not

in his work give them special prominence as mission-

aries, it follows that Apollos must have appeared to

him a much more important personality than either

of them.^ This deduction, moreover, agrees excellently

with what we learn about Apollos from the First

Epistle to the Corinthians. Here also he stands in

the foreground beside St. Paul and St. Peter. Ac-

cordingly St. Luke's procedure in introducing Apollos

^ Not only eMvui but also STjfxoalg. are strongly emphasised in

the verse. This emphasis makes it improbable that St. Luke had

in his eye only the discourses of Apollos in synagogues ; he must

have intended a ministry of wider publicity, wider than that of

St. Paul to the Jews.

2 May we not go a step further and conjecture that St. Luke

counted Apollos a more successful converter of Jews than St. Paul

himself, and therefore felt bound to mention him in his work.
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to the scene of the Acts is brilliantly justified by St.

Paul. St. James, the fifth personality of this series,

occupies a peculiar position. It is presupposed that

the four others are unknown, while it is assumed that

he is known. The readers evidently knew—though

this is nowhere stated—that he was the Lord's brother,

and that he had become the head of the Primi-

tive Community after the Twelve had quite given

up the leadership, which had already been limited

by the appointment of the " Seven." We receive no

direct information concerning him, indeed in two of

the three passages where his name occurs extraordi-

narily little is said about him (xii. 17; xxi. iSff.).

In the second passage we at once lose sight of him as

an individual amid the body of presbyters at Jeru-

salem, and in the first passage one can only just

recognise that he is the head of " the brethren " in

Jerusalem.^ But in the third passage (xv. 13 y.), for

which xii. 17 is evidently intended to prepare, he

plays a part of the highest, indeed of decisive,

importance in the general plan of the book. As to

St. Stephen, so also to him a speech is assigned, and

it was this speech that settled the whole question

under discussion.

We can, moreover, distinguish in the book person-

ages of a third degree of importance, individuals

whom St. Luke thought it worth while or necessary

just to mention, without going into closer detail con-

cerning them, either because they were of no import-

1 This method of treatment of St. James in xii. 27 and xxi. 18/.
is of importance in connection with the question of the homogeneity

of the book. Chap. xxi. 18 belongs to the we-sections.
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ance at all for the plan of his work, or because their

importance seemed to him to be exhausted with the

mere mention of their names, or because he had no

further information about them. Among these we

include the Apostles in so far as in i. 18 a list of their

names is given ; further, in the first part of the Acts,

the Apostle John, the Apostle James—described in xii.

as the brother of John, this can only be because it is

presupposed that the latter was known to the readers

—Joseph, Barsabbas, and Matthias (i. 23, 26), the

Mother of our Lord (i. 14) and His brethren {he. cit.) ;

lastly, the Seven (vi. 5). Again in the second part of

the book we also have as subordinate characters St.

Mark (xiii. 5, 13; xv. 37 f.)—already mentioned

in the first part (xii. 12,^ 25), and thus forming a

bond between the two parts—the prophets and

teachers of Antioch (xiii. 1/.), Silas (xv. 22, 27, 32,

40, and in chaps, xvi.—xix.), Judas Barsabbas (xv. 22,

27, 32), Timotheus (chaps, xvi.-xix.), Aquila and

Priscilla (xviii. 1 ff.), Erastus (xix. 22), Gaius and

Aristarchus (xix. 29 ; xx. 4 ; Aristarchus also in

xxvii. 2), and the companions of St. Paul mentioned

in XX. 4. Of these persons, who are only cursorily

sketched or not sketched at all, St. Mark is the only

one of whom we learn anything discreditable. We
cannot see why St. Luke should have mentioned him
at all if he only meant to tell his readers that when St.

Mark had been chosen to accompany the two Apostles

as their minister he had left them of his own accord,

and that this behaviour of his was the cause of a

^ In this passage he is, as it were, announced beforehand, just as

it is with St. James in xii. 17.
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quarrel between St. Paul and St. Barnabas, leading to

their separation. As one recollects that St. Mark's

gospel formed the chief authority for St. Luke in

his gospel, all kinds of ideas concerning St. Luke's

relations with him suggest themselves. The reader

is evidently intended to notice that Timothy takes

St. Mark's place with St. Paul (compare xv. 37-39

with xvi. 1 ff.), likewise that Silas takes the place of

St. Barnabas (xv. 40). That Silas stood on a diffe-

rent footing with St. Paul from Timothy follows from

xvi. 19 ff.; xvii. 4, 10; on the other hand, even

according to the Acts, Timothy was not merely an

attendant. Silas vanishes after xviii. 5 ; his place is

supplied by Aquila and his wife Priscilla.

The lists of names of the Apostles, of the Seven,

and of the prophets and teachers in Antioch, are all

given from the same motive. The readers must know

the names of the ancient leaders of the two—to St.

Luke—most important churches, and this applies

more particularly in the case of the Apostles. Of

these, if we except St. Peter, the author shows special

interest only in St. John. Seeing that he has simply

inserted the name of St. John into the Petrine narra-

tives after they had taken their final shape, it follows

that he wished to give prominence to this apostle.

We see his reason from xii. 2 (vide sup'a)—the

readers knew this John, or at least knew of him.^

The brevity of the reference to the Herodian

^ Why he is not mentioned in chap. xv. we cannot tell. St. Luke
has not purposely left him out. The simplest supposition is that

the tradition upon which he depends did not here make mention of

St. John.
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persecution is most strange. An apostle, St. James,

suffered martyrdom, other Christians of Jerusalem

became confessors, and yet the author, who describes

the history of Stephen in such detail and with such

enthusiasm, does not devote to this event a few sen-

tences of recognition ; indeed he tells us no details at

all ! This paradoxical fact can, in my opinion, only

be explained on the supposition that the author here

closely followed his source, and that he possessed no

other information concerning the Herodian persecu-

tion (while Clement of Alexandria, over a century

later, knew more). The source, however, did not con-

tain a history of the Apostolic epoch, but only stories

about St. Peter, and therefore mentioned this persecu-

tion only by way of an introduction. This circum-

stance is of high significance in view of the question

concerning the nature of the source (written or oral).

Besides these three classes of actors, who are

arranged in an order which displays an admirable

sense of proportion and relative importance, there

appear in the book about seventy other persons who

are for the most part mentioned by name.'^ They

are all of them introduced in subordination to those

who have been already described as the actors, and it

would serve no useful purpose to go through the list

and to discuss them one by one.—A few points are,

however, worthy of notice. In the first place, it is

strange that some persons who play an important

part in the plot of the narrative are not mentioned

by name. Why is the lame man of iii. 2 ff. not

1 We exclude references to characters of the Old Testament, to

Pilate, &c.
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named, nor the lame man at Lystra (xiv. 8 ff.) ?
^

Why do we miss the names of the founders of the

church in Antioch (xi. 20 /.) ? why also the names

of the confessors under Herod (xii. 1) ? Why is it

that no names are given to the Jewish Christians,

hostile to St. Paul, who came down to Antioch (xv.

1) ? nor to the companions of St. Paul and St. Bar-

nabas (xv. 2)? nor to the Christian Pharisees in

Jerusalem (xv. 5) ? nor to the numerous teachers in

Antioch who laboured together with St. Paul and St.

Barnabas (xv. 35) ? Why is it that we do not know

the name of the damsel who was possessed by an evil

spirit in Philippi (xvi. 6 /.) ? nor the names of the

proetors of that city (xvi. 20
ff.)

? nor the name of

the jailor (xvi. 23
ff.)

? nor the names of the so-called

« disciples of John " in Ephesus (xix. 1
ff.),

nor of the

Asiarchs and the Grammateus (xix. 31, 35) in the

same city ? nor the name of St. Paul's sister's son in

Jerusalem (xxiii. 16) ? The answer that St. Luke

has not given their names because of their compara-

tive insignificance will suffice for the majority of the

instances ; ^ but in some cases—as for instance the

lame men in Jerusalem and Lystra, and the martyrs

under Herod—we must suppose that he did not know

* Compare on the contrary the less important case of -SIneas

(ix. 33).

2 This holds good also of the Strategi in Philippi and the Asiarchs

in Ephesus. The author indeed mentions by name, when he can,

persons in authority among the Jews and Gentiles who appear in

his history (thus even Claudius Lysias, the centurion Julius, and

Publius in Malta ; Gamaliel is even characterised in v. 84 as ri/jnoi

irdvTi Tip \aip ; the proconsul Sergius Paulus is called dv^p avveros

[xiii. 7]), but the Strategi and Asiarchs did not come under con-

sideration as individuals.
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the names, otherwise he would certainly have given

them.^ On the other hand it is also strange that

there are some very insignificant persons whom he

has honoured by mentioning their names, in the first

place a whole list of persons with whom St. Paul (or

St. Peter) dwelt or lodged (vide supra p. 109)—this

belongs to his scheme of narrative—then some other

individuals, namely Blastus the chamberlain (xii. 20),

Dionysius and Damaris at Athens (xvii. 34), Crispus

at Corinth (xviii. 8), and Alexander at Ephesus (xix.

33). These are after all only a few instances. Except

for the cases of " Blastus " and " Alexander," which

stand quite by themselves—here the author has paid

too much deference to his sources—we may well sup-

pose that the persons in question, Dionysius, Damaris,

and Crispus, played an important part in later days

(for Crispus, see 1 Cor. i. 14 ; for Dionysius, see the

notice concerning Dionysius of Corinth in Eus. Hist.

Eccl. iv. 23), indeed that they were probably known
to the first readers. They are thus named for the

same reason that the Apostle John is named side by

side with St. Peter, and that in xxi. 9 the informa-

tion is given that St. Philip had four daughters who
were prophetesses (concerning the importance of these

daughters, see Papias and numerous other authorities,

also Clem. Alex.).

The treatment of personalities is the same in

character throughout the whole book. By this means

also the book acquires an aspect of strict uniformity.

Even the abrupt introduction of the « we " is paralleled

^ This supposition is also probable in the case of the Grammateus
at Ephesus.
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by similar instances of abruptness in the introduction

of persons as if they were already known ; and the

speaking in unison of St. James and the presbyters

of Jerusalem in xxi. 20 has several parallels in the

earlier parts of the book (St. Peter and St. John, iv.

19/., the whole congregation, iv. 24^., the Apostles,

i. 24/., and vi. 2/., St. Paul and St. Barnabas, xiii.

46 /. ; xiv. 14
ff.—quite a long discourse !—xiv. 22,

cf. xiv. 27; xv. 3, 4, 12). Only cursory reference is

made to the teaching and discourses of subordinate

characters {e.g. viii. 35 Philip ; xv. 32 Judas and

Silas ; ix. 27 Barnabas ; xviii. 26 Aquila and Pris-

cilla, &c.). The speeches—and they are by no means

few—that are attributed to Jewish and Gentile persons

in authority have for the most part one and the same

aim ; cf. the words of the Sanhedrin (iv. 15 ^.), the

speech of Gamaliel (v. 35 ^.), of Gallio (xviii. 14 /.),

of the Ephesian Grammateus (xix. 35 /), moreover

xxiii. 9 ; xxiv. 22
ff. ; xxv. 14 /". ; xxv. 24

ff. ; xxvi.

31 /, as well as the letter of Claudius Lysias (xxiii.

26
ff.).

They are intended to bear witness to the

innocence of the Christians in general and of St. Paul

in particular.

In regard to the great speeches both the selection

of ideas and the arrangement in the book are worthy

of notice. The speech of St. Stephen (vii. 2 ^.), that

of St. Peter to Cornelius (x. 28 /.), those of St. Peter

and St. James at the so-called Council (xv.), and in-

directly the three apologies of St. Paul (xxii. 1
ff. ;

xxiv. 10
ff. ; xxvi. 1 ^.), as well as the shorter fourth

apology (xxviii. 17 ff.\ all minister to the main theme

of the book : that the preaching of the Gospel, in
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accordance with the Divine Will, is passing over

from the Jews to the Gentiles. The book opens

with the missionary discourses delivered by St. Peter

before the Jews (ii. 14/.; iii. 12/.; iv. 7/., 19/.;
V. 29 /.). Parallel to them stand the missionary

discourse of St. Paul to the Jews (xiii. 16 /) and to

the Gentiles (xvii. 22/!), the latter having a sort of

prelude in xiv. 15 /. These are—with one exception

which will be immediately dealt with—all the longer

speeches that are to be found in the book. We see

how completely they are in subordination to the main
purpose of the book, which is to describe the history

of the mission and of the passing over of the Gospel

to the Gentiles. The more remarkable therefore is

the contrast presented by St. PauFs speech at Miletus

(xx. 18/.). Its content is such as to set it somewhat

outside the framework of the book. As is well known
it stands between two we-sections, and it is for this

very reason probable that we have here the report of

words which St. Luke himself had heard, and that

here—just as in his account of the perils of the

voyage to Rome—he goes more into detail than is

consistent with the plan of his work, because he

allowed himself to be led away by the deep impression

that the scene had made upon him. The speech at

Miletus is therefore most probably authentic, in so

far as a short report can be said to be authentic.^ It

has, however, been noticed long ago that in spirit

and in phraseology no passage in the Acts is more

closely allied to the Pauline epistles than this speech.

1 Note also that in it subjects are discussed which are not touched

upon elsewhere in the whole book.

I
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It is also scarcely possible that the remaining

speeches are the product of pure invention (if they

were so the highest praise would be due to the author's

creative and yet astonishingly correct imagination).

How distinctly the speech of St. Stephen stands out

from all the others ! The subject itself of the speech

is quite peculiar, and not according to the mind

of St. Luke, who had great reverence for the religio

antiqua of the Jews. In the parallel speeches of St.

Peter (ii. 14 /. and iii. 12 /.) the eschatological im-

plication of the outpouring of the Spirit is strongly

emphasised, while St. Luke himself seems to regard

this outpouring only as the foundation of the mission,

and facts themselves had refuted the combination of

the outpouring of the Spirit with the Final Judg-

ment. Again our Lord appears as avrjp oLTroSeSeiy-

fjLcvog OTTO Tov Ocov (ii. 22), whom God had first made

Christ by the Resurrection from the dead (ii. 36), or

again as Traig Oeou (iii. 13, cf. iii. 26 ; iv. 27 : o ayloi

7rai9 (TOV ''lr](Tovg, ov €yoi(ra<s-i and iv. 30, but nowhere

else in the book) ; the eirayyekla tov irvevjuLarog tov

ayiov which He had now poured forth, was first

imparted to Him at His Ascension (ii. 33). The

speech before Cornelius has similar Christological

traits, and the reminiscence (x. 38) : 09 SiijXOev

€vepy€TU>v Koi iw/mevog . . . OTi 6 Ocog fjv /ulct airroi/,

is unique in the whole non-evangelic literature. Here

again the eschatological point of view is strongly

emphasised (x. 42), and the words: acpecriv ajmapTioov

Xafieiv Sia tov ovo/maTO^ avTOv ivavTa tov iricTTevovTa

et? avTov (x. 43) are certainly not borrowed from

Paulinism, but contain primitive doctrine. Again
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with what delicate touches is the speech of St.

James, in chap, xv., distinguished from that of

St. Peter ! Are we to assign all this to St. Luke
the Hellenist without any source to guide him ?

And above all—how clearly the first two great

programmatic speeches of St. Paul (chaps, xiii. and

xvii.), the first addressed to the Jews, the second

to the Gentiles, are distinguished from the speeches

of St. Peter ! Compare only xiii. 38, 39 with

X. 43 (vide supra), and think whether in a short

report the likeness and the difference between the

teaching of the primitive apostles and that of St.

Paul could have been more concisely and delicately

expressed than in those words! As for the speech

at Athens, with its prelude in xiv. 15 ^., if only

critics will again learn to see clearly and to feel

rightly, none of them will fail to recognise that in

this attempt to give a short summary of the prob-

able nature of St. PauFs fundamental teaching in his

sermons to Gentiles, the genius shown in the selection

of ideas is just as great as the historical trustworthi-

ness of the report.

It is most strange that St. Luke gives us no less than

three great apostolic discourses of St. Paul in close

succession (chaps, xxii., xxiv., xxvi. ; compare, more-

over, the speech in Rome, chap, xxviii.). Unless

these separate discourses rested upon some tradi-

tional foundation that seemed to the author trust-

worthy and important, we can scarcely understand

why one speech did not suffice for him. Probably

he made use of several sources ; for in OTie source

these speeches would most probably have run together
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into one. If this, however, be true then it follows

that where the speeches agree the one vouches for

the other, and the critics will at last be compelled to

give up one of those positions to which they cling with

the most inveterate prejudice,—the assumption that

St. Paul's doctrine is here brought into too close

accordance with the doctrine of the Pharisees, and

that he is here represented as adopting a line of

defence which is unworthy of himself in that he

renounces his own principles.



CHAPTER IV

MIRACLES AND SUPERNATURAL WORKS OF THE SPIRIT

Accounts of miracles and works of the Spirit play

so great a part in the Acts of the Apostles that

the mind of the author can be discerned from these

narratives with special clearness. He himself is a

physician endowed with peculiar « Spiritual " gifts of

healing, and this fact profoundly affects his concep-

tion of Christianity. Moreover, these records are

also of importance for the discovery of the sources

of the book ; they confirm its unity, but they also

clearly show that distinct groups of subject-matter

exist therein. I first proceed to give a summary of the

material in question (see the tables on pp. 134 et seq.),

IVIerely a cursory glance at these tables discovers

a sufficiently striking state of things. Let us, how-

ever, commence oui* closer investigation with a general

survey :

—

The we-sections, although they comprise only about

one hundred verses (a tenth part of the book), con-

tain one summary account of cases of healing, besides

four accounts of single instances of the same sort

(including one case of raising from the dead), two

instances of interference by the Holy Spirit to pre-

vent a course of action, the appeai-ance of a man of

Macedonia in a vision, the appearance of the angel
133
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of the Lord in a vision, the Tjrians foretelling

the future, Agabus foretelling the future, the

daughters of St. Philip who were prophetesses,

two instances in which St. Paul foretold the future

—

thus no less than fourteen instances of a " miracu-

lous " character recorded in so small a space ! In

correspondence with this abundance we find in the

first half of the book about seventy-seven similar in-

stances of a miraculous character. Any one who wishes

may ascertain by calculation that, taking into account

the length of the first fifteen chapters, the proportion

is much the same. Moreover, the categories of our

list again repeat themselves. We again find summary

accounts of cases of healing, accounts of separate

miracles of healing, persons mentioned who speak in

the Spirit, cases where the Spirit acts and speaks,

visions (the appearance of an angel), prophets. On
the other hand, the situation is quite different in the

second half of the book, omitting the we-sections.

Here in passages which picture St. Paul in Philippi

(at the close of his visit), in Thessalonica, in Bercea,

in Athens, in Ephesus, in Jerusalem, in Caesarea, and

in Rome, we find only ten instances of a miraculous

character, and even these suffer serious reduction when

we consider that the earthquake in Philippi was a

natural occurrence treated as a special instance of

Providential interference and so used in the narra-

tive ; that the two passages xx. 23 and 28 belong to

a speech of St. Paul which in all probability must be

assigned to the we-sections—seeing that it stands in

their midst and that St. Luke was present on the

occasion ; and that xxviii. 25 is the customary
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introduction to a quotation from the Old Testa-

ment : TO TTvevjaa to dyiov eXaXticrev oia licrdLOu tov

TTOocbriTou. We are therefore left with only six pas-

sages—namely, xviii. 9/. ; xix. % 6,11 f.,15 f.; and

xxiii. 11. Now, however, we at once see that xviii.

9/. and xxiii. 11 are out of organic connection with

the simple narratives in which they stand, and give

the impression of having been thrust into the context

like the lyric Christian passages in certain parts of

the Apocalypse. Only consider :

—

xviii. (8—11) : K^/cttto? ^e o ap-)(^LO'vvoLy(*>yo9 eTriV-

T€V<T€V TW KVpiO) (TVV oXft) TO) o'lKif aVTOV, KQl TToWoi TCOV

}^OplvOl(jOV OLKOVOVTCg eiTLCTTeVOV KOLL C^aiTTL^OVTO,

ihrev §€ 6 KvpLOS €V vvktI 8i opdfxaro^ t(J) IlavXy* firj

<f}oPov, dWa XaXct Kal [xyj (tcwtttJo-t;?, StoTt cyto elfxi /xera

crou, Kol ovSels eTrt^rJo-erai ctol tov AcaKO>(rat (re, Bloti Xaos

iO-TL jXOL TToXvS kv Ty TToAci TaVTY).

eKaOicrev ^e iviavTov Koi /ULtjvas e^ SiSda-KCOv cv avTOii

TOV \6yov TOV Oeov.

Again xxiii. (10-12) : IIoXX^? ^€ y€vo]UL€vri<f o-racrea)?

(bo/StjOeh 6 )(^LX[ap-)(Oi fxr] Siaa-TracrOi] 6 UavXo? vtt*

avToov^ cKeXevcrev to CTTpaTevixa KaTa/3av apTraarai avTOV

€K fxea-ou avTOov ayeiv re e/j Ttjv Trape/uLlBoXrjv.

Ty Si kmova-Q vvktL €7rto-Tas avrif 6 Kvpios eiTrev Odpa-et,'

a>$ yap BiifxapTvpo) to. Trcpl €/xov els 'le/aovcraA^/A, ovto)

(re Set kol els 'Pw/xr^v fiapTvprjcrai.

yevofxevrj^ he ^/mepa^ iroirja-avTe^ a-v(TTpo(prji> ol 'lovSaioi

aveOefj-aTia-av eavTOv^, XeyovTCS, /uli]T€ (payeiv yuT/re irieiv

eft)? ov aTTOKTeivotXTL tov MavXov,
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I do not mean it is here a question of later inter

polation into an already complete text—it is by no

means necessary to suppose a written exemplar—but

the situation seems to be as follows : the author of

the we-sections, i.e. of the whole work, has given the

impress of his own peculiar temperament to accounts

which were at his disposal. In the whole suhject-

matter of the second half of the Acts—with the excep-

tion of the we-sections^

—

miraculous episodes do not

occur as organic elements of the context except in the

account of St. Paufs ministry in Ephesus (xix. 2
ff.).

Here we have the « disciples of John " who receive

the Spirit and prophesy ; here the exorcism of an evil

spirit ; and here the summary account of instances of

miraculous healing by St. Paul.

The situation here presented is most interesting

and admits of only one explanation. It is clear that

St. Luke—whose own we-account shows him to have

been a physician endowed with miraculous gifts of

healing—possessed for the first half of his book a

source or sources (oral or written) which was congenial

to his ozvn peculiar temperament. On the other hand
it is also clear that for the second half of his book he

did not possess such sources (with the exception of

what is told us of Ephesus), but only had at his dis-

posal simple records into which he has inserted nothing

except two conventional accounts of visions which

illustrate the development of the plot. It cannot be

otherwise; for if he himself had introduced the

supernatural element into chapters i.—xv., it is unin-

* And of the repeated narrative of St. Paul's conversion, which
may be here neglected.
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telligible why he should have refrained from doing

the same thing in the second half, except, or almost

only except, where he himself was an eye-witness.

That the parts of his narrative where the colour-

ing is most sober are not the we-sections, but the

accounts of St. PauFs visits to Thessalonica, Beroea,

Athens, Corinth, Jerusalem (the last visit), Caesarea,

and Rome, is a convincing proof that his narrative

here is kept in close accordance with sources. Either

the records given in these sources contained nothing

of a supernatural character, or what they contained

of this character seemed to him incredible ; naturally,

however, the latter alternative is altogether improb-

able when we take into account St. Luke's peculiar

temperament. We reach no solution of the problem

by supposing that the economy of the book pre-

vented him from relating supernatural events in these

passages; for his we-sections are full of the super-

natural, and the account of the ministry in Ephesus

shows that even for the second half of his work,

in those passages where he was not an eye-witness,

anything of a supernatural character was most wel-

come to him.

The circumstance that in chaps, i.—xv. the super-

natural element is so abundant, indeed is wanting in

no single chapter, is accordingly a proof that we have

here a body of tradition, homogeneous in its treat-

ment of the supernatural, which had been transmitted

to the author in a form and with a colouring that

were congenial to his temperament. That this form

and colouring belonged to the source itself-—the question

whether it was oral or written may be left open

—
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follows not only from the fact that the supernatural

element is almost entirely absent from the second half

of the book (excluding the we-sections and chapter

xix.), but still more clearly from the fact that while

there is much in common between chapters i.—xv.

and the we-sections in their attitude to the super-

natural, there is much more of the supernatural in

chapters i.—xv. than in the we-sections. For in-

stance :

1. In the we-sections all that has been included

under category III.—namely, what I have called

miracles of a " singular ^' character—is entirely want-

ing. Stories like the Ascension, the Gift of Tongues,

the death of Ananias and Sapphira, the blinding of

St. Paul and of Elymas, the mo7's persecutoris Herodis,

have no parallels in the we-sections (naturally also

not in the rest of the second half of the book).

2. In the we-sections realistic appearances of angels

(tide stib IV.), such as we find in i. 10 /. ; v. 19 ; viii.

26 ; xii. 7—11, are wanting.

3. In the we-sections we are never expressly told

that such and such persons are filled with the Holy
Ghost. The more frequently we meet with such

persons in chaps, i.—xv. (vide sub V.)—the Apostles in

a body, those who were chosen as the " Seven," St.

Peter, St. Stephen, St. Barnabas, St. Paul, the Chris-

tians of Jerusalem, and the Christians of Pisidian

Antioch are so described—the more strange it must
seem that nothing of the kind is said of any one in

the second half of the book.

4. In the we-sections are to be found none of the

passages, so frequent in chaps, i.—xv., which speak of
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the coming, the giving, the receiving of the Spirit, or

of the being baptized with Him (vide sub VI.).

5. In the we-sections there are no expressions

parallel to those included under category XI.

The absence of these groups from the we-sections

certainly brings out the distinctive character of chaps,

i.-xv., but this distinction is no less clearly marked

in the different treatment of parallel material here

and in the we-sections. It is true that in the we-

sections St. Luke appears as a man endowed with

" Spiritual " gifts who seeks for and believes in the

miraculous, yet in the parallel stories of chaps, i.—xv.

the miraculous colouring is more thickly laid on.

Compare the summary accounts of miracles, signs, and

wondrous cures (vide sub. I.) in chaps, i.-xv. with the

parallel passage XXViii. 9 : kol ol Xoiiroi ol ev r^ vrja-u)

eyovre^ acrOevelag irpocryp-^ovTO koi eOepairevovro, ol koi

TToXXaF? Tijiiaig eTijuirjcrav ^jmag. Here no more is said

than a " Christian Scientist *" could say, there the

strongest expressions are used ; we are intended to

picture to ourselves the working of the strongest

imaginable miraculous power. Or compare the

accounts of raising from the dead here and there.

In the one case we are told in plain words that

Tabitha was dead and that her " corpse '"' was already

prepared for the burial, and that St. Peter by prayer

and an authoritative summons brought her to life

again. In the we-sections, on the other hand, there

is nothing told us in the account of the raising of

Eutychus that is in itself extraordinary. Of course

S*^. Luke regarded, and would have us regard, the

occurrence as an instance of raising from the dead

;
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but he does not embellish the story from this point

of view. It is the same with the story of the snake

in Malta : here also nothing is said which is in itself

extraordinary, though St. Luke would have the occur-

rence regarded as a miracle. Nor is it otherwise with

the « Spiritual " element in the strict sense of the

word. In chaps, i.—xv., in a quite realistic fashion,

the Spirit is represented as speaking to St. Peter and
St. Philip ; in the we-sections the Christians of Tyre

and Agabus speak in the Spirit, and the Spirit speaks

in visions of the night. In chaps, i xv. we read

that irvevfxa Kvpiov ripiracrev tov ^iKiirirov (viii. 39) on

the public highway ; in the we-sections He hinders or

prevents; but how this happens we are not told (we

must suppose visions or something similar).

It is also very instructive to compare the account

of the so-called first missionary journey of St. Paul

(chaps, xiii.—xiv.) on the one hand with the accounts

of the later journeys, and on the other hand with chaps,

i.-xii., XV. Every one will at once see that it belongs

to the latter and not to the former section of the book.

In xiv. 3 we read of St. Paul and St. Barnabas : irap-

pr}<TiaC6iJi€V0L eiri rw Kvplw, SiSovri ctjjuieia koi repara

yivea-Oat Sia toov ^eipwv avrcou, just as in numerous

passages in chaps, i.-xii. and in xv. 12, while no
parallel passage is to be found in the second half of

the book. The story of the healing of the lame man
in Lystra (xiv. Sff.) has parallels only in iii. Iff. and
in ix. 33 (in each case a lame man in Jerusalem and
Lydda respectively). The story of the punishment

of Elymas by blinding has an analogy only in ix. 8.

Such expressions as irXtjOeh Tn/eJ/xaroj ay. (xiii. 9) and
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OL lULaOrjToi €7r\r]pouvTO irvevjuLarog ay. (xiii. 52)

—

concerning St. Paul and the Christians of Pisidian

Antioch respectively—are used in the second part

neither of St. Paul nor of any one of the communities

he founded. Moreover, it is easily recognised that

the whole narrative of chaps, xiii.—xiv. (with the

exception perhaps of the scene at Lystra, where the

people are about to sacrifice to the Apostles) is en-

veloped in the same atmosphere of generality and

superficiality which is characteristic of most of the

accounts in the first half of the book. It is not that

the author's representation of St. Paul is altogether

different from his representation of the leading figures

of the Primitive Community—in chaps, xiii.-xiv. he

shows that this is not so—but the difference in his

treatment begins just at the point where St. Bar-

nabas and St. Paul separate from one another

because of St. Mark. All that is narrated before

this time is essentially of one type, and all that is

narrated afterwards is of a twofold type (namely,

that of the we-sections and that of the remaining

parts), though this does not affect the unity of style

and vocabulary which obtains throughout the whole

book.

Behind chaps, i.—xv. there accordingly stands an

authority (or several authorities) who, as a " Christian

Scientist" and a "man of the Spirit," was on the

whole congenial to St. Luke, and whose word went

very far with him, though he was considerably more

credulous and uncritical in regard to the miraculous

than St. Luke himself. St. Luke has not dared to

narrate such stories where he himself was an eye-
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witness, but he trustfully accepts them when they are

vouched for by this authority (or authorities).

Who was this authority, or who were these authori-

ties ? It may seem absurd even to propound this

question, and certainly it cannot be satisfactorily

answered on the basis of the material which is here

collected; yet perhaps some indication may present

itself that may help us to an answer. It is natural

to suppose, and indeed has been already conjectured

by several critics independently of one another, that

the authorities for chap, xix., which is so very distinct

in character from the rest of the narrative in the

second half of the book (vide supra), were the Gaius

and Aristarchus so abruptly mentioned in verse 29.

Aristarchus, moreover—and Gaius also according to

the conjecture of Blass

—

together with St. Luke meet

St. Paul again a few months later, and Aristarchus

also joins St. Paul and St. Luke on the voyage to

Rome. The abrupt mention of his name and that

of Gaius in xix. 29 receives its simplest explanation

on the hypothesis that these very men were here St.

Luke''s authorities. May we not now attempt to dis-

cover among the persons who are mentioned in chaps,

i.—XV. one or more who might also be claimed as

authorities for what is here recorded ? It must have

been, as has been already remarked, a person of im-

posing authority, one whom St. Luke followed with

confidence. The leading personalities in chaps, i.—xv.

are St. Peter, St. Barnabas, St. Stephen, St. Philip,

and St. Paul. Of these, according to his own testi-

mony, he had learned to know St. Philip (also St.

Paul). That he was also acquainted with St. Peter,
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St. Barnabas, and St. Stephen is almost certain in the

case of the first two persons, and quite certainly ex-

cluded in the case of the last. Moreover, of persons

belonging to the Primitive Community he knew St.

James, Silas, and St. Mark.^ St. James, however,

falls quite into the background in the book, and no

one would dream of him as St. Luke's authority. If

therefore this authority is to be sought among the

persons mentioned in the book we can only think of

St. Philip, St Mark, or Silas. That he is to be sought

among these persons is, in my opinion, overwhelm-

ingly probable ; for if St. Luke had the opportunity

of gaining information from these persons—what

could possibly have prevented him from seizing it ?

Of the three persons just named Silas is expressly

described as a prophet (xv. 32), St. Philip as a great

worker of miracles (viii. 6 /. 13), both of them thus

as imposing authorities, a thing which cannot be said

of St. Mark. The latter does not play a very

pleasing part in the book (xiii. 13 ; xv. 37
ff.).

This, however, is as far as we can go at present.

We must, however, now glance at the character of

the miracles narrated in the book. The question

occurs whether these rest upon first-hand information,

or whether they presuppose secondary or even tertiary

tradition. If we neglect the instances of vision, of

prophecy, and of other communications made by the

Spirit, which are not miracles in the strict sense of the

word, we are left in chaps, i.—xv. with six instances of

miraculous cure, six (seven) " singular " miracles, and

four realistic appearances of angels.

* He first learned to know St. Mark in Rome.
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Dealing first with the miracles of healing, there is

nothing in the three accounts of cures of lameness

or in the one account of a cure of blindness that can

be brought forward as evidence against the primary

character of the tradition. In the first place, these

cures of lameness as well as the cure of blindness (the

cure of St. Paul who was suffering not strictly from

blindness but from temporary loss of sight) could well

have actually taken place—cures, and more especially

cures of lameness, by suggestion are recorded at all

times ; ^ if, however, this is not allowed, it is never-

theless certain that from the very beginning belief

in such miracles was current in the Primitive Com-

munity; nor are the stories told in such a fashion

that primary tradition

—

i.e, tradition originating in

the circle of those directly or almost directly con-

cerned—must necessarily be excluded. Moreover, the

circumstance that St. Paul, in spite of the stoning,

still remained alive, and could return into the city,

is not related as a miracle, but is intended to be regarded

as an instance of special Divine protection (just as in

the case of the snake-bite at Malta). Of the miracles

of healing there is now left only the raising of

Tabitha from the dead by St. Peter. It is idle to

inquire what really happened on this occasion. It is,

1 Notice also that each of the three accounts of the cure of lame-

ness has its own distinctive character. The first (in Jerusalem)

cannot possibly be broken away from the context, for it plainly

gives the occasion for all that follows (indeed probably also for the

outpouring of the Spirit

—

vide infra). The second (in Lydda) is an

isolated anecdote leading on only to the vigorous extension of the

Gospel in Lydda and Sharon. The third (in Lystra) is presupposed

by the story of the apotheosis of St. Barnabas and St. Paul, a story

that could not have been invented.
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however, important that the daughters of St. Philip

told Papias of a case of resurrection from the dead,

and that even Irenaeus writes (H. 31, 2) : o Kvpto^

^yeipev [yeKpov^'\ kcll ol awodTokoL Sia irpocrevyriq^ koli

ev aSeXcpOTtjTt ttoWolki^ Sia to avayKOiov Koi. rrjg Kara

TOirov eKKkrjcrla^ Trda-rjg aiTrjora/ULevrj^ jULera vrja-reiai koi

Xiraveia^ TroXXrjg eirea-Tpey^ev to vrveujULa tov tctc-

XevTTjKOTog KOI eyapiaOri 6 avOpcoTrog Taig ev-^aig twv

aylwv. I consider it to be quite probable that even

during the lifetime of St. Peter stories were current

concerning dead who had been raised again by that

apostle, indeed that he himself may have believed that

he had called a dead woman to life again. It is, more-

over, favourable to the hypothesis of a primary tradi-

tion that the story, in spite of its crudity, is fixed

in form and ministers to no special tendency. The

event it records did not take place in Jerusalem, but

in Joppa, a place which has no other significance in

early Christian history, and its favourable results

extend only to Joppa and the neighbourhood. None

of the more notable Christians of Jerusalem accom-

panied St. Peter thither, and there is in the story no

conscious imitation of a similar event in the Gospel

:

St. Peter prayed over the corpse, and then by his

summons brought back to life this old woman, who

had played a part of some importance in the little

Christian community of Joppa. I do not see why
decades of years should have been necessary for the

creation of this legend ; it could well have been told

to St. Luke when he was staying with St. Philip at

Caesarea.

As for the miracles of « singular " character, we
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need not discuss the two cases of sudden blinding (St.

Paul and Elymas) and the punishment of Herod by

death. The latter is simply a real event narrated

from a religious point of view ; St. Paul really lost his

sight for a short time ; and the story of the blinding

of Elymas by St. Paul, which certainly did not occur

in the way we are told, has probably some historical

nucleus, though no one if he is wise will venture to

state what it is, for it is possible to conjecture all

kinds of things. It is enough to know that the Pro-

consul's magician lost his eyesight at the time that

the influence of St. Paul won over his patron. We
cannot well imagine that the story is pure inven-

tion ; for why is it that nothing dreadful happens to

Simon Magus, who is painted in much darker colours ?

This negative fact seems to me very important ; for

if St. Luke wished to invent miracles there was no

more fitting place to insert one than here. And for

this very reason I regard the recourse to similar traits

of constant occurrence in novels of those times as

quite uncalled for.

There remain therefore only the Ascension, the

miracle of Pentecost, the Earthquake, and the story

of Ananias and Sapphira. Here also we may at once

eliminate the miracle of Pentecost. The countless

learned essays on this subject are really not worth the

paper on which they are written. There is only need

of a little literary feeling and understanding in order

to recognise that St. Luke the litterateur has here

taken the liberty of dressing up the phenomenon of

« speaking with tongues " in a grandiose style, although

its real nature and its form of manifestation were
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naturally well known to him. There is absolutely no

reason to assume the interpolation of secondary or

tertiary tradition, or the combination of two sources,

or such like hypotheses. Indeed, the very attempt

to analyse and to test the inner unity of this passage

is in itself an artistic crime. Neither is there any-

thing extraordinary about the Earthquake of iv. 31.

Besides, it is not a question here of an earthquake in

the strict sense of the word : SerjOevrcov avrcov eaa-

XevOtj 6 TOTTO?, iv <5 yjcrav (TVvr]'yiJLevoiy KOi eTrXyja-Orjcrav

diravreg tov aylov Trvev/uLarog. The trembling of

the ecstasy is transferred also to the place where

they were assembled. Certainly the author intends

a real miracle, but it is just as certain that the

record that such a miracle occurred could have arisen

at once and in the very locality of its supposed

occurrence.

It is otherwise with the story of Ananias and

Sapphira and of the Ascension ; but they are of

quite a different character.

The story of Ananias and Sapphira is certainly no

« allegorical fable " (Pfleiderer), and by the fact that

it presupposes not a general community of goods in

the Church of Jerusalem, but a self-sacrifice which

rested with the free-will of the individual, it shows

that it belongs to very ancient tradition. Neither

does it belong to the general plan of the Acts, i.e. it

is not a necessary link in the chain of development of

the narrative, but stands by itself. In its outward

form it is entirely Lukan, though it contains singular

elements in both vocabulary and subject-matter {voarcpi-

l^co-Oai, (ru(rT€X\€iv, Sida-rrj/uLa, (rvvecjxiovridtj v/uliv, yj/ev'
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(racrOai to ay. Trvevjiiai yj/evo-acrOaL tu> Oew, ol vecoTepoi

[ol peavlcTKoil). Its point lies in the miraculous know-

ledge and power of St. Peter (in the second place,

in the sanctity of the Church, in which every offence

is avenged by God). Here again we cannot say what

really happened, but it is not incredible that the

sudden death of two members of the community, of

doubtful character, should have been regarded in

Jerusalem itself, and even by contemporaries, as a

Divine act of punishment announced by St. Peter

;

and that the account of this event should have

been worked up after the pattern of Jos. vii. and

Levit. X. If, however, we recollect 1 Cor. v. 5, we

may go a step farther and may very well suppose

that St. Peter really pronounced a sentence of

death against the guilty pair and that their death

actually followed (vide Macar, Magn., III. 21, 28).

How this took place scarcely allows of conjecture.

At all events this legend is not one of those

that could only have been created by a later

generation.

On the other hand, the account of the corporal

Ascension is without doubt a narrative that could

not have taken form in the circle of the " Eleven."

I have collected together the material for the history

of the tradition of the Ascension in Hahn's Bibliothek

der Symhole, 3 Aufl. s. 382 ff. Apart from the Acts,

it occurs in the New Testament only in the spurious

conclusion of St. Mark, and in the interpolated passage

in St. Luke xxiv. 51. St. Paul has no knowledge of

it ; but there is no need to show how natural it was

that the primitive belief in the descensus and ascenstis
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should take this form in dependence upon the story

of Elijah (for the « cloud " cf. St. Mark ix. 7 ; xiii.

26; xiv. 62; Rev. xi. 12; xiv. 14 /.). The most

interesting points are the localisation on the Mount
of Olives, and the term of forty days. The localisa-

tion need not necessarily have taken form in Jeru-

salem ; yet it is overwhelmingly probable that this

trait had its origin in that city, for such localisations

are wont to be assigned in the place itself. More-

ever, there can be no doubt that the Primitive Com-
munity very soon began to embellish the story of the

last days of our Lord with local legends, according

to their own taste, and with a view to their own
glorification. This accretion of legend was facilitated

hy the fact that after twelve years the Apostles left

Jemsalem and only returned thither on short visits.

The Church there stood under the leadership of St.

James, who did not belong to the Twelve. Perhaps

it was only after his death that the legends arose that

our Lord first appeared to him, that the women (or

one woman) saw Him at the empty tomb, and that

accordingly the appearances in Galilee were preceded

by appearances in Jerusalem (the former were then

persistently ignored). At the time when St. Luke

was with St. Paul in Jerusalem these stories could

scarcely have been current. The stories that were

told at that time we learn from 1 Cor. xv. and the

genuine St. Mark, and from St. Matthew. The dis-

persion of the Apostles after twelve years, and the

dispersion of the Christians of Jerusalem during the

Great War, gave the opportunity for such a luxuriant

growth of semi-doctrinal legends concerning the appear-
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ances of the Crucified in Jerusalem. They took form

in the second generation, perhaps not in Jerusalem,

yet with the view to the glorification of that city,

and then were further developed within the Church

of Jerusalem when it had again gathered together in

its old home.

But if St. Luke had once heard the more trust-

worthy story, how could he possibly have bartered

his better knowledge for a later and inferior tradition ?

That he could do so is already shown in the two parts

of his own work when we compare the conclusion of

the first with the beginning of the second ; for here

he has exchanged a secondary for a tertiary tradition.

Why may he not previously have given up a primary

in exchange for a secondary tradition ? In his gospel

he indeed knows of an Ascension—in Acts i. 1 ff. he

says in plain words that in his former work he had

carried his narrative down to the point where our

Lord was taken up into Heaven (see also St. Luke

ix. 51)—but he only mentions the fact, he does not

picture it as a visible ascension, he does not localise

it on the Mount of Olives, and he does not fix its

occurrence at the end of forty days, but on the day

of the Resurrection. These are all points wherein

this story is superior to the narrative of the Acts,

though it is already legendary in character, and pre-

supposes a development of tradition which must have

occupied some considerable period of time. Now,

however, St. Luke has met with what he thinks still

better information, though it is really inferior : now
the Ascension is visible like the ascension of Elijah,

now it takes place on the Mount of Olives, and that
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after a period of forty days of continuous intercourse

with the disciples. If it is thought incredible that

St. Luke could have exchanged the tradition of St.

Paul and St. Mark for that which appears in his

gospel, then it ought also to be thought incredible

that he should have given up the latter tradition in

favour of that which appears in the Acts. And yet

the latter exchange is a fact, unless we are to assume

that the first twelve verses (certainly not intact) of

the Acts have been, even to their innermost nucleus,

edited and recast. There are, however, no grounds

for such a radical hypothesis. Hence it follows that

St. Luke has twice exchanged his better knowledge

for that which is worse.

Yet, after all, is this so strange ? Has not Chris-

tology its own history ? and must we assume that its

influence could not have been as strong as that of actual

history ? The problem here in question is simple

compared with the problem of the gospel of St. Mark,

i.e. compared with the problem presented by the fact

that the legendary traditions concerning Christ actu-

ally took form within the Primitive Community during

the first thirty years and under the very eyes of those

who had witnessed the events themselves ! Later

legends and legends with a doctrinal tendency show

themselves even more powerful than the memory of

the actual history ; and even the recollections of eye-

witnesses are modified and transformed under the

dominating influence of the thought " So it must

have happened " ! When some considerable time

after the destruction of Jerusalem St. Luke wrote

his gospel—perhaps in Asia—he reproduced the
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story of the last days of our Lord according to a

recension which, though originating in Jerusalem,

coincided in important points with the Johannine

type. It was not until afterwards that he accepted

the myth of the forty days and of the visible Ascen-

sion, and gave his vote for it in the Acts of the

Apostles. This myth belongs to the by no means

small number of those myths in which Israelitish and

Hellenic ideas encounter one another. Those who
suppose that the legend of the Ascension of our Lord
took form on the soil of Gentile Christianity and in

dependence upon the myths of the apotheosis of

heroes and emperors are certainly mistaken, and yet

it is no wonder that these legends when they reached

the genuine Hellene were especially welcome, and

therefore regarded as especially worthy of credence.

Now for the first time, according to his view of

things, the story of the Saviour of the World whose

birth had been celebrated by the angelic choirs had

received its appropriate finale ! Therewith all earlier,

more or less unsatisfying, " conclusions "" were set

aside.

It is true, therefore, that stories of miracles in the

first fifteen chapters of the Acts include, in the story

of the Ascension, a tertiary legend, indeed a myth,

although St. Luke was originally better informed and

also knew well what was written in the gospel of

St. Mark ; yet his reason for exchanging his better

knowledge for the worse admits of very easy explana-

tion. All the other stories of miracles occurring in

these chapters, including the story of Ananias and

Sapphira, can be ascribed to primary tradition, even
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though here and there a story has been worked up.^

It is a remarkablefact that (apart from the Ascension)

rnily the miracUs of the Lame Man, of the Death of
Ananias and Sapphira, and of the Release of St. Peter

from prison, are related in connection with Jerusalem

itself^ This self-restraint vouches well for the rela-

tive trustworthiness of the Jerusalem accounts ; but

we may also say, in regard to all the miracles narrated

in the Acts, that measured by the miracles of the

Acta Pauli or of the Acta Johannis and later apocry-

phal Acts of Apostles they appear scarcely miracles

at all. The miracles of the we-sections are almost

all miracles of the first degree ; the miracles in chaps.

i.—XV. are partly of the same degree, partly, however,

miracles of the second degree. The miracles of the

so-called apocryphal Acts are miracles of the second

or third degree. By miracles of the third degree I

* I have not as yet dealt with the four realistic appearances of

angels. The first (i. 10/.) is insignificant ; the two " men " at the

Ascension as angeli interpretes are almost necessary embellishments

of such narratives (c/. the appearance of angels at the sepulchre).

The two narratives, v. 19 and xii. 7-11 (the angel unlocking the

prison) are evidently doublets (on this vid^ infra). The more

ancient form here is that St. Peter (not '* the Apostles ") was mira-

culously {i.e. by an angel) released from prison (chap. xii.). We
may suppose that such a wonderful [i.e. entirely unexpected)

release really occurred ; the details of the story vouch for this. It

was the general belief that every child of God, and especially

St. Peter (xii. 15), had his own guardian angel. This at once

afforded a means for explaining the manner of the deliverance, and

even if we cannot suppose that St. Peter himself told the story as

we read it in chap, xii., still it could have been so told by his friends,

Laslty, the speaking of the angel to St. Philip (viii. 26) is as a

"miracle" insignificant.

* The remaining miracles are connected with Damascus, Lydda,

Joppa, Cyprus, and Lystra.
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mean those absurd stories of wonders which have not

the tiniest substratum of fact, but are demonstrably

either fuhe inventions from beginning to end or old

stories of miracles or popular myths in a new setting.

The critics of the Acts of the Apostles have not as a

rule a sufficient acquaintance with this unwieldy col-

lection of fabulous stories. If they knew them they

would not make so much ado about the stories of

miracles in the Acts.

The observation made above that only three stories

of miracles are connected with Jerusalem suggests an

inquiry into the whole question of the grouping of

the narratives of the Acts. Starting in this way we
may perhaps approach nearer to the solution of the

enigma which the book presents. The next chapter

is dedicated to this question.



CHAPTER V

THE SOURCES AND THEIR VALUE

If St. Luke the Physician is the author of the Acts,

the question of sources is simply and speedily settled

for the whole second half of the book. So far as

a considerable portion of this second half is con-

cerned, he has written as an eye-witness, and for the

rest he depends upon the report of eye-witnesses who

were his fellow-workers. For what occurred during

the second and third missionary journeys Timothy

and Ga,ius and Aristarchus of Macedonia (xix. 29;

XX. 4 ; XXV ii. 2) come into the first line of considera-

tion (vide supra^ p. 149). As for the narrative of

what occurred during the Jlfial visit to Jerusalem and

Caesarea we cannot point to any definite person who
formed the author's authority here ; but during the

long voyage from Cassarea to Rome which immediately

followed these events, St. Luke was actually the com-

panion of St. Paul. It is in itself improbable that the

second half of the book (from xvi. 6 onwards) depends

upon written sources, nor do we anywhere find indica-

tions of their existence.^ It has, however, been already

shown (pp. 141^.) that the records which stood at the

author's service for this portion of the book are

^ Whether the cases of discrepancy presuppose the use of sources

is discussed later.
162
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sharply distinguished by their sobriety from the

sources for the first half of the book.^

As for the first half of the book, every attempt to

make a scientific analysis of the sources on the basis

of vocabulary and style has proved abortive. A most

thorough and detailed investigation has taught me
that everything here is so " Lukan "" in character that

by the method of linguistic investigation no sure

results can be attained. The style of the first half

is certainly distinguishable from that of the second

half by certain obvious and tangible characteristics

(vide « Luke the Physician," pp. 106^.) ; yet not only

is the agreement much greater than the difference,

but the problem which here exists is only part of the

problem which dominates the whole question of the

relationship between the gospel and the Acts. St.

Luke is an artist in style, and always modifies his

style in accordance with the content of his narrative

and the geographical scene of action (vide he. cit,

103 ff.) ; from this established fact it follows that

differences of style do not necessarily imply different

sources. It is true that sources mai/ lie in the back-

ground—in the gospel, for instance, by noting differ-

ences of style it might perhaps have been possible to

arrive at a source like St. Mark and another like Q,
even if we did not possess the gospels of St. Mark
and St. Matthew (vide my " Sayings of Jesus," Williams

and Norgate, 1908) ; but in no part of the Acts can

the use of sources be proved on the basis of linguistic

investigation.

^ Local colouring is found in the second half only in the narra-

tive of events in Bphesus and in the account of the voyage.
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In the face of this negative result our inquiry into

the first half of the book must approach the ques-

tion from other starting-points—from the scenes and

persons with which the narrative is concerned. All

historical traditions are attached to persons or places

;

they are either local or personal or both together.

St. Luke was necessarily dependent upon tradition.

The scene, upon which the primitive history of the

Church was enacted, was far removed from him, the

Hellene, not only in time and space, but also in

temperament and spirit. And yet it is on the other

hand most important to recollect that he had been

in Palestine—even though probably only on a flying

visit—; that he had learned to know the Christian

communities of Jerusalem, Caesarea, and some churches

on the eastern shores of the Mediterranean ; that in

company with St. Paul he had worked with Silas of

Jerusalem, and in Rome with St. Mark, another

native of Jerusalem ; that he even came into personal

contact with St. James, the Lord's brother ; and that

he had stayed in the house of St. Philip the Evan-

gelist (vide supra, pp. 149/!).^ There is surely com-

1 His acquaintance with, or fellowship in labour with, St. Paul's

Hellenic fellow-workers, does not concern us here. The circum-

stance that Titus is not mentioned in the Acts would only present

a difficulty if Titus were so constantly with St. Paul, and so in-

timately bound up with his ministry as was Timothy and, for a

period of time, Silas. But in all probability he was as independent

as St. Luke himself, and only temporarily placed himself at the

disposal of the Apostle. He is, moreover, probably included in the

words " Kal nvas dWovs " of Acts xv. 2, and perhaps also in xv. 35

{fiera Kal €T^p(j3v toWuv). By mentioning the aXXoi St. Luke salves

his own conscience as an accurate historian, and clearly enough

informs ns that he does not wish to suppress anything, though he
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munication enough here to explain the character of

the material for chaps, i.—xvi. 5 of the Acts and the

means by which it was acquired ; and it is obvious

that we must start our critical investigation with the

discussion of these means of communication. Whether

these will suffice, i.e. whether we may not be com-

pelled to search for other sources of information, is a

wider question.

Considering first the scenes of action we find that

they are as follows :

—

Chaps, i.—viii. 1. Scene—Jerusalem.

Chap. viii. 1, 4. Scene

—

at ^(JopaL rrj^ 'lou^am? koi

'ZiajuLaplag.

Chap. viii. 5—25. Scene—Samaria and Jerusalem.

Chap. viii. 26-40. Scene—The coast of PhiUstia

(Azotus and Caesarea; starting from Jeru-

salem : viii. 26).

Chap. ix. 1—30. Scene—Damascus and Jerusalem.

Chaps, ix. 32-xi. 18. Scene—^The coast of Philistia

(Lydda, Joppa, Caesarea) and Jerusalem.

Chap. xi. 19—30; xii. 25. Scene—Antioch and

Jerusalem.

Chap. xii. 1—24. Scene—Jerusalem (and Caesarea).

Chaps, xiii. 1—xiv. 28. Scene—Antioch, and the

places in south-eastern and central Asia Minor

visited by the mission which started from

Antioch.

thinks that he is justified in confining himself to the express mention

of St. Paul and St. Barnabas as the chief characters. Besides, it is

clear from Gal. ii. 1 (/Lierot Bapv. a-v/xirapaXa^uv Kal TLtov) and

Gal. ii. 9 (where Titus is wanting) that the others were really only

secondary characters. St. Luke's procedure is therefore fuUy

justified.
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Chap. XV. 1-35. Scene—Antioch and Jerusalem ;

XV. 36—xvi. 5, a fresh visit to the churches of

Syria, CiHcia, and south-eastern Asia Minor

(forming the transition to what follows).

This survey seems to teach us that, with the ex-

ception of xiii. 1-xiv. 28, a section which begins and

ends in Antioch, we aix throughout concerned with

traditions connected with Jerusalem ; for even where the

action of the narrative is carried on in other scenes,

Jerusalem still remains the place whence it proceeds

and to which it in many instances returns. We might

accordingly formulate the very simple conclusion that

the Acts in its first half, with the exception of chaps,

xiii. and xiv., presents us with tradition purely con-

nected with Jerusalem.

But the matter is not so simple as this. The

"interpolated" passage, with its horizon so clearly

Antiochean, of itself incites us to inquire whether

Antiochean tradition may not be traced earlier in the

book ; and in chap, xv., also, we find that the narra-

tive starts from Antioch (xv. 1 /.), and returns thither

(xv. 30-35). Closer investigation shows that the

Antiochean character of chap. xv. is as clear as that of

chaps, xiii.—xiv. ; for the arrangement of both passages

is exactly parallel; the narrative begun in Antioch

passes over to other scenes, and returns back to Antioch

again. Accordingly xiii. 1-xv. 35 is Antiochean

tradition, because the principal scene of action is

Antioch. With this conclusion agree the exact state-

ments concerning prophets and teachers in Antioch

in xiii. 1, and the details given in xv. 1, 2, and xv.

30-35. It has been thought that a quite new divi-
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sion of the book begins with xiii. 1, because the section

opens with the words : //craj/ Se ev ^AvTioyela Kara

Tiju oucrav eKKXtjcriav irpocpijTai koi SiSacTKaXoi. But

it was necessary to mention the name « 'Ai/rio^^e^a"

here (instead of omitting the name as in xii. 25 and

writing " there "), because even in xii. 25 the name
of the city is left to be supphed after virearrpey^av^

and it would have meant too great reliance upon the

memory of the reader if the name of the city had

been again unexpressed. Again, the purpose of the

words Tr]v ovcav eKKkrjarlav is not to inform us that

there was a church in Antioch, but to distinguish the

prophets who are here named as belonging to this city

from those prophets belonging to Jerusalem who had

come down to Antioch (xi. 27
ff.).

Hence xiii. 1
ff.

necessarily presupposes not only xii. 25 but also xi.

27-30. But now we at once notice that this section,

although it introduces a journey of St. Barnabas and

St. Paul to Judaea and Jerusalem, is nevertheless

written from the standpoint of Antioch—even if we

do not accept the reading of Codex D {crvvea-TpajuLiuLevcov

fjfjLwv) as original (this reading is correct in that it

marks that the tradition here belongs not to Jeru-

salem but to Antioch)—for it is to Antioch that

the prophets come from Jerusalem, and the Apostles

depart from Antioch and return thither again (while

nothing is said about the return of the prophets who

came from Jerusalem). The setting of this passage

is therefore found to be exactly similar to that given

in xiii. 1 /. and xiv. 26 /., and in xv. 1
ff.

and xv.

80-35. Thus all from xi. 27-xv. 35 is Antiochean

tradition, with the exception of xii. 1-24, a 'piece of
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Jerusalem tradition which we can now see has been

interpolated here.

But the passages written from the standpoint of

Antioch do not first begin with xi. 27, rather as has

been long recognised xi. 27^. presupposes xi. 19—26

—

a passage of even central importance—indeed, is bound

up with it. In this passage the rapid development

of the narrative is from the beginning directed towards

Antioch, and in the shortest space presents a wonder-

ful wealth of information (the preaching to the Gen-

tiles ; the foundation and the rapid growth of the

Church ; the sending of St. Barnabas from Jerusalem

to Antioch; St. Barnabas' approval of the mission

to the Gentiles, and the part he took in it ; the

bringing of St. Paul from Tarsus to Antioch by St.

Barnabas; their united missionary work in the city

during a whole year ; the origin of the name " Chris-

tians" in Antioch). These facts in themselves, and,

above all, the statement concerning the origin of the

name « Christians," leave no room for doubt that we
have here Antiochean tradition, even if xi. 19-26

were not bound up so closely as it is with what
follows. It is not even forgotten that the first persons

who dared to preach the Gospel directly to Gentiles

—and that first in Antioch ; for this is expressly

emphasised—were exclusively Christians of Cyprus

and Cyrene.

Their names are not mentioned, though afterwards

the prophets and teachers of Antioch are introduced

by name. This, however, cannot be because they met
with slight success—for in xi. 21 we learn just the

opposite—but only because they were not authorised
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prophets and teachers, or rather were not prophets

and teachers by profession.

But these Christians of Cyprus and Cyrene who

preached in Antioch, and founded in that city the

mission to the Gentiles, are introduced in xi. 19/. as

members of an already well-known group—namely,

those Christians who had fled from Jerusalem because

of the episode of St. Stephen. They are introduced

by the words : ol /mev ouu Siaa-Trapevreg airo t^? OXly^ecog

T>J9 y€vojuL6Pt](} iir] ^T€<pdi/(t). The narrative thus goes

back for some 146 verses, and connects directly with

viii. 1, 4, as if nothing had intervened (note the catch-

word SieaTrdprja-ap in viii. 1 and ol jmev ovv Siacrira-

p€VT€9 in viii. 4). Thus viii. 1, 4 also belong to the

Antiochean group of narratives.

Now comes the question, how much more of the

preceding part of the book must we assign to this

group ? In order to answer this question it is obvious

that we must begin with vi. 1
ff". ; for all that pre-

cedes is of a different character, and is exclusively

connected with Jerusalem. Besides, as we shall see

more clearly later, vi. 1
ff.

is sharply distinguished

from chaps, i.—v. by the character and the precision

of its narrative.

In vi. 1-6 we have the account of the election of

the seven deacons in consequence of a controversy in

the Church between the Hellenists and the Hebrews.

Among the seven Stephen comes at once to the front

{dvt]p 7r\i]p>]9 TTicTTeccg Kol irvev/jLaro^ dyiov, again

TrXr'iprjg yapLTO'5 Kai Supdjmewg eirolei repara Kai crt]/iM€ia

jueydXa ev Tip Xaw, again rj aocpia koi to Trvev/ma <h

iXaXei, compare the description of Barnabas in xi.
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24 : avrjp ayaOog koi TrXrjptjg irvevjuLaros ayiov koi

7r/(rT6ft)9), all the rest are simply named with the sole

exception that the words " Trpoa-rjXvro^ ^AvTio-)(ev9
"

are added to the name of Nicolas (vi. 5). Thus two

traits—that the native of Antioch is the only one of

the " Seven " whose place of origin is mentioned and

that the Hellenists are introduced in controversy with

Hebrews—a kind of preparation for the *'KXXt]V€9 in

xi. 20—make it in itself probable that vi. 1—6 belongs

to xi. 19
ff.

But there are yet closer bonds of con-

nection between the two passages. For we must

necessarily ask why this account of the choice of the

seven deacons, which stands out in such contrast to

the narratives of chaps, i.—v., has been given at all.

Taking account of what follows we at once perceive

that this election forms in one way or another the

starting-point of no less than three lines of narrative

:

(1) St. Stephen's controversy with the Hellenistic

Jews, and then all that follows up to the preaching

of the Gospel in Antioch by those who had been

scattered by the persecution concerning Stephen

;

(2) the missionary activity of St. Philip in Samaria,

&c. ; (3) St. Paul's zeal in persecution and his con-

version on the way to Damascus. But it is only the

first line which is really organically connected with

the election of the " Seven " ; for the two others this

election is not an essentially necessary presupposition,

nor are they especially concerned with the distinction

between Hebrews and Hellenists. On the other hand,

the connection is vital and complete throughout the

following series of events :

—

1. A dispute arises between Hebrews and Hellenists;
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2. In order to remove the causes of the dispute

seven Hellenists are chosen as deacons;

3. One of them, Stephen, contends with the rigidly

orthodox Hellenists, and is accused of uttering blas-

phemy against " the holy place " and the Law and

of proclaiming the destruction of the Temple and

the abolition of the eOr] of Moses ;

4. A persecution arises, Stephen is put to death,

and the Christians of Jerusalem (except the Apostles

—thus not all the Christians of Jerusalem but most

probably only the Hellenistic Christians) are compelled

to leave Jerusalem

;

5. At first they are dispersed throughout Judaea

and Samaria, where they preach, but afterwards they

wander farther, extending their mission to Phoenicia,

Cyprus, and Antioch; and some of them, men of

Cyprus and Cyrene, preach the Gospel to the Greeks

in Antioch.

This is evidently a single connected narrative, the

goal of which is from the first Antioch and the

mission to the Gentiles, and which for this very reason

begins with the controversy in Jerusalem itself be-

tween Hebrews and Hellenists. Its unity can, more-

over, be proved from considerations of form ; for

in the story of St. Philip not only is there no special

emphasis laid upon the circumstance that the Samari-

tans differed in religion from the Jews, but also this

story is itself obviously and confessedly a digression.

In fact, in viii. 4, St. Luke already makes a start to

tell what he is about to tell us in xi. 19. He com-

mences with the words : oi juev ouv SiacrTrapei/reg Si^\-

6ov, i.e. with the same wm'ds with which he commences
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ill xi. 19. But instead of continuing : (SitjXOov) em
^oivLKV}^ Ka\ J^virpov Koi ^A.vTioyela^, he confines him-

self, without naming the countries, to the general

phrase : {^ltjKQov) €vayyekLXoiJ.evoL tov XoyoVf so that

it was possible for him to pass over to the story of

St. Philip, to connect therewith other digressions,

and not to take up the thread again until xi. 19.

Hence all that comes between viii. 4 and xi. 19 is

digression, and accordingly vi. 1-8 and xi. l9-xv. 35

(with the exception of xii. 1-24) form one great

homogeneous passage which stands in sharp contrast

to the rest of the context : It is an Antlochean tradi-

tion, distinguished as such by the phrase N^/coAaoy

'TTpoa-ijXvTog 'Ai/rfo^eu? at the very beginning, charac-

terised as such by the fact that the point is through-

out directed towards Antioch, and proved to be such

by the indissoluble connection of the earlier sections

with the concluding sections, which are unquestionably

Antiochean in character. In view of the verbal coin-

cidence between viii. 4 and xi. 19 the question must

occur whether a written source does not here lie in the

background. The argument in favour of this conclu-

sion is strong, but taken by itself it is not convincing

;

it is also possible that St. Luke may have repeated

his own words.

But there is yet another consideration which makes

it probable that St. Luke is here dependent on a

written source. In vi. 13 the witnesses who charge

St. Stephen with blasphemy against the Temple and

the Law are described as false witnesses, and then

there follows the long speech of St. Stephen ; this

speech, however, not only breaks off prematurely, but
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also shows evident traces of the hand of an editor,

for while its depreciatory attitude towards the Temple

is still clearly recognisable, its attitude towards the

Law is quite obscure. It is not, therefore, too bold

a conjecture to suppose that at the background here

there lies a source in which the accusations concern-

ing the Temple and the Law (vide "The Trial of

Christ") were not described as false accusations, and

in which the speech of St. Stephen had a sharper tone

(in reference to the Law), and also contained at its

close the declaration that "^Itjcroug KaraXvcreL top toitov

TOVTOV KOLL oXXa^ei TO, eOrj a TrapeSwKCV IS/LcoVo-rj^. It

would be quite in correspondence with St. Luke's

reverence for the Old Testament and for the pious

ordinances of the ancient religion—which was all the

greater because he did not know them from within

—

that he should have softened the tones here. Then,

however, it is probable that for vi. 1—viii. 4, and xi. 19—

XV. 35 (xii. 1—24) may be neglected in this connection)

he possessed a written source. The unity of this source

cannot, of course, be absolutely proved, but when we

consider how the passages vi. 1—viii. 4 and xi. 19—30

carry on a connected and purposeful development

of events whose goal is Antioch, and as we note

the Antiochean setting of chaps, xiii. and xiv., as

well as of XV. 1—35, this hypothesis seems at all

events probable. We may also point out that in the

first half of the Acts it is only in these Antiochean

passages (and in chap, ix., a chapter which stands

by itself) that the Christians are called ol /uLaOtjTal,

and that the Apostles (vi. 2) are called ol ScoSeKa
;

and that such detailed accounts as those of vi. 5

;
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vi. 9 ; xi. 19, 20 ; and xiii. 1 are almost without

analogy elsewhere in the first half of the book.

But is all the rest of the first half of the book,

namely, chaps, i.-v. ; viii. 5-xi. 18 ; xii. 1-24, really

tradition connected with Jerusalem and also homo-

geneous ? As a matter of fact the whole narrative

of chaps, i.—V. is connected with Jerusalem, and we

may say that all the rest has Jerusalem for its

setting; but two considerations demand further ex-

amination. In the first place, the narrative concern-

ing St. Paul in ix. 1-28 ^ (to which vii. 58^ and viii.

1% 3 also belong) has Jerusalem indeed for its

setting, but the fact that parallel accounts exist in

xxii. 3-16 and xxvi. 9—18, of itself shows that we

have here tradition of a distinctive character, and

the possibility that St. Luke may have derived his in-

formation from St. Paul himself, compels us to treat

this passage separately. It is also deficient in con-

nection with the rest of the narratives. In the second

place, the stories of St. Philip, though their scene of

action lies outside Jerusalem, and also the records of

the mission of St. Peter in Palestine, are certainly

closely dependent upon Jerusalem ; and yet there is

another city to which they give special prominence,

namely, Caesarea. We read first at the conclusion

of the stories of St. Philip : ^IXitttto^ evpeO)] eig

"A^toTOi/, KOI ofeo^o/xej/09 evtjyyeXi^eTO Ta^ TroXeig

Trao-a? ecog tov eXOelv avrov eh H^aKraplav (viii. 40).

It is thus expressly noted that St. Philip took up his

lasting abode in Caesarea, and in this way we are

prepared for xxi. 8, 9. Secondly, the conversion of

1 The limits here are uncertain.
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the centurion, an event only inferior in importance to

that of chap. xi. 19 ^., has its scene in Caesarea

;

further the express, yet seamingly superfluous, in-

formation is given that the brethren who conducted

St. Paul from Jerusalem to Tarsus came with him to

Caesarea (ix. 30) ; and lastly, there is the record of the

punishment of Herod by death in Caesarea (xii. 19
ff.)—a piece of supplementary information which lies

quite outside the economy of the book. We must,

therefore, describe the sections viii. 5—40 ; ix. 29—xi.
18; xii. 1—24 as Caesarean tradition, or rather as

tradition connected with both Jerusalem and Caesarea.

There is also a piece of personal tradition (the Con-

version of St. Paul, ix. 1—28). It has, however, been

shown in the previous chapter that all these tradi-

tions are strictly homogeneous in their attitude to

the supernatural, and that this character cannot have

been first impressed upon them by St. Luke; for

otherwise it must have appeared in those parts of

the second half of the book where the «we" does

not occur; here, however, this character is almost

entirely wanting.

The passages i.-v. ; viii. 5-40 ; ix. 29-xi. 18 ; and
xii. 1—24, do not give an impression of literary homo-
geneity such as would lead us to conclude that they

are derived from a single source ; but we cannot come
to close quarters with this question until we have

investigated the content of these passages with special

reference to the chief personalities with which they

are concerned.

The Antiochean traditions, as read in St. Luke,
begin with St. Stejrhen, whom they extol—while St.
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Paul does not mention him in any of his epistles

—

and then pass over from the " men of Cyprus and

Cyrene " to St. Barnabas and St. Paul, gradually giving

to the latter ever greater prominence (up to xiii. 7

St. Barnabas stands in the foreground—xiii. 9 St.

Paul's change of name—xiii. 13 ol irepi TiavXov—in

xiii. 43, 46, 50 ; xv. 2 [his], 22, 35 St. Paul stands

first—xiv. 20 i^rjXOev crvv rep ^apva^a—but in xiv.

12; xiv. 14; xv. 12, 25, St. Barnabas still stands

first). This gradually increasing accentuation of the

importance of St. Paul, and the introduction of the

name " Paul " for " Saul,"' are certainly due to St.

Luke, and were foreign to the source, as may be seen

even from xiv. 14 and xv. 12, 25. Hence we may
not describe the Antiochean tradition as Pauline

tradition, but must characterise it by the three names

—Stephen—Barnabas—Saul. In it St. Barnabas is

regarded as equal to, indeed as superior in importance

to, St. Paul—as with St. Stephen we are told some-

thing of his character and antecedents (vide supra),

nothing of the kind is told us of St. Paul ; again, St.

Barnabas is a prophet, St. Paul only a teacher. This

again shows us that we are here concerned with a

separate tradition which has been touched up by St.

Luke.^ According to this source St. Paul was not

the originator of the mission to the Gentiles ; on the

contrary, the men of Cyprus and Cyrene were first in

1 It is even possible that, in the source, St. Stephen and St.

Barnabas were treated as the chief characters, and that Saul played

only a secondary part. In favour of this hypothesis we have xv.

37: Bapj'a/Sdj €§oi\€TO <xvfnrapa.\a^eiv Koi rbv 'Iwduvrjv {cf. alsoirapa-

\a^6vTa in verse 39), if we may press the words. Yet it is no longer

possible to speak here with certainty.
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the field, and were followed by St. Barnabas, and

only in the third place by St. Paul. In its references

to Jerusalem this source is interested in the attitude

of the Church as a whole ; otherwise only in St. Peter

and in St. James (chap, xv.), who is regarded as of

equal importance with St. Peter. Here (in contrast

with Gal. ii. 9) all remembrance of the attitude of

St. John has vanished ; on the other hand, the memory
of the two men who were at that time sent from

Jerusalem to Antioch has been preserved ; they were

the prophets Judas Barsabbas and Silas. The rela-

tions between Jerusalem and Antioch are, on the

whole, carefully depicted. First Barnabas came from

Jerusalem to Antioch as an ambassador (xi. 22), then

a whole deputation of prophets (xi. 27), then teachers

(xv. 1), then Judas and Silas. We are to note that

these were all prophets or teachers ; evidently it was

considered that such men were alone suitable to con-

duct negotiations, and to establish relations in the

correct way. By the mention of the thrice repeated

despatch of prophets from Jerusalem to Antioch,

and by the journeys of St. Paul and St. Barnabas

from Antioch to Jerusalem, this body of tradition is

again held together and characterised as homogeneous.

Through the whole of these sections there also runs

a connected theme : the foundation of the mission

to the Gentiles in the foundation of the Church of

Antioch, the extension of this mission from Antioch

and its firm establishment by St. Barnabas and St.

Paul up to its full recognition by the mother church

of Jerusalem, which had from the beginning benevo-

lently fostered good relations with Antioch, while

M
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on the part of Antioch there was no want of filial

deference to Jerusalem.

The traditions connected with Jerusalem, and with

both Jerusalem and Caesarea, have in chaps, i.—v. St.

Peter as their centre (in iv. 36 St. Barnabas is thrust

into the context by St. Luke, very carelessly and

inartistically so far as form is concerned, but in order

to prepare for his later ministry ; also St. John here

and later in the work is depicted in quite a shadowy

fashion). In viii. 5—40 St. Philip and St. Peter form

the central points; in ix. 29-xi. 18 and xii. 1-24

St. Peter ag-ain stands bv himself. We must accord-

ingly describe these traditions as Petrine, with the

proviso that two passages connected with St. Philip are

found among them (viii. 5-13 ; viii. 26-40). The first

is closely bound up with the Petrine sections by the

Petrine passage viii. 14-25 ; but the second is quite

independent, neither does the first lose anything of

its real independence because of its conjunction with

the Petrine sections. St. Philip here plays a primary

part. Accordingly these traditions fall into two divi-

sions very unequal in extent, the larger of which is

grouped exclusively round St. Peter, the smaller round

St. Philip. This distinction does not, however, coin-

cide with the distinction between tradition purely

connected with Jerusalem and that connected with

Jerusalem and Caesarea ; in fact, the latter body of

tradition is connected not only with St. Philip but

also with St. Peter.

The Jerusalem-Caesarean tradition (viii. 5-40; ix.

29—xi. 18), concerned both with St. Peter and St. Philip,

may be regarded as an unity, for the style of narrative
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is the same, and the sections are bound together by

similar traits. Moreover, the passage xii. 1-24 must

be assigned to the same collection ; for it is connected

both with Jerusalem and Caesarea and gives the

necessary completion to the narrative of viii. 5-40
and ix. 29-xi. 18. As for chaps, i.—v., this passage of

fundamental importance for the Acts is certainly not

homogeneous, rather we can trace in it at least two

strains of tradition. This fact has been long recog-

nised with more or less clearness, though its details

have been worked out in various ways. By means of

a criticism totally wanting in method, and with an

exaggeration which is simply colossal, the conclusion

has actually been drawn that throughout the whole

of the ActSj or at least throughout the greater half of

that book, there run two parallel sources, veritable

twin writings ! We now proceed to state all that

can be safely concluded on the basis of methodical

investigation.

Every one who carefully reads chaps, ii.-v. and

attempts to realise the connection and succession of

events recorded in those chapters must necessarily

recognise that the whole second chapter and chap. v.

17-42 are elements which disturb and obstruct the

flow of the narrative—are, in fact, doublets which

are in more than one respect liable to exception. If

we at first simply omit them we arrive at the follow-

ing scheme of narrative :

—

1. St. Peter and St. John go to the Temple ; the

cure of the impotent man (iii. 1—10), clearly recorded

as the first astounding miracle, one which determines

the whole following course of events.
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2. St. Peter"'s great missionary sermon in Solomon''s

Porch on the occasion of the miracle that had been

wrought (iii. 11-26).

3. The extraordinary effect of the miracle and the

sermon (5000 souls are said to have been converted ^) ;

St. Peter and St. John are at evening cast into prison

by the Jewish authorities [the Sadducees are specially

mentioned] (iv. 1-4).

4. The hearing in the morning; St. Peter's mis-

sionary discourse before the Council (the cure of the

impotent man is still the fact upon which the argu-

ment rests) ; the command not to preach the Gospel

;

the protest of St. Peter and St. John against the

same (" Judge ye yourselves whether it is right in

the sight of God to hearken to you more than unto

God *")
; the dismissal of the Apostles because of fear

of the people (iv. 5-22).

5. The return of the Apostles to their brethren ;
^

the great thanksgiving of the assembly ending with

the prayer : ^o? T019 SovXotg crou juera 7rapp)]aria?

TracTi]^ XaXeiv top \6yov crov, ev tw Ttjv X^^P^ eKTelveiv

ere elq "ia<Jiv Kal (Tfjimeia koi Tepara yivea-Qai Sia rov

ovojUiaTog Tou aylov iraioo^ crov ^Itjaov (iv. 23—SO).

6. Directly afterwards—thus still before mid-day

—the outpouring of the Holy Spirit accompanied by

a kind of earthquake ; the immediate result : eXdXovv

Tov Xoyov TOU Oeov juLera irapprja-la^i—further result

:

they were all of one mind, neither said any that

ought of the things which he possessed was his

1 Have we not here one cipher too many ? Vide 1 Cor. xv. 6 :

irravw irevTaKbcrioi ddeXcpol.

2 Thus still before mid-day.
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own, and

—

Suvajmei jmeyaXr] cLTreSlSouv to jmaprvpiov

01 OLiroarToXoL tov Kvplov hjcrov Ti/S" avaa-raarecog (iv.

31-33).

7. Because of this grand spirit of self-sacrifice no

one lacked anything ; the appalling episode of Ananias

and Sapphira ; the great fear of the whole Church ^

because of the apostolic power of St. Peter (iv. 34—

V. 11).

8. Many signs and wonders are now wrought by the

Apostles'* hands among the people (Xao?—in contrast

with €KK\ij(TLa) ; they were all together in Solomon**s

Porch ; the people hold them in high honour and

reverence ; their number increases ; St. Peter performs

many miracles of healing ; even from the toimis outside

Jerusalem many sick folk and those possessed with

daemons were brought to him (v. 12-16).

Here we have a narrative marked by consistency

and logical connection in the succession of events.^

If we now turn to chaps, ii. and v. 17—42, we read

as follows :

—

1. The outpouring of the Holy Spirit in visible

form in the morning [where ? in what connection or

for what reason ? Is it because the day of Pentecost

was being fulfilled ?] ; immediate result : \aXeiv

erepai^ y\(jo(T<rai^i so as to be understood by all (ii.

1-13).

1 Here the word iKk\riffia>makes its first appearance quite abruptly.

^ It is noteworthy that in these passages our Lord is four times

called 6 7ra?s GeoO. It is possible to eliminate from this connection

the story of Ananias and Sapphira ; whether it ought to be elimi-

nated is a question which, in my opinion, cannot be decided. As an

especially appalling instance of apostolic power it is quite in place

in the context.
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2. A great missionary sermon of St. Peter on the

occasion of the outpouring of the Spirit which had

been manifested in the fiery tongues and in the miracle

by which those who heard understood what was said

(ii. 14—36). St. Peter in his sermon presupposes that

this outpouring was accompanied by " repara,'''' of

which nothing is said in the narrative.

3. The extraordinary success (about 3000 con-

versions) of the miracle and the sermon (ii. 37-41);

further result : they continue in the doctrine of the

Apostles and in the fellowship, in the breaking of

bread and in the prayers; fear came upon every

soul; the Apostles work great miracles; all that

believed were always together and had all things

common ; they were daily together in the Temple,

and also in their own homes they held their sacred

feasts in gladness and singleness of heart, having

favour with all the people (ii. 42-47).

4. The Apostles are thrown into prison by the

Jewish authorities [the Sadducees are specially men-

tioned], but are set at liberty by an angel who directs

them to go into the Temple and to preach there to

all the people; this they do (v. 17-2P).

5. The Jewish authorities, who wish to condemn
them, in vain seek for them in the prison ; being, how-

ever, informed that the Apostles were teaching in the

Temple, they command that they should be brought

before them (" not with violence ; for they feared the

people ") and forbid them -^ to preach the Gospel.

^ Here St. Luke expressly introduces the prohibition as a reminis-

cence of an earlier one—thus as a second prohibition—because he

had already narrated it once before.
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The protest of St. Peter (" We must obey God rather

than men"). The purpose of the Council to con-

demn the Apostles to death is changed by a speech

of Gamaliel. The scourging and release of the

Apostles (v. 21^-41).

6. The Apostles continue their teaching in the

Temple and at home (v. 42).

It is, in my opinion, so clear that we have here a

second narrative of the same events, that one can

only wonder that the knowledge that this is so has

not long ago become common property. The corre-

spondence becomes still more striking if we add to

the first account (A) the story from the Jerusalem-

Caesarean section (vide supra) of the miraculous deliver-

ance of St. Peter from prison by an angel during the

night (chap. xii. ; here also without the knowledge of

the guards) ; and this we ought to do (as Weiss also

thinks). The first recension (A) is, however, far

superior to the second recension (B). We may with

confidence leave it to the reader to test that this is so

both on the whole and in detail (the editorial touches

of St. Luke in both recensions do not often afiect

the subject-matter, and can be easily discerned ;
^ St.

Luke did not perceive that he was reproducing two

traditions concerning the same occurrences, so that

the connection of events in the narrative which he

has compiled is altogether poor, illogical, and incred-

ible). In B there is no clear motive given either for

^ St. Luke's character as an historian quite excludes the hypo-

thesis that the recension B is a free invention of his ; there is,

however, no doubt that here as elsewhere he has added his own
touches.
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the outpouring of the Spirit,^ or for the presence of

the multitude, or for the fear of the people, or for the

fear of the authorities because of the people, or for

the imprisonment of the Apostles. In A everything

has hands and feet : the cure of the impotent man
—this astonishing miracle that it had been granted

to St. Peter to perform—explains everything:—the

courage with which St. Peter openly and loudly pro-

claimed Jesus in Solomon's Porch before the people

who were present, and were rushing together to him ;

the many conversions ; the imprisonment of St. Peter

(and St. John ?) ; his open testimony before the Jewish

authorities on the following day ; his dismissal through

fear of the people. And now after the return of the

Apostle the enthusiasm of the first believers (the

5000, i.e. probably the 500) arose into an ecstasy

which opened the way to the reception of the Spirit^ i.e.

what then happened was the actual, the histo7ical, Pente-

cost} And though there is no speaking with tongues

—this at least is not mentioned—what happened

then had the result upon which everything depended

:

eXaXouv tov \6yov tov Oeou /ULera irappfjo-lag and

:

Svvdjui€i jmeydXr] dweSlSovi/ to juapTupiov ol dirocnoXoi

TOV Kvpiov 'Itjcrou Tt]9 dvacrTOLcreco^.

After the appearance of the Risen Christ to St.

Peter and to the Twelve (1 Cor. xv. 5) the cure of

the lame man was the next great stirring event ; after

the two speeches in which St. Peter bore public testi-

^ Are the words: ko2 iv t^ <rvvir\r)pov<Tdai. tt)v ijtiipav ttjs irtm-a-

KoaTTjs (ii. 1) intended to supply the motive which is here wanting?
The correction ia D seems to have such an intention.

* And probably also the appearance of our Lord before the

brethren, more than 500 in number, of which St. Paul speaks.
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mony before the people and the Council and after

his own imprisonment and deliverance this miracle

resulted in the " Outpouring of the Spirit " (and the

birth of the Church into active life). That this

" Outpouring " should have shaken itself free from its

connection with this miracle and should have made

its appearance as an independent event is very intel-

ligible, and indeed the whole description in B, in

every trait and every detail of the transformation, is

best explained as the next stage after A in the pro-

cess of legendary development. Here again the proof

may with perfect confidence be left to the reader. It

is most noteworthy that in B St. Peter, in his dis-

course, mentions repara, which were bound up with

the " Outpouring," though nothing had been said of

these in the foregoing narrative. In A, on the other

hand, we find the earthquake !
^

According to A on the night preceding the out-

pouring of the Spirit St. Peter was cast into prison,

and on the next morning released by the religious

authorities ; according to B the Apostles were cast

into prison after the " Outpouring," but were released

^ By combination of the two accounts A and B concerning the

" Outpouring," taking A as oar foundation, we arrive at the follow-

ing historical picture : After the cure of the lame man, the public

witness of St. Peter (before the people and the Council) and his

suffering as a confessor, we learn that the resulting ecstasy of the

little company of believers was assisted and confirmed by an earth-

quake. This created public amazement ; St. Peter then delivered

a discourse, explaining this '* outpouring " as being also the initial

stage of the " Day of Judgment." By this the listeners were cut

to the heart ; and under this influence many joined the new com-

munity. The great majority of them were Hellenists ; while the

natives of Jerusalem held themselves aloof.
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during the first night by an angel. This release

bj an angel (in reference to St. Peter) is in chap. xii.

rightly set at a much later time, and is recounted

with details which show that we have here the more

ancient stage in the development of the legend,

wherein are still preserved some genuinely historical

traits.

Seeing, therefore, that chaps, ii. and v. 17—42 bear

the same relationship to chap. xii. as to chaps, iii.

1—V. 16 it is natural to suppose that chap. xii. belongs

to iii. 1-v. 16. Chap, xii., however, is one of the

passages containing tradition connected with Jeru-

salem and Cajsarea. These passages (vid€ supi'o)

begin with the mission of St. Philip in Samaria, with

which the mission in the cities on the coast is con-

nected. But we notice that the section iii. 1—v. 16

concludes with an outlook towards the iripL^ iroXeig

' lepoucraXrijuL. The missions we have mentioned would

therefore follow in very good connection with this sec-

tion. The source must naturally have contained a short

introductory description of St. Philip and of his ap-

pearance on the scene of action ; but the introduction

which we now read in the Acts—the election of the

Seven, among whom St. Philip is only named, nothing

more being said about him—is quite out of connec-

tion here and belongs (vide supra) to the Antiochean

source which knows St. Philip only as a deacon, and

in which St. Stephen alone appears as an evangelist.

Here, however, St. Philip appears as a missionary.

There is no doubt, therefore, that an hiatus lies

between the mention of St. Philip in vi. 5 and

the narratives concerning him in viii. 5 ff.
This
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hiatus is explained most simply by the results of our

analysis of the sources : the account in vi. 5 belongs

to the Antiochean record, while the accounts in viii.

5
ff.

belong to the tradition connected with both

Jerusalem and Caesarea.-"- It is accordingly probable

that the sections iii. 1-v. 16 and viii. 5-40 ; ix. 29-

xi. 18 and xii. 1—24 belong together, that they

form to a certain extent a homogeneous whole, and

that they may be described on the one hand as tradi-

tion connected with both Jerusalem and Cassarea,

and on the other hand as tradition relating both to

St. Peter and St. Philip. Surveying them we find

before us a collection of traditions which is tolerably

homogeneous, and which though far from being so

connected and logically consistent as the Antiochean

source, nevertheless displays certain common charac-

teristics and a distinct connection in the events it

records. This compilation concludes with the

Herodian Persecution, the death of St. James, the

1 So far as viii. 5 ff. is concerned it must remain quite an open

question whether the Philip here is the Apostle or the Evaugelist.

The question is first settled in xxi. 8. The very attractive hypothesis

of the identity of the two Philips, for which support might easily be

derived from later tradition, indeed seemingly also from the gospel

of St. John, breaks down at this passage belonging to the we-sec-

tions. The theory that there never was a Philip among the Twelve,

but that the name of the Evangelist found its way into the list of the

Apostles, so that he was numbered as one of the Twelve, presup-

poses a mistrust of this list which I cannot share, and which seems

to me quite unjustifiable. The name " Philip " was very common,

and the confusion of the two Philips in the second century was not

only suggested by the name and the missionary activity of the

Evangelist, but also by the highly probable fact that the Evangelist

had been a personal disciple of our Lord ; for we may well assume

that all the " Seven" were once personal disciples of our Lord.
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miraculous release of St. Peter, who now leaves

Jerusalem (xii. 17 : e^eXOayv eiropevQi] el<5 erepov

TOTTOp), and the death of the persecutor Herod in

Ccesarea. This source thus comprises the first twelve

years of the history of the Church of Jerusalem and

the fundamentally important missions of St. Peter

and St. Philip.

Herewith the analysis of sources as regards the

first half of the Acts is carried as far as, in my
opinion, it can be carried ;

^ let me once again cursorily

summarise its results :

—

Chap. ii. Recension B of the history of the out-

pouring of the Holy Spirit and its conse-

quences.

Chaps, iii. 1—v. 16. Recension A of the more
intelligible history of the outpouring of the

Holy Spirit and its consequences (the Jeru-

salem-Caesarean or, in other words, Petro-

Philippine source).

Chap. V. 17-42. Continuation of B.

Chaps, vi. 1—viii. 4. The Jerusalem-Antiochean

source (with at the end an interpolated re-

ference to St. Paul).

Chap. viii. 5—40. Continuation of A.
Chap. ix. 1—30(?). A passage concerning the

^ I have left chap. i. on one side. The former of its two divisions,

including the introduction and the account of the Ascension, is

probably the latest tradition in the Acts, and has been inserted by
St. Luke on the authority of a legend of very advanced develop-

ment. Whether the second part, recounting the completion of the

apostolic college, belongs as an introduction to chap, ii., or to the

traditions of iii. 1 /., or is a quite independent piece of tradition,

is a question which, in my opinion, cannot be settled.
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conversion of St. Paul interpolated from a

separate source.

Chaps, ix. 31—xi. 18. Continuation of A.

Chap. xi. 19-30. Continuation of the Jerusalem-

Antiochean source.

Chap. xii. 1—23. Continuation of A.

Chaps, xii. 25-xv. 35. Continuation of the Jeru-

salem-Antiochean source.^

This analysis of sources first makes it possible to

enter upon a thoroughly scientific criticism of the

traditions of the first half of the Acts, in so far as

such criticism is at all possible ; for almost the only

information which here presents itself for comparison

is afforded by the epistles of St. Paul, though after

all this is not so scanty as is sometimes supposed

(vide infra). It is, however, more important for us

to keep in view the fact that these traditions were

actually compiled by St. Luke, the companion of St.

Paul, and in face of this fact not to throw to the

winds the general axioms of historical criticism.

Taking first the body of tradition which we have

called A, we have already pointed out the logical

sequence and the trustworthiness of the narrative in

the passage iii. 1—v. 16 so far as the leading features are

concerned. Also on pages 154/*. attention has been

drawn to the fact that even the story of Ananias and
Sapphira in its main outline need not be a fable of late

invention. Of course what is given us even here is

* No notice is here taken of the few passages which have been
touched up by St. Luke, or which have been transferred from one
body of tradition to another in order to bind these together ; we at

once are lost in uncertainty if we try to explain every detail.
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never tradition absolutely primitive and unaffected by

legend, it is rather historical tradition handed down by

enthusiasts. This is also shown in the description of

St. Philip as the great wonder-worker (viii. 6, 7), and

in the supernatural colouring given to the accounts

of his and St. Peter''s actions throughout the mission.

But, on the other hand, we ought not to forget the

historical excellences of these sections. It has been

the greatest mistake of modern criticism that it has

suspected all sorts of things in the story of the rela-

tions between St. Peter, St. Philip, and Simon Magus,

and has read its boldest surmises into this story,

while it has overlooked the relative simplicity of the

tale as here told, and the complete absence in the

narrative of any hint of the importance which Simon

Magus and the Simonians are supposed to have gained

later in the history of the Church. Again, certain

as it is that the story of Cornelius is thickly overlaid

with the colouring of supernatural legend, this story

nevertheless contains in its principal features, and in

several secondary traits, history that could not have

been invented ; and in that it represents St. Peter as,

at first, drawing no further practical conclusion from

the baptism of Cornelius, it keeps within the sphere

of the probable and—we must therefore conclude—of

the historical.^ Lastly, in the concluding section, the

manner of the release of St. Peter presents a difficulty

—and yet the " angel " could have been invented on

1 St. Luke plainly enough gives us to understand that St. Peter

did not understand the general intention of the Divine vision vouch-

Bafed to him, as related in the story of Cornelius ; and that it was
necessary for the mission to be set on foot by others before he could

be brought to the right way of thinking.
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the very next day (even the first Hsteners could have

invented it, vide xii. 15 ; 6 ayysXo^ ecmu avrov) ;

apart from this many secondary traits, having all the

characteristics of authenticity, give to the greater part

of the story an appearance of probability and trust-

worthiness.^

Here, however, we receive a hint as to the origin

of these traditions. If we note that the horizon of

this source includes both Jerusalem and Ca^sarea, and

that St. Philip—and no other, so far as we are told

in the book

—

belonged to the churches of both Jerusalem

and Ccesa7'ea, and that St. Luke has not only expressly

recorded St. Philip's migration to Caesarea (ix. 40),

but has also told us that he himself met him there

and stayed with him (xxi. Sf.) for a fairly long time

(perhaps a week) ; if we further consider that though

many Christians preached the Gospel in the Trepi^

TToAez? 'l€pov(ToXy]/uii yet the Acts only records the

mission of St. Philip together with that of St. Peter

;

1 The fact that, according to chap, xii., St. Peter (and the

Apostles) definitely vanish from the scene is an additional proof

that with chap. xii. this source comes to an end, and that we now
pass over to another source (namely, the Antiochean). He who
writes :

" Peter departed to another place," shows that he intends

to let this person drop out of his narrative. The fact that St. Peter

again appears abruptly—and that in Jerusalem—in chap. xv. seems

necessarily to point to the use of another source, and to a certain

carelessness on the part of the editor. This, however, makes it

probable that at least one written source lay before St. Luke.

Wellhausen remarks {Nachrichtcn d. 1c. Gcsdlsch. d. W. z. Gottingev,

1907, s. 9, n. 1) : "We may conjecture that ets ^rtpov tottov is a

correction of St. Luke perhaps for Antioch ; for the name of this

city could not be left standing if xv. 1-34 was to follow." The con-

jecture is very daring ; for why could not St. Luke have mentioned
the return of St. Peter to Jerusalem before chap. xv. ?
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if, moreover, we take into account those peculiar traits

in the character of St. Philip which remind us of the

« Christian Scientist " (traits which were inherited by

his daughters), and compare therewith the super-

natural colouring of this source, and if we lastly con-

sider that St. Luke himself was a Christian Scientist,

and that therefore this man of the Primitive Com-

munity must have appeared to him specially worthy

of reverential trust—if we take all these facts into

consideration it is surely not too bold an hypothesis

to suppose that the body of tradition we have called

A was derived from St. Philip, or from him and his

daughters.^ Together with them we may and indeed

must also think of St. Mark and Silas; for they

were both natives of Jerusalem, and St. Luke for a

time lived and perhaps worked with both of them.

It is also strongly in favour of St. Mark that St.

Luke has taken his work as the basis of his own

gospel; and, in fact, the story of the miraculous

release of St. Peter from prison (chap, xii.) in its

1 The mention of the daughters in xxi. 9 is very remarkable.

Papias expressly tells us (Eus., Hist. Eccl. III. 39, 9) that they

transmitted traditions connected with the Gospel history—among others

a story of one who was raised from the dead. " A " also contains an in-

stance of raising from the dead (ix. 36/.) ; such fanciful tales are,

however, very rare in the most ancient tradition ; St. Paul says

nothing about them. St. Luke may well have again met with these

daughters in Asia, and have then first heard of these accounts {vide

" Luke the Physician," pp. 153/.). Besides, it must be remembered

that St. Luke must have seen St. Philip himself a second time,

namely, in the days before his voyage with St. Paul from Csesarea

to Eome. We do not know how long during that visit he was in

touch with St. Philip, the most notable member of the Church

in Csesarea ; it may have been days, but it may also have been

months.
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details (the house of St. Mark's mother, the assembly

there, Rhoda the maid-servant) looks quite like an

account derived from St. Mark, and probably is so, or

rather information derived from St. Mark has found

its way into the story. " A " is not so strictly homo-
geneous as to prevent us from supposing that a second

or even a third source has been used in it. But apart

from this passage, nothing can be found in A which

can be ascribed to St. Mark with greater probability

than to St. Philip ; indeed there is absolutely no other

detail of the source which points at all to St. Mark.

The same also holds good of Silas. Naturally St.

Luke also received from him information concerning

Jerusalem, but A in its essential character is bound

up not only with Jerusalem, but also with Samaria

and Caesarea. We are accordingly left only with St.

Philip.^ But it may now be objected if this source

depends upon St. Philip, and if, moreover, he and

his Samaritan mission may have originally stood in

some kind of opposition to St. Peter and his mission

in Jerusalem and Judaea, is it not strange that in

one and the same source St. Philip and St. Peter

appear in such peaceful proximity ? We may answer

that the story of the mission of St. Philip, at all

events, does not belong to the Jerusalem-Antiochean

source, and that at a later time even St. Philip him-

self would have felt that any trace of opposition

between himself and St. Peter had been smoothed

1 I have already shown in " Luke the Physician," pp. 153 ff.,

and I will not here enlarge upon the point, that the investigation of

the sources of the gospel of St. Luke points to a special source con-

nected with Jerusalem which has a certain relationship with A of

the Acts.

N
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away. Only we must not suppose that the Samaritan

mission met at once with the approbation of St. Peter

and the Apostles (viii. 14
ff.) ; some considerable time

may well have elapsed in the meantime. This, more-

over, seems to be implied by the text itself; the

Apostles only approve after ^ ^ajuapla SeSeKrai rov

\6yov Tov Oeov. But even if this interpretation of

the passage is not accepted, we must recollect that

little dependence can be placed upon the chronology

of the first half of the Acts. It is certain that St.

Peter at a relatively early date preached the Gospel

in the districts on the coast, and in after times we

know that this was reckoned to him for righteousness

by those of more liberal opinions ; why not also by

St. Philip ?

As for B—the unfavourable opinion which has

been above passed upon this recension may be har-

dened into the critical verdict that, apart from

some few details, as compared with A it is worthless

:

where it is trustworthy in its record the order of

events is confused, it combines things that have no

real connection with one another, it omits what is

important, it is devoid of all sense of historical de-

velopment. It gives a much later and more impres-

sive representation of events, and for this very reason

it met with acceptance. It is, however, correct in

recording that the outpouring of the Holy Spirit was

manifested in the " speaking with tongues." Whether

the exaggeration of this speaking with tongues into

a speaking in foreign tongues or into a miracle of

hearing—though the transformation is of course not

complete—is due to the source itself, or first to
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St. Luke, is a question which cannot be definitely

settled. The former alternative is to me the more
probable. At all events the outlook upon the Gentile

world—again, of course, not logically and courageously

developed—must have been present in the source;

for therein lies the point of the whole narrative

;

though at the same time we must make the reserva-

tion that St. Luke himself has drawn up the list of

nations according to his own discretion. It is, on

the other hand, very remarkable that in this account

the results of the " Outpouring " extend not to the

natives of Jerusalem but to the Jews of the Dispersion.

In this point we note its relationship with the Antio-

chean source. Unfortunately there is no evidence

that would help us to discover the person upon whose

authority this account rests. It probably first ap-

peared after the Gospel had been preached in the

Empire. It, however, certainly proceeded from Jeru-

salem or Palestine ; and we may also suitably connect

with it the account of the Ascension (i. 1-14); for

we may safely assume in St. Luke so much critical

sagacity as would prevent him from accepting such

stories concerning Jerusalem on foreign testimony

when he had so many opportunities of communication

with Palestinian Christians. In regard to the account

of the Ascension, it has been already shown above (pp.
155 ff.) that the legend originated in Palestine, though

not perhaps until after the destruction of Jerusalem.

Passing now to the Antiochean source, we may assign

to it a high historical value ; but here distinctions

must be made. As far as chap. xiii. 4 inclusive it lays

itself open to depreciatory criticism in a few details
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which can be easily recognised as editorial touches.

From this source alone we learn of the important

dispute between the " Hebrews '' and the " Hellenists
"

in the Church of Jerusalem,^ of the election of the

" Seven "—a second group of apostles—which arose

from this dispute ; and above all, we learn that St.

Stephen and his following taught in Jerusalem a

peculiar "Paulinism before Paul," that the Twelve

by no means thoroughly acquiesced in this doctrine

—

for they were not affected by the persecution concern-

ing Stephen—and that this teaching led up to a

mission to the Gentiles before the ministry of St.

Paul.^ If St. Stephen taught that Jesus would not

only destroy the Temple but would also abrogate the

eOrj a irapeSwKev ^juiv MooVcrrjg, it is at once intelligible

that some of his followers should have preached the

Gospel directly to the Gentiles in Antioch. The

source perhaps contained more than St. Luke took

from it, as has been already pointed out in the case

of the story of St. Stephen, and is also suggested by

other passages. For example, the narrative of xi.

19—30 quite gives the impression of an extract from

a fuller account.^ There is difficulty, as is well

1 The mention of the Hellenists in ix. 29 probably belongs to the

editorial touches of St. Luke, and is an imitation of vi. 9.

2 Wellhausen also {loc. cit., s. 9 /., 11/.) allows this. As he rightly

remarks, St. Matt. x. 5 protests against this mission.

3 So also Wellhausen {loc. cit., s. 7/.). But seeing that he with-

out just reason throws doubt upon the homogeneity of the source

here, and thinks himself justified in a criticism so incisive as to

lead him to assert that St. Barnabas in all likelihood himself be-

longed to the fugitive Hellenists, that the representation of him as

•the inspector from Jerusalem" is due to tendency, that the

Hellenists on principle would have confined their mission simply to
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known, in the narrative of the journey of St. Paul

and St. Barnabas with an offering for Jerusalem

(xi. 30^ ; xii. 25). I allow that the narrative does

not appear to be absolutely excluded by Gal. ii. 1 (^ta

SeKaTeco'dpwv €tu>v irdXiv dve/Bijv)} If, however, this

the Jews, and that St. Peter is represented as the apostle to the

Gentiles—I find it impossible to follow him. Again I cannot accept

his other objections that " the people of Jerusalem suffer from a

famine that had been merely prophesied," and that the same cause

moves the people of Antioch to help them, further that the delegates

from Jerusalem were not prophets but other folk. All these objec-

tions are disposed of partly by reference to the brevity of the

narrative, partly by the fact that they do not rest upon sufficient

evidence.

1 The two journeys to Jerusalem recounted in Gal. i.-ii. are

characterised as follows : dvTjXdoy laTopTJcrat K7)<l>dp—TrctXii' 6.vi^T]v

Kdl 6.vedifX7]v auTots (the Christians of Jerusalem) rb evayy^Xioy 5

Kr)p6(xacj iu toTs Wveaiv. We may say that he does not count the

journeys he actually took, but only those journeys that had any-

thing to do with his relations with St. Peter and the rest or with

his gospel. So we may decide, if hard ^pressed, nor do I wish to

maintain more than this. The identification of the journey of

Gal. ii. with* that of Acts xi. 30^, commended by Ramsay and by
others before him, that is, the reduction of the two journeys of St.

Paul and St. Barnabas recorded in the Acts to otve which took place

before the first missionary journey, I regard as an hypothesis

attractive but difficult to establish. Wellhausen has lately {loc. cit.,

s. 7 /.) again given it his sanction, but the way in which he thinks

himself bound to criticise the stories of the Acts and to throw them
into new combinations makes it scarcely possible to come to close

quarters with him. It seems to be in favour of the identification

of the journeys (that is, of the transference of xv. 1 ff. to the time

of xi. 30) that xv. 1 /. (Gal. i. 21) is concerned only with the Gentile

Christians of Syria and Cilicia, while one would expect that the

Gentile Christians in Lycaonia (the district passed through in the

so-called first missionary journey) would have been also mentioned.

But the question here in the first instance concerns an acute " ardcris

Kal ^rp-r]ais ovk oXiyrj " which had broken out in Antioch (and there-

fore also affected the regions of Syria and Cilicia connected with
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detail is unhistorical it only follows that the Antio-

chean source has erred for once ; and yet even in

this case it is left open to us to suppose that the

whole account of this journey does not belong to the

Antiochean source, but has been inserted by St. Luke

on mistaken information. It can be omitted without

difficulty.

The account of the so-called first missionary journey

belonging to this source is not so vivid in its style nor

so trustworthy (vide supra, pp. 92^.) as the greater

part of the narrative in the second half of the Acts.

Here also St. Luke has evidently taken certain liber-

ties. I conjecture that the source only gave the route

(without dates, which are almost entirely absent), and

that St. Luke taliter qualiter fashioned this into a

"history" in which the great interpolated discourse

at Antioch takes up more than a third part of the

space. He here gradually allows St. Barnabas to fall

into the background behind St. Paul—in opposition

to the attitude of the source (vide supra). If this

source originated in Antioch one understands why

that metropolis), and had been stirred up by unauthorised meddlers

from Jerusalem, not a general spontaneous effort to regulate the

whole relations between Jewish and Gentile Christians. It stands

to reason that the decision arrived at was afterwards of importance

for Gentile Christians in general (xxi. 25). Instead of pulling

St. Luke to pieces, one ought rather to recognise that here he

does not move in generalities, but has given a fairly detailed re-

presentation. To bring the collection for the famine -stricken

Christians of Jerusalem (xi. 29 /. ; xii. 24) into connection with the

compact made in Gal. ii. 10 belongs to that class of combinations

which compromises historical criticism. The attractiveness of the

hypothesis lies in the fact that St. Peter is still in Jerusalem, while

according to chap. xii. he seems to have definitely left that city.
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in this section it only shows interest in leading

features.

It seems to me most important for the criticism of

chap. XV. 1—35 that the Antiochean origin of this

passage should be kept in view. If the tradition here

is Antiochean—and from the words of verse 2 : yevo-

/jLevTjg oe cTacreoog Kai ^tjT^crecog ovk oXlytjg t(jo \\av\(a

Koi Bapi''d/3a ttjOO? avTovg as well as from Tivdg aWovg
of verse 2, and jmeTa koi crepcov ttoXXwv of verse 35,

it follows that the source knew more than St. Luke

tells us, and that it could only know this because it

was Antiochean—everything at once explains itself.

There was no need to record what St. Paul and St.

Barnabas had said at Jerusalem. The whole interest

would be concentrated upon the attitude adopted by the

whole Church of Jerusalem, under the leadership of St.

Peter and St. James, towards those teachers of the Law,

who without authority (xv. 24 : oh ov Siea-reiXdjuLeOa),

had come down to Antioch (xv. 1), and who belonged

to the party of Christian Pharisees in Jerusalem

(xv. 5). Neither does the passage on the whole give

any other information, and to try to coax more out of

it is quite inadmissible. It simply marks the result,

while defining the attitude of St. Peter and St. James

more clearly by a free reproduction of their speeches.

It is at the same time clearly shown that the stand-

point of the former was somewhat different from that

of St. James. According to St. Luke both recall the

Divine leading given in the history of the centurion of

Caesarea—those men of Cyprus and Cyrene who first

preached to the Gentiles in Antioch could not there-

fore, in St. Luke"*s opinion, claim such Divine leading—

;
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but St. Peter then dwells upon the manifest inability

of even the Jews and Jewish Christians to bear the

yoke of the Law, and passes on to speak of the

grace of the Lord Jesus which brings redemption to

those who believe ; while St. James dwells upon the

fact that the Law is everywhere proclaimed in the

synagogues (and is accordingly assured of its position

of due respect within the ancient nation ^).^

We shall return to the Apostolic Decree in Chapter

VI. It may therefore be set aside for the present.

And yet it is not possible to give a final decision as

to the date of the Antiochean source before this Decree

has been discussed. Neglecting it, however, for the

moment, we find in the source nothing that demands a

late date of composition, while the excellent accounts

^ The *' synagogues " of xv. 21 can only mean purely Jewish

synagogues, not those in which Jews and Jewish Christians were
found together.

2 So these words of somewhat doubtful significance are to be
understood. The other explanations {vide Wendt on this passage)

almost all include the Jewish Christians here, and regard the words
as a declaration of conditions to be imposed. They, however, read

into the text a significance which is quite foreign to it, and which
if it were intended must have been expressly stated. The opinions

delivered by St. Peter and St. James really complete one another
;

the former calls attention to the absolute impossibility of keeping

the Law, and points out that in consequence everything depends
upon faith in the grace of the Lord Jesus; St. James declares that

the Law still retains its inviolable character for the Jews, and that

thus its rights were preserved. St. James does not intend by his

words to commend the positive side of the so-called Apostolic

Decree, but, like St. Peter, merely its negative side (fj.r) vapevo-xXeiv).

What St. Peter says and what St. James says could also have been
said by St. Paul, for even according to his teaching the Jews were
still bound to keep the Law ; but it is important for the standpoint

of St. James that this is just the point which he emphasises.
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concerning Jerusalem and St. Stephen, and the special

veneration shown to St. Barnabas, lead us to conclude

that we have here a writing of high antiquity. With
due precautions we may perhaps go one step further.

We have described the source as " Antiochean." But
we may, indeed we must, also call it " Jerusalem

-

Antiochean " ; for, as has been shown, the bond of

connection between Jerusalem and Antioch is in it

most carefully noted and recorded, and it includes

accounts concerning the primitive history of the Church

of Jerusalem which are quite unique, important,

and trustworthy, and even more detailed than those

concerning Antioch. It demands, therefore, as its

authority one to whom the connection between the two

Churches was a matter of special importance, to whose

heart Jerusalem and Antioch were equally dear, one

who knew the early history of the Church of Jerusalem,

and was moreover a convinced believer in, and him-

self endowed with, the supernatural gifts of the Spirit.

Now we know that Silas came as an ambassador from

Jerusalem to Antioch, mid stayed for a considerable

time in the latter city^ and that he then, starting from

Antioch, accompanied St. Paul in the so-called second

missionary journey during which he fell in with St.

Luke, and for a time worked together with him.

Nothing can be more probable than that St. Luke owes

these records concerning both Jerusalem and Antioch

to this prophet of Jerusalem who had lived in Antioch,

and who had gladly entered upon the mission to the

Gentles ; nothing at least can be said against such a

supposition. This does not yet amount to a proof;

but we may well venture the conjecture that the
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authority of Silas is to be claimed for these accounts

concerning Jerusalem and Antioch.

We have now completed the analysis of the sources

of the Acts of the Apostles in their main outlines.

There still, however, remains the important question

whether the three sources of the first half of the Acts

were written sources either as a whole or in part,

or whether they simply depend upon oral tradition.

This question can only be dealt with in connection

with a discussion of the " discrepancies " of the Acts.

To these the next chapter is dedicated.



CHAPTER VI

INSTANCES OF INACCURACY AND OF DISCREPANCY \VRITTEN

OR ORAL SOURCES ? CONCLUDING REMARKS CONCERN-

ING THE VALUE OF THE SOURCES AND OF ST. LUKE

AS AN AUTHOR.

What we include under the term "instances of

inaccuracy and of discrepancy" in the Acts of the

Apostles will be learned from the follov/ing collection

of examples. We group them according to the sepa-

rate bodies of tradition into which we have already

analysed the book, more especially in the preceding

chapter.

1, The We-sections.

We must here note that the ^y/xer? has not in every

passage the same connotation. It is not always quite

certain what persons are included in the word.

xvi. 10. The " we " is, without any explanation,

abruptly introduced in el^tjTrja-ajuLev.

xvi. 10. etV M.aK€Soviav . . . evayyeXlaracrOai

avTOvg.

xvi. 12, 18. The relation of ijjULepag rivd^ to xoXXa?

riixepa^ remains undefined.

xvi. 13, 16. It is not certain whether one or two

different visits to the irpoa-ev^) are intended.

XX. 7. The avToh after rjiJiwv is inexact, seeing
203
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that it refers to the Christians in Troas, while they

are also included in the tjiiei^.

XX. 12. '^yayov Se rov iraiSa ^coi/ra ought to have

occurred earlier in the narrative, and in the following

words : koi irapeKKriOija-av ov jmeTplcog there is a change

of subject.

xxi. 4. St. Paul does not attend to the prophetic

revelation.

xxi. 8^. In Caesarea St. Philip is so important

to the writer that he forgets the church in that city

;

it is first mentioned afterwards in verses 12 and 16.

xxi. 10. Agabus is introduced as if he here

appeared in the book for the first time; yet see

xi. 28.

xxi. 11. The prophecy afterwards meets with

only a general not a detailed fulfilment.

xxi. 16, 17. The reception in Mnason's house in

Jerusalem is recorded before the arrival in Jerusalem

(this has given rise to the correction in /3). Prolepsis.

xxvii. 2. Aristarchus is described as Ma/ce^coi^

Qecra-aXoviKevg, although he had been already described

in xix. 20 as a Macedonian, and in xx. 4 as a native

of Thessalonica—it seems thus to have been forgotten

that he had been mentioned before.

xxvii. 10. Here the construction with on abruptly

changes into the Ace. c. Inf.

xxvii. 12. ^AvevOerov Se rov Xijuevo^ connects with

verse 8, although verses 9-11 intervene (Wellhausen

explains verses 9-11 as an interpolation).

xxvii. 12. After the mention of the eKaTOvrdp')(r]g,

the Kv/3€pvriTt]9 and the vauKXrjpo^, it is strange that

ol TrXe/oi^ey should occur. Who were they ?
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xxvii. 21. Here the jmev is not followed by ^e.

xxvii. 21-26 (from totc onwards) ; xxvii. 31

;

xxvii. 33-38 (from TrapeKoXei onwards) are explained

by Wellhausen as interpolations.

xxviii. 1, 2. It is somewhat inexact that the

clause : eireyvco/uiev on MeXiri; ^ vtjcrog KaXelrai should

come before the meeting with the inhabitants is

mentioned. Prolepsis.

xxviii. 10. Again an instance of prolepsis. The

friendly offices of the Maltese at the time of embarka-

tion are mentioned too soon, seeing that this embarka-

tion did not take place until after three months.

xxviii. 14. Another instance of prolepsis. The

arrival in Rome is mentioned too soon ; it is not in

place until verse 16.

2. The second half of the book (omitting the

We-sections).

xvi. 4. Ta9 iroXei^ . . . TrapeSiSoa-av avroig.

xvi. 22. Why does not St. Paul now appeal to

his Roman citizenship ?

xvi. 23, 24. efiaXov eig (f)v\aKt]v . . . e^aXev

avTOv^ €ig Trjv icrcorepav (pvXaKrjv the repetition here

is awkward.

xvi. 27. The jailor is about to kill himself,

although no one could accuse him of anything, and

although he could not yet have known whether the

prisoners had escaped or not.

xvi. 28. It is difficult to see how St. Paul could

have marked the purpose of the jailor, or how he could

have known that all the prisoners were still there.
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xvi. 29. aiTTja-a?, a strange change of subject.

xvi. 30. No motive is given for the jailor's rever-

ence for his two prisoners, and no motive at all for

his appealing cry to them, seeing that he could not

have known that the miracle had been wrought on

their behalf.

xvi. 32. The abrupt appearance of the jailor''s

family is unexplained.

xvi. 33. It seems strange that the baptism should

have taken place at once in the prison.

xvi. 35. No motive is given for the action of the

a-TparriyoL They issue a sudden command for the

release, though no hint is given that they were influ-

enced by anything that had happened during the

night. The whole passage, verses 24—34 (inclusive),

looks like an interpolation.

xvi. 37. irpos avTovs—though the lictors did not

themselves go in to the prisoners but sent a message

by the jailor.

xvii. 3. Passage into oratw directa.

xvii. 5. Prolepsis. The house of Jason is men-

tioned, though it is not until verse 7 that we learn

that Jason had received the missionaries into his house.

xvii. 9. Xapovreg aireXvo-av—change of subject.

xvii. 15. «y rayj-arra—but St. Luke does not tell

us that the command was not carried out.

xvii. 18. 01 <5e is grammatically without antecedent.

xviii. 5. The connection of (ruj/e/^^ero tw Xoyta

with KaTtjXOov 6 re S/Xa? koi 6 TijuLoOeog is strange,

because the author does not fully explain.

xviii. 6. iropevcrofxai is strange when followed by

verses If,
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xviii. 8. This verse concerning Crispus breaks into

the context both in thought and in form, and there-

fore seems out of place here.

xviii. 11. iv avToig is not quite correct,

xviii. 17. It is not clear who the xaj/rej were (Jews ?

or Greeks ?), nor whether the Sosthenes so abruptly

introduced, and beaten without any given reason, was

a Christian or a Jew.

xviii. 18. It is not at once clear whether it was

St. Paul or Aquila who had taken the vow.

xviii. 22. It is not quite clear whether ai/a/3a?

implies the going up from the harbour into the city

of Caesarea or the going up to Jerusalem.

xviii. 22, 23. Here the brevity of the narrative is

strange.

xviii. 24—28 looks like an episode that has been

interpolated.

xix. 1. We should expect apeXOeiv, not iXOeiv

(Wellhausen).

xix. 3. The expression ^airTL(ea-Oai ek to ^loaavvov

paTTTKTiJLa is a solecism which is only formally excus-

able because of the preceding eh rl.

xix. 16. It is not till now that we learn that the

seven exorcists did not all participate here, and that

the occurrence took place in a house (the house is

described as if it had been already mentioned, so also

the daemoniac himself). Yet it is possible that ajuL(b6~

repot may be carelessly used for " several." The
whole episode is recorded as if it were only needful

to recall a well-known occurrence; the notoriety of

the event is indeed afterwards referred to in verse 17

and rendered comprehensible in verses 18 y.
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xix. 29. The Macedonians Gains and Aristarchus

are introduced quite abruptly.

xix. 32 takes up the thread of verse 29, though

verses 30 and 31 intervene.

xix. 33. Alexander is abruptly introduced without

comment. We are left in darkness as to his person-

ality and his intentions ; even the construction of ck

Se Tov o-)(Xov (Tvv€/3il3acrav tov ^AXe^avSpov is not at all

clear; moreover, the purpose of the sudden interven-

tion of the Jews is not obvious.

xix. 34. e-TriyvovTeg . . . Kpal^ovreg. Anacoluthon.

xix. 37. It is doubtful who the avSpe^ ovroi are.

Are they St. Paul and his companions ? Probably

Gains and Aristarchus. What then is the intention

of the whole intervening episode with Alexander ?

Moreover, verse 38 has better connection with 36

than with 37 (Wellhausen).

XX. 16. It is not said whether St. Paul actually

arrived at Jerusalem for Pentecost.

XX. 19. What St. Paul recalls here is not covered

by the narrative in chap. xix.

XX. 23. Here also the summary statement gives

quite new information.

XX. 32. Here tw SwajuLevu) either refers to tm
KvpiM instead of the nearer rw Xoyco or the whole

phrase is incorrect as an epithet.

xxi. 20. aKov(ravT€^ eliraVi here we expect St. James

to speak, but the words are put into the mouths of

St. James and the presbyters speaking together

!

xxi. 27. The seven days are spoken of as if it had

been said before that seven days were still wanting

for the accomplishment of the vow.
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xxi. 27. eire^aXav eir avTOv Ta<s ^((Eipag. Prolepsis.

xxi. 34. lULt] Suva/iA€vov avrou yvwvai cKeXeva-cv,

grammatically incorrect.

xxi. 36. TO 7r\rjOo9 Tov \aov Kpd^ovre^, incorrect.

xxii. 6. irep] juLea-rjjUL^piav, wanting in the account

of chap. ix.

xxii. 9. A case of discrepancy with ix. 7 (though

it may at a pinch be smoothed away).

xxiii. 5. The words of St. Paul : ovk ^Seiv on
ecrrlv ap-)(i€p€v^ are unintelligible.

xxiii. 1—11. The details of this story taken by
themselves and in conjunction with xxiii. 15 are some-

what strange. Here, just as in the first half of the

book, St. Luke seems to have followed parallel

accounts which, because they differed from one an-

other, he did not recognise as parallel accounts.

xxiii. 12. The general term oi 'lovSaioi is still

more strange here than in xxii. 30.

xxiii. 16. St. Paul's sister's son is introduced as a

well-known character.

xxiii. 22. o /mev ovv without a following ^e.

xxiii. 22. Transition into oratio directa.

xxiii. 24. Transition into oratio indirecia,

xxiii. 25. ypdyl^ag passing over verse 24 connects

directly with eLirev in verse 23.

xxiii. 26. Now at the end we are first told the

name of the military tribune.

xxiii. 27. juLaOwv otl *Pw/uLai6g ecmv is either an

instance of gross carelessness on the part of St. Luke,

or is written purposely : the tribune gives a repre-

sentation of events which was false, but favourable to

himself.

o
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xxiii. 30^ is not covered by the previous narrative.

xxiii. 33. olrive^—a strange change of subject.

xxiv. 5. evpovre^—anacoluthon ; it is followed

by no principal verb.

xxiv. 17 is not covered by the earlier narrative.

xxiv. 18. The syntax of the clause : rivh Se airo

rrj^ 'Ao-m? ^lov^aioL is incorrect.

xxiv. 22. It is very strange that here a more

accurate knowledge of the Christian movement is

ascribed to Felix (aKpi^ea-repop elS^g to, irepl t^?

oSov). Was it derived from his wife Drusilla ? Or

does et^co? here mean " noting,"" and is aKpi/SecrTepov

to be understood as superlative ?

xxiv. 22^. This promise is strangely never ful-

filled.

xxiv. 23. Koi jULrjSeva KcoXveiv—strange change of

subject.

xxiv. 24-27. St. Paul's situation as here described

is less favourable than we should have judged from

the preceding verses (22, 23), but there is no real dis-

crepancy here.

XXV. 4. 6 /mev ovv without a following Se.

XXV. 16. Festus does not give a correct report of

the wish of the Jewish authorities.

XXV. 21. T. ^e TLauXov eTriKoXecra/jLevov TtjprjOijvai

avTov—grammatically incorrect.

XXV. 24. TO TrXrjOog eveTv^ov—incorrect.

xxvi. 4. No ^e follows the yueV.

xxvi. 14. Discrepancy with ix. 7 {elaTi^Keiaav).

xxvi. 16. In distinction from the previous accounts

St. Paul is here at once appointed a missionary to

the Gentiles.
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xxvi. 20. That St. Paul preached in Jerusalem

and in all Judaea is not recorded elsewhere in the

Acts.

xxviii. 17. Sear/uiiog e^ 'lepocokvjuLwv TrapeSoOtjp e^V

Tag ^e?jOa? r. ^PcojULalcov is very inaccurate, for he was

already in the power of the Romans when he was
bound in fetters ; verse 19 ^ is also inexact.

xxviii. 22. jiiev without Se.

xxviii. 25
ff.

The quotation from Isaiah does not

suit well the information given in verse 24.

3. Chapter i. and the source B (ii. ; v. 17-42).

i. 1. No Tov Se SevTcpov follows rov juev irpwTov

Xoyov.

i. 2. The style here is confused.

i. 4. The construction by means of a relative

sentence passes over into a principal sentence.

i. 4-6. It is not clear where the summary ends

and the narrative of particular events begins (probably

already at verse 4).

i. 4*^. The oratio ohliqua passes into oratio directa.

i. 6. It is not said where the disciples had come
together ; we do not learn this until verse 12. Neither

is it clear whether the meeting of verse 6 is identical

with that of verse 4.

i. 15. In verse 14 mention is made only of the

brethren of Jesus side by side with the Apostles and
the women. It is strange that now quite abruptly

a whole company of brethren is presupposed

—

120

persons.

i. 18. fxev ouv without a following Se.
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i. 17-20. Here it has been supposed that there is

confusion between the apostolic ofRce of Judas and

the plot of land which he had purchased (Weiss)

:

the eiravXig of verse 20 is supposed to refer to the

plot of land.

i. 22. The words ap^djuLevo? to ^julcov are subject to

exception both in form and meaning (Wellhausen)

;

Weiss extends this criticism also to verse 21 (from

€v TravTL onwards).

i. 24. It is strange that all the brethren together

say what follows.

i. 26. iJiera twv evScKa aTroa-ToXcov is strange

seeing that elsewhere in the book not much stress

is laid upon the number " twelve " of the Apostles.

ii. 1. It is not clear whether the day of Pentecost

itself is meant or only its approach.

ii. 1. o/uLov with ro avro is superfluous; we are

left in doubt where they were met together.

ii. 4
ff.

It is doubtful whether a miracle of speech

or hearing is intended, or (verses 12, 13) simply ecstatic

speech (" speaking with tongues "").

ii. 4. Traj/re?—in ii. 1 -Travreg means all the Chris-

tians, so it must also here ; but already in ii. 7 only

the " Twelve "^ seem to be comprehended under Travreg,

and this seems to be confirmed by verses 14 and 15

{ovTOi = OL evSeKo).

ii. 5/. According to what is here said only the

Jews of the Dispersion living in Jerusalem seem to

have gathered together; where then are the natives

of Jerusalem (yet see verse 14), and how came it that

this outpouring of the Spirit was noised abroad in the

city?
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ii. 8. With tJ ISla SiaXeKTw the word signifying

« the speakers '' is wanting.

ii. 9. oi KaroiKovvTeg Ttjv M.€(ro7roTajuLLav is in form

discrepant with e^V lepoua-aXrjjuL KaroiKovvrei ^louSaioi.

ii. 9. ^lovSalav is impossible.

ii. 11. J^prjreg koI "Apa^e^ comes very strangely

after ""lovSaiol re koi Trpoa-rjXvroi.

ii. 12/. iravreg—erepoi—careless.

ii. 14. This introduction of the sermon obliterates

the first impression that the effect of the outpouring

of the Spirit was confined to the Jews of the Disper-

sion, i.e. to the Hellenists.

ii. 19/. Yet no such repara had accompanied

the outpouring of the Spirit. On the other hand,

in the parallel account in iv. 31, it is related that an

earthquake accompanied the outpouring.

V. 21 . The tautologous phrase : to a-vveSpiov Koi

iraarav Ttjv yepouariav toov vlwv ''IcrparjX is strange.

V. 22 init. and v. 25 init. are so alike that verses

22—24 seem like an interpolation—an hypothesis to

which Weiss gives additional support by noticing

the double mention of the a-rparijyog in verses 24

and 26.

V. 28. Weiss thinks that the two reproaches can-

not stand side by side, and he ascribes the second to

the editor.

V. 36. The historical mistake in reference to

Theudas (also the uera tovtov in verse 37).
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4. The Source A (iii. 1-v. 16 ; viii. 5-40 ; ix. 31-

xi. 18 ; xii. 1-23).

iii. 1
ff.

The Healing of the lame man is narrated

as the first miracle (see especially verses 10 and 16);

but, according to ii. 43, many miracles had already

happened. The whole of ii. 42—47 is proleptic when

compared with iii. 1
ff.

iii. 1
ff,

St. John appears as a mere figurehead in

the whole narrative.

iii. 1. 6 \a6<5 , . . €KOa/uL^oi.

iv. 1. \aXovvTcov avrcov—but St. Peter alone had

been speaking.

iv. 1—3. Prolepsis ; for iv. 4 connects with iii. 26,

and iv. 5 with iv. 3 (aupiov corresponds to ea-irepa and

avTwv to o Xaos in verse 2).

iv. 6. Anacoluthon ; Annas and the others appear

in the nominative in apposition to rovg apyovTa<s k.t.X.

iv. 7. Weiss concludes from tovto, from ovros in

verse 9, from the presence of the people in verse 10,

from the very strange eireyivwcrKOv k.t.X. in verse 13%
from the similarly difficult verse 14, and from verse

22, that the scene was originally set in the Temple-

court, and that it was the editor who first transferred

it to the Sanhedrin.

iv. lO*'. Here ourog stands for the man who was

cured ; in 11* ovros represents Christ ; this is very

strange.

iv. 12. u/xap—a strange transition to the second

person.

iv. 1 6. The release of the Apostles is represented

as due to the fact that the miracle was notorious, and
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could not be denied ; in verse 21, however, it is re-

presented as due to fear of the people. Therefore

Weiss regards iv. 15—20 as an interpolation by the

editor.

iv. 19. Here St. Peter and St. John speak to-

gether.

iv. 22. It is strange that we should only now
learn the age of the lame man ; seeing that airoXv-

Oevre^ of verse 23 connects with aTrekvarav of verse 21,

it would seem that verse 22 is interpolated.

iv. 24. oi Si refers back to ol 'ISioi in verse 23,

passing over the ap-)(^L€p€ig koi irpea-^vrepoi.

iv. 24^. The whole company speak together.

iv. 27. The expression : \aoi 'IcrpariX is strange.

iv. 29. avTwv does not refer to Herod and Pilate,

but to the /3aa-i\eig k. ap-^ovTe<s of verse 26 ; thus

verses 27 and 28 look like an interpolation.

iv. 30. Koi crrjimeia Kai repara ylveaSai does not

fit in well with what has been said befgre, and looks

like an interpolation.

iv. 33 connects closely with verse 31, so that 32

looks like an interpolation (introduction to the story

of Ananias), or, since verses 34 and 35 belong to verse

32, like the too early commencement of a new story.

iv. 36—37 does not agree with verses 32, 34 f., seeing

that in the earlier passage the renunciation of posses-

sions is represented as universal, while in iv. 36—37 it

seems to be regarded as exceptional, and a particular

case is recorded as worthy of special praise (the same

idea lies behind v. 1 ff.).

V. 6. It is presupposed that the readers know who
the vewrepoi were (cf. veavicrKOi, verse 10).
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V. 11. The word €KK\i](ria appears here for the

first time (in place of ot aSeXcpoi).

V. 12. After ii. 43 this summary, written as if

the information were given for the first time, is very

strange.

V. 15 is closely bound up with verse 13, hence verse

14 looks like an interpolation that is out of place here.

V. 15. After the avrois of verse 13 it is strange

that St. Peter alone is spoken of here.

viii. 5. TToXf? T?? ^afxapeiag . . . avroh'

viii. 7. A gross and yet very natural case of ana-

coluthon : froWoi tciov e-^ovrcov irvev/uLara aKaOapra

, . . e^Yjp'^OVTO.

viii. 14. ^ajuLapeia . . . irpog avrovs-

viii. 16. ^aTTTi^eiv ek to ovojua rov Kvpiov ^Itjcrov,

but in ii. 38 ^airrli^eiv eirl tw ovo/maTi Tiyo-oi/ Xpia-Tou,

viii. 17. Strange change of subject (iXdjUL^avov).

viii. 26. ayyeXog Kvpiov, but in verse 29 it is the

Spirit that speaks ; in viii. 39 the Spirit is called

TTi^eviuLa Kvpiov.

viii. 35. evayyeXi^ea-Qai avrw rov ^Itj(rovv, but in

viii. 25, 40 : evayyeXil^ecrOai ra^ KcojuLag (TroXety).

ix. 31. The Church in Galilee appears here

abruptly.

X. 10. avTwu stands without reference.

X. 15. TToXiv €K Sevrepov—pleonastic.

X. 19. Weiss thinks that SievOvjuov/uLevov makes the

Sit]7r6pei of X. 17 superfluous, but it only carries on

the idea of the earlier word quite naturally.

X. 23. Weiss sees here an awkward interruption

in the flow of the narrative, but the verse is necessary

as a preparation for verse 45.
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X. 25—27. The cases of discrepancy which are

believed to have been discovered here disappear with

closer attention to the interpretation of the text (vide

Weiss)

X. 36. The connection with verse 35 is remark-

ably loose.

X. 39* is a doublet of verse 41 and disturbs the

connection between verses 38^ and 39*^.

X. 42. T(p Xaw conflicts with i. 8, since it excludes

the commission to preach the Gospel to the Gentiles.

X. 43^. The infinite clause determines /uLapTvpoucnv

in a way for which one is not prepared, and which

narrows the significance of the verb.

X. 45. €K 7repiTOnitj^ is superfluous, but its addition

is quite intelligible. Seeing that this verse refers

back to verse 23^ which, according to Weiss, belongs

to the editor, Weiss decides that x. 45 is not original,

and conjectures that Jewish Christians belonging to

Caesarea were originally intended here.

xi. 12. SiaKpipavra, cf. x. 20 SiaKpivofxevog—the

difibrence, if there is any at all, is considered by Weiss

to be great enough to make it necessary to suppose

an editor, to whom he would attribute the small formal

differences both before and after this verse (between

the narrative of chapter x. and St. Peter's report of

the events). It is strange that the name of Cornelius

is not once mentioned in St. Peter's report.

xi. 12. We do not learn until now that the

brethren (vide x. 23, 45) were six in number, and

that they accompanied St. Peter to Jerusalem.

xi. 14^ is more than a free reproduction of the

narrative.
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xi. 15. Weiss finds a discrepancy between ev tw

ap^acrOai /xe XaXeiv and en XaXovi^rog tov Tlerpov

(x. 44) ; I cannot allow that this is so.

xi. 15. Weiss writes : " ex' avTov^ refers to the

avSpe^ aKpo/Bucrrlav cyovre^s in verse 3, however im-

possible this may be grammatically " ; but it really

refers to verse 14 {crv kol ira^ 6 oJko? arou), so that all

is in order.

xi. 17. Weiss here discovers a case of discrepancy

with X. 47, but I cannot see it.

xi. 18. Weiss raises the point that /xerai/om is

never mentioned in chapter x. ; it was not, however,

necessary to mention it. In spite of this, in giving a

summary of the events of chapter x., it was not out

of place to speak of ^ /meravoLa e/? ^corjv.

xii. 3. ^(rav Se ^/nipai r. a'^yjuLcov. A parenthesis;

but ov Kai Trmo-a? (verse 4) coming after avWa/Seti/

(verse 3) is tautologous ; it therefore appears that an

editor has been at work here.

xii. 6. ore Se tj/meXXev irpoayayeiv after jSouXo/uLevog

avayayeiv avTOv (verse 4) is tautologous, and r^ vvkti

€K€ivr] of verse 6^ does not fit in well with 6*. It

seems therefore that 6* originally followed verse 4,

and that the night in question was the first which

St. Peter spent in prison (Weiss), while the editor

treated it as the last night before the intended

execution.

xii. 17. Weiss thinks that the command to tell

the brethren is discrepant with the purport of verses

5 and 12^
xii. 17. etV erepov tottov—very strange; the

narrator must surely have known the place.
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5. The Jerusalem-Antiochean Source (vi. 1-

viii. 4 ; xi. 19-30 ; xii. 25 [xiii. l]-xv. 35).

vi. 1. Abrupt introduction of the Hellenists and

the Hebrews (ot jULaOrjTal also appears here for the

first time).

vi. 1. 7r\t]0ui/6vT(jov Twv /JiaOrjTwv, a very modest

way of speaking after the great numbers recorded in

chapters ii.—v.

vi. 1. Tij StaKovla tij KaOtjjULepLvi]—this regular

ministration to the needs of the poor is something

quite different from the community of goods spoken

of in chapters ii.-v.

vi. 2. OL SooScKa only here (yet see ii. 14).

vi. 2. The assemblage of the whole irXyjOog (verse

5) seems still to imply only a moderate number.

Evidently the Apostles up to this time had also

ministered to the needs of the poor.

vi. 5. If viii. 5 ff. comes from the same source, it

cannot but seem strange that more is not said here

about St. Philip.

vi. 6^. A very awkward change of subject.

vi. 7. The verse does not fit very weU into the

context.

vi. 8. This second characterisation of St. Stephen

(^vide verse 5) is strange, especially seeing that no

ripara k. a-rnxeia are afterwards recorded in connection

with him.

vi. 9. It is doubtful how we are to distinguish,

or rather to arrange, the Hellenists here introduced

to our notice.
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vi. 12^. Weiss here supposes a change of subject,

but this is not quite certain.

vi. 12. €19 TO avpiSpiov (vide verse 15)—but verses

13 and 14 (6 roTrog ovrog), and vii. 54^., suggest

rather a pubUc place (the Temple-court) and the

action ofa riotous crowd. This is still further suggested

by the circumstance that, except in the conventional

verse 1 of chapter viii., there is no indication of a

judicial trial, and that the speech of St. Stephen does

not in the least begin as if it were a direct answer to

charges preferred in a court of law.

vi. 13y^ is essentially a doublet to verse 11.

vii. 4. /uLerooKia-ev—a change of subject, which

vanishes if we delete 4* as an interpolation.

vii. 7. Transition into the oratio directa.

vii. 8. eyevvri(T€V—change of subject.

vii. 10. Karea-Ttja-ev—change of subject.

vii. 8—16 (inch) is ascribed by Weiss to the editor.

He appeals to the superfluous and unsuitable character

of the details given here (compare, however, verse 17),

as well as to the harsh changes of subject and to what

seems at least to be a discrepancy between verses 5

and 16.

vii. 19. The construction of eKOLKoocrev with tov

TTOieLv is almost intolerably harsh ; from here onward

to verse 28 (incl.) Weiss sees the hand of the editor

;

but his reasons are weak ; neither is it obvious how,

according to Weiss, Moses is in this case introduced.

He also sees the editor in verses 26, 36, and 37, but

again his reasons are weak.

vii. 21. €KTe6evT09 avrov aveiXaro avTov—incor-

rect construction.
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vii. 51 y! The conclusion, with its indignant re-

proaches, follows very abruptly ; we must suppose

that examples justifying these reproaches have been

omitted, and that something was said about our

Lord and His attitude towards the Temple. The
Vision of chap. vii. 56 also seems to demand this.

vii. 57—viii. 3. These seven verses have much in

them that is strange : (1) The information given about

Saul is scattered in three places (vii. 58 ; viii. 1,3);

(2) the eXiOo^oXovv of verse 58 is without an object, and

is repeated in verse 59 ; so that 58^ and the first two

words of verse 59 look like an interpolation, especially

as the /uidpTvpes of vi. 13 suddenly appear again in a

very disconcerting fashion, and now serve as the

executioners of St. Stephen ; (3) 59* and 60 look like

a genuine doublet, of which the second member is

probably the interpolation ; (4) the second passage

concerning Saul (viii. 1*) is also probably interpolated,

since viii. 1** connects excellently with vii. 60 or 59

;

(5) TTcti/Te? . . . TrXrjv twv airocTTokbov (viii. 1°) cannot

be correct, and must belong to the editor ; for the

Hellenists (the followers of St. Stephen) were the only

persons affected, and the Apostles on the other hand

were not without a following. Lastly, this notice is

inconsistent with verse 2; for the avSpeg evXa^eig

must surely have been Christians. The Trdvreg Siea--

irdptjcrav k.t.X. is thus intended to prepare for viii. 5.

Chap. viii. 3 is perhaps original; Kara rovg o'lKovg

shows yet again that viii. 1° is an interpolation.

viii. 4. The source extends to SitjXOov (inch), vide

xi. 19.

xi. 20, compared with xi. 19, is somewhat awk-
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wardlj expressed ; nothing more, however, is to be

said.

xi. 26^. yjyrjiAaTicrai—change of subject ; also the

clause depends not upon eyevero avroh, but only upon

eyevero ; neither does xi. 27 (ev Tavraii t. ^/mepaig)

refer to 26^ but to 26^ ; hence 26^ is possibly inter-

polated.

xi. 30. Presbyters in Jerusalem are here first men-

tioned without any introduction.

xiii. 2, 3. The subject of the verbs in the

passage from acpopicrare to aireXvorav is not quite

certain.

xiii. 5. eJ-^ov Se koi ''Iwdvvtjv v7njp€Tt]P comes some-

what late.

xiii. 8. It is noteworthy that a second name is

here given to the man.

xiii. 13. The abrupt introduction of " ol irep)

nayXoi/" (instead of ^apv. k. II.) loses its strange-

ness if great stress is laid on the phrase, and 13* is

taken closely together with 13^ as cause and effect

(Weiss) : " Under the leading of St. Paul they came

to Perga ; St. Mark left them (in consequence) and

returned to Jerusalem."" And yet this exegesis is

perhaps a little too ingenious

!

xiv. 1. etV T. (Tvvaycoyrjv r. "^lovSaiwv—pleonastic.

xiv. 7. KOLKci evayyeXiCpixevoL tjcaVf namely in

Lystra, Derhe and the neighbouring districts—hence

the story of the occurrence in Lystra acquires the

appearance of an appended anecdote, but there is

nothing really strange in its having been appended in

this way {vide supra^ p. 94).

xiv. 8. eKaOijTo—we must assume from verse 13
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that the lame man was sitting outside the city (at

the gate of the city ?).

xiv. 14 y! St. Paul and St. Barnabas speak to-

gether.

xiv. 22^. Transition to the oratio dvrecta; they

again speak together.

XV. 2. TLva^ aXkovg—strange that they are not

named.

XV. 4! Jin. coincides with xiv. 27^

XV. 5. avTovg does not refer at all to the previous

avTcov ; we are compelled, therefore, to supply « the

Gentiles " from the context ; this is certainly awk-

ward and yet tolerable. The remarks of Weiss on

verses 5 /! seem to me too ingenious. Neither can I

allow any weight to the objection he makes against

a(p^ rjijiepwv ap-)(ai(jov (verse 7). Note that St. Peter

speaks like one who at the time did not belong to

the community in Jerusalem.

XV. 12. TrXrjOo's . . . tjKovov.

XV. 12. It is true that nothing had previously

been said of the irXriOo^, but verse 6 does not exclude

it (against Weiss), the less so since it is mentioned

in verse 4 (this holds good even if, as is probable,

verse 6 describes a different assembly from verse 4

\cf. verse 4 and verse 12]). Over and above this, in

verse 22 the eKKXrjcrLa is mentioned togeiher with the

Apostles and prophets, and in verse 23 ol aSeX(poi.

XV. 12, 13. I cannot see sufficient reason for the

objections which Weiss makes here.

XV. 14. It is strange that St. Peter is here called

« Symeon."

XV. 23. ypayj/^avTe^—anacoluthon.
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XV. 23. Brethren, i.e. Churches, in Syria and Cilicia

have not been mentioned up to this point, also the

vjuLag is covered only by xv. 1 (Antioch).

XV. 31. avayv6vT€^—change of subject. The par-

ticiple also refers to 'TrXrjOog.

XV. 32 connects so closely with verse 30 that verse

31 looks like an interpolation (vide supra) ; however,

Koi, avTol . . . irapeKoKecrav is against such a sup-

position (the apposition begins after not before Koi

avToi, and is confined to the two words : Trpocprjrai

ovreg).

XV. 35. iui€Ta KOI erepcov ttoWoov—the narrator

thus knows more than he says, or does he only look

back to xiii. 1 ? This verse would not, however, cover

the word ttoXXo/.

XV. 36. TToXiv TToicraVj ev aig.

XV. 40. It is most strange that here, in opposi-

tion to verse 33, it is presupposed that Silas was in

Antioch.

6. Chap. ix. 1-30.

ix. 1. ert connects with viii. 3.

ix. 2. We are not prepared by viii. 1 for Chris-

tians in Damascus.

ix. 11. We learn only now (see verse 8) that St.

Paul had taken lodging with a man named Judas in

the street that was called " straight." Here also for

the first time we learn that St. Paul was a native of

Tarsus. I cannot see, with Weiss, that Saul is here

introduced as a person quite unknown to Ananias (so

that a discrepancy with verse 13 would result).
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ix. 17. It is strange that Ananias knows about

the appearance of Christ to St. Paul.

ix. 26. It is now forgotten that it had been said

in viii. 1 that all the Christians except the Apostles

had fled from Jerusalem.

ix. 26. jj-r] 7n(TT€vovTe9 . . . ecpo^ovvTO—strange, see-

ing that he had now been in active work as a Chris-

tian missionary for a considerable time (tide ix. 23).

From this survey we may confidently conclude that

the majority of the instances of inaccuracy and dis-

crepancy in the Acts, seeing that they occur so

frequently, ought not to be regarded as indications

that sources are here used. They belong as much
to the style of St. Luke as other phenomena of

constant appearance in his work, and accordingly

contribute to strengthen the character of literary

unity in the book. For this very reason we have

here included instances where the question of sources

does not at all come into consideration. Let us

group together some examples of various character as

follows :

—

In A we read (iii. 11) o Xaog . . . eKOa/jL/Boi, (viii. 5)

KareXOcjov etV rrjv iroXiv €Kijpv(Tcr€v avTotg, (viii. 14)

^ ^ajmapia . . . irpog avrov^, but we also read in the

Antiochean source (xv. 12) earlyrjcev to TrXrjOog koI

i^KOvov, (xv. SO/.) TO irX^Oog . . . e-^^aprjaav^ (xv. 36)

KaTOL iroXiv Tracrav^ cv aJg, and in those sections of the

second part which certainly were not drawn from

any written source, (xvi. 4) SieTropevovTO Tag TroXeig

TrapeSiSoarav avTOig, (xxi. 36) to TrXrjOog tov Xaov

Kpdl^ovT€9j (xxv. 24) TO TrXrjOog eveTv^ov jjloi^ see also

p
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xix. 33, 34, lastly in the we-sections (xvi. 10) ei?

^aKcSovlav . . . cvayyeXlcracTOai avrov^.

In B (i. 24) a prayer is recorded, and it is left

indefinite which of the company said it.

In A (iv. 1) we read \a\ovvTcop avrutv, when St.

Peter alone had spoken; (iv. 19) St. Peter and St.

John are represented as speaking the words which

follow, while it is clear that only one can have spoken

them ; lastly (iv. 24), the whole community is repre-

sented as saying the long prayer that follows. More-

over, in the Antiochean source (xiv. 14 /. and xiv.

22^), on two occasions words are placed in the mouths

of St. Barnabas and St. Paul speaking together, and

in the passages of the second part, which are certainly

drawn from no written source, we read (xxi. 20)

that St. James and the presbyters of Jerusalem speak

together the passage that follows that verse.

Instances of abrupt change of grammatical sub-

ject, such as might lead us to conjecture the presence

of new sources that have been clumsily inserted into

the narrative, are found in all parts of the book.

In the we-sections (xx. 12) the two words ^yayov

and irapeKXyjOrjarav standing almost side by side have

different subjects. In the passages of the second part,

which are certainly not drawn from any written

source, abrupt change of subject is found in xvi. 28,

29 ; xvii. 8, 9 ; xxiii. 32, 33 ; again in A in iv. 12

;

iv. 24 ; V. 15 (where we should expect the Apostles in

place of St. Peter) ; viii. 17 ; lastly, in the Antiochean

source in vi. 6 ; vi. 12 [uncertain] ; vii. 4, 8, 10 ; xi.

26^ XV. 31.

It is altogether characteristic of St. Luke's style
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of narrative that details of a story are here and there

inserted later or again earlier than their proper place

(compare also St. Luke''s gospel). It is specially

worthy of note that examples are to be found in the

we-sections. We are thereby warned, when we meet

with similar examples in other parts of the book, not

to fly at once to the hypothesis of interpolation and

the like (as critics have very often done). In the

we-sections (xx. 12) ijyayov Se tov TraiSa ^wm-a comes

too late, we hear (xxi. 12, 16) somewhat too late of

the Church in Caesarea, on the contrary Mnason (xxi.

16) is mentioned somewhat too early, xxviii. 1 is not

quite in its correct place before xxviii. 2, audyecrOai

in xxviii. 10 and eig rijv ^Voo/uLrjv in xxviii. 14 come a

little too soon. Nor is it otherwise in the passages of

the second part of the book, which certainly are not

drawn from a written source. We learn a little too

late of St. PauPs Roman citizenship (xvi. 37), that

Jason entertained the Apostles (xvii. 7), that only two

of the seven brethren who were exorcists took part in

the exorcism (xix. 16)—if the passage is to be so

understood—of the plots of the Jews in Asia (xx. 19)

and of the prophecies that had been delivered con-

cerning the coming troubles (xx. 23). The con-

clusion of xxi. 27 (vide xxi. 30) seems to come too

soon. The name Claudius Lysias (xxiii. 26) and the

preaching of St. Paul in Judaea (xxvi. 20) come later

than they ought. So also in B (i. 12) we are told

somewhat late that the scene was the Mount of Olives.

In A the age of the Lame Man (iv. 22), and again

the notice that there were six brethren (xi. 12) are

given rather late in the narrative. In the Antiochean
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source we learn that St. Mark was a companion of

St. Paul (xiii. 5) later than we should have expected

;

again in xiv. 6 ff. Derbe kol jj ireplyuipo^ are mentioned

rather too soon, and the scene of action of xiv. 8
ff.

is only hinted at rather late in the story (xiv. 13).

Lastly, it is not until ix. 11 that we learn that

St. Paul put up at the house of a man named Judas

in Damascus.

Cases of anacoluthon and of change of construction

have also led to the supposition of written sources,

but scarcely ever is such an explanation justifiable,

for they are of frequent occurrence, and are indeed met

with in very many authors. In the we-sections (xxvii.

10) the construction with on passes over into the

Ace. c. Inf. ; in the passages of the second part of the

book, which are certainly not drawn from a written

source, we find cases of transition into oratio directa

in xvii. 3 ; xxiii. 22 ; xxiii. 24 (transition into oratio

indirectd), and an instance of harsh anacoluthon in

xxiv. 5. In B (i. 4) the relative construction changes

into a principal sentence, and (i. 4*^) the oratio ohliqua

into oratio directa. In A we find in (iv. 6) an instance

of harsh anacoluthon, so also in viii. 7. In the Anti-

ochean source we find transition into oraiio directa in

vii. 7, also in xiv. 22^ and in xv. 23 an instance of

anacoluthon {ypa>\favT€^).^ In very many passages we

find that by omitting one or several verses a better

connection is gained. But this is not surprising

^ The Gen. Abs. is incorrect both in vii. 21 (Antiochean source)

and in xxL 34.—M^i/ without Zi (or 5i in isolation) is found, if I

am right, only in the second part of the book and in the we-sections

{vide xxvii. 21 and xvii. 18 ; xxiii. 22 ; xxv. 4 ; xxvi. 4 ; xxviii. 22),

but this is unimportant.
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in the case of an author who has the somewhat care-

less habit of referring to things that he should have

told us beforehand (vide supra). These are notably

the passages which critics have seized upon in order

to put in practice their well-known methods of ampu-
tation. It is possible that in some cases interpolation

may be safely assumed, yet seeing that the phenomenon
in question is of such frequent occurrence, strong

reasons must exist to justify this critical operation.

In the we-sections we gain better connection if we
omit xxvii. 9-11. In the remaining passages of the

second part of the book the same is the case if we
omit xvi. 24-34; xviii. 8; xviii. 9, 10, 24-28; xix.

30, 31, 37. In B, i. 22 disturbs the connection ; again,

V. 22-24 is easily dispensed with. In A, iv. 1-3 is

awkward before iv. 4 ; one is tempted either to omit

the latter verse or to transform the former passage;

also we could well dispense with iv. 15—20, with iv. 22,

27-28, with the words koi a-rj/meta koi repara ylvearOai

(iv. 30), with iv. 32, and with v. 14 and x. 39*. Lastly,

in the Antiochean source the connection seems to be

improved if we omit vii. 4 and other details of the

speech; again, the passage vii. 57-viii. 3 looks like

an awkward shuffling together of two sources with

repetitions (here at all events it is difficult to avoid

the hypothesis that sources are really present); xi.

26^ gives the impression of unskilful attachment, and

XV. 31 of an awkward interpolation. And yet in

almost all these cases the reasons are not quite con-

vincing, and there still remains the simpler hypo-

thesis of a certain literary carelessness on the part of

St. Luke.
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On the latter hypothesis we may most probably

explain those cases where St. Luke introduces persons

with a certain unconcern, or in other places seems to

forget that he has already introduced them. Instances

of the latter kind occur in the we-sections in xxi. 10 and

xxvii. 2. In the remaining passages of the second part

of the book we notice the abrupt appearance of the

household of the jailor (xvi. 32), of Jason (xvii. 5), ot

Sosthenes (xviii. 17), of Gains and Aristarchus (xix.

29), of Alexander (xix. 33), and of St. Paul's sister's

son (xxiii. 16). In A (ix. 31) the Church in Galilee,

of which nothing has been said hitherto, appears all at

once ; likewise (xii. 17) St. James, the Lord's brother.

In the Antiochean source (vi. 1) mention is abruptly

made of Hellenists and Hebrews in the Primitive

Community, of presbyters in Jerusalem (xi. 30), of

the brethren in Syria and Cilicia (xv. 23) ; from xiii.

1 we might suppose that as little had been previously

said about Barnabas and Saul as about the other

men mentioned in the verse. From ix. 2 we suddenly

discover that there were Christians in Damascus.

Instances of redundancy, of awkward repetition,

of silence upon important points, and of extra-

ordinary brevity, can be adduced from different parts

of the book. Still greater is the number of instances

of ambiguity, of accounts and expressions whose signi-

ficance is not quite clear, of trifling cases of literary

inaccuracy. They can be easily found in the lists

given above. Nor are there wanting instances of

discrepancy. Such (though insignificant) are to be

found in the three descriptions of the conversion of

St. Paul [they do not point to different sources], in
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the letter of Claudius Lysias (xxiii. 26
ff.)

compared

with the previous narrative, in Festus' report (xxv.

14 ^.), and finally in the last speech of St. Paul (in

Rome, xxviii. VI f-)- Such are, moreover, to be found

in B (ii. 9 compared with ii. 5) ; in A (iv. 36 y.

compared with iv. 32 ; and x. 42 compared with i. 8) ;

and lastly in the Antiochean source (xv. 40 compared

with XV. 33 ; concerning this instance of glaring dis-

crepancy vide infra).

Under these circumstances we are compelled to

conclude that an analysis into written sources based

upon phenomena sitch as have been mentioned^ or of
a similar Jcind, rests on insecure evidence, and is as a

rule ur^ustified. Taking into account the literary

temperament of St. Luke we are justified in proceed-

ing to such analysis only when the concurrence of

many such phenomena compels us to adopt this pro-

cedure. In such cases, however, the question always

arises whether we have to do with written sources

that have been unskilfully pieced together, or with

later interpolations inserted either by the author him-

self or by succeeding editors.

I. The we-sections have about them the character

of a diary, and it is therefore probable, if not certain,

that St. Luke employed in them notes which he

possessed. In these sections, however, there is no

certain indication of later interpolation. We may
naturally conjecture that xxi. 9 {tovtw Se ^<rav Ovya-

T€p€? T€G-(Tap€9 TTapQivoL '7rpo(pr}T€vov(Tai) is such an

interpolation, but we cannot here reach more than

a vague possibility. Wellhausen has, however, with

absolute confidence pronounced that xxvii. 9—11, 21—
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26, 31, 33-38 are interpolated. If this is really so,

then the whole account of the voyage contains no

reference to St. Paul and becomes an anonymous sea-

story, which St. Luke with great audacity has turned

into a story concerning St. Paul. Wellhausen has

not shrunk from drawing this conclusion, although

the sections in question are entirely Lukan in style,

and although the very questionable procedure thus

ascribed to St. Luke demands the strongest proof

before it can be accepted as probable. The indica-

tions which have led the critic to omit these passages

as interpolations made by a third person, may have

justice done to them without recourse to such an

hypothesis of dynamite. We may well suppose that

for the description of the facts the author followed

either his own memory or—as is more probable—the

brief notes of his own diary. His accounts of St.

Paul''s behaviour, and of what the Apostle said on

that occasion, would natui'ally be deduced from his

memory of the whole situation thus recalled to him,

with colouring from his own imagination, and would

necessarily have been inserted by him at suitable

points in the narrative which he composed from his

notes.

II. In reference to the second half of the book

(excluding the we-sections), I may say that the most

minute investigation has strengthened me afresh in

the conviction that on the whole, and in almost every

particular instance, it is most highly probable that

written sources were not used.^ It is possible to

^ The tradition here is certainly not homogeneous ; in the last

quarter it is quite possible that doublets exist.
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regard xvi. 24-34 ; xviii. 8 ; xviii. 9, 10 ; xviii. 24-28,

and perhaps other passages here and there, as later

interpolations, and xviii. 5—17, 19—23, and perhaps

other passages, as abbreviations of a more extensive

written source. But in xviii. 5-17 the former sup-

position excludes the latter, and then the assumption

of later interpolation is by far the more probable,

although I cannot speak even in favour of this

hypothesis. The section xviii. 24—28, though it

certainly falls somewhat outside the scope of the

whole work, is yet to the point if one assumes that

St. Luke did not wish to pass over so important

a missionary as ApoUos ; and even the best writer

could not have treated the ministry of this man
otherwise than as an episode, nor could he have

inserted it into the context at a more appropriate

place. The passage xix. 19—23 is purposely brief

and sketchy, for St. Luke did not wish to say nothing

about St. Paul's return to Syria, and yet it did not

fit in well with the continuous onward movement of

his plot. As for the passage xvi. 24—34, 1 would here

admit the probability of later interpolation if the

verses were not so entirely liukan in style, and if after

their removal a good and consistent story were left

behind. But it is scarcely credible that St. Luke

only narrated the imprisonment in Philippi in order

to show how proud St. Paul was of his Roman
citizenship.

Chapter xix. (the story of Demetrius) has been sub-

jected by Wellhausen to criticism similar to that with

which he has treated chapter xxvii. (the account of the

voyage). Wellhausen here remarks ; " The original
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source here simply described a rising in Ephesus

against the Jews. The author was neither Jew nor

Christian, but an impartial and superior observer, a

trifle malicious but quite sine ira et studio. St. Luke

has taken up the ready-made narrative and altered it

to suit his purpose, and yet with so little thorough-

ness that it still shows itself everywhere."" This is

the impression given by the passage after the omission

of verses 26 (the mention of St. Paul), 29^, 30, 31,

and 37. Against such a theory we may set : (1) The

general consideration of the improbability that a

writer who, as even Wellhausen agrees, had access

to all kinds of trustworthy information about St.

Paofs long stay in Ephesus, should have been at

such a loss for material for his narrative as to seize

upon the description of a chance rising against the

Jews in Ephesus, and in a most audacious way to

paint St. Paul's portrait into it ; and (2) the special

consideration that we can scarcely believe that if the

writer had inserted the Apostle into the narrative he

would have handled him so discreetly

—

i.e., would have

allowed him not to be affected hy the persecution ! Who
can possibly believe that any one making up a story

would act thus ! Lastly—verse 37 does not fall out

of the context (it connects quite well with irpoireTe^

of verse 36), and therefore does not break the bond

between verses 36 and 38, rather this bond remains

intact even if one reads 37. It is true that the entry

of Alexander upon the scene remains obscure—per-

haps he was known to the first readers, perhaps we

must simply assume an ambiguity arising from an

effort to be brief, as in the case of Sosthenes (xviii.
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17), and in not a few other cases.^ On the whole

this section, which is in no way necessarily dependent

on a written source, bears the stamp of historical trust-

worthiness just because it does not eulogise St. Paul

—indeed, leaves him open to possible accusations of

want of courage. If, however, it is believed that

here and there in the second half of the book we

cannot dispense with the hypothesis of written sources,

it need not at all follow that the authorship of St.

Luke is excluded.

When attempting to answer the question whether

a temporary companion of St. Paul could have written

the second half of the book, we ought to keep all

trivial details out of sight. The few historical mis-

takes in matters of detail, with which it is possible to

charge the author, are not at aU to the point; for

St. Luke has the right to make a mistake, especially

when he was not an eye-witness andwas dependent upon

the reports of others. This, however, does not pre-

vent people from confidently asserting that xxi. 20 ^.,

and the manner in which St. Paul is represented as

defending himself before the Jewish (and Gentile)

tribunal in the last chapters of the book, either exclude

a companion of St. Paul as author, or destroy all hope

that we shall ever arrive at an intelligible conception of

the actual course of events.^ Here one representation

* It has been already recognised by Storr that this straining after

brevity, leading here and there to ambiguity, is to be noticed in

the gospel as well as in the Acts.

2 Vide e.g. Julicher, Neue Linien, s. 60 : "If one of the most inti-

mate companions of St. Paul tells us without the slightest hesitation

how St. Paul for the sake of peace wished by an elaborate act of

hypocrisy to convince the Jews that he still walked in the strict
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of the character of St. Paul stands opposed to another,

i.e. to the conception which we ourselves have formed

concerning St. Paul. Of course I do not mean that

St. Paul was capable of an act of hypocrisy, or that

St. Luke was capable of supposing that he was ; for

such an hypothesis is absolutely devoid of evidence.

According to my conception of the attitude of St.

Paul towards his nation and the Law, as I derive it

from his own letters, he, as a Jew by birth, would

not only be capable at any moment of performing

ceremonial and other Jewish functions with a good

conscience, but where Jewish opposition to the in-

terests of the mission did not come into play he would

even perform such functions of his own free will and

from ingrained feelings of reverence. St. Paul not

only " became " a Jew to the Jews

—

i.e. he not only

accommodated himself to them in matters of religious

practice, even in those wherein he had outgrown them

—but he was and he remamed a Jew. Nothing in his

letters prevents us from supposing that on his visits

to the Holy City he, like his Jewish Christian brethren

in Jerusalem, took part in the ceremonial worship of

the Temple. It must be allowed that the epistles to

the Romans and the Galatians might seem to suggest

that this was no longer possible for him, but they

need not be so interpreted ; and if we here receive

observance of the Law, and if this representation, given by &friend

who must have possessed true information concerning St. Paul's

attitude to the Law, deserves to be taken as evidence, then all

hopes that we shall ever arrive at an intelligible conception of the

actual history of the Primitive Church are reduced to zero, and we
are no longer safe in opposing any negation of things which have

even the best attestation."
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additional information concerning the character and

practice of the Apostle—no matter whether it is to

his credit or not^—we have only to examine most

carefully whether this additional information is to

the point. In my opinion, it stands the test. More-

over, in judging of St. Paul and his controversy with

the Jewish Christians, people are always overlook-

ing the fact the liberty of all Christians was not

the subject of debate but the freedom of the Gentile

Christians from the yoke of the Law. There was no

question at all as to the practice of Jewish Christians

in reference to the Law, so far as their own persons

were concerned. As for the point of the defence

made before the Jewish tribunal, St. Luke may well

have added an accent or an emphasis which might

here so readily suggest itself to him. But the main

question, that St. Paul in his apology laid the

greatest stress upon his teaching in defence of the

Resurrection of the dead and of the Hope of Israel

(xxiii. 6y!; xxiv. 14 y! ; xxvi. 6y*. ; xxviii. 17, 20;

see, however, on the other hand, xxvi. 23), and

that he also emphasised points wherein he agreed

with the Pharisees as opposed to the Sadducees, may
very well be historical. Perhaps St. Luke might

with advantage to St. Paul have shown a little finer

ethical feeling in his reproduction of these speeches,

but in my opinion it is only a question of nuance.

Accordingly there is no justification for the assertion

* He loses somewhat in determination and in that consistency of

character wherein the eye is always sharply fixed upon a single

object, but he gains in freedom and in absolute devotion to the

interests of the mission.
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that because of these passages no companion of St.

Paul could have written the Acts. Those who ad-

vance such an assertion make upon both author and

Apostle demands which are too rigorous, too heroic,

and too abstract.

Seeing that there is no proof that the second half

of the book depends upon written sources, we may

not forthwith build up the hypothesis of written

sources for the first half upon the basis of faults

similar to those which are found in the second half.

III. Passing to chapter i. and the " source " B (chap,

ii. ; V. 17—42), we find that the instances of discrepancy

and unevenness are so numerous in the first verses of

the first chapter that we cannot well reject the hypo-

thesis that they have been subjected to later correc-

tion. We can, however, no longer ascertain the extent

of this correction, nor the wording of the original

text.

In the passage concerning the election of Matthias

(i. 15—26) Weiss distinguishes a written source and

editorial touches due to St. Luke. He bases his con-

clusions upon the different significance given to the

word r} ewauXL^ (the Apostleship and the plot of ground

of Judas), as well as upon the grammatical and prac-

tical difficulties that are to be found in the verses

21^' '', 22. The latter verses may be a later inter-

polation—though we are by no means forced to this

conclusion ; but the fact that eiravXis is used in a

double significance gives no ground for assuming a

written source. Double interpretations of a word are

out of place according to our ideas of exegesis, but

they were not so according to ancient ideas (espe-
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cially where a sacred text was concerned) ; rather it was

thought that exegesis approached nearer to the truth,

and was the more edifying, the more things—often

quite heterogeneous—it read into the text and the

more it combined together things quite distinct from

one another.

Chapter ii. suffers much from obscm-ity. It is not at

all clear whether the event narrated took place on the

day of Pentecost or shortly beforehand, nor is it clear

where the scene of action is placed ; there is obscurity as

to the character of the miracle ; it is doubtful whether

the Spirit fell only upon the Apostles or upon all the

Christians ; it is not clear what became of the natives

of Jerusalem (only Jews of the Dispersion dwelling

in Jerusalem are spoken of; yet see verse 14); it is

not explained how the phenomenon could have been

brought to the notice of several thousand persons ; it

is not clear how St. Peter could speak of great cosmic

miracles, which certainly did not occur, nor are they

mentioned afterwards in the narrative—many other

things also are obscure. But to attempt to clear away
these obscurities by assuming a written source, contain-

ing none of these faults, which has been spoiled by the

correction of an editor—the editor is always a simple-

ton— is a strange way out of the difficulty. It is ever

so much more natural to suppose that we have here

a worked-up narrative of a character that of itself

forbids close examination into the clearness and de-

finiteness of its details, because throughout one single

point is kept in view. The unprejudiced reader does

not notice these instances of obscurity—on the other

hand, the essential point of the narrative stands out
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quite clearly—nor were they probably noticed by St.

Luke himself.^ How much of this " working up " is

due to St. Luke, how much to the source itself, cannot

be determined. It was only natural that this first

occasion of « speaking with tongues " should be dis-

tinguished from the later occasions in its miraculously

attractive power. The same considerations hold good

for the section v. 17-42. We are tempted to regard

the unnecessary verses 22-24 as an interpolation ; but

St. Luke could easily have been somewhat diffuse in

his narrative ; at all events the verses do not disturb

the context. Neither can I see why Weiss should

object to see the two reproaches of verse 28 standing

side by side.^ Here also it is enough to say that

the ordinary style of narrative loves to heap up

motives, and is not concerned about their consistency

with one another. Accordingly B may pass as a

source, but not as a written source. It is, however,

worthy of note that this source is related to the

Jerusalem-Antiochean source, in so far as it seems

to have sprung from Hellenistic circles. In ii. 5 ol ev

^ It is characteristic of by no means few of his narratives that he

has not quite thoroughly thought out his situations, as so easily

happens when one recounts an event of which one has not been an

eye-witness. From the instances of unevenness and of slight discre-

pancy that must thus arise, to conclude the existence of a written

source free from such faults, which has been spoiled by abbrevia-

tion and interpolation, is not the first course that presents itself,

but rather the last resource. Many critics, however, prefer it because

they would sooner reckon with two rigid components than with a

single elastic one, although daily experience must teach them that

stories awkward in style and illogical in small points are everywhere

the rule.

* Weiss judges similarly concerning the incompatibility of the

two motives given in iv. 16 and iv. 21

.
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*l€povcra\r]/uL KaTOLKOvvTe<i ''lovSaioi, avSpeg evXa^eig airo

iravTO'i 'iOvov^ tcov xjito tov ovpavov alone appear (vide

siipra), so that we are almost compelled to infer that

the story of Pentecost only concerns these Hellenists

to the exclusion of the natives of Jerusalem. Or is

this only due to the unskilfulness of the writer (see

verse 14) ?

Chapters i. and ii. and v. 17-42 are the passages

of the Acts which are furthest removed from actual

history. The account of the Ascension is quite useless

to the historian (vide supra, pp. 155 ff.), the account

of the election of an Apostle is at least beyond our

control, and the story of Pentecost is so worked up

that even St. Luke did not recognise it as a doublet

of iv. 31. Neither has he recognised that the story

of the imprisonment of the Apostles and their mira-

culous release (v. 17 ^.) is a doublet of iv. 1
ff.

and

xii., because here all the Apostles have taken the place

of St. Peter. Finally, our trust in this source is

not increased by its profession to know exactly what

happened in the Council (v. 34
ff.,

the speech of

Gamaliel). These passages taken together must be

accounted the latest and least credible in the book.

IV. In favour of the theory that A (the Jeru-

salem-Caesarean source) was a written source, we may
advance the following considerations :

—

(1) The name of St. John seems to have been inter-

polated into a text that had already taken form, in

which St. Peter alone was mentioned (chaps, iii.—iv.).

(2) The scene of iv. 5
ff.

seems to have been origin-

ally set in the Court of the Temple, and to have been

first transferred to the Sanhedrin by St. Luke.
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(3) Elsewhere in this passage, so it seems, traces

are to be found of the work of an editor.

(4) Such traces are also found in the passage iv.

25-31.

(5) Chap. iv. 32 presents difficulties in both form

and subject-matter, and does not agree with iv. 36 /.

;

the same remark applies to iv. 34/.

(6) Chap. V. 14 looks like an interpolation which

breaks the thread of the context.

(7) In chapter x. it seems possible to distinguish

the work of an editor and a fixed text which he

has worked up.

(8) The same seems to be the case in xii. 1-6.

Moreover, the brevity of the notice concerning the

martyrdom of St. James, and of the sufl'erings of

other Christians at the same time, is best explained

on the assumption that the source contained stories

about St. Peter, and accordingly only cursorily touched

upon other subjects, however important they may have

been (vide supra, p. 125).

(9) The expression xii. 17: eiropevOrj ek erepov

TOTTOv looks like the concluding sentence of a source,

in the reproduction of which the name of the place

has been suppressed.

I do not think that I need weary the reader with

a detailed investigation of these instances, seeing that

I have not yet been able to attain to a quite complete

and certain result, and have advanced only a little

beyond the position which I formulated in my earlier

work ("Luke the Physician," pp. 116/.).

For some passages of this body of tradition it is,

in my opinion, very probable that St. Luke depended
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upon a written document. So, above all, for chaps,

iii., iv., and chap. xii. As for the former extensive

passage, it is here so obvious that the name of St.

John has been interpolated into a story that had

already taken a fixed form, that we need only ask

whether St. Luke himself inserted it or a later inter-

polator. Seeing, however, that St. Luke without

doubt betrays in his gospel an interest in St. Peter

and St. John {vide especially xx. 8 ; the other gospels

give no names here), it is precarious not to ascribe

this interest also to him in the Acts. Then it would

follow that the tradition of chaps, iii. and iv. lay

before him in a fixed

—

i.e. in a written—form of nar-

rative ^ with which it would also seem necessary to com-

bine chap. V. 1-11. It may, moreover, be maintained

that chapter xii. depends upon a written document, both

on account of its introduction, the brevity of which

would be otherwise incomprehensible, and because of

other phenomena it presents. It is not so probable

that the passage x. 1-xi. 18 depends upon a written

tradition, and such an hypothesis is quite uncertain

in the case of chaps, viii. and ix. 32-43. It is not,

however, necessary to imagine that because some of

these passages with great probability are based upon

written tradition, it therefore follows that the same

hypothesis must be extended to all the rest. How-
ever probable it is that the passages we have included

under A form a certain homogeneous whole, it cannot

be shown that in matters of form this unity is so

. complete that it is not possible to suppose that some

* Note also that it is only here that our Lord is called 6 vah

deoO {vide $uj>ra)—an important point I
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of its elements may have reached St. Luke in writing

and others by way of oral tradition, nor to suppose

that they may depend upon the authority of difterent

persons. The whole of the phenomena seems to be

best explained on the supposition that St. Luke re-

ceived from St. Philip (or from him and his daughters)

partly oral information, partly also written tradition,

which helped out the oral accounts. This body of

tradition referred to St. Philip's own ministry, but

above all it was made up of reminiscences concerning

St. Peter (and for these St. Mark also comes under

consideration). What was written can, however,

scarcely have been written in Greek, but must have

been composed in the Aramaic tongue ; for the Lukan

vocabulary and style can be traced into the most

intimate details of the narratives, while from the

syntax of the sentences, and from many turns of

phraseology, we may conclude that the original was

'perhaps Semitic.

As for the historical value of the records in A, we

have already considered this question in the preceding

chapter. This collection of traditions proceeds from

one who thoroughly believed in the miraculous, and

was probably himself endowed with supernatural gifts,

and it has received some legendary embellishments.

But the legendary element can easily be discerned as

such ; and beneath the whole there lies a nucleus of

historical fact. This nucleus appears especially in

chapters iii. and iv. (the intelligible development of

events leading up to the " outpouring of the Spirit

"

and the foundation of the Church). In this source

the stories of the conversion of the Samaritans and of
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Cornelius were not related as stages leading up

to the mission to the Gentiles, but simply as stories

concerning St. Peter and St. PhiHp.^ It was only

the way in which St. Luke has used them for his

history that first gave them their appearance of

stages. Lastly, the facts referred to in chapter xii.

may be said to depend upon genuine and trustworthy

tradition.

V. It now only remains for us to conclude with the

investigation of the extensive Jerusalem-Antiochean

source (vi. 1-viii. 4; xi. 19-30; xii. 25 [xiii. 1]-

XV. 35). In favour of the written character of this

source we may adduce the following weighty con-

siderations :

—

(1) The abrupt fashion in which it begins at vi. 1,

indeed in which it begins everywhere, when it starts

afresh. Note especially the verbal identity of viii. 4

and xi. 19.

(2) Certain terminological and other differences,

though not many, which exist between it and the

remaining portions of the first half of the Acts.

(3) The consideration that the speech of St. Stephen

seems to have been edited (though not to the extent

assumed by Weiss), and that its conclusion seems to

have been curtailed.

(4) The consideration that ix. 19—80 looks like an

extract ; while on the other hand xiii. 4—xiv. 28 gives

the impression of having been expanded from shorter

records.

^ For this very reason the ordinary objections that are advanced
against an historical nucleus in the story of Cornelius fall to the

ground.
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(5) The consideration that chap. xv. seems to have

been based upon a fuller narrative.

(6) The appearance of unity and of gradual develop-

ment up to a climax which can be traced through-

out, and distinguishes all the passages assigned to this

source.

(7) The consideration that St. Philip, one of the

" seven,"" plays no part here, though his name is men-

tioned.

(8) The consideration that the actual circumstances

of the story of St. Stephen (a riot in the streets)

can still be discerned behind the representation of

St. Luke, who has placed the scene in the council-

chamber.

(9) The consideration that vii 57—viii. 3 is best

explained as an unskilful shuffling together of two

sources, of which one at least must have been written.

(10) The consideration that St. Barnabas is here

not only treated as of equal authority with St. Paul,

but is even set in the foreground.

(11) The consideration that xv. 40 is discrepant

with XV. 33.^

Not one of these considerations affords a convincing

proof of the written character of the source—it is also

possible to assume later interpolation and editing^

—

but the impression that part at least of this source,

^ The discrepancy is indeed so flagrant that one is inclined to

conjecture a later interference with the text.

^ It is not probable that the conclusion of the speech of St.

Stephen has been curtailed by some later corrector, seeing that a
too sharp attack upon the Temple and " the customs delivered by
Moses" would also to St. Luke himself have seemed wanting in

reverence.
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perhaps the whole, was in writing makes itself felt

still more strongly than in the case of the source A.

If Silas was the authority for this body of tradition

—and considering the subject-matter and the relations

that existed between himself and St. Paul, what more

likely person could we imagine !—it follows that in

this case also we may suppose that oral information

was helped out by written notes. Such a solution of

the problem seems to answer best to the actual situa-

tion ; but I am far from holding it as certain. St.

Luke has—shall we say, unfortunately ?—understood

how to give his work such a stamp of homogeneity

that, with the exception of the vindication of the

we-sections for the author himself, of the discovery

of the doublets in A and B,^ and of the separation

from the rest of the book of a distinct collection of

narratives connected with both Jerusalem and Antioch,

there is nothing in the criticism of the sources of

1 But the following pretty little erperience of mine teaches how
careful one should be in assuming doublets. On a rainy day beside

the Walensee, I was turning over the leaves of the Jahrbuch des

Jlistorischen Vereins des Tcanton Glarus, 27. Heft (1S92). In an article

on " St. Felix and Kegula in Spain " I read (pp. 6/.) as follows :
" If

any one had anywhere read that in the third decade of this century a

pupil of the public school of Aarau, the son of one Triimpi, a pastor in

Schwanden [Canton Glarus], was drowned near Aarau when bath-

ing in the Aar, and had afterwards read somewhere else that in

1837 one Balthasar Leuzinger, son of M. Leuziuger, the pastor

in Schwanden, was drowned when bathing in the Aar close to

Aarau, if the reader were at all of a critical turn of mind he would

assuredly have drawn the conclusion that one and the same occur-

rence was evidently referred to in each case. . . . And yet it

actually happened that two young natives of Glarus, both of them

sons of a pastor of Schwanden, were drowned in the neighbour-

hood of Aarau [thus a long way from Schwanden]."
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the Acts that can be maintained with absolute con-

fidence.

We have abeady discussed (pp. 195 j^. and elsewhere)

the high historical worth of this Antiochean source.

We owe to it most important information concerning

the early history of the Church of Jerusalem and the

beginning of the mission to the Gentiles, filling up

great gaps in the information we derive from the

epistles of St. Paul. Without this source we should

have been unable to form any conception concerning

certain fundamental historical questions, or we should

at least have arrived at a conception which would

have been incorrect. But there is one account in this

source which seems to threaten its trustworthiness

—

I refer to the Apostolic Decree of the Council of

Jerusalem.

Our concern is only with the Decree itself—the

rest of the narrative in chapter xv. either presents no

difficulties at all, or at least not such as would exclude

its composition by St. Luke

—

i.e. by a man who was

in a position to make inquiries from the eye-witnesses.^

1 It must not, of course, be forgotten that other points of differ-

ence exist between Gal. ii. and Acts xv. The most glaring are

these—that, in the Acts, the Apostles seem from the first to have

stood upon the side of freedom, and that St. Paul is not repre-

sented as standing on an equality with them, indeed they seem

rather to form a court of higher instance. But this is partly

only appearance. Even according to the Acts the conversion of

Cornelius did not have the result that the Apostles now became
missionaries to the Gentiles, or in plain terms, recognised the

Mission (St. Luke makes them refer to the story of Cornelius as

an event that had happened long ago), and even from the Acts

one can see clearly enough that it was the account which St.

Barnabas and St. Paul gave of the success of their mission that

led to the final decision. If, however, St. Paul, when compared
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But the Apostolic Decree, if it contained a general

declaration against eating sacrifices offered to idols,

against partaking of blood or things strangled, and

against fornication, is inconsistent with the account

given by St. Paul in Gal. ii. 1-10,^ and with the

corresponding passages in the First Epistle to the

Corinthians. It is, accordingly, unhistorical. But

if the Decree is unhistorical, it follows that it is in

the highest degree improbable that a companion of

Silas and St. Paul either wrote or accepted from

others what we read in Acts xv. Both he and his

authority must have known the real result of the

deliberations of the Council. Neither could St. Luke

have been so audacious as to forge the result, nor so

simple as to forget it or to exchange it for another

tradition, seeing especially that he lays great stress

upon the fact that St. Paul and Silas on their

missionary journey delivered this very Decree to the

churches (xvi. 4), and seeing that he himself refers

with the Apostles, here falls into the background, we must neverthe-

less allow St. Luke, who was not present on this occasion, the

liberty so to picture the scene to himself, seeing especially that we
have here a conflict of two representations, and that the religious

and apostolic independence which St. Paul claimed for himself

by no means excludes that at that time the Church of Jerusalem

with its leaders was regarded as the court of ultimate appeal for

the whole of Christendom. (Even if the Decree is authentic, I have

always regarded the letter as a creation of St. Luke. He perhaps

imitated some other letter of the kind.) Besides, we must not

forget that even St. Paul has written in Gal. ii. 2 : dved^/xtju avroU

(the " pillars " of the Church of Jerusalem) t6 evayyiXiov 6 K-qpvaau

Iv Tois WvecLv . . . fjLT] TTws CIS Kcpov Tfiix^ ^ idpafJLov. This after all

is not so very different from the impression which is given by the

Acts.

1 And also with the narrative of Gal. ii. 11^.
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to it again in xxi. 25. It is possible to suppose that

a later annalist, who could no longer communicate

with eye-witnesses, might have made a mistake about

this Decree, or might have mixed up two different

decrees—but in the case of a companion of St. Paul

who met with the Apostle soon after the promulgation

of the Decree, such a supposition is quite inadmissible.

The same holds good of the person who formed his

authority.

Now it is well known that the Apostolic Decree is

handed down to us in a twofold form in the manu-

scripts and by the Fathers. Following in the steps

of other scholars, whose vision, however, had not been

keen enough, I have gone most thoroughly into the

question in an article published in the Sitzungsherkhte

d. K, Preuss. Jkad. d. Wiss., 2. Marz 1899. I here

arrived at the result—which is now, so far as I know,

widely accepted—that the Decree according to one

tradition prohibited certain foods (flesh offered to

idols, blood, things strangled) and fornication, and

that according to the other tradition it was a sum-

mary of Jewish ethical catechetics (the abstaining

from flesh offered to idols—in the sense of sharing in

the idolatrous feasts, and in idolatry generally—from

murder and fornication, " and all which ye would not

that others should do to you, even so do it not to

them "). In this article I attempted to prove a

position which up to that time I had agreed with

almost every one in accepting, namely, that the first

of these two forms of the Decree (we may call it the

Eastern form and that of the Uncials) was the original,

and that the second form (we may call it that of the
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Western Fathers, including Irenaeus ; it is also that of

Codex D) must accordingly be regarded as due to

interpolation.

Since that time—and I may say with great reluct-

ance and after long consideration—I have arrived at

a different conclusion. I am not fond of correcting

myself—and it is not the first time—but magis arnica

Veritas! Besides, the main structure of my article

still stands firm. The conversion was eflected by the

excellent and exhaustive treatise of Resch, junior. Das
AposteldeJcret nach seiner ausserkanonischen Teoctgestalt

(Texte und Unters., Bd. 28, Heft 3, I905).i But
there were two other contributory influences : (1) A
conviction, strengthened by Wellhausen (Noten z,

Jpostelgesch., s. 19
ff.),

that the word itvlktov did not

belong to the original text, and (2) the perception

that the Decree in its ordinary form did not fit in

well with its context in chapter xv.

YiviKTov is wanting in Dd, Athous, Sahid., Iren.,

Porphyr., Gigas, Augustine (ep. 82, Specul. and else-

where), Tertull., Cyprian, Pacian, Hieron, App. ad

Eucher. opp., Ambrosiaster, Fulgent. It is combined

with al/jia to form one idea in the Vulgate [sanguine

stiff'ocato], and by Cyril of Jerusalem [a^/xaro? tti/iktov]

and by Gaudentius [a sanguine id est s^iffocatis'] ; on

the other hand, aT/xa is wanting in Orig. lat. in Matth.

1 In the year 1906 there also appeared a treatise by A. Seeburg
entitled, Die hciden Wege und das Aposteldekret. In my article in the

Sitzsungsherichten I had already touched upon the " Two Ways,"
and used it to illustrate the Apostolic Decree in its Western form.

Seeburg in his careful treatise has carried this much further ; but

I cannot accept his conclusions, seeing that they presuppose the

originality of the prohibitions of food in Acts xv.
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and in Methodius. Moreover, Wellhausen has decis-

ively proved

—

cf.also Resch''s learned notes on ttviktov

—that TTviKTOv is included in the prohibition of aiima

(if aijua means " partaking of blood "
; it only occurs

in those authorities where afjULa has this meaning),

and cannot stand as a separate member of the list.^

Accordingly, the original decree, as reported by St.

Luke, read in its second half as follows : ^A'7r€-)(earOai

eiScoXoOvTCov Koi aijmaTog koi Tropveia^ e^ wv SiaTrjpovvre?

eauToi'9 €v irpaPeaQe. As soon as this is recognised, the

question concerning the original meaning of the Decree

becomes no longer a question of text hut simply of inter-

pretation. The Western authorities (and D) have

made it quite clear, by the interpolation {oa-a fxrj

OeXere eavroh ylvecrOai erepo) jmrj iroieiv), which inter-

pretation they preferred.^ But is this not really the

meaning intended by St. Luke ? Resch and—already

* It is also in favour of the original absence of irvkKrhv that the

insertion of the word can be easily explained {vide infra), and that

as a general rule interpolations into the text [especially in D, but

also elsewhere] are far more frequent than omissions [amid the

enormous number of additions in D can we point to a single omission

which is not due to grammatical considerations or to carelessness?

—rid« Weiss in Texte u. Unters., Bd. 9, s. 37/*.]. If irvt.KTSv stood

originally in the text, and was afterwards omitted, this would have

implied gross interference with the text. If it was originally absent,

and then inserted with the intention of giving what was thought

to be a correct interpretation of alfxa, this would scarcely have been

called interpolation. However, Wellhausen's supposition that in

the case that af/xa means " shedding of blood " vj'iktSv may be

original (but not if it means ''partaking of blood," as he supposes)

seems scarcely possible ; for it is incredible that any one should

have set together in this fashion the abominations of idolatry,

murder, fornication, and eating things strangled.

2 It is here assumed that these words are interpolated. That

this was probably so vide infra.
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before him—Hilgenfeld ^ have answered in the affir-

mative, in opposition to all other scholars. What
support, then, can be found for the usual interpreta-

tion (prohibition of meats and of fornication), if

irviKTov does not belong to the original text ? Nothing

certainly in the context of the Acts—whether one

considers only chapter xv. or the whole book

—

nor in

the epistles of St. Paul. Moreover, the united testi-

mony of the exegesis of the ancient Western Fathers

is opposed to this interpretation. So far as I can see,

the conception that the Decree originally included

prohibition of meats can be based only on the follow-

ing considerations :

—

(1) Upon the exegesis of the Eastern Fathers, but

not until St. Clement and Origen

;

(2) On passages in very ancient documents (e.g.

The Revelation), in which the eating of flesh offered

to idols appears as something that is altogether

abominable

;

(3) On the consideration that as eating is referred

to in the word elScoXoOuTov, it may also be understood

in the case of aijuLa ;

(4) Upon the consideration that it would seem

superfluous to insist upon plain and obvious moral

commandments, and that the Decree must there-

fore have dealt with more special precepts;

(5) Upon the consideration that it is more probable

that ceremonial ordinances should have been trans-

formed in course of tradition into general ethical

commandments than the opposite case.

1 Ztschr./.wiss. Theol.y 189G, s. C25 /. ; 1809, s. 138/.; Acta

App. Greece et Latine, 1899.
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Of these five arguments the first has no weight,

because the exegesis of the Eastern Fathers begins

after the time that ttvlktov had found its way into

the text. Neither is the second to the point ; for the

Decree in either form forbids wopvevcrai koi (payeiv

eiSwXoOvra (Revelation). The question is only what

range of meaning " aire^ea-Qai eiSoAoOuroov '' is in-

tended to have in the Decree (taking part in sacri-

ficial feasts may be meant ; but partaking of any

flesh that was used in sacrifice may also be under-

stood) ; and this cannot be decided from the wording

alone, but only from the context. The third argu-

ment is likewise without force ; for iropvela has

nothing to do with eating, neither therefore need

m/xa be so interpreted. It cannot be allowed that it

is more natural to translate aire^ecrOai tov al/maTO^

by the words " to abstain from partaking of blood,"

than by the words " to abstain from murder." ^ When
OLfjLa stands by itself, or side by side with Idolatry or

Fornication, it is rather to be understood as " murder,"

unless there are strong reasons to the contrary, vide—
Lev. xvii. 4 : Xoyia-OriareTaL rep avOpcoTrw al/uia, Deut.

xvii. 8 : eav a^vvarria-ii cnro trov ptj/ma ev KpicreL ava

jxedov alfxa al/maTO^ koi ava /mea-ov Kpia-iq Kpia-ecDg,

Sirach xxxiv. 25 : apro? eTriSeo/mevcov ^wrj irrw-^^wv, 6

aTro(JTepwv avTt]v avOpotrirog aijuiaToov, St. Matt, xxiii.

* 1 Thess. iv. 3 : aTixe<rdai airb r^r iropvelas, 1 Thess. v. 22 : diri

vavTb% etSovs TroyrjpoO dir^ecrdai, 1 Pet. ii. 11 : avix^aGai airb rCjy

capKLKdv Hi.6vixt.G)Vy 1 Tim. iv. 3 : ar^x^cQaL /Spw/idruw'. At the third

place in which the Decree appears in the Acts (xxi. 25) dir^x^ffdai

is replaced by <f>v\dc<x€adai. In the N.T. <pv\da<xe<TdaL is never found

in combination with prohibitions concerning meats (though it does

occur in combination with TrXeove^ia in St. Luke xii. 15).
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30 : Koivooi'o] €v rco alp.aTi tmv TrpochrjTwv. Tliere

thus remain only the two last arguments—general

considerations whose validity shall be straightway

tested.

On the other hand, in favour of the interpretation

of the Apostolic Decree as giving moral precepts, we

have the following arguments :
^

—

(1) In the whole of St. Luke's book, where it deals

with the Gentile Christian controversy, there is no

other reference to the question of prohibited meats,

but only to questions of capital importance—namely,

to Circumcision and the Mosaic Law as a whole. It is

most strange that in a single passage, and that a

passage so important, St. Luke should suddenly in-

troduce rules concerning meats without making any

further remark, or giving any reason for their appear-

ance. Fundamental ethical directions, on the other

hand, do not suffer from this difficulty.*

* This use of the word is also found in the i^rofane writers {vide

Resch, p. 42). We need no examples to prove that atfia, when
placed side by side with Idolatry and Fornication, as a rule means

"shedding of blood."

2 I omit the arguments in favour of this interpretation which

may be derived from the Pauline epistles, although, after all, there

is no reason for this forbearance.

' St. Peter's vision in chapter x. (the sheet with the unclean

animals) ought not to be adduced here. But even if it is thought

necessary to take notice of this instance, it will be found that it

does not favour the view that chapter xv. deals with regulations con-

cerning meats. The import of chapter x. is that these regulations

were an especially characteristic element of the Law of the Old

Testament from which St. Peter was to shake himself free. How,
then, could St. Luke have related, without turning a hair, that re-

gulations concerning meats were nevertheless imposed upon Gentile

Christians 7
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(2) The combination of prohibition of meats and

fornication—why this selection ?—is a detail that no

one has yet been able to explain satisfactorily.^ On
the other hand, the combination of Idolatry, Murder,

and Fornification is quite intelligible, and can be

instanced from the ethical catechisms of contemporary

Judaism.

(3) If the commandments of the Decree prohibited

meats they undoubtedly formed part of the Jewish

Law ; but we read just beforehand (xv. 19 f.) that

nothing of the Jewish Law was to be imposed upon

the Gentile Christians, seeing that this Law still

continued in force and in practice among the Jews;

accordingly (if the commands of the Decree are inter-

preted as forbidding certain meats) a discrepancy, not

easy to be removed, arises between « jj.rj 'jrap€vo-)(X€iv

TOig airo Twv eOvwv i-Tria-Tpecpova-iv eVl tov Oeov^^ (and

/mrjSev TrXeov eTTiTLOeaOaL vjuLtv /Bdpog) and this '' aTre-

')(€<rOai.''^ On the other hand, though the moral in-

junctions were also Mosaic commandments, still they

would have been generally regarded as command-

ments of the universal Moral Law ; for the conscience

of Judaism had at that time already advanced as far

as this.

(4) It is difficult to understand why it is that just

* I have emphasised this point also in my earlier article (p. 19)

:

•' It only remains for us to admit that we cannot explain the object

and the selection here. "We do not know whether we ought to give
• vopveia ' a quite general meaning, or whether we must understand

it in its more special significance ; we cannot tell why just these

four commands have been selected out of the abundance of legal

ordinances ; more particularly our attitude towards the combination

of prohibition of meats with iropveia is one of total ignorance."
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these points (prohibition of meats !) are described as

absolutely essential (ravTa to. ewdvayKe^), and how it

could be regarded as a necessary condition of the ev

irpaa-G-eiv of Christians that they should observe them

(e^ wv SiaTtjpovvTe^ eaurovg ev irpd^ere)} On the con-

trary, there is here no difficulty if the Decree deaLs

with moral precepts ; these are, in fact, the necessary

presupposition of ev irpaaareiv.

(5) The meaning of the word " elSwXoOvTOv " is to

be derived from the first passage in which the Decree

appears (xv. 20). Here, however, we read " aire^ea-Qcu

Twv oXicryrjjuLaTcov T(tiv eiScoXojv.^^ Accordingly, elocoXo-

OvTOv does not specially refer to the sacrificial flesh

that was on sale in the markets, nor indeed even

exclusively to the flesh of the sacrificial feasts, but

simply to Idolatry in general. Participation in the

idolatrous feasts is especially emphasised, simply

because this was the crassest form of idolatry.^

(6) The objection that the prohibition of murder

is in such a document strange and superfluous has

no force ; ^ for, in the first place, the combination oi

the three elements of the Decree is formal, depend-

ing upon the Decalogue and the " Two Ways "

;

^ It would be otherwise if we read—" on these conditions we wiU

enter into fellowship with yon "
; but we do not read this, nor ii

this idea introduced. Nothing at all is said about fellowship and

intercommunion.
2 In the first passage where the Decree occurs in the Acts we

may assume with some probability that there is absolutely no

intention to prohibit meats. But the other passages must be

interpreted by the first, i.e. eidwXodvTov is accordingly to be under-

stood as pars pro toto.

3 Wellhausen writes: " This for Christian Gentiles seems surely

too self-evident."

R
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secondly, more refined as well as gross forms of m/xa

were very prevalent in Heathendom, and these needed

to be earnestly combated (exposure and slaying of

children, abortion, murder of slaves, &c.); thirdly, it

was already a part of Jewish teaching that " murder

'

included every injury to the life of one's neighbour.

Lastly, let us recollect that St. Peter writes (1 Pet.

iv. 15) : liiri TZ9 viJiciov Traa-^ero) w<s (povevg, that we read

in the First Epistle of St. John (iii. 15) : Tra? o juLi(Tai>

TOP aSeXcpov outov avOpcoTroKTOvog icrrlv, that the

Revelation—as if in dependence upon the Apostolic

Decree—proclaims (xxii. 15): e^co . . . ol iropvoi

Kcu ol (pov€i9 Kal ol elScoXoXoLTpaL, and that St.

James writes, even in reference to Christians (iv. 2)

:

(bovevere kcu X^rjkovTe. Moreover, Irenaeus expressly

says that when heathens were converted it was neces-

sary to teach them the most elementary moral pre-

cepts. Indeed, seeing that at the Apostolic epoch

conversions were often—perhaps as a rule—ecstatic

in character, i.e. wrought " by the Spirit," it was

doubly necessary to insist most strongly upon the

great general principles of morality, especially in

cases where the authority of the Mosaic Law was

not felt. It is therefore far from being strange

that these ethical commandments should occur in

the context of the Apostolic Decree ; they are rather

proved to be necessary and very much to the point.

These three ordinances against Idolatry, Murder, and

Fornication are intended to exclude the whole sphere

of non-moral conduct.

(7) Resch quite rightly points out that the exist-

ence of an authoritative law against partaking ol
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blood is not to be found in the most ancient Chris-

tian documents earlier than the Epistle from Lyons

and Vienne, and that there is absolutely no evidence

in primitive times for the prohibition of sacrificial

flesh sold in the markets. The prohibition in the

Epistle from Lyons is not based upon the Apostolic

Decree—indeed we know from Irenaeus that in that

part of the world the Apostolic Decree was at that

time regarded as a code of ethical precepts. But

the polemic against €iSa)\60vTov was, as a rule, a

polemic against participation in idolatrous sacrificial

feasts. The Apostolic Fathers and the Apologists

know nothing of regulations concerning meats bind-

ing upon Christians. If it is otherwise with the (payeiv

eiScoXoOvra of the Revelation, and with the eiScoXoOvrov

of the Didache (vi. 3)—and this cannot be proved—no

reference is at any rate made to the Apostolic Decree.

(8) The whole Western Church understood the

Apostolic Decree as an ethical rule^ and even Fathers

(like Teiiidlian ^) who already recognised the prohibition

of blood and of things strangled as binding upon

Christians, so understood it.

From these considerations, as it seems to me, it

follows that St. Luke (who did not write ttvlktov at

all) understood the three clauses a7r€')(€(r6ai rcov aXia--

yrj/uLcxTcov tu>v eiSdoXwv (eiScoXoOvTwv) Kai rrjg iropveiag

Kol Tov aljuLaTog as an abstract of an ethical catechism,

and that he intended his readers so to understand

1 TertuUian when mentioning the prohibition of blood does not

appeal to the Decree (Apol. 9 ; De Monog. 5 ; De Jejun. 4) ; neither

does he appeal to the Decree in support of abstaining from flesh

offered to idols, but to Revelation and 1 Corinthians (De Spect, 13

;

De Corona 10 ; De Prsesc. 33 ; De Jejun. 15).
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them. If this is accepted, then everything in the

Decree and in the narrative at once becomes consistent

and clear. We also see clearly that it was not neces-

sary for St. Paul to mention these stipulations in the

Epistle to the Galatians, and that in spite of the

silence of this epistle they may very well be historical.

Moreover, we now see clearly how the false inter-

pretation arose.i In the course of the second century,

but quite independently of the Apostolic Decree or

any other decree,the Jewish prejudice against partaking

of blood (like much else from the Old Testament in

spite of freedom from the Law) crept into the Church.

Then it was that early—indeed, very early

—

ttviktov

was added to af/xa in the margin of the Decree,^ in

order to give the prejudice against the partaking of

blood the sanction of a commandment. This ttviktov

transformed the whole Decree! (The transformation

could scarcely have been carried out if the words koI

oara fxtj OiXere eavroig ylvecrOai erepco nir] iroielv had

been original ; it is therefore probable [not certain]

that they are an ancient interpolation which was in-

tended to fix the character of the Decree as a summary

of moral precepts.) This could the more easily happen

since the brevity of the Decree made its meaning not

quite clear, and since a simple ethical catechism in a

document like this may have seemed superfluous to a

later generation. But it was at first only in the East

—and very slowly—that ttviktov and the new inter-

* Further details will be found in Resch, s. 151-170, to whose

discussion of this point I expressly refer.

2 The earliest direct testimony to this word is found in Clement

of Alexandria and Origen, but the consensus of almost all the

Uncials throws it back much further.
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pretation of the Decree spread from Alexandria and

gained general recognition .^ In the West it was

not until the time of Augustine that, under Greek

influence, the false interpretation replaced the true.

If this conception of Acts xv. is correct, then we
can close whole libraries of commentaries and investi-

gations as documents of the history of a gigantic

error ! What has not been written concerning the

Apostolic Decree as prohibiting meats—concerning

the relation of Gal. ii. and Acts xv. on the assump-

tion that Acts XV. deals with the question of prohibited

meats—concerning Jewish and Gentile Christianity

—

concerning the " commandments of the Covenant with

Noah "—and concerning the historical worthlessness of

the Acts of the Apostles ! The scribe who first wrote

the little word itvlktov opposite aiiJLa, on the margin

of his exemplar, created a Flood which has for almost

two thousand years swamped the correct interpreta-

tion of the whole passage ! The joy that the truth

has been at last discerned is mingled with sorrow and

vexation over labour that has been unspeakably great

and utterly useless

!

If the interpretation which we have here demon-
strated is correct, then according to Acts xv. the only

question in debate was this—whether Gentiles who
wished to become brother Christians were to be

circumcised and subjected to the yoke of the Mosaic

^ The consensus of all the Uncials (except D) in support of an
interpolation is a new and strong proof that this consensus offers

no guarantee that the text is genuine, and that it points to an
Alexandrian recension. The importance of Codex D—supported,

to be sure, by all the Western authorities—is here brought into

great prominence I
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Law. This question was answered in the negative

;

indeed, even St. James declared that the burden of

the liaw was not to be placed upon their shoulders,

but that they must simply observe the great morsJ

precepts. They were therewith recognised as Chris-

tians ; but nothing is said in the Decree regarding

the practical attitude which the Jewish Christians

intended to adopt towards them in the future.

Nothing, however, is said about this in Galatians.

Though the words of that epistle :
" e/xof ol SoKovirre^

ovSev irpoG-aveQevTO^'' and " ^e^m? eScoKav ejuioi koI

l^apvdfia KOivcovlag, Iva ^/mei^ eig to. eOvtj, avTol Se cig Tt]V

TrepiTOjULi]!/,'*'' as well as " aXX' ovSe T/roy . . . tjvayKaa-Qtj

TTcpiTjuLtjO^vah'' do not contain verbal confirmation of

the record of the Acts ; yet no one can any longer main-

tain that the Acts gives at this point a representation

which conflicts with the account given by St. Paul—an

account that has evidently a distinct personal colour-

ing and reference. We have here two entirely in-

dependent reports (one by St. Paul, the other by

a man who was equally interested in Jerusalem and

Antioch), accounts which can quite well be reconciled

with each other, and which both of them show that

the result arrived at by the Council was simply a

theoretical recognition of the Gentiles, together with

only an unsatisfying and an unsatisfactory determina-

tion to keep the peace.^ Nevertheless, the advance was

^ The scene in Antioch between St. Peter and St. Paul is now,

even after what the Acts tells us, not unintelligible. If we are

obliged to regard the Decree as prohibiting meats, the scene would

be difficult to explain ; for such regulations could only have been

enjoined in order to make it possible for Jewish and Gentile Chris-

tians to have fellowship with one another and to eat together.
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of course tremendous : strict Jewish Christians now
recognised that Gentiles by birth could be Christians

without circumcision and the observance of the Law.

The Antiochean source is accordingly free from

objection also in this point, and St. Luke in follow-

ing this source has trusted to a good authority, nor

has he told us anything that he could not have told

us as a companion of St. Paul. But critics have

always accounted Acts xv. as their chief support for

the hypothesis that the Acts could not have been

composed by St. Luke. This support is now, I think

I may assume, withdrawn. Perhaps I am not too

bold in hoping that they will draw therefrom the

logical conclusions.



EXCURSUS I

SURVEY OF THE NARRATIVES OF ST. LUKE (CONCERNING

THE PRIMITIVE COMMUNITY AND THE EARLIER

HISTORY OF ST. PAUL, ACTS I.-XIV.) WHICH ARE CON-

FIRMED BY THE PAULINE EPISTLES.

^

(1) Jerusalem, not some town in Galilee, is the seat

of the Primitive Community, the centre and, so to

speak, the Forum of the Christian Movement (Acts

passim Gal. ii. &c.).

(2) Christian communities were also in existence

outside Jerusalem, and especially in Judaea, at a very

early date ; there was a time when Christendom was

described as " the Churches of Judaea " either a parte

fortio7'i or in the literal sense (Acts ix. 31 : »/ eKKKrjcrla

Ka6\o\rjg rrjg 'lovSaiag, Acts xi. 1: ot airoa-TokoL kol

ol aSeXcbol OL ovreg Kara rrjv 'louSalai/f xi. 29 : ol

KaroiKOvvreg ev rri ^lovSala aSeXipOh 1 Thess. ii. 14<

;

Gal. i. 22).

(3) The Christian communities are called both at

eKKXtjarlai (Acts and Pauline epistles, vv. 11.) and ^

^ The comparison of the second half of the history of St. Paul

(including Acts xv.), according to the record of the Acts and of

St. Paul himself, though it is still by no means superfluous labour,

may here be left out of consideration. We are here practically

concerned only with Acts i.-xiv., and our purpose is to show to

what extent these chapters also receive confirmation from the

epistles of St. Paul.
261
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€KK\t]<TLa (Acts ix. 31 ; xii. 1 ; Gal. i. 13) ; they there-

fore form in some fashion a united body.

(4) The Christians are called both ol dyioi and ol

aSeXcpol (Acts and PauHne epistles passim)}

(5) The Churches of Jerusalem and Judaea had to

endure persecutions at the hands of their compatriots,

indeed these persecutions were a characteristic cir-

cumstance of their existence (Acts passim, 1 Thess.

ii. 14).

(6) These Churches held fast to the observance

of the Law (Acts xv. 1 /. ; xxi. 20 ; Gal. ii. 12),

and for this very reason St. Paul, even towards the

end of his career, was not quite sure of the attitude

of the Church of Jerusalem towards himself (Rom.

XV. 31).

(7) At the head of the Church of Jerusalem, and

therefore at the head of these Churches, stood "the

Twelve," who are also called « the Apostles " (Acts

i. 13; vi. 2, &c. ; Gal. i. 17; 1 Cor. xv. 5); the

character of their primacy is defined neither in the

Acts nor by St. Paul.

(8) Beside the twelve Apostles there were also other

1 St. Paul never uses the name " Christian" ; but the Acts also

avoids it, and only informs us that it was used (xi. 26 : x/"7A'a7''<^«t

=vocari) by outsiders (first in Antioch), therefore also by King

Agrippa (xxvi. 28). Thus here also there is complete agreement. It

is otherwise in 1 Pet. ir. 16 and in Ignatius [cf. Tacitus and Pliny).

The fact that ol ixadt}Tal is so frequent in the Acts, while this desig-

nation is entirely absent from the Pauline epistles, is by no means

a proof of a later date for the Acts ; on the contrary, it is surprising

that the designation should be wanting in the epistles. The reason

can only be that St. Paul purposely avoided the term as liable

to misconstruction, just as he never speaks of our Lord as **The

Master." " St. John " did not share in this feeling.
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apostles; St. Barnabas in particular was an apostle

(Acts xiv. 4, 14 ; 1 Cor. xv. 7 ; 1 Cor. ix. 5, 6)}

(9) St. Peter and St. John stand out from the

number of the Twelve Apostles (Acts iii. Iff. ; viii.

Uff. ; Gal. ii. 9).

(10) The real head, however, is St. Peter (Acts ii.

37, &c. ; Gal. i. 18 ; 1 Cor. xv. 5).

(11) He is also commissioned to be the head of the

Mission (among the Jews), and as such makes journeys

(Acts vv. 11.; Gal.ii. 78; Gal. ii. 11).

^ We can discern both in the Acts and in the writings of St. Paul

the twofold character of the twelve Apostles—as "the Twelve"
they were the leaders, but they also possessed the apostolic

character which of itself had nothing to do with the number twelve

(the term apostle is applied in the Acts to an individual or to in-

dividuals in pairs) ; but the process of limitation of the conception

of apostleship to " the Twelve " is much further advanced with St.

Luke than with St. Paul. St. Paul and St. Barnabas alone appear

as apostles side by side with the Twelve (xiv. 4, 14). In the second

half of the book the word apostle is entirely wanting—probably

accidentally, or because there was no occasion to use it. In the

first half the use is in general quite unambiguous, i.e. the Twelve

Apostles are the ruling body. Yet it must be pointed out that the

wider use of the word, as well as the term ^' ol 5c65e/ca" (without

dirdaroXoi), is found only in the Antiochean source, while on the

other hand it is only in the source B that the phrases " Peter and
the rest of the Apostles" (ii. 37), or "Peter and the Apostles," are

to be found.

Moreover, it is only in the Antiochean source that ol trpea^vTepoL

are found side by side with ol airbaTokoi in Jerusalem (xv. 2, 4, 6,

22, 23 ; xvi. 4), while previously in xi. 30 (thus in the same source)

they are introduced without the Apostles. It is probable that we
have here a very accurate representation of events. When St. Paul

and St. Barnabas came to Jerusalem from Antioch the Herodian

persecution had begun and the Apostles had taken flight. In their

place St. James, at the head of a college of presbyters, had taken

over the leadership of the Church of Jerusalem (xii. 17), and this

arrangement established itself (xx. 18) : the rule of " the Twelve"
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(12) The Brethren of the Lord form a group side

by side with the Apostles (Acts i. 14 ; 1 Cor. ix. 5).

(13) St. James stands at their head, and is, like

St. Peter and St. John, a " pillar '"—indeed, from

a definite point of time he occupies in Jerusalem a

position of monarchical authority (Acts xii 17; xxi.

18; XV. 13 jf.; 1 Cor. xv. 7; Gal. ii. 9; Gal. ii. 12).

(14) St. Barnal as appears as the most important of

the missionaries to the Gentiles together with St. Paul

(and set upon an equality wdth him), and he is governed

by the same principles of missionary work as St. Paul

(Acts ix. 27 ; xi. 22 ff. ; xiii.-xv. ; Gal. ii. 1 ff, ;

1 Cor. ix. 6).

was thus never restored. It is, however, probable that individual

members of the Twelve, who were now only apostles, returned

afterwards to Jerusalem on temporary visits. On such occasions

they would naturally take a part, and a very prominent part, in the

government of the Church in that city. So it was when St. Paul

came to Jerusalem for the so-called Apostolic Council. St. Peter

and St. John were present in Jerusalem, and strengthened by their

authority the rule of St. James and the presbyters. We do not

know whether any other members of the Twelve, and if so how
many, were then in Jerusalem. If these plain and obvious deduc-

tions from the record of the Acts answer to facts, then Wellhausen's

hypothesis (s. 5/.) that the presbytery of the Church of Jerusalem

was coincident with " the Twelve," and that the phrase ol dir6<rTo\oi

Kal ol wpeo-^vrepoi. is therefore a hybrid, is not only very daring but

also quite inadmissible. Again, Wellhausen makes a mistake when
he adds :

" The sharp-sighted revisor, to whom we owe the recension

of D, took offence at the hybrid and corrected it in Acts xv." In

none of the six places where the phrase occurs has the revisor

corrected it. The mistake has probably arisen because in D the

article " ol" is wanting before " 7r/)e<r/3i/re/)oi " in xv. 6. Wellhausen

evidently regarded the note " om. ol" as referring also to

" irpcff^vTepot.." Besides, even if ol Tpea^iJTepoi had been omitted

in only one place out of six, this would have had no significance,

and must have been simply accidental.
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(15) According to the Acts (iv. 36 ff.)
this Barnabas

was a member of the Primitive Community ; accord-

ing to Gal. ii. y^ff' he feels more strongly than

St. Paul his dependence upon the authority of the

Primitive Community, especially of St. Peter and

St. James ; from this it is allowable to conclude that

he belonged to the Primitive Community.

(16) In the Acts St. Mark appears in especially

close connection with St. Barnabas (xv. 37^.); from

Col. iv. 10 we learn that he was his " aveylno^.''''

(17) According to Acts xv. ^Off. Silas, a member
of the Primitive Community, was a companion of

St. Paul, who as a missionary was in a position of

almost equal authority with that Apostle ; while the

position of Timothy (xvi. 1 ff.) was more subordi-

nate ; according to 1 Thess. i. 1 ; 2 Thess. i. 1 ; S Cor.

i. 19, Silas stands before Timothy.

(18) In the Acts, even in the earliest period of the

history of the Church of Jerusalem, the number of

members is very considerable (ii. 41 ; iv. 4) ; according

to 1 Cor. XV. 6, before the appearances of our Lord

to St. James and to " the Apostles " (in a body) there

were already more than five hundred brethren in one

place (thus in Jerusalem).

(19) According to the Acts and St. Paul, reception

into the community was consummated by an act of

baptism ; but according to the Acts, Baptism does

not appear as one of the specific functions of the

apostolic office ; these were rather preaching and the

imparting of the Spirit (viii. 14
ff.) ; here 1 Cor.

i. 14, 17, forms a striking parallel.

(20) Baptism was in the name^of Jesus (Acts ii. 38,
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&c.; Rom. vi. 3; Gal. iii. 27; 1 Cor. i. 13/,
17, &c.).

(21) Baptism had for its object the acpearig tcou

ajtxapTiwv (Acts ii. 38; Rom. vi. Iff.; Col. ii. 12/).

(22) The A:\ao-f9 aprov is the social and religious

bond within the community (Acts ii. 42, 46 ; xx. 7,

11 ; 1 Cor. X. 16 ; xi. 17 ff. 24).

(23) J^v-^apiarrla and KXacrig aprov belong together

(Acts xxvii. 35 : Xa/Scou aprov ev-^apla-r^crev . . . Ka\

Kkacra^ ijp^aro ea-dUiv, 1 Cor. xi 23/ : eXajSev aprov

Kai €V')(api(Tr)]crag cKXaaev . . . oo-aKig eav ecrOlere).

(24) The " Doctrine of the Apostles " is the funda-

mental principle of the community and its bond of

unity (Acts ii. 42) ; we may here compare 1 Cor.

XV. 1-3.

(25) In Acts ii. 42, next to the Doctrine of the

Apostles and before the KXacrig aprov, stands the

" Koivwvla " ; for this conception, which was also of

great importance in St. Paul's teaching, compare

Gal. ii. 9; 1 Cor. i. 9 ; x. 16, 18, 20; 2 Cor. 1, 7;

vi. 14; viii. 4, 23; xiii. 13; Phil. i. 5 ; ii.l; iii. 10;

Philem. 17.

(26) In Acts ii. 42 " the prayers **'

are introduced as

the fourth chief article of the summary there given

;

also in the Pauline epistles the basis and the sphere

of the Christian life are summed up in these four

articles (together with Baptism).

(27) From the speeches of St. Peter we see that the

most important subjects of the Apostolic teaching

were the Crucifixion and Death of our Lord : further,

the fact that He did not abide in the grave but rose

again and manifested Himself ov iravri rip Xaw aXXa
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fidpTva-iv 'TrpoKe-^eipoTOVij/uLevois (Acts x. 41 ; cf. xiii.

31)—all these things happened as had been fore-

told in Holy Scripture ; just the subjects which St.

Paul specifies as fulfilments of prophecy, and to

which he himself bears witness that they formed the

content of the Apostolic teaching (1 Cor. xv. 1—11

:

irapeScoKa o koi TrapeXa^ov . . . Kara Tag ypa(j)dg

. . , eiT€ ovv iyco e'lre cKetvoh ovrcog Kr]pv(rcroiuLev koI

oihrm e-jria-Teverare). In the Acts (including the

speeches of St. Paul) the theoretical and practical

content of Christian doctrine is not unfrequently

summed up in the term " ^ 6^69 " ; in 1 Cor. iv. 17

St. Paul speaks of Ta9 o^ovg /mov Tag ev XpicrTO), KaOoog

iravTa-^ov ev Tracr^ eKKXyjcrla SiSdcrKCi).

(28) In the Acts the power to work miracles and
signs appears as part of the equipment of an apostle

and missionary (Acts ii. 43 ; iii. 12
ff. ; viii. 6

ff. ;

xiv. 3, &;c.) ; but also in 2 Cor. xii. 11 /• we read

:

ovSev v<TTepr](Ta tcov vwepXlav clttoo-toXcov, ei Ka\ ovSh

eifii. ra /nev (Dj/uLeia tov dirocrToXov KaTeipyda-Otj ev

vjULtv . . , crrj/uLeloig re koi Tepacri koi Svpajmecriv, cf.

Rom. XV. 18^.: ou yap ToXjurjcrco tl XaXeiu wv ov

KaT6iyd(raT0 ^pia-Tog 8l^ ejuLov ek viraKoriv iOvwv, Xoyw
Koi epycf), ev SvvdfJLei (rrj/uieicov koi TepdToov, ev Suvdjuiei

TTvevjULaTog dylov. With the special instance of the

display of Apostolic power in Acts v. 1
ff.

compare

1 Cor. V. 1 /.

(29) In Acts XX. 3 (&c.) St. Paul says: eyw elfit

'lovSaiog, cf. Phil. iii. 5 : ck yevovg ''la-paijX . . .

'E^palog i^ 'E/3paiwv, and 2 Cor. xi. 22.

(30) In Acts xxvi. 5 St. Paul says: kutcl rrjv

aKpi^ecTTdTriv a1pe(nv T^g ^fxeTepag Oprja-Kelag e^tja-a
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^apia-aiog, cf. Phil. iii. 5 /. : kolto. pojulov ^aptaraiog

. . . Kara SiKaioo-vvtjv rrjv ev vojulw yevojmepog ajuLejULTrrog.

Also the words irpoeKOTrrov ev ^lovSal'crjuLcp virep iroWov^

a-uvt]\iKWTag ktX. (Gal. i. 14) are illustrated by Acts

di. 58 and ix. 2.

(31) In Acts ix. 1 /., &:c., we are informed

that St. Paul originally persecuted the Christians
;

compare with this Gal. i. 13 /. ; 1 Cor. xv. 9

;

Phil. iii. 6.

(32) In the Acts St. Paul appears as an apostle on

a level with St. Peter (and the rest), cf. Gal. ii. 7
ff. ;

2 Cor. xi. 23.

(33) According to the Acts St. Paul's conversion

was brought about near Damascus by a revelation of

our Lord, cf. Gal. i. 12, 17, and 1 Cor. xv. 8.

(34) According to the Acts St. Paul fled secretly

from Damascus (he was let down from the city wal]

iv a-TTvplSi) ; cf. 2 Cor. xi. 32/.

(35) According to the Acts St. Paul then went to

Jerusalem—but no time is given (ix. 26), St. Luke
seems to mean that he went at once—and saw the

Apostles there ; cf Gal. i. 18 /. (after three years

;

he saw St. Peter and St. James). With Acts xxiii.

11 (d)9 SiejuapTvpco ra irepl ejuLov ek ^lepova-aXyj/ui) we
may compare Rom. xv. 19 [coa-Te /me airo 'lepova-aXtj/uL

Kai kvkXcs) . . . TreTrXtjpooKcvai to evayyeXiov).

(36) In the Acts St. Paul appears as the missionary

who laboured most in the Mission ; cf 1 Cor. xv. 10

;

2 Cor. xi. 23.

(37) In Acts xiii.—xiv. we have a homogeneous
narrative of the ministry and of the sufferings of

St. Paul in Pisidian Antioch, Iconium, and Lystra;
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cf. % Tim. iii. 11 : toU Siwy/uLohj T019 iraOijjuLaa-iVj old

fjLOL eyevero ev 'AvTio-)(eia, ev ''iKovlcp, ev Av<jTpoi^.

(38) According to Acts xiv. 23, St. Paul established

presbyters in the churches of Lycaonia ; compare with

these the -TrpoKTrdjULevoi of 1 Thess. v. 12 /. (the name

ol Trpea-pvrepoL is probably only accidentally absent

from the genuine Pauline epistles).

(39) In Acts xiii. 38 /., St. Paul says : Sia tovtov

[through the Risen Christ] vjuliv acpecrig a/uLapricov

KaTayyiXXeraL [kol] airo irdvrwv wv ovk i)Svv}'jO)]T€ ev

vofJLO) ]S/l(i)U(T€(j09 SiKaicoOrji/aij ev tovtw tto? 6 TricTTevcov

SiKaiovrai. This is a summary of the great principle

of St. PauFs doctrine as it is taught in his own epistles

—but from the standpoint of St. Luke.

The agreement which in these numerous instances

exists between the Acts (chaps, i.-xiv.) and the Pauline

epistles, although the latter are only incidental writ-

ings belonging to the later years of the Apostle, is

so extensive and so detailed as to exclude all wild

hypotheses concerning those passages of the Acts that

are without attestation in those epistles. The Acts

is an historical work that has nothing in common with

the later " Acts of the Apostles," and is not to be

judged by the standard nor criticised by the method

which suits these. If we divide the remainder of

Acts i.—xiv. into two parts, the first containing the

passages, the statements, and notices which have no

Pauline attestation, the second containing those which

are distinctly contradicted by St. Paul, we shall find

that the latter is almost a vanishing quantity. Only

in making our division we must dispense with that

self-complacent method whereby from our own really
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great and at present insuperable ignorance of events,

institutions, and other details of that period, a rope is

made to hang the author of the Acts. The axiom :

" What we do not know or cannot prove cannot be

right" still exercises a tyrannical sway in the sphere

of history, though we have learned by experience that

better understanding of known authorities, and the

discovery of new ones, have again and again proved

how mistaken it is to form hasty judgments con-

cerning primitive Christian tradition. Hence in the

case of an historical work like the Acts, our attitude

towards passages containing elements that are strange

and extraordinary should be one of critical caution.

This does not mean that we are to forget that some
passages have been worked up, and that the author is

superstitious—but who was not superstitious in those

days

!

Finally, the character of the vocabulary of the

Acts is also just what we should have expected in

one who was a companion and friend, but not a

dependent disciple of St. Paul. I have already dealt

with this question in " Luke the Physician "
(pp. 19^.).

The gospel of St. Luke and the genuine Pauline

epistles have in common 83 words which are not found

elsewhere in the gospels; of these 32 also occur in

the Acts; but in addition to these there are about

65 words which only occur in the Acts and the genuine

Pauline epistles. These words common to St. Paul

and St. Luke, about 148 in number, well deserve a

more detailed investigation (vide the careful collec-

tion in Plummer's " Commentary on St. Luke," 1896,

pp. liv. ss.).
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From yet another point of view it is possible to

establish the affinity between the Lukan writings and

the Pauline epistles. Hawkins (Horoe Synopticce, 1899,

pp. 1 ff.)
has drawn up lists of words and phrases

characteristic of the three synoptists—86 for St.

Matthew, 37 for St. Mark, 140 for St. Luke. Of

the 86 characteristic of St. Matthew 46 are also

used by St. Paul {he. cit. p. 155), of the 37 Markan

words St. Paul has 19, but of the 140 Lukan words

St. Paul has 94. We may then speak of a certain

kinship in style and vocabulary between St. Luke and

St. Paul—it is not, however, very significant; the

epistles which stand nearest to the Lukan writings

are those to the Colossians and Ephesians. Only the

most general and most important characteristics of

the teaching of St. Paul and the success of his preach-

ing had really made deep impression upon St. Luke.

For the rest he was not spiritually nor intellectually

dependent, still less slavishly dependent, upon the

Apostle. He remained himself! The work of St.

Paul decided and influenced him far more strongly

than the personality of the Jew, whose character in

all its intensive grandeur had not fully disclosed

itself to him. And yet it was St. Luke that con-

tinued with St. Paul, indeed was the only one to con-

tinue with him ! And how can we find fault with

him, a genuine Hellene, for not fully comprehending

the genius of the Apostle.
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EXCURSUS II

ON THE PLAN OF THE GOSPEL OF ST. LUKE AND

THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES

In the Introduction we have ah'eady stated that

St. Luke could not form his type of narrative for the

Acts upon the type of his gospel as it was created

by St. Mark and developed by himself. The subject-

matter was too different ; so that St. Luke was obliged

to form for himself a new type. Yet in one point a

certain likeness prevails between the plans of the

two works. In his gospel St. Luke has arranged his

material mider the headings : Jesus in Galilee ; Jesus

on His way from Galilee through Samaria, &c., to

Jerusalem ; Jesus in Jerusalem. In the Acts the

plan is analogous : the Gospel in Jerusalem ; the

Gospel on its way from Jerusalem through Samaria,

&c., into the Gentile World and to Rome ; the Gospel

in Rome. In both cases the progi'ession within the

" Kade^ri<s
''

is the chief consideration, and forms the

thread of the narrative.

Whilst the reader of the prologue to the gospel

receives exact information as to what he may expect

in the book {^ojyricnv irepi twu ireir\r}po(bopt]ij.iv(jov

€v riiMv Trpay/jLOLTWv according to the tradition of

the eye-witnesses of our Lord), no such summary
of the contents of the work is given in the Acts of

the Apostles (on the other hand, the contents of the

Gospel are yet again summarised in Acts i. 1 /.).
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We must read as far as verse 8, where we already

find ourselves in the narrative itself, in order to learn

St. Luke''s aim in his second book. But that this

verse gives the programme of the book is only to be

discovered from the book itself, and not from the

form of the verse. It is the same with the con-

clusion : the gospel comes to a solemn close, after

which one expects nothing more. But it is not at

once clear that the conclusion of the Acts is really

a conclusion—indeed, judging from i. 8 (em e^yuTov

Trj9 7^9)> one might expect a further continuation.

From this difference between the two books we are

scarcely justified in concluding that St. Luke did not

give the finishing touches to the Acts—this is indeed

probable on other grounds— , but we must rather recog-

nise that the theme which St. Luke set himself in the

Acts was of a kind that it was difficult to summarise

in a short argument. In the Introduction we have

already defined this theme as follows : " The power

of the Spirit of Jesus in the Apostles, manifested in

expansion of the mission even to Rome, in the Con-

version of the Gentile world, and in the hardening of

the heart of the Jewish nation." We at once see

that this theme was too unwieldly to be framed

within a short argument. It was probably for this

reason that St. Luke abstained from giving such an

argument, though the theme of the book was quite

distinctly formed in his mind and kept well in view

throughout the work.
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EXCURSUS III

ST. LUKE AND CHRISTIAN JOY

The high note of Christian Joy was, so far as we

know, first struck by St. Paul. He experienced, and

could proclaim as an experience, both " the joy in

the Lord " and " the joy in the Holy Spirit." How
much he regarded joy as the necessary and constant

condition of the Christian is shown in many passages

of his writings, but above all in 2 Cor. i. 24 : avpepyol

€(Tiui€v Tr]<s x^jOcc? v,acov. We cannot here go into the

question of the importance and the peculiar signifi-

cance which this conception of joy has reached in the

Johannine literature.

In the ancient evangelic tradition, and in St. Mark
and St. Matthew, not very much of this joy is to be

traced. Apart from the references to the stern joy

because of persecutions (St. Matt. v. 12 ; St. Luke vi.

23), to the joy over the penitent (St. Matt, xviii. 13

;

St. Luke XV. 5, 7, 10), and to the joy at the reception

of the Word (St. Mark iv. 16 ; St. Matt. xiii. 20,

44; St. Luke viii. 13)—yet the latter is certainly

very important—we can scarcely find another passage

of the kind.

It is otherwise with St. Luke. In his expression

of joy he speaks in unison with St. Paul and St. John.

Indeed in the New Testament it is in his writings

alone that we find the word eiKppocrvvr] as well as the

more usual words X'^P^ ^^^^ X^^P^^^
—€v(ppaiv€<r6ai is

more frequent with him than in all the other writings
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of the New Testament taken together, and various

expressions for " joy " run through both his works.

The gospel begins with "joy" (joy of many over the

birth of St. John the Baptist, i. 14 ; « Behold, I bring

you tidings of great joy ; for to you is born this

day the Saviour," ii. 10), and with " joy " it closes (the

disciples are aTricTTOvvre^ airo r?? Xo.pu<s, xxiv. 41

;

and they return to Jerusalem with great joy, xxiv. 52).

St. John leaps for joy in his mother^s womb (i. 44),

Elizabeth rejoices ex) tw Ocm tw (rwTrjpl julov (i. 47),

and our Lord rejoices in the Spirit in His Thanks-

giving to the Father (x. 21). The seventy disciples

return from their mission with joy (x. 17), and are

taught in what they should rejoice and in what not

(x. 20). The people rejoice over all the glorious

actions of our Lord (xiii. 17), and the multitude of

the disciples rejoice with cries of praise at His entry

into Jerusalem (xix. 37). Zacchseus rejoices because

he is allowed to entertain our Lord in his house

(xix. 6), and the whole second half of the parable

of the Prodigal Son is filled with joy (xv. 23, 24,

29, 32).^

It is the same in the Acts. In his first great

speech St. Peter quotes the joyous words (ii. 26, 28)

:

^ From these passages, and from xii. 19 and xvi. 19, one sees that

St. Luke likes to connect, indeed almost exclusively connects,

ev(f>palv€addi with the partaking of food. Just in the same way we
read in Acts xiv. 17 that God fills men's hearts with rpo<pr] Kal

edcppoaovTj (see also Acts vii. 41), and in Acts ii. 46: ixiTekafx^avop

Tpo<()7ji kv d7aXXt(£(rc<.—St. Luke evidently had a feeling for the joy

that springs from the common festal meal, and regarded it also in

a religious light. These social meals kv AyaWidaei Kal 6.<p{k6T7]t

Kapdias replace the ancient sacrificial feasts.
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Sia TOVTO rjvcppdvOTj julov tj KapSia Koi ijyaWLaararo rj

yXcoa-cd ijlov . . . irXrjpcocrei^ /me evcppocrvvrjg fxera tov

TrpocrooTTOv <tov—here we have an obvious parallel to

the Magnificat of Elizabeth, which also stands near

the beginning of the gospel. St. Peter's Sermon

results in the foundation of the Church, which hence-

forth eats its bread ev ayaWidcreL (ii. 46). The

disciples come with joy from the Jewish tribunal (v.

41) ; great joy prevails among the converts of Samaria

(viii. 8) ; the baptized eunuch goes on his way rejoic-

ing (viii. 39) ; St. Barnabas sees with joy the work of

the mission to the Gentiles in Antioch (xi. 29) ; the

Gentiles of Pisidian Antioch are glad because St. Paul

teaches that the word of Salvation was intended for

them (xiii. 48), and they are filled with great joy and

with the Holy Spirit (xiii. 52). St. Paul holds up as

the most striking instance of God's gracious Providence

the fact that He fills our hearts with food and glad-

ness (xiv. 17). The reports given by St. Paul and

St. Barnabas of their success in Asia Minor fill the

brethren in Phoenicia and Samaria with great joy

(xv. 3), and the converted jailor in Philippi tjyaWid-

(j-aro iravoLKei ireiria-TevKW^ ro) Oeip (xvi. 34).

This joyous characteristic of the book, though

there is in it no want also of tears, is not only

important for our knowledge of St. Luke, but also

—

in conjunction with the testimony of St. Paul and

St. John (also of the First Epistle of St. Peter)—for

the accurate knowledge of the temperament of the

Greek Christians of his times. Their sacred feasts

were feasts of joy, and those who were leaders in the

churches bestirred themselves to create and to pre-
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serve among Christians the atmosphere ofjoy. Even if

this implied some forcing of the note, and even if the

purpose was stronger than the result—though this

cannot be proved—still the purpose must be specially

noted.

To Joy belongs Peace. In St. Paul (also in St.

John) they stand close together {vide Gal. v. 22

Rom. XV. 13) ; God is the God of Peace (Rom. xv. 33

xvi. 20 ; 1 Cor. xiv. 33 ; 2 Cor. xiii. 11 ; Phil. iv. 9

1 Thess. v. 23; and the formularies of greeting)

there is not only a peace of Christ (Col. iii. 15), but

Christ is our peace (Ephes. ii. 14), &c. In St. Mark

and St. Matthew nothing of the kind is to be found

—

on the contrary, we read in St. Matthew (x. 34) : ovk

^Oov ISaXe'ip eipjjvrjp. It is otherwise with St. Luke.

The word occurs no less than twenty-one times in his

works. His gospel begins with the proclamation of

« peace " as well as of joy (i, 79 ; ii. 14, 29), and the

greeting of peace (xxiv. 36) stands near its close.

Though St. Luke has also taken up into his work

the harsh-sounding saying against peace (xii. 51),

because he could not conscientiously pass it by, still

Christ is for him the bringer of peace (vide xix.

38), and so we read in the Acts (x. 36) : top Xoyov

ciTrecrTeiXev roh ftoF? 'l(jpa}]\ evayyeXi'^^OjULevo^ elpujvrjv

Sia 'lr](rov ^picTTOv. In this respect also St. Luke has

imprinted upon his work an homogeneous character.

Finally, there is yet another word belonging to

this sphere of feeling and forming a bond between

St. Paul, St. John, and St. Luke—I mean irapptjcrla.

Though it is wanting in St. Luke's gospel, yet in the

Acts it occurs both at the beginning and at the close
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in most important passages ; in St. Paul it is found

seven times, in St. John thirteen times. The Acts

uses the word in ii. 29; iv. 13, 29, 31 (the two last

instances are important), and the book closes with

the record that in Rome St. Paul preached and taught

concerning the Lord Christ imera Trda-t]^ 7rappt]<Tia9

cLKcoXvTcog (with 7rd(Tr}g here compare iv. 29 and Phil. i.

20). Xapd, €lpi]vriy 7rapp>](Tia, and in addition a-conjp

and o-corrjpia—the spiritual sphere characterised by

these words is common to the Pauline, Johannine,

and Lukan writinojs. With the ultimate origin of

these terms as denoting religious conceptions we are

not sufficiently acquainted ; but the question of the

origin of the terminology is of secondary importance.

The terminology could only be accepted when men
had the thing itself, and the thing itself was not

imported but was a fact of Christian experience.

EXCURSUS IV

ST. LUKE AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF CHRISTIANITY FROM
THE RELIGION OF A JEWISH SECT TO A UNIVERSAL

RELIGION

When one speaks of the development of Christianity

from the religion of a Jewish sect to a universal

religion, one at once thinks of St. Paul, and rightly so.

He not only laboured more than the rest, but he also

realised the opposition between the religion of the

Old Testament and the Gospel in its profundity.

But one must also recollect the limitations which

must be drawn here. St. Paul was not the fii'st to
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begin the mission to the Gentiles—the real origi-

nators were anonymous men of Cyprus and Cyrene—

;

he allowed that the Law remained in force for the

Jewish Christians, provided only that they did not be-

lieve that righteousness was gained by keeping it ; and,

what is more, he taught that a special role was reserved

for the nation of Israel, that the promises given to it

would still be fulfilled, and that the time would come

when " all Israel will be saved." In this sense he

remained a Jewish Christian. Lastly, though his

demonstration of universalism and of the abrogation

of the Law is most profound, it is also most difficult

to comprehend. Scarcely any one understood it, and

it did not make its Avay into the thought of the

Churches. St. Paul always regarded the question as

a problem—a problem capable indeed of solution

yet still to be solved ; and so long as a man regards

important principles as being still problems, he will

not be able to commend his thought to others. Only

trivial truths are successful. A thought in which

there is still something to be thought out has no

prospect of being widely accepted.

Thus the teaching and the procedure of St. Paul

left much to be desired. Ought a Jewish Christendom

to be left in continuous existence side by side with

Universal Christendom ? Must not its simple exist-

ence exert a perplexing and disturbing influence.^

Could a special Hope for Israel Kara a-dpKa be re-

cognised side by side with the general Hope of all

Christians ? Must it not appear a gigantic paradox

that for this nation, in spite of the Divine sentence

of hardening of heart, there should yet be reserved a
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special promise in the Kingdom of God ? Finally

—

was it possible that the appalling contradiction which

lies in the Pauline criticism of the Law could have

been allowed to stand ? Could one believe at one

and the same time that the Law in its verbal mean-

ing was Divine and holy, but that the Gentile Chris-

tian who kept it denied Christ ?

!

Three points were here in question—the Lait\ the

judgment to be passed upon the Jewish nation, and

the property in the Old Testament as a whole. On
all these points the attitude which St. Paul had

adopted seemed unsatisfactory. Things must be

carried further. The only satisfactory element was

the fait accompli—universalism, and freedom from

the yoke of the Law. But the necessary consequences

did not seem to have been yet drawn by St. Paul.

In regard to the Law—the Gentile Christians

could not arrive at complete peace of mind until

the allegorical method of interpretation became de-

cisive. Men could not believe that they were really

freed from the Law until it was recognised that

the import of the Law was the same as that of the

Gospel, and that the ceremonial ordinances could all

be spiritually interpreted.

In respect to the Jewish people, there could be no

settlement of mind until it was recognised that the

nation was not only now subject to the sentence of

hardening, but that it had never possessed any pro-

mises—for all the promises of the Old Testament

referred to the new nation—and that it therefore

had absolutely nothing more to expect from God in

the future.
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Lastly, in regard to the Old Testament, there

could be no satisfaction until absolutely every

kind of claim that the Jews might advance to

its possession was disproved, and it was clearly

shown that the book belonged exclusively to the

Christians.

In the writings of the Apologists, and in the Epistle

of Barnabas, these points of view have been already

reached. Between them and the Doctrine of St.

Paul as the starting-point, we can distinguish stages

of development. In regard to the question of the

nation of Israel, these stages have been briefly sketched

above on pp. xxv. s. What station in this process of

development may now be assigned to the writings of

St. Luke ?

Let us at once say

—

one that is still very ancient^ one

that by no means coincides with that of St. Paul, yet

is of equal standing with it in point of age, and

is more archaistic than that of " St. John," to say

nothing of « Barnabas " and the Apologists.

As for the Law, he has an extraordinarily high

opinion of its importance for the Jew by birth. From
the first leaf of his gospel he shows this. The Jew's

pious observance of the Law is with him a thing

worthy of the highest honour {of. Elizabeth and

Zacharias, &c.). People who were to be found daily

in the Temple are to him worthy of reverence, and it

appears to him most praiseworthy that the members

of the early Church were so conscientious in their

visits thither. It has also his full approval that

St. Paul behaved himself as a pious Jew, both in

Jerusalem and elsewhere. The Law according to St.
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Luke maintains its authority among Jews, whether

Christian or non-Christian. This he makes St. James

say expressly. No one ought to offend against the

Temple and the Law ; St. Paul also had never done

this (Acts XXV. 8). It appears to have been other-

wise in the case of St. Stephen, but St. Luke evidently

takes the speech—which he had not drafted him-

self—in such a way that its point lies in the announce-

ment of the future downfall of the Temple. This was

a thing that St. Luke could not pass over, because it

had been prophesied by our Lord Himself. As for

St. Stephen's reference to a change in the customs

delivered by Moses, St. Luke understood this to mean
that now, seeing that the Jews had hardened their

hearts. Salvation would pass over to those who were

not bound to observe the Law; for with those who
were Gentiles by birth the Law and Circumcision

were not in force—as St. Luke had learned from St.

Paul. Yet it was still clearly recognised by St. Luke

that this view and the ultimate recognition of Gentile

freedom from the Law were arrived at by a process

of historical development which he seeks to investigate

and to describe to his readers (vide siipra, pp. xxvi.^.).

But though St. Luke acknowledges that the Law was

not in force for Gentiles by birth, he does not by

any means therefore imply that the Law possessed

no saving power. It is true that he not only appro-

priated the Pauline doctrine of Universalism, but also

the Pauline doctrine of Justification. Yet in sharp

contrast with St. Paul he regarded the latter doctrine

as only complementary^ at least for Jews by birth.

The Gentiles must trust in Justification by Faith
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alone,^ but for the Jews this doctrine was only neces-

sary in so far as they fell short of the fulfilment of

the Law, and therefore, beside and apart from the Law,

still required the forgiveness of sins in order to be

quite righteous (xiii. 38, 39). On the whole St. Luke,

though himself a Gentile, stands nearer than St. Paul

to the Law—we may therefore also call his attitude

more primitive ; for it is certainly not to be regarded

as reactionary, but as the reflexion of the historical

conditions of a time when the Jewish Christians still

played a very important part, and when the Gentile

Christians had not yet lost their reverence for the

religio a7itiqua, and had not yet arrived at a distinct

self-consciousness of their own in the face of Judaism.

Though St. Luke may even give an allegorical inter-

pretation of a passage in the Law, he still regards Law,

Temple, and Vow as what they really were, and he values

them as such veiy highly.

This position of his becomes still more clear as we

consider his attitude towards the Jexcish natron. He
took over from St. Paul the theory of the predeter-

mined hardening of the heart of the Jewish nation,

and he seems here to have gone further than St.

Paul, since he does not repeat the Pauline thought

that still at last iraq 'la-parjk arcoOrja-erai. But upon

closer consideration it will be seen that his judgment

of the Jewish people is not sterner than that of

St. Paul. In the first place, the disparaging « ol

^lovSaioi " of " St. John '"*

is found very rarely in his

writings, though it is already coming into use with

1 Yet also this may be disputed with reference to x. 35 {iv iravrl

idyei <po^o6fi€vos airrbv Kal ipyai^6fi€vos diKaKxrOinrjv 5e/crds ovry iaTiy),
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St. Paul. In spite of the theory of " final harden-

ing," St. Luke does not regard the Jews as a massa

proditionis et perditionis, but differentiates between

them according to their natural and spiritual quali-

ties (vide supra, pp. xxiii.j^.). Again, passages like St.

Luke i. 72-79 ; ii. 31, 32, &c., show that he conceived

of the Gospel as the " consolation of Israel," and that

he recognised in it a twofold function : it both ful-

filled the promises given to the people ofAbraham Kara

a-dpKa, and it was a light to the Gentiles.^ If St. Luke
held this view of the Gospel it necessarily follows that

a thought like that of Rom. xi. 25 f. could not have

been so very far from him, or that he at least

cherished similar thoughts. According to him, St.

Paul contended for the Resurrection as for a hope that

was common to both Jews and Christians. Above
all, we must once again (vide supra, pp. 50 /.) point

out that " o Xaos " (6 Xaog rov Oeov) is for St. Luke
the Jewish nation. Bejbre his eyes Christendom stands

in two camps—still, indeed, separate from one another

—

first the Jewish people, that is, the pious Israelites who
had accepted Jesus as the Lord ; secondly, the eOpij, who
had been cifterwards called to the standard.'^ This

Gentile Christian author is still very retiring, and his

self-consciousness as a Gentile Christian is still un-

developed. He is certain that he and his fellow

1 The canticles in St. Luke i. ii. are, in vocabulary, style, and
thought, the property of St. Luke. If, however, it is thought that

he received them from elsewhere, we can prove from other passages

in the Lukan writings that these conceptions are Lukan.
2 St. Luke nowhere regards Jewish and Gentile Christians as

bound together in such unity as is pictured in the Epistle to the

Ephesians. Their separation from one another does not disturb him.
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Gentiles have been freed from the observance of the

Law ; he knows that the great majority of the Jewish

nation have fallen under the sentence of '• final har-

dening"; but he feels that only the more respect is

due to those Jews who, while observing the Law,

believed in Christ. They are " the nation ""
for whom,

in the first place, all the promises have been and are

being fulfilled, and their ohservatio legis is for him an

object of admiration.

This attitude of St. Luke towards the Law and

the Jewish nation ^ reflects very early conceptions,

and expresses historical relations which existed at the

time of St. Paul, but can scarcely have continued

much later. Hitherto this has not been clearly

recognised, rather the standpoint of St. Luke has

been obscured by all kinds of distorting theories.

These theories all proceed a priori from the assump-

tion that St. Luke's point of view can only be regarded

as a stage in the development of post-Pauline doc-

trine. Hence we hear of compromises between Jewish

and Gentile Christianity which may be discerned in

these writings, or of a Gentile Christianity which had
" already " absorbed Jewish Christianity and so modi-

fied itself, &c. But the real situation is much simpler.

In these writings we must recognise a position parallel

with that of St. Paul, just such a position as must

have been taken up by a Christian Greek of the

earliest period ; one who was more humane but also

^ After what has been already said there is no need of a special

discussion of St, Luke's attitude towards the Old Testament. It is

now self-evident that he never doubted that this book had been

given to and belonged to the Jewish nation. In that the Gentiles

are called, they take a share in the inheritance of the nation.
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more superficial than St. Paul—one who, with aU his

universalism, could yet feel a respect for the Jewish Law
as well as for the Jewish religion, and more especially

could regard devout Jewish Christians with an esteem

and reverence such as the Apostle, who had recognised

that Christ was the end of the Law, could no longer

bring himself to feel. All that remained to St. Paul

for his own nation he casts into the future (ay^pi^ ov

TO ifKripcoixa twv iOvwv etVeX^?;), while St. Luke, who
had never experienced the terror of the Law, stands

full of reverence before the antiqua religio.

Gentile Christendom advanced in self-consciousness

far beyond the standpoint of St. Luke, indeed even

of " St. John." ^ In the interests of its own self-

preservation it allegorised the Law, declaring that the

verbal sense was a deception of the devil, or was a

penal and disciplinary ordinance devoid of blessing

and promise ; it delivered the Jewish nation to Satan

and the daemons, and claimed the Old Testament

with all the promises and with all the patriarchs,

men of God, and prophets exclusively for itself.^ But

this attitude did not remain final in the Church

;

rather since the end of the second century it experi-

enced forcible modification. The great conflict with

Gnosticism and Marcionitism compelled the Church

to attend to the verbal sense of the Old Testament,

^ For " St. John " the statement : 17 cwTrjpia iK t(2v 'Iov8aiwv

iariy still held good.

* This development was assisted by the enduring and increasing

enmity of the Jews, by the numerical weakness of the Jewish

Christians, and by the destruction of the Temple, the capital city,

and the Jewish people as a nation.

T
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and to restore to it its rightful position. If the verbal

sense were to be finally given up by the Church, the

consequence that would be drawn by her dangerous

opponents—namely, the rejection of the whole book

—was too obvious. But when the Church again re-

quired of its members that they should attend to the

verbal sense, indeed even regard it as divine, and

seeing that they could not appropriate to themselves

the difficult teaching of St. Paul, St. Lukes way of
thinking came again to their aid. In fact, we see

that the great early Fathers of the Church—above

all, Irenaeus in the long chapters of Book iii., where

he follows the Acts—walk in the very footsteps of

St. Luke ; with them the religion of the Old Testa-

ment is holy and good, the Law even in its verbal

sense, and although it was a legislatio in servitutem, is

right and good ; the saints of the Old Testament are

worthy of reverence, &c. Of course the high esteem

in which St. Luke held the Jewish Christians as the

ancient people of God never returned—the time for

this had passed away ; but in all other directions it

was St. Luke, the Hellene of the first ages, who
marked out the paths by which the theologians and

historians of the Church approached the problem

of the relation between Universalism and the Old

Testament.

EXCURSUS V

THE DATE OF THE ACTS

The following remarks are not intended actually to

commend the earliest date for the composition of the
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Acts, but to warn critics against a too hasty closing

of the chronological question. It is well known how

quickly hypotheses that are questionable and bur-

dened with the greatest difficulties—such, for example,

as the hypothesis that Rom. xvi. is an epistle, or part

of an epistle, to Ephesus—have arrived at even un-

questioned recognition.

In my Chronologie der altchristl. Lift., I. (1897),

s. 246-250, 718, 1 have produced the reasons in favour

of the hypothesis that the Acts was not composed

before the year a.d. 78. They reduce themselves to

three in number—all the rest are not of great weight,

to say nothing of being convincing : (1) The prologue

of St. Luke's gospel seems to demand that at least

half a century should have elapsed since the death of

Jesus; (2) the gospel with its detailed prophecies

concerning the destruction of Jerusalem and the

Temple seems to presuppose that the catastrophe of

the year a.d. 70 had already occurred—moreover, the

omission by St. Luke of the warning : 6 avayiyvooarKcov

voehco (St. Mark xiii. 14 ; St. Matt. xxiv. 15) suggests

that the fulfilment itself already lay before men's

eyes; (3) the legends concerning the appearances of

the Risen Christ and the Ascension are difficult to

explain, on the assumption that they arose before the

destruction of Jerusalem.

Of these three arguments the second and third are

weighty, while the first upon closer consideration is

only of quite slight importance. Unfortunately we

know absolutely nothing, nor can we form a con-

jecture as to how many, even at the earliest period,

wrote concerning the " ire'jrXrjpocpoptjjuieva ev rjfxtp irpay-
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yuaTa," nor when this hterary activity began. Why
must we suppose that the wording of the prologue

necessitates the lapse of a period of fifty years?

Would not about thirty-three years be sufficient?

Just as to-day in reference to the restoration of the

German Empire one could write : " Since many
have undertaken to describe this restoration KaOco^

irapiSoa-av rjij.lv ol air ap-)(r]s avTOTrrai yevojucevoi, &c.,'"

so also an author even at the beginning of the seventh

decade of the first century could have written con-

cerning the history of Jesus. And even if yevojuievoi

is pressed, no difficulty arises ; for even after the lapse

of only thirty years the great majority of the eye-

witnesses of events are no longer alive. We must

therefore dispense with the argument derived from

the prologue. There remain only the destruction

of Jerusalem and the above-mentioned legends; for

the arguments that are derived from the conception

one forms of the inward development of things are

quite unsafe, and therefore inadmissible, so long as the

chronological question remains unsolved. But if it

is pointed out that the idea that St. Luke wrote, so

to say, under the eyes of St. Paul is hampered with

psychological difficulties, it must be of course admitted

that this is undeniable ; but seeing that we can form

no accurate conception of the relations between these

two great men, it is a precarious proceeding to appeal

to such difficulties.^

1 If stress is laid upon the difficulties involved in the hypothesis

that St. Luke wrote as a personal acquaintance of St. Paul, and

even during the lifetime of the Apostle—but not under his eyes—it

is only necessary to point, in the first place, to the memorabilia

concerning great men of antiquity, which were confessedly written
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What, then, is to be said in favour of the Acts

(and therefore also of the gospel) having been already

written at the beginning of the seventh decade of the

first century. There are, in my opinion, the following

very weighty considerations :

—

(1) The great difficulty presented by the conclusion

of the Acts is undoubtedly removed in the simplest

way if St. Luke wrote his work soon after the two

years which St. Paul spent in Rome, and thus while

the Apostle was still alive.-^ We can also explain

away this difficulty on other hypotheses (vide supra,

pp. 2tSff.)—for it must be explained!—but none of

them are quite satisfactory or very illuminating.

(2) The discrepancy of the passage. Acts xx. 25

:

" Ye will see my face no more " (cf. xx. 38), with

the genuine information given in 2 Timothy is thus

by their disciples or acquaintances. Does any one deny that Xeno-
phon was personally acquainted with Socrates because his Memora-
bilia is such a defective work and betrays so little of the spirit of

the great thinker? Or does any one deny such acquaintance to

Plato because he has so drawn the portrait of Socrates with such

freedom in his dialogues ? Or must we refuse to ascribe the Life

of Constantine to Eusebius because it contains much that is of

questionable authority concerning the emperor? Need I even

mention the case of Sulpicius Severus and Martin of Tours, or of

Athanasius and Anthony ?

^ I do see see that in any passage of the book St. Peter and St.

Paul are so treated that we may presume that they were already

dead ; rather the contrary. In xi. 24 we read of St. Barnabas : 8ti

fjv dvrjp dyadbs Kal irXripTis irvevfxaTos dylov. It seems, therefore, to be

presupposed that he was already dead. But even this inference is

unsafe; compare xxi. 9: ^L\iwir(p ^aav Ovyar^pes Ticaape^.—It has

been remarked above on p. 41 that the Acts could not have been

written at the close of the Ster/a spoken of in the last verse ; but

the book could very well have been composed after these two years

had elapsed, and before the death of the Apostle in Rome.
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explained. St. Luke allows St. Paul to say, or St.

Paul said, something about his future which after-

wards proved to be incorrect. St. Luke, when he

wrote, could not as yet have known that it was an

incorrect prophecy.

(3) In the Acts the Jews never appear as oppressed

and persecuted, but rather as the persecutors. This

seems to me a very weighty argument ! How comes

it that the terrible events which befell this nation

since the second half of the seventh decade, and which

also affected the Diaspora, have left absolutely no

trace of themselves in this historical work.? The
Jews both in Jerusalem and in the Diaspora are

the heati possidentes! How remarkable it is that a

vivacious story-teller like St. Luke should remain so

«« objective *" that, simply because he is dealing with

the times before a.d. QQ, he gives no hint of the tre-

mendous change that came with the year a.d. 70

!

Though in xi. 28 he expressly notices that the pro-

phecy of the famine was actually fulfilled in the reign

of Claudius; yet this historian nowhere says that the

prophecy of the destruction of Jerusalem was fulfilled,

and though at the close of his work he casts in the

teeth of the Jews the prophecy of Isaiah concerning

"the hardening of their hearts," yet he does not

think of referring to the terrible judgment that had

actually come upon the nation.

(4) But even in the case of the gospel, under the

assumption that the destruction of Jerusalem had

already taken place, by no means everything is quite

clear. With the prophecy of this destruction St.

Luke, like the other synoptists, still combines the
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proclamation of the great Final Catastrophe (xxi.

25
ff.),

of convulsions of the heavenly bodies, and of

the Coming of the Son ofMan (xxi. 27, 28), and brings

all this to a conclusion with the words (xxi. 32) : a/xii/

Xiytjd vfXLv OTL 01) jmrj irapeXOn t] yevea avrrj eo)? av iravra

yevYirm ! Are we then to suppose that the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem, which had been followed by none

of these events, was for the author a thing of the past ?

The supposition is exceedingly difficult ! Again he

repeats the direction (xxi. 21) : Tore ol ev tij ''lovSaia.

(pevyeToocrav €ig to. optj—yet the Christians, as is

well known, did not flee to the mountains, but to

Pella, and so in later days a special command from

Heaven was invented in order to explain the discre-

pancy of this conduct with the original command.

There is also much else in the great eschatological

discourse that is more easily intelligible if it were

written before the destruction of Jerusalem than on

the contrary assumption ; and the omission of 6 ava-

yiyvcocTKcov voelrw may be due to the circumstance that

St. Luke did not intend his work for public reading.

(5) The fact that no use is made of the Pauline

epistles in the Acts is easily intelligible about the

beginning of the seventh decade, it is not so about

A.D. 80, and the later the date the more unintelligible

it becomes.

(6) In his use of the word " Christ," St. Luke is

even more primitive than St.Paul ; in the Lukan writ-

ings it has not yet become a proper name, but every-

where means " the Messiah "
; the name " Christians

"

(otherwise than in the First Epistle of St. Peter, vide

sup'd) is not yet applied by Christians to themselves, and
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the " nomen Christianum " as such is not yet proscribed

(as it must already have been in the Flavian period).

There are, besides, certain delicate terminological

traits which seem to point to a high antiquity,^ as well

as the primitive standpoint adopted in the treatment

of Judaism and Jewish Christianity (vide pp. 281 ff.).

These are, so far as I see, the most important

arguments for the composition of the Acts at the

beginning of the seventh decade. On the other side

—unless prejudice or " critical intuition," things that

we, of course, cannot search into, are brought into

play—we have simply the considerations that the

prophecy concerning the destruction of Jerusalem

coincides in some remarkable points with what really

happened, and that the accounts of the appearances

of the Risen Christ and the legend of the Ascension

are scarcely intelligible on the assumption that they

arose before the destruction of Jerusalem.^ A deci-

^ Among these traits I reckon the absence of the title " 6 /Sao-t-

\iis " for the emperor {vide supra, p. 36) ; the use of the name '* oi

fxadrjTai " for the Christians (not used even by St. Paul) as the more
solemn and ceremonious term {vide supra, p. 265) ; the application of

the designation 6 Xaos [toO deov] exclusively to the Jewish nation,

not to the Christians {vide supra, pp. 50/.) ; the fact that irapoiKla and
irdpoiKos have not acquired a technical significance, the as yet

undeveloped conception of the Church [vide " Luke the Physician,"

pp. S4tff.), and much else.

2 Here, however, we are ought to forget that in reference to the

origin of these legends we are destitute of the help of any accom-

panying tradition, and are left simply to considerations of proba-

bility, which at all events are not in favour of an early date.—

A

further great difficulty lies outside the Lukan writings, but at once

announces itself. Is it possible that the Gospel of St. Mark, the

source of St. Luke, could have been already written about the year

A.D. 60—this would be the latest date on the assumption of the

earlier date for St. Luke 7 I cannot here enter into this question.
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sion here is difficult. These remarks, which contain

scarcely anything that is new, though much that has

not been sufficiently considered, are only intended to

help a doubt to its just dues. It is not difficult to

judge on which side lies the greater weight of argu-

ment ; but we must remember that in such cases of

doubt the more far-reaching are the effects of definite

decision the greater is the demand for caution. There-

fore, for the present, we must be content to say

:

St. Luke wrote at the time of Titus or in the earlier years

of Domitian^ hut perhaps even so early as the beginning

of the seventh decade of thefirst century. The political

rule : « Quieta non movere *" does not hold good for

science. She must therefore determine also to submit

this question to fresh investigation or—if convincing

arguments are wanting— +.0 leave it open.



CONCLUSION

The truth of the description of the characteristics of

the Acts of the Apostles which I have given in the

first pages of these investigations is, I hope, proved.

The book has now been restored to the position of

credit which is its rightful due. It is not only taken

as a whole a genuinely historical work,^ but even in

the majority of its details it is trustworthy. Except

for a few panegyric aberrations in the direction of

the Primitive Community, it follows no bias that

distorts its representation of the actual course of

^ According to von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Die griech. Literatur

de$ Altertums, s. 188 /., " The Acts of the Apostles has as little inten-

tion of being history as the JRes gestce divi Augusti. A record is

given of " Acts " in which the supernatural mission of a hero was

revealed ; with a god they would have been aperaL. We possess

the ' Acts of Heracles ' graven in stone ; we may compare the

legends of St. Francis." It seems to me that this piece of criticism

may serve as a warning against the too hasty subsuming of ancient

Christian literature under the same category as the general Greek

literature of the same period. While attending exclusively to the

points in which the two appear to be similar, the critic shuts his

eyes to the points in which they differ, and by his demonstration

of real or supposed analogies obliterates the peculiar characteristics

of ancient Christian literature. This is not what von Wilamowitz

has done elsewhere ; cf. his excellent review of the characteristics

of St. Paul and St. John. Certainly St. Luke, in higher measure

than these, invites illustration of his work by comparison with the

contemporary literature ; but by this means we are only brought

into little closer touch with the objects, the character, and the

essential value of his work.
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events, and its author had sufficient knowledge to

justify him in coming forward as an historian. Judged

from ahnost every possible standpoint of historical

criticism it is a solid, respectable, and in many respects

an extraordinary work ; and its author''s courage is

also extraordinary—the courage with which he ap-

proaches the task of describing the complicated history

of a religious movement still in process of most active

development. The talent of personal characterisation

was certainly wanting to the author; miracles and

supernatural cures so fascinated him that he practi-

cally dispensed himself from all profounder considera-

tion of the inner life of his characters. Neither is

this to be wondered at. In these workers of miracles

nothing seemed so great as the very fact that they

worked miracles, that they possessed this gift, that

the Divine power had become their own. What
value in comparison could be assigned to the personal

quahties of these men, however rich their characters

might have been ? All these things necessarily paled

in the light of that tremendous gift

!

If the results that we have arrived at are correct,

it will be necessary to revise no small portion of the

history of the Apostolic Age as it is related by critics

of to-day. A work like Weizsacker''s "Apostolic

Age," with its thorough-going depreciation of, indeed

contempt for, the Acts of the Apostles, will need

correction in many chapters. Moreover, we now
learn that St. Paul ought no longer to be judged

so exclusively by his own works. This has been done

by critics since Baur with a self-confident exclusive-

ness such as they are not accustomed to show when
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dealing with the autobiographical notices of other

heroes—especially in letters. For their mistrust of

the Acts they had, of course, the very best excuse

that could be given : they possessed no other sources

!

But even because of this—indeed still more because

of this—in dealing with the epistles of the Apostle

as the sole authorities for his history, they ought to

have treated these with more caution and with more

elasticity of judgment, and above all, with a greater

sense of proportion and with more impartiality in

regard to all the traits which appear therein. Here

the work of Weinel on St. Paul forms an honourable

exception ; it would be difficult to name a work in

which these necessary critical qualities are more bril-

liantly displayed. But even his representation would

have gained if he had placed more dependence upon

the Acts. St. Paul was not so " Pauline "—if I may
venture the word—as his biographers would have us

think. This has been already shown by Weinel, but

we may and must go a step further. The Apostle

will lose nothing thereby : the man who did the most

to deliver the faith in God and in Christ from the

fetters of Judaism, who recognised the Gospel as a

new stage in the development of religion, superior to

the earlier Revelation, and who conceived it both in

his thought and his life as a religion of the Spirit

and of Freedom—he has nothing to fear from any cor-

rection of the impression men have formed of him.

And even if he had, criticism would have no right

to trouble itself about such consequences.

The process of crystallisation of the primitive

Christian tradition in the Acts, where it deals with
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the appearances of the Crucified and the events which

immediately followed, lies entirely within the charmed

circle of a legend whose development was almost in-

comprehensibly speedy. Yet the sacred historian ex-

traordinarily quickly extricates himself from the bonds

of enchantment. He at first walks upon quaking

ground, but soon finds firm footing and, thanks to

his sources and his own personal experience, up to

the end of his coui'se he never again, or only seldom,

loses it. Thus in the Acts he has created an historical

work which upon the whole gives a correct representa-

tion of the actual development of events. But he

has done much more than this ! In that he has set

this historical work side by side with his gospel as a

second and equally important part of one and the

same work, he laid the foundation both of the New
Testament and of that reverence for the Apostolic

side by side with the Evangelic, from which arose the

conception of Apostolic tradition. It is true that St.

Peter, and above all St. Paul himself, laid the deepest

foundation for this reverence. But if these heroes

had found no historian, it is highly probable that in

spite of Marcion we should have had no New Testa-

ment; for in the Catholic Church the combination

of the isolated Pauline epistles with the Gospel would

have been an impossibility. Accordingly St. Luke is

really the creator of the New Testament, and in the

same sense the creator of the Apostolic, side by side

with the Evangelic tradition.

In conclusion, I owe an explanation to Professor

Blass (lately deceased), and to Professors Ramsay,
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Weiss, and Zahn. The results at which I have

arrived not only approach very nearly to, but are

often coincident with, the results of their research.

The conclusion will be at once drawn that in my
case as in theirs there is little prospect of claiming

the attention of critics, and compelling them to re-

consider their position. So it may actually happen

to be. But the cases present points of difference.

These scholars are influenced partly by prepossessions

in reference to the Canon of the New Testament,

partly by the conviction that miracles really happened,

partly by both these prejudices. This attitude of

theirs has most unfortunately rendered their research

and their demonstrations subject to suspicion, even in

those points that have nothing to do with the afore-

said prepossessions. In the history of the criticism

of the New Testament an Apologetic with a dogmatic

bias has always promoted radicalism, or has at least

made critics deaf to proofs. This is just the effect

that it has had upon its opponents in the case of

the Acts. They were led to imagine that every-

thing must be cleared away, and thus together with

what is worthless they cast from them traditions

that are certainly historical and information that is

most valuable. To make matters worse, Blass went

on to insult the work that had been hitherto done

by the critical school, though at the same time he

betrayed a very slight conception of deeper historical

questions ; again Ramsay set his clear eye, his powers

of picturesque description, and his great learning,

at the service of a method which seeks to extract

from the sources more than is really in them; while
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Zahn cannot efface the impression that he conducts

historical investigations Hke a counsel for the defence

a tout prix. Moreover, all these scholars, and those

allied with them, showed little sense of the debt we

owe to Baur and his followers, of the deepening of

our insight into historical questions, and the broaden-

ing of our outlook that have been brought about by

their labours. Thus it is that the criticism of the

Acts of the Apostles has arrived at the position in

which it now stands. This book may perhaps suc-

ceed in effecting some alteration, and in bringing the

opposing camps nearer to one another. Perhaps it

will at last be seen that criticism, after its long and

painful exertions, must return to the occupation of

positions that it has deserted. These exertions were

certainly not fruitless, but they sought to facilitate

the solution of difficult historical problems by extend-

ing the periods of time traditionally assigned to the

processes of historical development, by the rejection

of some traditional authorities, and by the analysis of

others into various sources—a method well known,

very popular, and quite justifiable in every branch of

historical criticism whenever there is absolutely no

other way out of a difficulty ! In this case, however,

the witness of the source in most points, and those

essential points, stands the test of reliability, and on

this assumption the historical problems admit of a

solution which does no violence to probability.
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PROTESTANT COMMENTARY ON THE NEW TES-
TAMENT. With General and Special Introductions. Edited
by Profs. P. W. Schmidt and F. von HolzendorfF. Translated
from the Third German Edition by the Rev. F. H. Jones, B.A.

3 vols. 8vo, cloth. iSs.

SCHRADER (Prof. E.). THE CUNEIFORM INSCRIP-
TIONS AND THE OLD TESTAMENT. Translated
from the Second Enlarged Edition, with Additions by the Author,
and an Introduction by the Rev. Owen C. Whitehouse, M.A.
2 vols. (Vol. I. not sold separately.) With a Map. 8vo, cloth.

I2S.

ZELLER (Dr. E.). THE CONTENTS AND ORIGIN OF
THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES CRITICALLY
INVESTIGATED. Preceded by Dr. Fr. Overbeck's Intro-

duction to the Acts of the Apostles from De Wette's Handbook.
Translated by Joseph Dare. 2 vols. Svo, cloth. 12s.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.



CATALOGUE OF PUBLICATIONS.

THE CROWN THEOLOGICAL LIBRARY.

The volumes are uniform in size [crown octavo) and binding, but the

pHce varies according to the size and importance of the work.

A Few Opinions of the Series.

Professor Marcus Dods : "By introducing to the English-speaking public
specimens of the work of such outstanding critics and theologians, your
' Crown Theological Library ' has done a valuable service to theological
learning in this country."

Dr. John Watson :
" The Library is rendering valuable service to lay theologians

in this country, as well as to ministers."

Rev. Principal P. T. Forsyth: "As a whole it is an admirable series, and
opens to the English reader at a low price some books which are of prime
importance for religious thought."

Rev. Principal D. L. Ritchie : "I have read many of the volumes in the
' Crown Library,' and I think it an admirable and useful series."

Sir Edward Russell ;
" I have formed the highest opinion of this series. Each

of the books is animated by a fine intelligent and at the same time devout
spirit."

Rev. Professor A. E. Garvie :
" I am very grateful for the publication of these

volumes, as they bring within the reach of the English student, in a correct
translation and at cheap price, important theological works, which other-
wise would be accessible only to those familiar with French or German."

Rev. R. J.
Campbell :

" Your ' Crown Theological Library' is invaluable, and
is domg excellent service for liberal Christianity."

Professor G. Currie Martin .* " I think you are rendering a most valuable service

to all serious students of theology by your publication of the ' Crown
Theological Library.'

"

Vol. I. BABEL AND BIBLE. By Dr. Friedrich Delitzsch, Pro-

fessor of Assyriology in the University of Berlin. Authorised
Translation. Edited, with an Introduction, by Rev. C. H. W.
Johns. Crown 8vo, with 77 illustrations, cloth. 5^-.

Vol. II. THE VIRGIN BIRTH OF CHRIST: An Historical
and Critical Essay. By Paul Lobstein, Professor of Dogmatics
in the University of Strassburg. Translated by Victor Leuliette,

A.K.C., B.-es-L., Paris. Edited, with an Introduction, by Rev.
W. D. Morrison, LL.D. Crown 8vo. 35.

Vol. III. MY STRUGGLE FOR LIGHT: Confessions of a
Preacher. By R. Wimmer, Pastor of Weisweil-am-Rhein in

Baden. Crown 8vo, cloth. 3^. dd.
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THE CROWN THEOLOGICAL LIBRARY—Continued.

Vol. IV. LIBERAL CHRISTIANITY: Its Origin, Nature, and
Mission. By Jean Reville, Professeur adjoint a la Faculte de
Theologie Protestante de I'Universite de Paris. Translated and
edited by Victor Leuliette, A.K.C., B.-es-L. Crown 8vo,

cloth. 4J-.

Vol. V. WHAT IS CHRISTIANITY? By Adolf Hamack,
Professor of Church History in the University, Berlin. Translated

by Thomas Bailey Saunders. Crown 8vo. ^s.

Vol. VI. FAITH AND MORALS. By W. Herrmann, Professor of

Systematic Theology at the University of Marburg ; Author of ' * The
Communion of the Christian with God." Crown 8vo, cloth, ^s.

Vol. VII. EARLY HEBREW STORY. A Study of the Origin,

the Value, and the Historical Background of the Legends of Israel.

By John P. Peters, D.D., Rector of St. Michael's Church, New
York ; author of " Nippur, or Explorations and Adventures on the

Euphrates." Crown 8vo, cloth. 55.

Vol. VIII. BIBLE PROBLEMS AND THE NEW
MATERIAL FOR THEIR SOLUTION. A Plea for

Thoroughness of Investigation, addressed to Churchmen
and Scholars. By the Rev. T. K. Cheyne, D.Litt., D.D.,
Fellow of the British Academy ; Oriel Professor of Interpretation

in the University of Oxford, and Canon of Rochester. Crown
8vo. 5^.

Vol. IX. THE DOCTRINE OF THE ATONEMENT AND
ITS HISTORICAL EVOLUTION ; and RELIGION
AND MODERN CULTURE. By the late Auguste Sabatier,

Professor in the University of Paris. Translated by Victor Leuliette,

A.K.C., B.-es-L. Crown 8vo. 4^-. 6d.

Vol. X. THE EARLY CHRISTIAN CONCEPTION OF
CHRIST: Its Value and Significance in the History of

Religion. By Otto Pfleiderer, D.D. , Professor of Practical

Theology in the University, Berlin. Crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.

Vol. XL THE CHILD AND RELIGION. Eleven Essays. By
Prof. Henry Jones, M.A., LL.D., University of Glasgow ; C. F. G.
Masterman, M.A. ; Prof. George T. Ladd, D.D., LL.D., Uni-
versity of Yale; Rev. F. R. Tennant, M.A., B.Sc, Hulsean
Lecturer ; Rev. J. Cynddylan Jones, D.D. ; Rev. Canon Hensley
Henson, M.A. ; Rev. Robert F. Horton, M.A., D.D. ; Rev. G.
Hill, M.A., D.D. ; Rev. J. J. Thornton; Rev. Rabbi A. A.

Green ; Prof. Joseph Agar Beet, D. D. Edited by Thomas
Stephens, B.A. Crown 8vo. 6s.

" No fresher and more instructive book on this question has been issued for

years, and the study of its pages will often prove a godsend to many perplexed
minds in the church and in the Christian home."

—

British Weekly.
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THE CROWN THEOLOGICAL LIBRARY-Continued.

Vol. XXL THE EVOLUTION OF RELIGION : An Anthro-
pological Study. By L. R. Farnell, D.Litt., Fellow and Tutor
of Exeter College, Oxford ; University Lecturer in Classical

Archaeology, etc., etc. Crown 8vo, cloth. 5^.

Vol. XIII. THE BOOKS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.
By H. von Soden, D.D., Professor of Theology in the University

of Berlin. Translated by the Rev. J. R. Wilkinson, and edited by
Rev. W. D. Morrison, LL.D. Crown 8vo, cloth. 5^.

Vol. XIV. JESUS. By Wilhelm Bousset, Professor of Theology in

Gottingen. Translated by Janet Penrose Trevelyan, and edited by
Rev. W. D. Morrison, LL.D. Crown 8vo. 4^-.

" It is true the writers, von Soden and Bousset, have in the course of their

papers said things that I regard as as nothing less than admirable. I very
much doubt whether we have anything so admirable in English."—Rev. Dr.
Sanday in the Guardian.

Vol. XV. THE COMMUNION OF THE CHRISTIAN
WITH GOD. By Prof. Wilhelm Herrmann. Translated from
the new German Edition by Rev. J. S. Stanyon, M.A., and Rev.

R. W. Stewart, B.D., B.Sc. Crown Svo, cloth. 5^.

Vol. XVI. HEBREW RELIGION TO THE ESTABLISH-
MENT OF JUDAISM UNDER EZRA. By W. E. Addis
M.A. Crown Svo, cloth, ^s.

Vol. XVII. NATURALISM AND RELIGION. By Rudolf

Otto, Professor of Theology in the University of Gottingen. Trans-

lated by J. Arthur Thomson, Professor of Natural History in the

University of Aberdeen, and Margaret R. Thomson. Edited with

an Introduction by Rev. W. D. Morrison, LL.D. Crown Svo. ds.

"... A valuable survey, and a critical estimate of scientific theory and
kindred ideas as they concern the religious view of the world. ... It is well

written, clear, and even ^Xoc^^nX." —Expository Times.

Vol. XVIII. ESSAYS ON THE SOCIAL GOSPEL. By Pro-

fessor Adolf Harnack, of Berlin, and Professor W. Herrmann, of

Marburg. Crown Svo, cloth. 4-y. dd.

Vol. XIX. THE RELIGION OF THE OLD TESTAMENT:
Its Place among the Religions of the Nearer East. By
Karl Marti, Professor of Old Testament Exegesis, Bern. Crown
Svo, cloth. 4^. 6</.

In a leading review The Spectator says :—" It is a valuable contribution

to a great theme by one who has devoted his life to its study. Not only the
general reader, for whom it is specially intended, but the theologian will learn

not a little from its pages."
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THE CROWN THEOLOGICAL LIBRARY—Continued.

Vol. XX. LUKE, THE PHYSICIAN. By Adolf Harnack, D.D.
Translated by the Rev. J. R. Wilkinson, M.A. Crown 8vo,

cloth. 6s.

" What is new and interesting and valuable is the ratiocination, the theorising,
and the personal point of view in the book under review. We study it to under-
stand Professor Harnack, not to understand Luke ; and the study is well worth
the time and work. Personally, I feel specially interested in the question of
Luke's nationality. On this the author has some admirable and suggestive
pages."—Prof. Sir W. M. Ramsay in T/ie Expositor.

Vol. XXI. THE HISTORICAL EVIDENCE FOR THE
RESURRECTION OF JESUS CHRIST. By Kirsopp
Lake, Professor of New Testament Exegesis in the University of

Leiden, Holland. Crown 8vo, cloth, ^s.

Vol. XXII. THE APOLOGETIC OF THE NEW TESTA-
MENT. By E. F. Scott, M.A., author of " The Fourth Gospel

:

Its Purpose and Theology." Crown 8vo, cloth. 55-.

Vol. XXIII. THE SAYINGS OF JESUS. By Adolf Harnack,
D.D. Being Vol. II. of Dr Harnack's New Testament Studies.

Crown Svo, cloth. 6s.

Vol. XXIV. ANGLICAN LIBERALISM. By Twelve Church-
men. Rev. Hubert Handley, Prof. F. C. Burkitt, M.A., D.D.,
Rev. J. R. Wilkinson, M.A., Rev. C. R. Shaw Stewart, M.A.,
Rev. Hastings Rashdall, D.Litt., D.C.L., Prof. Percy Gardner,
Litt.D., LL.D., Sir C. T. Dyke Acland, Rev. A. J. Carlyle, M.A.,
Rev. H. G. Woods, D.D., Rev. A. Caldecott, D.Litt., D.D., Rev.
W. D. Morrison, LL.D., Rev. A. L. Lilley, M.A. Crown Svo,
cloth. 5s.

"This is a stimulating volume, and we are glad to see an able body of
writers uniting to claim the free atmosphere as the condition of spiritual
progress."

—

Westminster Gazette.

Vol. XXV. THE FUNDAMENTAL TRUTHS OF THE
CHRISTIAN RELIGION. By R. Seeberg, Professor of
Systematic Theology in Berlin. Sixteen Lectures delivered before
the Students of all Faculties in the University of Berlin. Crown
Svo, 350 pp. 5^.

THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. By Adolf Harnack, D.D.
Being Vol. III. of Dr Harnack's New Testament Studies. Crown
Svo, cloth. 6s.

In the Press. Almost Ready.

THE LIFE OF THE SPIRIT. By Rudolf Eucken, Professor
of Philosophy in Jena.
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CATALOGUE OF PUBLICATIONS.

THE HIBBERT LECTURES.
Library Edition, demy 8vo, los. 6d. per volume. Cheap Popular

Edition, 35-. 6d. per volume.

ALVIELLA (Count GOBLET D'). EVOLUTION OF THE
IDEA OF GOD, ACCORDING TO ANTHROPOLOGY
AND HISTORY. Translated by the Rev. P. H. Wicksteed.
(Hibbert Lectures, 1891.) Cloth, los. 6d. Cheap Edition, 3J-. 6af.

BEARD (Rev. Dr. C). LECTURES ON THE REFORMA-
TION OF THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY IN ITS
RELATION TO MODERN THOUGHT AND KNOW-
LEDGE. (Hibbert Lectures, 1883.) 8vo, cloth. los. 6d.

Cheap Edition, 3rd Edition, t^s. 6d.

DAVIDS (T. W. RHYS). LECTURES ON SOME POINTS
IN THE HISTORY OF INDIAN BUDDHISM. (Hib.
Lee, 1881.) 2nd Ed. 8vo, cloth, los. 6d. Cheap Ed., 3^. 6d.

DRUMMOND (Dr.) VIA, VERITAS, VITA. Lectures on
Christianity in its most Simple and Intelligible Form. (The
Hibbert Lectures, 1894.) los. 6d. Cheap Edition, 31. 6d.

HATCH (Rev. Dr.). LECTURES ON THE INFLUENCE
OF GREEK IDEAS AND USAGES UPON THE
CHRISTIAN CHURCH. Edited by Dr. Fairbaim. (Hibbert
Lectures, 1888.) 3rd Edition. 8vo, cloth, los. 6d. Cheap
Edition, y. 6d.

KUENEN (Dr. A.). LECTURES ON NATIONAL
RELIGIONS AND UNIVERSAL RELIGION. (The
Plibbert Lectures, 1882.) 8vo, cloth. 10s. 6d. Cheap Edition,

3^. 6d.

MONTEFIORE (C. G.). ORIGIN AND GROWTH OF
RELIGION AS ILLUSTRATED BY THE RELIGION
OF THE ANCIENT HEBREWS. (The Hibbert Lectures,

1892.) 2nd Edition. 8vo, cloth. 10^. 6d. Cheap Edition, 35-. 6d.

PFLEIDERER (Dr. O.). LECTURES ON THE IN-
FLUENCE OF THE APOSTLE PAUL ON THE
DEVELOPMENT OF CHRISTIANITY. Translated by
the Rev. J. Frederick Smith. (Hibbert Lectures, 1885.) 2nd
Edition. 8vo, cloth, los. 6d. Cheap Edition, 3^. 6d.

RENAN (E.). ON THE INFLUENCE OF THE INSTITU-
TIONS, THOUGHT, AND CULTURE OF ROME
ON CHRISTIANITY AND THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH. Translated by the Rev.
Charles Beard. (Hibbert Lectures, 1880.) 8vo, cloth. 10s. 6d.

Cheap Edition, 3rd Edition, ^s. 6d.
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THE HIBBERT LECTURES—Continued.

RENOUF (P. LE PAGE). ON THE RELIGION OF
ANCIENT EGYPT. (Hibbert Lectures, 1879.) 3rd Edition.

8vo, cloth. IOJ-. 6d. Cheap Edition, y. 6d.

RHYS (Prof. J.). ON THE ORIGIN AND GROWTH
OF RELIGION AS ILLUSTRATED BY CELTIC
HEATHENDOM. (Hibbert Lectures, 1886.) 8vo, cloth.

los. 6d. Cheap Edition, ^s. 6d.

RjfeVILLE (Dr. A.). ON THE NATIVE RELIGIONS OF
MEXICO AND PERU. Translated by the Rev. P. H.
Wicksteed. (Hibbert Lectures, 1884.) 8vo, cloth, los. 6d.

Cheap Edition, 35. 6d.

SAYCE (Prof. A. H.). ON THE RELIGION OF
ANCIENT ASSYRIA AND BABYLONIA. 4th Edition.

(Hibbert Lectures, 1887.) 8vo, cloth. 10s. 6d. Cheap Ed., y. 6d.

UPTON (Rev. C. B.). ON THE BASES OF RE-
LIGIOUS BELIEF. (Hibbert Lectures, 1893.) Demy 8vo,

cloth. los. 6d. Cheap Edition, y. 6d.

ALPHABETICAL LIST.

ADDIS (W. E.). HEBREW RELIGION. 55. See Crown
Theological Library, p. ii.

ALLIN (Rev. THOS.). UNIVERSALISM ASSERTED
AS THE HOPE OF THE GOSPEL ON THE
AUTHORITY OF REASON, THE FATHERS, AND
HOLY SCRIPTURE. With a Preface by Edna Lyall, and a

Letter from Canon Wilberforce. Crown 8vo, cloth. 2s. 6d. net.

ALVIELLA (Count GOBLET D'). THE CONTEMPOR-
ARY EVOLUTION OF RELIGIOUS THOUGHT IN
ENGLAND, AMERICA, AND INDIA. Translated from
the French by the Rev. J. Moden. 8vo, cloth. io.y. 6d.

EVOLUTION OF THE IDEA OF GOD. See The
Hibbert Lectures, p. 13.

ANGLICAN LIBERALISM. By Twelve Churchmen. 5^. See

Crown Theological Library, p. 12.

ANNOTATED CATECHISM. A Manual of Natural Religion

and Morality, with many practical details. 2nd Edition. Crown
8vo, cloth, IS.

BAUR (F. C). CHURCH HISTORY OF THE FIRST
THREE CENTURIES. 2 vols., 12s. See Theological

Translation Library, Old Series, p. 7.

PAUL, THE APOSTLE OF JESUS CHRIST.
2 vols., \2s. See Theological Translation Library, Old Series, p. 7.
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ALPHABETICAL LIST—Continued.

BEARD (Rev. Dr. C). THE UNIVERSAL CHRIST,
AND OTHER SERMONS. Crown 8vo, cloth. 7^. dd.

LECTURES ON THE REFORMATION OF THE
SIXTEENTH CENTURY IN ITS RELATION TO
MODERN THOUGHT AND KNOWLEDGE. See The
Hibbert Lectures, p. 13.

BEEBY (Rev. C. E., B.D., Author of "Creed and Life").
DOCTRINE AND PRINCIPLES. Popular Lectures on
Primary Questions. Demy 8vo, cloth. 4^. dd.

BIBLE. Translated by Samuel Sharpe, being a Revision of the
Authorised English Version. 6th Edition of the Old, loth Edition
of the New Testament. 8vo, roan. 5^, See also Testament.

BLEEK(F.). LECTURES ON THE APOCALYPSE. See
Theological Translation Library, Old Series, p. 7.

BREMOND (HENRI). THE MYSTERY OF NEWMAN.
With an Introduction by Rev. George Tyrrell, M.A. Medium Svo,
cloth. lOi-. dd. net.

"From France comes a remarkable volume, excellently translated, which
endeavours to probe the mystery ; to realise, as it were, the soul of Newman,
to describe to us justly and truthfully the personality of the man."

—

Daily
Chy onicle.

" No subsequent work can deprive M. Bremond's book of its great psycho-
logical interest ; it is a work that, unlike many books on Newman and the
Tractarians, no student of modern Christianity can afford to miss."

—

Pall Mali
Gazette.

BROADBENT (The late Rev. T. P., B.A.). THIRTEEN
SERMONS, AN ESSAY, AND A FRAGMENT. With
a Prefatory Note by Rev. Prof. J. Estlin Carpenter, M.A. Crown
Svo, cloth. OfS. net.

CAMPBELL (Rev. Canon COLIN). FIRST THREE
GOSPELS IN GREEK. 3^-. 6^. net. See Testament, New,
p. 26.

CHANNING'S COMPLETE WORKS. Including "The
Perfect Life," with a Memoir. Centennial Edition. 4to Edition.

Cloth. 7^-. 6d.

CHEYNE (Prof. T. K.). BIBLE PROBLEMS AND THE
NEW MATERIAL FOR THEIR SOLUTION. 5^.

See Crown Theological Library, p. 10.

CHILD AND RELIGION. Edited by Thomas Stephens, B. A.
ds. See Crown Theological Library, p. 10.

CHRISTIAN CREED (OUR). 2nd and greatly Revised Edition.
Crown Svo, cloth. 31. dd.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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ALPHABETICAL LIST—Continued.

COIT (STANTON, Ph.D.). NATIONAL IDEALISM AND
A STATE CHURCH.

" No one reading this book could miss its interest and ability. . . . Criticises

existing Christianity along lines almost literally opposite to those of Herbert
Spencer and the majority of the critics. . . . Great clearness and eloquence."

—

G. K. Chesterton in The Nation.

NATIONAL IDEALISM AND THE BOOK OF
COMMON PRAYER. An Essay in Re- Interpretation and
Revision. Demy 8vo, cloth. I05. dd. net.

COMMON PRAYER FOR CHRISTIAN WORSHIP: in

Ten Services for Morning and Evening. 32mo, cloth, is. 6d.

Also in 8vo, cloth. 3^-.

CONWAY (MONCURE D.). CENTENARY HISTORY
OF THE SOUTH PLACE ETHICAL SOCIETY.
With numerous Portraits, a facsimile of the original MS. of the

hymn, "Nearer, my God, to Thee," and Appendices. Crown
8vo, half vellum, paper sides. 5^.

CORNILL (Prof. CARL). INTRODUCTION TO THE
CANONICAL BOOKS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.
Demy Svo, cloth, los. 6d. net. See Theological Translation

Library, New Series, p. 2,

DAVIDS (T. W. RHYS). LECTURES ON SOME
POINTS IN THE HISTORY OF INDIAN BUDDH-
ISM. See The Hibbert Lectures, p. 13.

DELITZSCH (F.). BABEL AND BIBLE. Two Lectures

delivered before the Deutsche Orient-Gesellschaft in the presence

of the German Emperor. 5.?. See Crown Theological Library,

p. 9. See also Harnack, A., "Letter to Preuss. /ahrbiicher,'" ^p. 18.

DOBSCHOTZ (E. VON). CHRISTIAN LIFE IN THE
PRIMITIVE CHURCH. Demy 8vo. 105.6^. 6"^^ Theo-
logical Translation Library, New Series, p. 3.

DRIVER (S. R.). See Mosheh ben Shesheth, p. 22.

DRUMMOND (JAMES, M.A., LL.D., Hon. Litt.D., late

Principal of Manchester College, Oxford). AN INQUIRY
INTO THE CHARACTER AND AUTHORSHIP OF
THE FOURTH GOSPEL. Demy 8vo, cloth, los. 6d.

" The book is not only learned, but also reverent and spiritual in tone, and
ought to find its way into the libraries of students of all shades of belief, as a
very notable attempt to solve one of the most important of New Testament
problems. "

—

Christian World.

VIA, VERITAS, VITA. See The Hibbert Lectures, p. 13.

PHILO JUDiEUS. Seep. 28.
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ALPHABETICAL LIST—Continued.

ECHOES OF HOLY THOUGHTS : Arranged as Private
Meditations before a First Communion. 2rid Edition, with a
Preface by Rev. J. Hamilton Thom. Printed with red lines.

Fcap. 8vo, cloth, is.

EUCKEN (Prof. RUDOLF). THE LIFE OF THE SPIRIT.
Sge page 12.

EWALD (H.). COMMENTARY ON THE PROPHETS
OF THE OLD TESTAMENT. See Theological Transla-
tion Library, Old Series, p. 7.

COMMENTARY ON THE PSALMS. See Theological
Translation Library, Old Series, p. 7.

EWALD (H.). COMMENTARY ON THE BOOK OF
JOB. See Theological Translation Library, Old Series, p. 7.

FARNELL (L. R.). THE EVOLUTION OF RELIGION.
An Anthropological Study. By L. R. Farnell, D.Litt., Fellow
and Tutor of Exeter College, Oxford. ^s. See Crown Theo-
logical Library, p. 11.

FIGG (E. G.). ANALYSIS OF THEOLOGY, NATURAL
AND REVEALED. Crown 8vo, cloth. 6s.

FORMBY (Rev. C. W.). RE-CREATION: A New Aspect
of Evolution. Large Crown 8vo, cloth. $s.

FOUR GOSPELS (THE) AS HISTORICAL RECORDS.
Svo, cloth. 155.

GILL (C). THE EVOLUTION OF CHRISTIANITY.
By Charles Gill. 2nd Edition. With Dissertations in answer to

Criticism. Svo, cloth. 12s.

THE BOOK OF ENOCH THE PROPHET. Trans-
lated from an Ethiopic MS. in the Bodleian Library, by the late

Richard Laurence, LL.D., Archbishop of Cashel. The Text
corrected from his latest Notes by Charles Gill. Re-issue, Svo,

cloth. 55.

HARNACK (ADOLF). ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. 6s.

See Crown Theological Library, p. 12.

MONASTICISM : Its Ideals and History ; and THE
CONFESSIONS OF ST. AUGUSTINE. Two Lectures

by Adolf Harnack. Translated into English by E. E. Kellett,

M.A., and F. H. Marseille, Ph.D., M.A. Crown Svo, cloth. 4s.

" The lectures impart to these old subjects a new and vivid interest which
cannot but win this faithful version many admiring readers."

—

Scotsman.
" One might read all the ponderous volumes of Montalembert without

obtaining so clear a view or so rare a judgment of this immense subject as are
offered in these luminous pages. . . . The translation is excellent, and gives us
Harnack in pure and vigorous English."

—

Christian World.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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ALPHABETICAL LIST-Continued.

HARNACK (ADOLF). LETTER to the " Preussische Jahr-
biicher" on the German Emperor's Criticism of Prof.

Delitzsch's Lectures on " Babel and Bible." Translated into

English by Thomas Bailey Saunders. 6d. net.

LUKE, THE PHYSICIAN. 6s. See Crown Theological
Library, p. 12.

HISTORY OF DOGMA. 7 vols., los. 6ci. each. See Theo-
logical Translation Library, New Series, p. 4.

THE SAYINGS OF JESUS. 6^. 6"^^ Crown Theological

Library, p. 12.

WHAT IS CHRISTIANITY ? 5^. See Theological Trans-
lation Library, New Series, p. 5. A/so Crown Theological Library,

p. II. See Saunders (T. B.), " Professor Harnack and his Oxford
Critics," p. 24.

MISSION AND EXPANSION OF CHRISTIANITY
IN THE FIRST THREE CENTURIES. By Adolf
Harnack, D, D., Berlin, Entirely new edition, re-written, with

numerous additions and maps. 2 vols, demy 8vo, cloth, 25^. net.

and HERRMANN (Dr. WILHELM). ESSAYS ON
THE SOCIAL GOSPEL. 4s. 6d. Translation edited by
Maurice A. Canney, M,A. See Crown Theological Library, p. ii

HATCH (Rev. Dr.). LECTURES ON THE INFLUENCE
OF GREEK IDEAS AND USAGES UPON THE
CHRISTIAN CHURCH. See The Hibbert Lectures, p, 13.

HAUSRATH (Prof. A.). HISTORY OF THE NEW
TESTAMENT TIMES. The Time of the Apostles. Trans-
lated by Leonard Huxley. With a Preface by Mrs Humphry
Ward. 4 vols. 8vo, cloth. 42s. (Uniform with the Theological

Translation Library, Old Series.)

NEW TESTAMENT TIMES. The Times of Jesus.

2 vols. I2J-. See Theological Translation Library, Old Series, p. 7.

HEBREW TEXTS, in large type for Classes :

Genesis. 2nd Edition, i6mo, cloth, is. 6d.

Psalms. i6mo, cloth, is.

Isaiah. i6mo, cloth, is.

Job. i6mo, cloth, is.

HENSLOW(Rev. G.). THE ARGUMENT OF ADAPTA-
TION ; or, Natural Theology reconsidered. 8vo, cloth, is.

SPIRITUAL TEACHINGS OF BIBLE PLANTS

;

or, The Garden of God. Svo, cloth, is.

THE AT-ONE-MENT ; or, The Gospel of Reconciliation.
Svo, cloth. IS.
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ALPHABETICAL LIST—Continued.

HENSLOW (Rev. G.). THE SPIRITUAL TEACHING
OF CHRIST'S LIFE. 8vo, cloth. 5x. net.

CHRIST NO PRODUCT OF EVOLUTION. 8vo,
cloth. IS.

VULGATE, THE : The Source of False Doctrines.
A work specially applicable to the Clergy, Bible Teachers, and
other exponents of the Gospel of Christ. Crown 8vo, cloth,

2s. 6d. net.

HERFORD (R. TRAVERS, B.A.). CHRISTIANITY IN
TALMUD AND MIDRASH. Demy 8vo, cloth, i8j.net.

CONTENTS :—Introduction. Division I. Passages from the
Rabbinical Literature : A. Passages relating to Jesus. B. Passages
relating to Minim, Minuth. Division II. General Results. Appen-
dix containing the Original Texts of the Passages translated.

Indices.

"It is no exaggeration to say that it will prove indispensable not only to
scholars interested in Talmudic literature, but to all who study the subject of
the evangelical tradition. It will introduce the reader into a new world—that
of Jewish thought in the centuries after Christ."

—

Cambridge Review.

HERRMANN (W.). THE COMMUNION OF THE
CHRISTIAN WITH GOD. 5^. 6"^^ Theological Translation
Library, New Series, p. 5.

FAITH AND MORALS. 5^. See Crown Theological
Library, p. 10,

and HARNACK (ADOLF.). ESSAYS ON THE
SOCIAL GOSPEL. \s, 6d. See Crown Theological Library,

p. II.

HIBBERT JOURNAL: A Quarterly Review of Religion,
Theology, and Philosophy. Edited by L. P. Jacks and G.
Dawes Hicks. Vol. I. Royal 8vo, 856 pp. Vol. II., 864 pp.
Vol. III., 869 pp. Vols. IV., v., and VI., 960 pp. Cloth.
Each I2s. 6d. net. Annual Subscription, los. post free.

HOERNING (Dr. R.). THE KARAITE MSS., BRITISH
MUSEUM. The Karaite Exodus (i. to viii. 5) in Forty-two
Autotype Facsimiles, with a Transcription in ordinary Arabic type.

Together with Descriptions and Collation of that and five other
MSS. of portions of the Hebrew Bible in Arabic characters in the
same Collection. Royal 4to, cloth, gilt top. 20s.

HUNTER (Rev. J., D.D.). DE PROFUNDIS CLAMAVI,
and Other Sermons. Large Crown 8vo, cloth. 55-. net.

THE COMING CHURCH. A Plea for a Church simply
Christian. Cloth. \s. 6d. net.

JOHNSON (EDWIN, M.A.). THE RISE OF CHRISTEN-
DOM. Demy 8vo, cloth. Ts. 6d.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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JOHNSON (EDWIN, M.A.). ANTIQUA MATER : A Study
of Christian Origins. Crown 8vo, cloth. 2j. dd.

THE RISE OF ENGLISH CULTURE. Demy 8vo,

cloth. 155-. net.

JONES (Rev. R. CROMPTON). HYMNS OF DUTY AND
FAITH. Selected and Arranged. 247 pp. Fcap. 8vo, cloth.

2nd Edition. 3^'. 6a!'.

CHANTS, PSALMS, AND CANTICLES. Selected

and Pointed for Chanting. i8mo, cloth. \s. dd.

ANTHEMS. With Indexes and References to the Music.

i8mo, cloth. \s. id.

THE CHANTS AND ANTHEMS. Together in i vol.,

cloth. 2S.

A BOOK OF PRAYER. In Thirty Orders of Worship, with

Additional Prayers and Thanksgivings. iSmo, cloth. 2s. 6d.

With Chants, in i vol. iSmo, cloth. 35-.

KAUTZSCH (E.). AN OUTLINE OF THE HISTORY
OF THE LITERATURE OF THE OLD TESTA-
MENT. With Chronological Tables for the History of the

Israelites, and other Aids to the Explanation of the Old Testament.

Reprinted from the
'

' Supplement to the Translation of the Old
Testament. " By E. Kautzsch, Professor of Theology at the Uni-
versity of Halle. Edited by the Author, Translated by John
Taylor, D.Lit, M.A,, etc. Demy Svo, cloth. 65-. ()d.

" This English translation . . . is likely to prove very acceptable to all those

students who desire to see for themselves the view taken by the ' higher critics

'

of the growth of the Old Testament."

—

The Guardian.

"Dr. Taylor has rendered a great service to the English readers by his

excellent translation of this important work."

—

British Weekly.

KEIM'S HISTORY OF JESUS OF NAZARA. 6 vols.

6s. each. See Theological Translation Library, Old Series, p. 7.

KENNEDY (Rev. JAS.). BIBLICAL HEBREW. 12s.

See p. 34.

KITTEL (R.). HISTORY OF THE HEBREWS. 2 vols.

lOJ. 6d. each. See Theological Translation Library, New Series, p. 5.

KUENEN (Dr. A.). LECTURES ON NATIONAL AND
UNIVERSAL RELIGIONS. See The Hibbert Lectures,

P- 13-

THE RELIGION OF ISRAEL TO THE FALL OF
THE JEWISH STATE. 3 vols. iSj. See Theological

Translation Library, Old Series, p. 8.

LAKE (Professor KIRSOPP). THE HISTORICAL EVI-
DENCE FOR THE RESURRECTION OF JESUS
CHRIST. 5^. See Crown Theological Library, p. 12.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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LEA (HENRY CHARLES, LL.D.). HISTORY OF SAC-

ERDOTAL CELIBACY IN THE CHRISTIAN
CHURCH. Third Edition. Thoroughly Revised and Reset.

2 vols. Medium 8vo, cloth. 21s. net.

LOBSTEIN(P.). THEDOGMAOFTHEVIRGIN BIRTH
OF CHRIST. 3s. See Crown Theological Library, p. 9.

LODGE (Sir O.). LIFE AND MATTER. A Criticism of
Professor Haeckel's "Riddle of the Universe." Fourth
Impression. Crown 8vo, cloth. 2s. 6d. net.

MACAN (R. W.). THE RESURRECTION OF JESUS
CHRIST. An Essay in Three Chapters. 8vo, cloth. 5^.

MACKAY (R. W.). SKETCH OF THE RISE AND
PROGRESS OF CHRISTIANITY. Svo, cloth. 6^.

MARCHANT (JAMES). THEORIES OF THE RESUR-
RECTION OF JESUS CHRIST. Crown Svo, stiff covers,

2s. net ; superior cloth binding, t,s.

MARTI (KARL). RELIGION OF THE OLD TESTA-
MENT. 4J-. 6d. See Crown Theological Library, p. 11,

MARTINEAU (Rev. Dr. JAMES). THE RELATION
BETWEEN ETHICS AND RELIGION. An Address.
Svo, sewed, is.

MODERN MATERIALISM : ITS ATTITUDE TO-
WARDS THEOLOGY. A Critique and Defence. Svo,

sewed. 2s. 6d.

MENEGOZ (E.). RELIGION AND THEOLOGY. By E.

Menegoz, Professor of the Faculty of Protestant Theology, Paris.

Stiff boards, is. net.

MERCER (Right Rev. J. EDWARD, D.D.). THE SOUL
OF PROGRESS. Being the Moorhouse Lectures for 1907.
Crown Svo, cloth. 6s.

" To be congratulated on an eftective and freshly thought out exposure of
the familiar failure of materialism to account for evolution, humanity or
progress in any intelligible sense."

—

The Christian World.

MITCHELL (Rev. A. F.). HOW TO TEACH THE BIBLE.
2nd Edition, thoroughly revised and reset. Crown Svo, cloth.

2s. 6d.

" The lectures are marked by much insight and moderation. The book is

notable also for its gracious and cultured note, and for the quiet persuasiveness
with which a revolutionary reform is advocated.''

—

Sunday School Chronicle.

MONTEFIORE (C. G.). ORIGIN AND GROWTH OF
RELIGION AS ILLUSTRATED BY THE RELIGION
OF THE ANCIENT HEBREWS. See The Hibbert Lec-
tures, p. 13.
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MOSHEH BEN SHESHETH'S COMMENTARY ON
JEREMIAH AND EZEKIEL. Edited from a Bodleian

MS., with a Translation and Notes, by S. R. Driver. 8vo,

sewed. 3^-.

MUNSTERBERG (Prof. HUGO). THE AMERICANS.
I2S. 6d. net. See p. 29.

NESTLE (E). INTRODUCTION TO THE TEXTUAL
CRITICISM OF THE GREEK NEW TESTAMENT.
See Theological Translation Library, New Series, p. 6.

OTTO (R.). NATURALISM AND RELIGION. 6s. See

Crown Theological Library, p. 1 1.

PERCIVAL (G. H.). THE INCARNATE PURPOSE.
Essays on the Spiritual Unity of Life. Crown 8vo, cloth. 2s. 6d.

net.

PERRIN (R. S.). THE EVOLUTION OF KNOWLEDGE.
A Review of Philosophy. Crown 8vo, cloth. 6s.

PERSONAL AND FAMILY PRAYERS. Svo, buckram.

i.r. net.

PETERS (JOHN P.). EARLY HEBREW STORY. A
Study of the Origin, the Value, and the Historical Background
of the Legends of Israel. S^. See Crown Theological Library,

p. 10.

PFLEIDERER (Dr. O.). LECTURES ON THE IN-
FLUENCE OF THE APOSTLE PAUL ON THE
DEVELOPMENT OF CHRISTIANITY. See The
Hibbert Lectures, p. 13.

PAULINISM : A Contribution to the History of Primitive
Christianity. 2 vols. 12s. See Theological Translation Library,

Old Series, p. 8.

PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION ON THE BASIS OF
ITS HISTORY. 4 vols. 24s. See Theological Translation

Library, Old Series, p. 8.

THE EARLY CHRISTIAN CONCEPTION OF
CHRIST : Its Significance and Value in the History of
Religion. 3^. 6d. See Crown Theological Library, p. 10.

PRIMITIVE CHRISTIANITY. Vols. I. and II. Demy
8vo, cloth. los. 6d. net each. See Theological Translation Library,

New Series, p. 2.

POOLE (REG. LANE). ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE
HISTORY OF MEDIAEVAL THOUGHT IN THE
DEPARTMENTS OF THEOLOGY AND ECCLESI-
ASTICAL POLITICS. 8vo, cloth. 10^. 6d.
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PROTESTANT COMMENTARY ON THE NEW TES-
TAMENT. 3 vols. iSs. See Theological Translation Library,

Old Series, p. 8.

RENAN (E.). ON THE INFLUENCE OF THE INSTI-
TUTIONS, THOUGHT, AND CULTURE OF ROME
ON CHRISTIANITY AND THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH. See Hibbert Lectures,

P- 13-

RENOUF (P. LE PAGE). ON THE RELIGION OF
ANCIENT EGYPT. See Hibbert Lectures, p. 14.

REVILLE (A.). THE SONG OF SONGS, Commonly called

the Song of Solomon, or the Canticle. Translated from the

French. Crown 8vo, cloth, is. 6d.

-— ON NATIVE RELIGIONS OF MEXICO AND PERU.
See Hibbert Lectures, p. 14.

PROLEGOMENA OF THE HISTORY OF RE-
LIGIONS. 6s. See Theological Translation Library, Old
Series, p. 8.

RtVILLE (JEAN). LIBERAL CHRISTIANITY. 4^. See

Crown Theological Library, p. 10.

See also Sabatier's " Religions of Authority and Religion of the

Spirit," p. 3.

RIX (HERBERT). TENT AND TESTAMENT. A Camp-
ing Tour in Palestine, with some Notes on Scripture Sites. With
61 Illustrations, Frontispiece, and Maps. Demy Svo, cloth.

Ss. 6d. net.

"His narrative of travel is that of an intelligent and well-informed traveller

who went without prepossessions and was both able and willing to weigh
evidence. . . . Mr. Rix's contribution is one that must be taken into account."—Spectator.

"The result is a thoughtful, well-written, even learned work, far from the
vain outpourings of the tourist. The narrative, though heavily charged with
information, is wonderfully unembarrassed, and the word-pictures which abound
are true to life."

—

Athenceutn.

A DAWNING FAITH. Crown Svo, cloth. 5^.

ROBINSON (ALEX., M.A., B.D.). A STUDY OF
THE SAVIOUR IN THE NEWER LIGHT. 2nd
Edition. Revised and partly re-written. Demy 8vo, cloth. 5^-. net.

OLD AND NEW CERTAINTY OF THE GOSPEL:
A Sketch. Crown Svo, cloth. 2s. 6d.

SABATIER (AUGUSTE). THE RELIGIONS OF AU-
THORITY AND THE RELIGION OF THE SPIRIT.
With a Memoir by Professor J. Reville. los. 6d. See Theologi-
cal Translation Library, New Series, p. 3.
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SABATIER (AUGUSTE). THE DOCTRINE OF THE
ATONEMENT AND ITS HISTORICAL EVOLU-
TION ; and RELIGION AND MODERN CULTURE.
4J. 6d. See Crown Theological Library, p. lo.

SADLER (Rev. Dr.). PRAYERS FOR CHRISTIAN
WORSHIP. Crown 8vo, cloth. 3^.6^.

CLOSET PRAYERS, Original and Compiled. i8mo,
cloth. IS. 6d.

SAUNDERS (T. BAILEY). PROFESSOR HARNACK
AND HIS OXFORD CRITICS. Crown 8vo, cloth.

is. 6d. net.

"It gives thoughtful and acutely reasoned support to the great historical

student of Christianity who represents Berlin in theology against the pig-

tailed opposition which Oxford has offered to his learning. A spirited piece of

controversial writing, it cannot but prove stimulating to readers interested in

modern divinity, no matter to which side of the debate their private preposses-

sions incline them. "

—

Scotsman.

"Mr. Saunders writes with sobriety and with a knowledge of the points
at issue. Readers of ' Harnack and his Critics ' will do well to read his

comments."

—

Sheffield Daily Telegraph.

SAVAGE (M. J.). BELIEFS ABOUT THE BIBLE. Svo,

cloth. *js. 6d.

SAYCE (A. H.). ON THE RELIGION OF ANCIENT
ASSYRIA AND BABYLONIA. See Hibbert Lectures,

p. 14.

SCHRADER (E.). CUNEIFORM INSCRIPTIONS AND
THE OLD TESTAMENT. 2 vols. 12s. See Theological
Translation Library, Old Series, p. 8.

SCHUBERT (HANS VON). OUTLINES OF CHURCH
HISTORY. See Theological Translation Library, New Series,

P- 3-

SCOTT (Rev. E. F., M.A.). THE APOLOGETIC OF THE
NEW TESTAMENT. 5^. See Crown Theological Library,

p. 12.

SCULLARD (Rev. Prof. H. H., M.A., D.D.). EARLY
CHRISTIAN ETHICS IN THE WEST, FROM
CLEMENT TO AMBROSE. Large crown Svo, cloth. 6.r.

SEEBERG (R.). THE FUNDAMENTAL TRUTHS OF
THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION. By R. Seeberg, Pro-
fessor of Systematic Theology in Berlin. 5^. See Crown Theo-
logical Library, p. 12.
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SEVERUS (Patriarch of Antioch). THE SIXTH BOOK
OF THE SELECT LETTERS OF SEVERUS,
PATRIARCH OF ANTIOCH, in the Syriac Version of

Athanasius of Nisibis. Edited and translated by E. W. Brooks.

Vol. I. (Text), Part i, and Vol. II. (Translation), Part i. 2 vols.

8vo, cloth. 42s. net. Vol. I. (Text), Part 2, and Vol. II. (Trans-

lation), Part 2. 2 vols. 8vo, cloth. 42s. net. See Text and
Translation Society, p. 37.

SHARPE (SAMUEL). CRITICAL NOTES ON THE
AUTHORISED ENGLISH VERSION OF THE NEW
TESTAMENT. 2nd Edition. i2mo, cloth, is. 6d.

SMITH (MARTIN R.). WHAT I HAVE TAUGHT MY
CHILDREN. 2nd Edition, Revised. Crown 8vo, cloth.

3^. 6d.

SODEN (H. von, D.D.). THE BOOKS OF THE NEW
TESTAMENT. 5^. See Crown Theological Library, p. 11.

STEPHEN (Rev. Canon REGINALD, M.A.). DEMOC-
RACY AND CHARACTER. Being the Moorhouse Lectures
for 1908. Crown 8vo, cloth, ^s.

THE STATUTES OF THE APOSTLES. The hitherto

unedited Ethiopic and Arabic Texts. Edited, with an Introduc-

tion and Translations of the Ethiopic, Arabic, and Coptic Texts,

by Rev. G. Horner, M.A. With an Appendix—a recently dis-

covered variant of the Coptic Text. 185-. net.

TAYLER (Rev. JOHN JAMES). AN ATTEMPT TO
ASCERTAIN THE CHARACTER OF THE FOURTH
GOSPEL, especially in its Relation to the First Three.
2nd Edition. 8vo, cloth. 5^.

TAYLOR (Rev. C). THE DIRGE OF COHELETH IN
ECCLES. XII. DISCUSSED AND LITERALLY
INTERPRETED. 8vo, cloth. 3^.

TAYLOR (Rev. Dr. J.). THE MASSORETIC TEXT AND
THE ANCIENT VERSIONS OF THE BOOK OF
MICAH. Crown 8vo, cloth. 5^,

See also Kautzsch, " Outline," p. 20.

TEN SERVICES OF PUBLIC PRAYER, with Special
Collects. 8vo, cloth, 3^-. ; or 32mo, cloth, is. 6d.

PSALMS AND CANTICLES. 8vo, cloth, i^. 6d.

PSALMS AND CANTICLES, with Anthems. 8vo,

cloth. 2S.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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TEN SERVICES OF PUBLIC PRAYER, taken in Sub-
stance from the Common Prayer for Christian Worship,
with a few additional Prayers for particular Days. 8vo,

cloth, 2s. 6d. ; or 32010, cloth, is.

TESTAMENT, THE NEW. TISCHENDORF (C).
NOVUM TESTAMENTUM GREECE. 3 vols. 8vo.

70J. net.

CAMPBELL (Rev. Canon COLIN, M.A, D.D.). THE
FIRST THREE GOSPELS IN GREEK. Arranged in

parallel columns. 2nd Edition, Revised. Crown 8vo, cloth.

2)S. 6d. net.

THOMAS {Rev. J. M. LLOYD). A FREE CATHOLIC
CHURCH. Crown Svo, cloth, is. 6d. net.

UPTON (C. B.). ON THE BASES OF RELIGIOUS
BELIEF. See Hibbert Lectures, p. 14.

VICKERS (J.). THE REAL JESUS : a Review of his Life,

Character, and Death, from a Jewish Standpoint. Crown
Svo. 6s.

THE CRUCIFIXION MYSTERY. Crown Svo^ cloth.

3J. 6d.

WEIR (T. H., B.D.). A SHORT HISTORY OF THE
HEBREW TEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT. By
Thomas H. Weir, Assistant to the Professor of Oriental Languages
in the University of Glasgow. 2nd Edition, with Additions.

Crown Svo, cloth. 6s.

WEIZSACKER (C. von). THE APOSTOLIC AGE. 2 vols.

Demy Svo. 2is. See Theological Translation Library, New
Series, p. 6.

WERNLE (Paul). THE BEGINNINGS OF CHRIS-
TIANITY. 2 vols. Svo. 2is. See Theological Translation

Library, New Series, p. 4.

WICKSTEED (Rev. P. H.). THE ECCLESIASTICAL
INSTITUTIONS OF HOLLAND, treated with Special
Reference to the Position and Prospects of the Modern
School of Theology. A Report presented to the Hibbert
Trustees, and published by their direction. Svo, sewed, is.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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WIMMER (R.). MY STRUGGLE FOR LIGHT: Con-
fessions of a Preacher. 35-. ^d. See Crown Theological

Library, p. 9.

WRIGHT (Rev. C. H. H.). BOOK OF GENESIS IN
HEBREW TEXT. With a critically revised Text, various

Readings, and Grammatical and Critical Notes. Demy 8vo.

y. 6d.

. BOOK OF RUTH IN HEBREW TEXT. With a criti-

cally revised Text, various Readings, including a new Collation of

Twenty-eight Hebrew MSS., and a Grammatical and Critical

Commentary ; to which is appended the Chaldee Targum. Demy
8vo. 7^. 6d.

DANIEL AND HIS PROPHECIES. Demy 8vo,

cloth, js. 6d.

DANIEL AND ITS CRITICS. A Critical and Gram-
matical Commentary with Appendix. Demy Svo, cloth. Js. 6d.

LIGHT FROM EGYPTIAN PAPYRI ON JEWISH
HISTORY BEFORE CHRIST. Crown Svo, cloth. 3^. net.

WRIGHT (G. H. BATESON). THE BOOK OF JOB. A
new critically revised Translation, with Essays on Scansion, Date,
etc. Svo, cloth. 6s.

WAS ISRAEL EVER IN EGYPT ? or, A Lost
Tradition. By G. H. Bateson Wright, D.D., Queen's College,

Oxford ; Headmaster Queen's College, Hong-Kong ; Author of

"A Critical Revised Translation of the Book of Job." Svo, art

linen, js. 6d.

WRIGHT (W. ALDIS), Edited by, and Dr S. A. HIRSCH.
A COMMENTARY ON THE BOOK OF JOB. From
a Hebrew MS. in the University Library, Cambridge. Med. Svo,

cloth. 21s. net.

ZELLER (E.). CONTENTS AND ORIGIN OF THE
ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. 6"^^ Theological Translation

Library, Old Series, p. 8.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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BACON (ROGER), THE ''OPUS MAJUS" OF. Edited, with
Introduction and Analytical Table, by John Henry Bridges, Fellow
of Royal College of Physicians, sometime Fellow of Oriel College.

Complete in 3 vols,, 315-. dd. ; Vol. III. sold separately, 7^. dd.

BREWSTER (H. B.). THE THEORIES OF ANARCHY
AND OF LAW. A Midnight Debate. Crown 8vo, parch-

ment. 5^-.

THE PRISON. A Dialogue, Crown Svo, parchment. 5^.

THE STATUETTE AND THE BACKGROUND.
Crown Svo, parchment. 4s.

COLLINS (F. H.). AN EPITOME OF THE SYNTHETIC
PHILOSOPHY. By F. Howard Collins. With a Preface by
Herbert Spencer. 5th Edition. The Synthetic Philosophy Com-
pleted. Svo, cloth. 2\s.

DRUMMOND (Dr.), PHILO JUDiEUS; or, The Jewish
Alexandrian Philosophy in its Development and Completion.
By James Drummond, LL.D., Principal of Manchester New
College, Oxford. 2 vols. Svo, cloth. 2ij.

HODGSON (S. H.). PHILOSOPHY AND EXPERIENCE.
An Address delivered before the Aristotelian Society. Svo,

sewed, 2s.

THE REORGANISATION OF PHILOSOPHY.
Address. Svo, sewed, is.

LAURIE (Professor SIMON). ETHICA: or, The Ethics of

Reason. By Scotus Novanticus. 2nd Edition, Svo, cloth, ts.

METAPHYSICA NOVA ET VETUSTA: A Return to
Dualism. 2nd Edition. Crown Svo, cloth, ds.

LODGE (Sir O.). LIFE AND MATTER. 2s. 6d net. See
Religion, p. 21.

MACKENZIE (MALCOLM). SOCIAL AND POLITICAL
DYNAMICS. An Exposition of the Function of Money as the

measure of Contract, Trade, and Government, viewed from the

Principles of Natural Philosophy and Jurisprudence, in refutation

of Economic Dogmas, Demy Svo, cloth, los. 6d.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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MUNSTERBERG (HUGO, Professor of Psychology at

Harvard University). THE AMERICANS. Translated by
Edwin B, Holt, Ph.D., Instructor at Harvard University. Royal
8vo, cloth. 12s. 6d. net.

PERRIN (R. S.). EVOLUTION OF KNOWLEDGE,
THE. A Review of Philosophy. 6s. See Religion, p. 22.

PIKLER (JUL.). THE PSYCHOLOGY OF THE
BELIEF IN OBJECTIVE EXISTENCE. Part I. 8vo,

cloth. 4J. dd.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE ARISTOTELIAN SOCIETY
FOR THE SYSTEMATIC STUDY OF PHILOS-
OPHY. Proceedings. Vol. I., 4 Nos., 1890-91. 8vo, 12s.

Discontinued after Vol. III. Part 2. Or each Part separately.

Vol. I. No. I, 2s. 6d. ; No. 2, 2s. 6d. ; No. 3, Part i, i^. 6d. ;

Part 2, 2s. ; No. 4, Part i, i^. 6d. ; Part 2, 2s. Vol. II. No. i,

Part I, IS. 6d. ; Part 2, 2s. ; No. 2, Part i, is. 6d. ; Part 2, 2s. ;

No. 3, Part I, 2s.; Part 2, 2s. Vol. III. Part i, 2s. 6d. ;

Part 2, 2s. NEW SERIES, Vols. I. -VIII. Demy 8vo, buckram,
each los, 6d. net.

SALEEBY (C. W., M.D., F.R.S.). INDIVIDUALISM
AND COLLECTIVISM. Crown 8vo, cloth. 2s.

SCHURMAN (J. GOULD). KANTIAN ETHICS AND
THE ETHICS OF EVOLUTION. 8vo, cloth. 5^.

THE ETHICAL IMPORT OF DARWINISM. Crown
8vo, cloth. 5^-.

SCRIPTURE (EDWARD W., Ph.D.). STUDIES FROM
THE YALE PSYCHOLOGICAL LABORATORY. Vols.

I. -VI., each 4J. 2d. net.

SCULLARD (Rev. Prof. H.H., M.A., D.D.). EARLY
CHRISTIAN ETHICS IN THE WEST, FROM
CLEMENT TO AMBROSE. Large crown 8vo, cloth. 6^.

SHEARMAN (A. T., M.A.). THE DEVELOPMENT OF
SYMBOLIC LOGIC. A Critical Historical Study of the

Logical Calculus. Crown 8vo, cloth. 5^. net.

Frojti the Contents.

Symbols as representing Terms and as representing Propositions

—Symbols of Operation—The Process of Solution—Concerning a

Calculus Based on Intension—The Doctrines of Jevons and of Mr.
MacColl—Later Logical Doctrines—The Utility of Symbolic

Logic.
" Its style is smooth, pleasant, and lucid."

—

Athenceum.
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SPENCER (HERBERT). AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY.
2 vols, demy 8vo, With Portraits. Popular Edition, I2s. 6d. net.

Library Edition, 28^. net.

" It is not too much to say that we close this book, the most interesting, and
certainly one of the most important we have ever opened, feeling better, wiser,

and humbler for having thus hastily read it."

—

Academy.

"It is a book for all men and for all time. In its pages the thinker may
trace, step by step, the sj'nthesis of synthetic philosophy. Here the poet will

find not only a worthy inspiration, but a possibly surprising vein of sympathy.
The statesman, the inventor, the litterateur, the man of theory, and the man of

practice will find alike, within the covers of these two massive volumes, an
almost inexhaustible treasury of interest and constructive thought. There is

suggestion and instruction for all the world, and an almost indefinable fascina-

tion—whether it be due to the mere intrinsic beauty of the picture itself, or to

the dignity of its execution, or to the sense of its almost laborious faithfulness,

or to the combined attraction of all three."

—

St. James's Gazette.

A SYSTEM OF SYNTHETIC PHILOSOPHY—

Vol. I. First Principles. With an Appendix and a

Portrait. Finally revised. New Edition, large crown 8vo, cloth.

7J. dd.

Vols. II. and III. The Principles of Biology. 6th

Thousand. 8vo, cloth. Revised and greatly enlarged. Vols. I.

and II. \%s, each.

Vols. IV. and V, The Principles of Psychology. 5th

Thousand. 2 vols. 8vo, cloth. 365-.

Vol. VI. The Principles of Sociology. Vol. I. Part i,

The Data of Sociology ; Part 2, The Inductions of Sociology
;

Part 3, Domestic Institutions. 4th Thousand, revised and
enlarged. 8vo, cloth. i\s.

Vol. VII. The Principles of Sociology. Vol. II. Part 4,

Ceremonial Institutions ; Part 5, Political Institutions. 3rd

Thousand. 8vo, cloth. i%s.

Vol. VIII. The Principles of Sociology. Vol. III. Part 6,

Ecclesiastical Institutions ; Part 7, Professional Institutions ; Part

8, Industrial Institutions. 2nd Thousand. 8vo, cloth. i6j.

Vol. IX. The Principles of Ethics. Vol. I. Part i, The
Data of Ethics ; Part 2, The Inductions of Ethics ; Part 3, The
Ethics of Individual Life. 2nd Thousand. 8vo, cloth. 155-.

Vol. X. The Principles of Ethics. Vol. II. Part 4,

Justice ; Part 5, Negative Beneficence ; Part 6, Positive

Beneficence ; Appendices. Demy 8vo, cloth. I2J. dd.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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Also to be had separately :

SPENCER (HERBERT). DATA OF ETHICS. Reset
uniform with popular edition of '* First Principles." Sewed, 2s. 6d.

net ; cloth 3s. net.

JUSTICE. Being Part 4 of the Principles of Ethics. 2nd
Thousand. 8vo, cloth. 6s.

Other Works.

THE STUDY OF SOCIOLOGY. Library Edition (21st

Thousand), with a Postscript. 8vo, cloth. io.y. 6d.

EDUCATION : Intellectual, Moral, and Physical. Cheap
Edition. Entirely reset. 46th Thousand. Crown 8vo, cloth.

2s. 6d.

ESSAYS : Scientific, Political, and Speculative. A new
Edition, rearranged, with additional Essays. 3 vols. Svo, cloth.

(Each lOi-.) 30J-

SOCIAL STATICS. Abridged and revised, together with
"The Man v. The State." Svo, cloth. loj.

VARIOUS FRAGMENTS. Uniform in Library binding.

Demy Svo, cloth. Enlarged Edition. 6s.

FACTS AND COMMENTS. Demy Svo, cloth. 6s.

THE MAN versus THE STATE. 14th Thousand.
Sewed, is.

A REJOINDER TO PROFESSOR WEISMANN.
Sewed. 6d.

REASONS FOR DISSENTING FROM THE PHIL-
OSOPHY OF M. COMTE. Sewed, bd.

DESCRIPTIVE SOCIOLOGY; or. Groups of Socio-
logical Facts. Compiled and abstracted by Professor D.
Duncan of Madras, Dr. Richard Scheppig, and James Collier.

Folio, boards.

No. I. English. iSi-.

No. 2. Ancient American Races. i6s.

No. 3. Lowest Races, Negritto Races, Polynesians. iS^-.

No. 4. African Races. i6j^.

No. 5. Asiatic Races. i2>s.

No. 6. American Races. i2>s.

No. 7. Hebrews and Phoenicians. 2\s.

No. 8. The French Civilisation. 30^^.

New volumes in preparation.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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SPENCER (HERBERT). COLLINS (F. H.). AN
EPITOME OF THE SYNTHETIC PHILOSOPHY.
By F. Howard Collins. Being a Digest of Mr. Herbert Spencer's

Works. 5th Edition, the Synthetic Philosophy Completed. With
a Preface by Herbert Spencer. 8vo, cloth. 21s.

DREY (S.). HERBERT SPENCER'S THEORY OF
RELIGION AND MORALITY. By Sylvan Drey. 8vo,

sewed, is.

A THEORY OF LIFE DEDUCED FROM THE
EVOLUTION PHILOSOPHY. Demy 8vo, sewed, is.

SPINOZA : Four Essays. By Professors Land, Van Vloten, and

Kuno Fischer, and by E. Renan. Edited by Professor Knight, of

St. Andrews. Crown Svo, cloth. $s.

STUDIES FROM THE YALE PSYCHOLOGICAL
LABORATORY. Edited by Professor E. W. Scripture.

With many Illustrations. Svo, sewed, 4J-. 2d. each net. Vol. I.

1892-93, 100 pages. Vol. II. 1894, 124 pages. Vol. III. 1895,

no pages. Vol. IV. 1896, 141 pages. Vol. V. 1897, 105 pages.

Vol. VI. 1898, 105 pages.

WUNDT (WILHELM). OUTLINES OF PSYCHOL-
OGY. Translated, with the co-operation of the Author, by
Charles Hubbard Judd, Ph.D., Instructor in the Wesleyan
University. 3rd Enlarged Edition Demy 8vo, cloth. Ss. net.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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III. Oriental Languages, Literature,

and History.

ABHIDHANARATNAMALA (THE) OF HALAyUDHA.
A Sanskrit Vocabulary (120 pp.)- Edited, with a Sanskrit-English
Glossary (180 pp.), by Dr. T. Aufrecht. 8vo, cloth. (Published
at iSs.) 10s.

AVESTI, PAHLAVI, and ANCIENT PERSIAN STUDIES
in Honour of the late SHAMS-UL-ULAMA DASTUR
PESHOTANJI BEHRAMJI SANJANA, M.A., Ph.D.
Paper cover, 125-. 6d net; cloth, 13^. 6ci. net.

BERNSTEIN and KIRSCH. SYRIAC CHRESTOMATHY
AND LEXICON (Chrestomathia Syriaca cum Lexico).
2 vols, in I. 8vo, cloth boards. 7s, 6d. I. Chrestomathia,
separately. Sewed. 3^.

DAVIDS (T. W. RHYS). LECTURES ON SOME POINTS
IN THE HISTORY OF INDIAN BUDDHISM. See

The Hibbert Lectures, p. 13.

DELITZSCH (Prof. F.). ASSYRIAN GRAMMAR. With
Paradigms, Exercises, Glossary, and Bibliography. Translated by
the Rev. Prof, A. R. S. Kennedy. Crown 8vo, cloth. i$s.

THE HEBREW LANGUAGE VIEWED IN THE
LIGHT OF ASSYRIAN RESEARCH. Demy 8vo.

cloth. 4s.

BABEL AND BIBLE. 5^. 5^^ Crown Theological Library,

p. 9-

DILLMANN (A.). ETHIOPIC GRAMMAR. Translated

from C. Bezold's Second German Edition. By Rev. J. A.
Crichton, D.D., with Index of Passages, Philological Tables, etc.

I vol.. Royal 8vo. 25^. net.

DiPAVAMSA (THE): A Buddhist Historical Record in the
Pali Lang-uage. Edited, with an English Translation, by Dr.

H. Oldenberg. Svo, cloth. 21s.

The "Dipavamsa" is the most ancient historical work of the Ceylonese ; it

contains an account of the ecclesiastical history of the Buddhist Church, of the
conversion of the Ceylonese to the Buddhist faith, and of the ancient history of
Ceylon.

ERMAN'S EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR. Translated, under
Professor Erman's supervision, by J. H. Breasted, Professor of

Egyptology in the University of Chicago. Crown 8vo, cloth. i8j.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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EVANS (GEORGE). AN ESSAY ON ASSYRIOLOGY.
With 4to Tables of Assyrian Inscriptions. 8vo, cloth. 5^-.

FAIZULLAH-BHAI (Shaikh, B.D.). A MOSLEM
PRESENT. Part I., containing the famous poem of Al-Busaree.

With an English Version and Notes. 8vo, cloth. 4s.

AN ESSAY ON THE PRE-ISLAMITIC ARABIC
POETRY, with special reference to the Seven Suspended
Poems. 8vo, sewed. 4d.

FLINDERS PETRIE PAPYRI. See Cunningham Memoirs,
vols. 8, 9, and ii, p. 45.

FRANKFURTER (Dr. O.). HANDBOOK OF PALI : Being
an Elementary Grammar, a Chrestomathy, and a Glossary.
8vo, cloth. 1 6s.

FUERST (Dr. JUL.). HEBREW AND CHALDEE
LEXICON TO THE OLD TESTAMENT. 5th Edition,

improved and enlarged. Translated by Rev. Dr. Samuel Davidson.

Royal 8vo, cloth. 21s.

HARDY (R. SPENCE). MANUAL OF BUDDHISM IN
ITS MODERN DEVELOPMENT. Translated from
Singhalese MSB. 2nd Edition, with a complete Index and
Glossary. 8vo, cloth. 21s.

HEBREW TEXTS. Large type. i6mo, cloth.

Genesis. {2nd Edition. Baer and Delitzsch's Text.) is. 6d.

Psalms. IS.

Job. li^.

Isaiah, is.

KENNEDY (Rev. JAS.). INTRODUCTION TO BIBLICAL
HEBREW, presenting Graduated Instruction in the
Language of the Old Testament. By James Kennedy, B.D.,
Acting Librarian in the New College, and one of the additional

Examiners in Divinity at the University, Edinburgh. 8vo, cloth.

I2S.

STUDIES IN HEBREW SYNONYMS. Demy 8vo,
cloth. 5i-.

LYALL (C. J., M.A., K.C.I.E.). ANCIENT ARABIAN
POETRY, CHIEFLY PRiE-ISLAMIC. Translations, with
an Introduction and Notes. Fcap. 4to, cloth. los. 6d.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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MACHBEROTH ITHIEL. By Yehuda ben Shelomoh Alcharizi.

Edited from the MS. in the Bodleian Library, by Thomas
Chenery, M.A. 8vo, cloth. 35-.

MILANDA PANHO, THE: Being Dialogues between King
Milanda and the Buddhist Sage Nagasena. The Pali Text,
edited by V. Trenckner. 440 pp. 8vo, sewed. 21s. See also
" Pali Miscellany."

MOSHEH BEN SHESHETH'S COMMENTARY ON
JEREMIAH AND EZEKIEL. See ^. 22.

MUSS-ARNOLT (W.). A CONCISE DICTIONARY OF
THE ASSYRIAN LANGUAGE (Assyrian-English-
German). By W. Muss-Arnolt. Completed in 19 parts. Each
55. net, ; or bound in 2 vols., £<f net.

NEW HEBREW SCHOOL of POETS of the SPANISH-
ARABIAN EPOCH. Selected Texts with Introduction, Notes,
and Dictionary. Edited by H. Brody, Ph.D., Rabbi in Nachod
(Bohemia), and K. Albrecht, Ph.D., Professor in Oldenburg
(Grand Duchy). English translation of the Introduction, etc., by
Mrs Karl Albrecht. Cloth. Ts. 6d. net.

NOLDEKE (THEODOR, Professor of Oriental Languages
in the University of Strassburg). COMPENDIOUS
SYRIAC GRAMMAR. With a Table of Characters by Juhus
Euting. Translated (with the sanction of the author) from the
second and improved German Edition by Rev. James A. Crichton,
D.D. Royal 8vo. i8x. net.

DELECTUS VETERUM CARMINUM ARABI-
CORUM GLOSSARIUM CONFECIT A. MULLER.
Crown 8vo, cloth. 75-. 6d.

NORRIS (E.). ASSYRIAN DICTIONARY. Intended to
further the Study of the Cuneiform Inscriptions of Assyria and
Babylonia. Vols. I. to III. 4to, cloth. Each 28^-.

OLDENBERG (Prof. H.). BUDDHA : His Life, his Doctrine,
his Order. By Dr. Hermann Oldenberg, Professor at the
University of BerUn. Translated by W. Hoey, M.A. 8vo, cloth

gilt. 1 8J.

PALI MISCELLANY. By V. Trenckner. Part I. The Intro-

ductory Part of the Milanda Panho, with an English Translation
and Notes. 8vo, sewed. 4^^.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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PLATTS (J. T.). A GRAMMAR OF THE PERSIAN
LANGUAGE. By John T. Platts, Hon. M.A. (Oxon.), Teacher

of Persian in the University of Oxford ; late Inspector of Schools in

the Central Provinces of India. Part I. Accidence. Broad crown
8vo. los. 6d.

RENOUF (P. LE PAGE). LECTURES ON THE RE-
LIGION OF ANCIENT EGYPT. See Hibbert Lectures,

p. 14.

SADI. THE GULISTAN (ROSE GARDEN) OF SHAIK
SADI OF SHIRAZ. A new Edition of the Persian Text, with

a Vocabulary, by F. Johnson. Square royal 8vo, cloth. 15^.

SAYCE (Prof. A. H.). LECTURES ON THE RELIGIONS
OF ANCIENT BABYLONIA AND SYRIA. See the

Hibbert Lectures, p. 14.

SCHRADER (E.). THE CUNEIFORM INSCRIPTIONS
AND THE OLD TESTAMENT. 2 vols. 12s. See

Theological Translation Library, Old Series, p. 8.

SHIHAB AL din. FUTOH AL-HABASHAH ; or, The
Conquest of Abyssinia. By Shinab al Din Ahmad B. 'Abd al

Kadir B. Salim B. 'Uthman, Edited, from an Arabic MS., by
S. Arthur Strong. Part I. 8vo, sewed. 3^-. net.

SOCIN (Dr. A.). ARABIC GRAMMAR. Paradigms, Litera-

ture, Exercises, and Glossary. 2nd Edition. Translated from the

3rd German Edition by the Rev. Prof. A. R, S. Kennedy, D.D,
Crown 8vo, cloth. New Edition in preparation.

KEY FOR TRANSLATING THE GERMAN EXER-
CISES IN ABOVE GRAMMAR. Sewed, is. 6d.

SORENSEN (S., Ph.D.), Compiled by. AN INDEX TO
THE NAMES IN THE MAHABHARATA. With short

explanations. Royal 4to, in twelve parts, which are not sold

separately, at 71. 6d. per part net. Parts I. and IV. now ready.

STATUTES, THE, OF THE APOSTLES. The hitherto

unedited Ethiopic and Arabic Texts, with translations of Ethiopic,

Arabic, and Coptic Texts, by G. Horner, M. A. See p. 25.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION SOCIETY. Establishedfor the

purpose of editift^ and translating Oriental Texts chiefly preserved
in the British Museum.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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Volumes already issued—
THE SIXTH BOOK OF THE SELECT LETTERS

OF SEVERUS, PATRIARCH OF ANTIOCH, in

the Syriac Version of Athanasius of Nisibis. Edited

and translated by E. W. Brooks, M.A. Vol. I. Text, Parts I.

and II. Vol. 11. Translation, Parts I. and II. 84^. net.

THE CANONS OF ATHANASIUS OF ALEX-
ANDRIA, in Arabic, Ethiopic, and Coptic. Edited
and Translated by Prof. W. Riedel (Griefswald) and W. E.

Crum. IIS. net.

A RABBINIC COMMENTARY ON THE BOOK OF
JOB, contained in a unique MS. at Cambridge.
Edited, with Translation and Commentary, by W. Aldis

Wright, LL.D. i\s. net.

TURPIE (Dr. D. McC). MANUAL OF THE CHALDEE
LANGUAGE. Containing Grammar of the Biblical Chaldee

and of the Targums, and a Chrestomathy, with a Vocabulary.

Square 8vo, cloth. 75-.

VINAYA PITAKAM : One of the Principal Buddhist Holy
Scriptures. Edited in Pali by Dr. H. Oldenberg. 5 vols. Svo,

cloth. Each 2\s.

WALLIS (H. W.). THE COSMOLOGY OF THE RIG-
VEDA : An Essay. Svo, cloth. 55.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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IV. Modern Languages & Literature.

A complete list of Messrs. Williams 6^ Norgate's Educational Publi-

cations on Modern Languages may be had on application.

ARMY SERIES OF FRENCH AND GERMAN NOVELS.
Edited, with short Notes, by J. T. W. Perowne, M.A.

This series is equally well adapted for general reading, and for those

preparing tor the Army, Oxford and Cambridge Certificates, and other

Examinations—in fact, for all who wish to keep up or improve their French
and German. The notes are as concise as possible, with an occasional

etymology or illustration to assist the memory. The books selected being
by recent or living authors, are adapted for the study of most modern French
and German.

LE COUP DE PISTOLET, etc. Prosper Merimee. 2s. 6d.

"A book more admirably suited to its purpose could not be desired. The
Editors deserve to be congratulated."

—

National Observer.

VAILLANTE. Jacques Vincent. 2s. 6d.

" The books are well got up, and in Vaillante an excellent choice has been
made. ''-^Guardian.

AUF VERLORNEM POSTEN AND NAZZARENA
DANTI. Johannes v. Dewall. 3^.

"Well piinted, well bound, and annotated just sufficiently to make the
reading of them sure as well as easy."

—

Educational Times.

CONTES MILITAIRES. A. Daudet. 2s. 6d.

"These stories are mainly culled from a series called Contes du Lundi,
originally contributed by their author to the Figaro. Written at fever heat
immediately after the great 1870 war, they show Daudet's power in many ways
at its highest. . . . We therefore do more than recommend—we urge all

readers of French to get the stories in some form, and the present one is both
good and cheap."

—

The Schoolmaster.

ERZAHLUNGEN. E. Hofer. 3^.

"The series has brought fascinating examples of fiction under the eyes of
English readers in a neat and handy form. Besides having the military flavour,

they are models of style."

—

Scotsman.

BAYLDON (Rev. G.). ICELANDIC GRAMMAR. An
Elementary Grammar of the Old Norse or Icelandic Language.
8vo, cloth. Ts. 6d.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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BOlELLE (JAS.). FRENCH COMPOSITION THROUGH
LORD MACAULAY'S ENGLISH. Edited, with Notes,

Hints, and Introduction, by the late James Boielle, B.A. (Univ.

Gall,), Officier d'Academic, Senior French Master, Dulwich

College, etc., etc. Crown 8vo, cloth. Vol. I. Frederick the

Great. 3^. Vol. II. Warren Hastings. 35. Vol. III. Lord

Clive. 3^.

See Victor Hugo, "Les Miserables" and "Notre Dame."

DELBOS (L.). NAUTICAL TERMS IN ENGLISH
AND FRENCH AND FRENCH AND ENGLISH.
With Notes and Tables. For the use of Naval Officers and Naval

Cadets. By Leon Delbos, M.A., of H.M.S. Britannia, Dart-

mouth. 4th Edition, thoroughly revised and considerably

enlarged, with additional Plates. Crown 8vo, cloth. 7^. dd. net.

EUGENE'S STUDENT'S COMPARATIVE GRAMMAR
OF THE FRENCH LANGUAGE, with an Historical

Sketch of the Formation of French. For the use of Public

Schools. With Exercises. By G. Eugene-Fasnacht, late French

Master, Westminster School. 23rd Edition, thoroughly revised.

Square crown 8vo, cloth, 5^-. ; or separately, Grammar, 3^. ;

Exercises, 2.s. 6d.

GOETHE (W. v.). ANNOTATED TEXTS. 6"^^ Educational

Catalogue.

HAGMANN (J.G., Ph.D.). REFORM IN PRIMARY EDU-
CATION. Translated from Second German Edition by R. H.
Hoar, Ph.D., and Richmond Barker, M.A. Cr. 8vo, cl, 2s. 6d. net.

HOGAN (E.). CATH RUIS NA RIG FOR BOINN. With
Preface, Translation, and Indices ; also a Treatise on Irish Neuter

Substantives, and a Supplement to the Index Vocabulorum of

Zeuss's "Grammatica Celtica." Todd Lecture Series, Vol. IV.

8vo, sewed, ^s. 6d.

THE LATIN LIVES OF THE SAINTS AS AIDS
TOWARDS THE TRANSLATION OF IRISH TEXTS
AND THE PRODUCTION OF AN IRISH DICTION-
ARY. By Edmund Hogan, S.J., F.R.U.I., M.R.LA., Royal

Irish Academy's Todd Professor of Celtic Languages. Todd
Lecture Series, Vol. V. 2s. 6d.

THE IRISH NENNIUS FROM L. NA HUIDRE,
AND HOMILIES AND LEGENDS FROM L. BREAC.
Alphabetical Index of Irish Neuter Substantives. Todd Lecture

Series, Vol. VI. 2s. 6d.

HUGO (VICTOR). LES MISERABLES: Les Principaux

Episodes. Edited, with Life and Notes, by the late J. Boielle.

2 vols. 6th Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth. Each 3^. 6d.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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HUGO (VICTOR). NOTRE DAME DE PARIS. Adapted
for the use of Schools and Colleges. By the laie J. Boielle.

2 vols. 2nd Edition, Crown 8vo, cloth. Each ^s.

LEABHAR BREAC. The "Speckled Book," otherwise styled,

"The Great Book of Dun Doighre": a Collection of Pieces in

Irish and Latin, transcribed towards the close of the Fourteenth
Century. "The oldest and best Irish MS. relating to Church
History now preserved" {G. Petrie). Now first published, from
the original MS. in the Royal Irish Academy's Library. In
imperial folio, on toned paper. In one vol., half-calf, £^, 4^.

(200 copies only printed.)

LEABHAR NA H-UIDHRi. A Collection of Pieces in Prose
and Verse, in the Irish Language, transcribed about A.D. IICXD;

the oldest volume now known entirely in the Irish language,
and one of the chief surviving native literary monuments—not
ecclesiastical—of ancient Ireland ; now for the first time pub-
lished, from the original in the Library of the Royal Irish

Academy, with account of the Manuscript, description of its

contents, index, and facsimiles in colours. In folio on toned
paper, half-calf. ^3, 35-. (200 copies only printed.

)

LILJA (The Lily). An Icelandic Religious Poem. By Eystein
Asgrimson. Edited, with Translation, Notes, and Glossary, by
E. Magnusson. Crown 8vo, cloth extra. 10s. 6d.

LODGE (Sir O.). SCHOOL TEACHING AND SCHOOL
REFORM. A Course of Four Lectures on School Curricula
and Methods, delivered to Secondary Teachers and Teachers in

Training at Birmingham during February 1905. 3^.

"The work of a sensible iconoclast, who does not pull down for the sake of
mere destruction, but is anxious to set up something more worthy in place of
the mediaevalism he 2Lit3.c\is." —Outlook.

" Let me commend this wise volume not only to teachers but to all concerned
in national education. And especially to the politician. Half an hour with
Sir Oliver Lodge would make him realise that there are problems on the inner
side of the school door not dreamt of in his philosophy—would make him feel

that the more he knows of these the better will he be able wisely to handle those
others about which he is glibly talking every day."—Dr Macnamara in the
Daily Chronicle.

MAORI. NEW AND COMPLETE MANUAL OF
MAORI CONVERSATIONS. Containing Phrases and
Dialogues on a variety of Topics, together with a few general
rules of Grammar, and a comprehensive Vocabulary. 45-. net.

See also Williams.

MARKHAM (Sir CLEMENTS, K.C.B.). VOCABULARIES
OF THE GENERAL LANGUAGE OF THE INCAS
OF PERU. Crown 8vo, cloth. Ts. 6d. net.

NIBELUNGENLIED. "The Fall of the Nibelungens," other-
wise "The Book of Kriemhild." An English Translation by
W. N. Lettsom. 5th Edition. 8vo, cloth. 55.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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O'GRADY (STANDISH H.). SILVA GADELICA (L-
XXXI.). A Collection of Tales in Irish, with Extracts illus-

trating Persons and Places. Edited from MSS. and translated.

2 vols, royal 8vo, cloth. 42s. Or separately, Vol. L, Irish

Text; and Vol. II., Translation and Notes. Each vol. 21s.

OORDT (J. F. VAN, B.A.). CAPE DUTCH. Phrases and
Dialogues, vpith Translations, preceded by short Grammatical
Notes. Crown 8vo, cloth. 2s. 6d. net.

PHILLIPPS (V., B.A.). A SHORT SKETCH OF
GERMAN LITERATURE, for Schools. By Vivian
Phillipps, B.A., Assistant Master at Fettes College, Edinburgh.
2nd Edition, revised. Pott 8vo, cloth, is.

ROGET (F. F.). AN INTRODUCTION TO OLD
FRENCH. History, Grammar, Chrestomathy, and Glossary.

2nd Edition. Crown Svo, cloth. 6^-.

FIRST STEPS IN FRENCH HISTORY, LITERA-
TURE, AND PHILOLOGY. For Candidates for the Scotch
Leaving Certificate Examinations, the various Universities Local
Examinations, and the Army Examinations. 4th Edition. Crown
Svo, cloth, ^s.

See also Voltaire.

ROSING (S.). ENGLISH-DANISH DICTIONARY. New
Edition. Large Svo, strongly bound, half-roan. lis. 6d.

SCHILLER (F. VON). THE BALLADS AND SHORTER
POEMS. Translated into English Verse by Gilbert Clark.

Fcap. Svo, cloth, s^-

ANNOTATED TEXTS. See Educational Catalogue.

SULLIVAN (W. K.). CELTIC STUDIES FROM THE
GERMAN OF EBEL. With an Introduction on the Roots,

Stems, and Derivatives, and on Case-endings of Nouns in the

Indo-European Languages. Svo, cloth. los.

TODD LECTURE SERIES (Royal Irish Academy)—

Vol. I, Part I. Mesca Ulad ; or. The Intoxications of the
Ultonians. Irish Text, with Translation and Notes, by W. M.
Hennesy. Svo, sewed, is. 6d.

Vol. II. Leabhar Breac, Passions and Homilies from.
Irish Text, Translation, and Glossary, with Lecture on Irish

Lexicography, by Dr. R. Atkinson. Svo, cloth. Part i, pages

1-34, out of print. Part 2, pages 35-958, 6s.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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TODD LECTURE SERIES-Continued.

Vol. III. The Codex Palatino-Vaticanus. No. 830. Texts,

Translations, and Indices, by B. MacCarthy, D.D. 8vo, sewed.

2s. 6d.

Vol. IV. Cath Ruis na Rig for Boinn. With Preface, Trans-

lation, Indices, a Treatise on Irish Neuter Substantives, and a

Supplement to the Index Vocabulorum of Zeuss's "Grammatica
Celtica." By E. Hogan. Svo, sewed. 3^. 6d.

Vol. V. The Latin Lives of the Saints as aids towards the
Translation of Irish Texts and the Production of an Irish

Dictionary. By Edmund Hogan, S.J., F.R.U.I., M.R.I. A.,
Royal Irish Academy's Todd Professor of the Celtic Languages.
2s. 6d.

Vol. VI. The Irish Nennius from L, Na Huidre, and
Homilies and Legends from L. Breac. Alphabetical Index of

Irish Neuter Substantives. By Edmund Hogan, S.J., F.R.U.I.,
M.R.I.A., Royal Irish Academy's Todd Professor of the Celtic

Languages. 2s. 6d.

VELASQUEZ. LARGER SPANISH DICTIONARY.
Composed from the Dictionaries of the Spanish Academy, Terreros

and Salva. Spanish-English and English-Spanish. 1279 pp.,
triple columns. 2 vols, in I. Imp. Svo, cloth. 241.

VIGA GLUMS SAGA. Translated from the Icelandic, with Notes
and an Introduction, by Sir Edmund Head, Bart. Fcap. Svo,

cloth. 5J-.

WEISSE (T. H.). ELEMENTS OF GERMAN. With a

Course of Exercises instructing in Simpler Composition. Crown
Svo, cloth. 3^.

SYSTEMATIC CONVERSATIONAL EXERCISES
FOR TRANSLATING INTO GERMAN, adapted to his

Grammar. New Edition. Crown Svo, cloth. (Key, ^s. net.)

3^. 6d.

A SHORT GUIDE TO GERMAN IDIOMS: being a
Collection of the Idioms most in use. With Examination
Papers. 3rd Edition. Cloth. 2s.

WERNER'S ELEMENTARY LESSONS IN CAPE
DUTCH (AFRIKANDER TAAL). By A. Werner and
G. Hunt. i6mo, cloth, is. 6d.

" We most cordially recommend this book to anyone going out to settle in

South Africa. . , . The dialogues and exercises are admirably planned."

—

Refortner.
"To those outward bound such a book is sure to be useful."

—

Practical
Teacher.

WILLIAMS (The Right Rev. W. L., D.C.L.). A DICTION-
ARY OF THE NEW ZEALAND LANGUAGE. 4th

Edition. Edited by the Right Rev. Bishop W. L. Williams, with

numerous additions and corrections. Demy Svo, cloth. 125-. (>d.
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WILLIAMS (The Right Rev. W. L., D.C.L.). LESSONS
IN MAORI. 3rd Edition. Fcap. 8vo, cloth. 3^.

YELLOW BOOK OF LECAN. A Collection of Pieces (Prose
and Verse) in the Irish Language, in part compiled at the end of

the Fourteenth Century ; now for the first time published from the

original Manuscript in the Library of Trinity College, Dublin, by
the Royal Irish Academy. With Introduction, Analysis of Con-
tents, and Index, by Robert Atkinson. 30 and 468 pp. (Royal
Irish Academy's Irish facsimiles.) Large post folio, 1896, half-

roan, Roxburghe, cloth sides. ;^4, 45.

ZOEGA (G. T.) ENGLISH-ICELANDIC DICTIONARY.
8vo, cloth. 6s. net.

ZOMPOLIDES (Dr. D.). A COURSE OF MODERN
GREEK ; or, The Greek Language of the Present Day.
I. The Elementary Method. Crown 8vo, cloth. 5^-.
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V. Science.
MEDICINE—CHEMISTRY—BOTANY—ZOOLOGY-

MATHEMATICS.
ANNETT (H. E., M.D., D.P.H.), J. EVERETT DUTTON,

M.B., B.Ch., and J. H. ELLIOTT, M.D., Toronto.
REPORT OF THE MALARIA EXPEDITION TO
NIGERIA (1900). Part I. Malarial Fever, etc. (Liverpool

School of Tropical Medicine, Memoir III.), ioj-. 6^. Part II.

Filariasis (Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, Memoir IV.).

Out of print separately, but is contained in the Thompson- Yates

Laboratory Reports, Vol. IV., Part I. Price 20x.

BASTIAN (H. CHARLTON, M.A., M.D., F.R.S.).
STUDIES IN HETEROGENESIS. With 825 Illustra-

tions from Photomicrographs. Royal 8vo, cloth. 315-. 6d.

BENEDICT (F. E., Ph.D.). ELEMENTARY ORGANIC
ANALYSIS. Small Svo. Pages vi + 82. 15 Illustrations.

4^. bd. net.

BERGEY (D. G.). HANDBOOK OF PRACTICAL HY-
GIENE. Small 8vo. Pages v+ 164. 6j-. 6^^. net.

BILTZ (HENRY). THE PRACTICAL METHODS OF
DETERMINING MOLECULAR WEIGHTS. Trans-

lated by Jones. Small 8vo. Pages viii + 245. 44 Illustrations.

%s. 6d. net.

BOLTON. HISTORY OF THE THERMOMETER.
i2mo. 96 pages. 6 Illustrations, ^s. 6d. net.

BOYCE (RUBERT, M.B., F.R.S.). THE ANTI-MALARIA
MEASURES AT ISMAILIA. (Liverpool School of Tropical

Medicine, Memoir XII.) Price is.

YELLOW FEVER PROPHYLAXIS IN NEW OR-
LEANS, 1905. (Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, Memoir
XIX.) Ss. net.

BOYCE (RUBERT), A. EVANS, M.R.C.S., and H. H.
CLARKE, M.A., B.C. REPORTS ON THE SANITA-
TION AND ANTI - MALARIAL MEASURES IN
PRACTICE AT BATHURST, CONAKRY, AND
FREETOWN (1905). (Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine,

Memoir XIV.) With 8 Plates. 55.

BRUCE (ALEX., M.A., M.D., F.R.C.P.E., F.R.S.E.). A
TOPOGRAPHICAL ATLAS OF THE SPINAL CORD.
Fcap. folio, half-leather. £2, 2s. net.

CREIGHTON (CHAS., M.D.). CANCER AND OTHER
TUMOURS OF THE BREAST. Researches showing
their true seat and cause. With 24 Lithographic Plates containing

138 figures from the Author's drawings. Royal 8vo, cloth.

1 2J. 6d. net.
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CREIGHTON (CHAS., M.D.). CONTRIBUTIONS TO
THE PHYSIOLOGICAL THEORY OF TUBER-
CULOSIS. By Charles Creighton, M.D., sometime Demon-
strator of Anatomy, Cambridge Medical School, author of " Bovine

Tuberculosis in Man," etc. Royal 8vo, cloth. 12s. 6d. net.

CUNNINGHAM MEMOIRS—
1. Cubic Transformations. By John Casey, LL.D. 4to,

sewed. 2s. 6d.

2. On the Lumbar Curve in Man and the Apes. By
D. J. Cunningham, M.D. 13 Plates. 4to, sewed. $s.

3. New Researches on Sun-heat, Terrestrial Radiation,
etc. By Rev. Samuel Haughton, M.A., M.D. 9 Plates. 4to,

sewed, is. 6d.

4. Dynamics and Modern Geometry. A New Chapter in

the Theory of Screws. By Sir Robert S. Ball, LL.D. 4to,

sewed. 2s.

5. The Red Stars. Observations and Catalogue. New
Edition. Edited by Rev. T. Espin, M.A. 4to, sewed, y. 6d.

6. On the Morphology of the Duck Tribe and the Auk
Tribe. By W. K. Parker, F.R.S. 9 Plates. 4to, sewed. 3^. 6d.

7. Contribution to the Surface Anatomy of the Cerebral
Hemispheres. By D. J. Cunningham, M.D. With a Chapter
upon Cranio-Cerebral Topography by Victor Horsley, M.B.,
F.R.S. 4to, sewed. 8^. 6d.

8. On the Flinders Petrie Papyri. Part I. Out of Print.

9. On the Flinders Petrie Papyri. Part II. With 18 Auto-
types. 4to, sewed. ^2s. net. Appendix to 8 and 9. ^s. net.

ID. The Decorative Art of British New Guinea. A Study
in Papuan Ethnography. By Alfred C. Haddon, M.A. With
12 Plates, and numerous other Illustrations. 4to, sewed. 14J. net.

II. On the Flinders Petrie Papyri. With Transcriptions,

Commentaries, and Index. By John P. Mahaffy, D.D., and Prof.

J. Gilbert Smyly. With 7 Autotypes. 4to, sewed. 42J-. net.

DURHAM (H. E., M.A., M.B., F.R.C.S.), and the late

WALTER MYERS, M.B. REPORT OF THE
YELLOW FEVER EXPEDITION TO PARA (1900).
(Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, Memoir VII.) 4to,

Ts. 6d.

DUTTON (J. E., M.B., Ch.B.). REPORT OF THE
MALARIA EXPEDITION TO THE GAMBIA. (Liver-

pool School of Tropical Medicine, Memoir X.) 4to. los. 6d. net.

and JOHN L. TODD, B.A., M.D., CM., M*Gill. FIRST
REPORT OF THE TRYPANOSOMIASIS EXPEDI-
TION TO SENEGAMBIA (1902). (Liverpool School of

Tropical Medicine, Memoir XI. )
4to. igj-. 6d. net.

RAPPORT SUR L'EXPEDITION AU CONGO
1903-5. Price 5i^.
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DUTTON (J. E., M.B., Ch.B.) and JOHN L. TODD, B.A.,
M.D., CM., M'Gill. THE NATURE OF HUMAN
TICK-FEVER IN THE EASTERN PART OF THE
CONGO FREE STATE. (Liverpool School of Tropical
Medicine, Memoir XVII.) 4to. With Map, 4 Plates, and 9
Temperature Charts. Price 7^. dd. net.

ENGELHARDT (V.). THE ELECTROLYSIS OF
WATER. 8vo. Pages x+ 140. 90 Illustrations. 5j.net.

GILES (Lieut-Col.). GENERAL SANITATION AND
ANTI-MALARIAL MEASURES IN SEKONDI, THE
GOLDFELDS, AND KUMASSI, AND A COM-
PARISON BETWEEN THE CONDITIONS OF
EUROPEAN RESIDENCE IN INDIA. (Liverpool School
of Tropical Medicine, Memoir XV. ) 4to. Price ']s. 6d. net.

HANTZSCH (A.). ELEMENTS OF STEREOCHEM-
ISTRY. Translated by Wolf. i2mo. Pages viii + 206. 26
Figures. 6s. 6d. net.

HARDY. ELEMENTS OF ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY.
8vo, Pages iv + 365. 163 Figures. 8j-. 6^. net.

INFINITESIMALS AND LIMITS. Sm. i2mo, paper.

22 pp. 6 Figures, is, net.

HARNACK (AXEL). INTRODUCTION TO THE ELE-
MENTS OF THE DIFFERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL
CALCULUS. From the German. Royal 8vo, cloth, 10s. 6d.

HART (EDWARD, Ph.D.). CHEMISTRY FOR BE-
GINNERS. Small i2mo.

Vol. I. Inorganic. Pages viii+188. 55 Illustrations and 2

Plates. Fourth Edition, ^s. 6d. net.

Vol. II. Org-anic. Pages iv + 98, 11 Illustrations. 2s. net.

Vol. III. Experiments. Separately. 60 pages. i.s-. net.

SECOND YEAR CHEMISTRY. Small i2mo. 165 pages.

31 Illustrations. 5.?. net.

HOFF (J. H. VAN'T). STUDIES IN CHEMICAL
DYNAMICS. Revised and enlarged by Dr. Ernst Cohen,
Assistant in the Chemical Laboratory of the University of Amster-
dam. Translated by Thomas Ewan, M.Sc, Ph.D., Demonstrator
of Chemistry in the Yorkshire Collie, Leeds. Royal 8vo, cloth.

10s. 6d.

HOWE (J. L.). INORGANIC CHEMISTRY FOR
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES. By Jas. Lewis Howe,
Washington and Lee University. Being a Second Edition of

"Inorganic Chemistry according to the Periodic Law." By
F. P. Venable and J. L. Howe. Demy 8vo, cloth. I2s. 6d. net.
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JOHNSTONE (J.). BRITISH FISHERIES: Their Ad-
ministration and their Problems. A short account of the

Origin and Growth of British Sea Fishery Authorities and Regu-
lations, los. 6d. net,

JONES (J. T. SHARE-). SURGICAL ANATOMY OF
THE HORSE. To be completed in 4 Parts. With above 100

Illustrations, a number being in colour. Part I. Head and Neck.
Part II. Fore Limb. Part III. Hind Limb. Price per part, 155-.

net, sewed; cloth, i6s. 6d. net.

LIFE-SIZE MODELS, Illustrating the Superficial

Anatomy of the Limbs of the Horse. Price per set of four

models, p^2i ; or separately

—

Fore Limb, Inner and Outer
Aspects, £6, i6s. 6d. each; Hind Limb, Inner and Outer
Aspects, £6, 6s. each.

JONES. THE FREEZING POINT, BOILING POINT,
AND CONDUCTIVITY METHODS. i2mo. Pages
vii + 64. 14 Illustrations, y. net.

JOURNAL OF THE LINNEAN SOCIETY. Botany. At
various prices. Index to Journal (Botany), 20s. Zoology. At
various prices. General Index to the first 20 vols, of the Journal
(Zoology) and the Zoological portion of the Proceedings, 20i-.

JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL MICROSCOPICAL
SOCIETY, containing its transactions and Proceedings, with

other Microscopical information. Bi-monthly. Previous to 1893
at various prices ; after that date bi-monthly, each 6s. net.

JOURNAL OF THE QUEKETT MICROSCOPICAL
CLUB. Nos. 1-26, IS. net; Nos, 27-31, 2s. 6d. net. 1893,
No. 32, and following Nos. , half-yearly, t,s. 6d. net.

LANDOLT (Dr. HANS). THE OPTICAL ROTATING
POWER OF ORGANIC SUBSTANCES AND ITS
PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS. Svo. Pp. xxi-F75i- 83
Illustrations. 3IJ-. 6d. net.

LANGENBECK. THE CHEMISTRY OF POTTERY.
Small i2mo. Pages viii+ 197. Illustrated. Out of Print. 8j-. 6a'. net.

LEAVENWORTH (Prof. W. S., M.Sc). INORGANIC
QUALITATIVE CHEMICAL ANALYSIS FOR AD-
VANCED SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES. 8vo. Pages

vi H- 1 54. 6s. 6d. net.

LEBLANC (Dr. MAX). THE PRODUCTION OF
CHROMIUM AND ITS COMPOUNDS BY THE AID
OFTHE ELECTRIC CURRENT. 8vo. 122 pages. 5^. net.

LIVERPOOL MARINE BIOLOGY COMMITTEE.
MEMOIRS ON TYPICAL BRITISH MARINE
PLANTS AND ANIMALS. Edited by W. A. Herdman,
D. Sc. , F. R. S. All demy 8vo, stiff boards.

I. Ascidia. By W. A. Herdman. With 5 Plates. Price2j.net.
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2. Cardium. By J. Johnstone, Fisheries Assistant, University
College, Liverpool. With 7 Plates. Price 2x. 6d. net.

3. Echinus. By Herbert Clifton Chadwick, Curator of the Port
Erin Biological Station. With 5 Plates. Price 2s. net.

4. Codium. By R.J. Harvey Gibson, M. A., F.L.S., Professor of

Botany in University College, Liverpool, and Helen P. Auld, B.Sc,
With 3 Plates. Price \s. 6d. net.

5. Alcyonium. By Sydney J. Hickson, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S.,
Beyer Professor of Zoology in Owens College, Manchester. With
3 Plates. Price is, 6d. net.

6. Lepeophtheirus and Lernea. By Andrew Scott, Resident
Fisheries Assistant at the Peel Hatchery. With 5 Plates. 2s. net.

7. Lineus. By R. C. Punnett, B.A., with 4 Plates. 2s. net.

8. Pieuronectes. By Frank J. Cole, Jesus College, Oxford,
Lecturer in the Victoria University, Demonstrator of Zoology,
University, Liverpool, and James Johnstone, B.Sc. Lond., Fisheries

Assistant, University, Liverpool. With II Plates, ^s. net.

9. Chondrus. By Otto V. Darbishire, Owens College, Man-
chester. With 7 Plates. 2s. 6d. net.

10. Patella (the Common Limpet). By J. R. Ainsworth
Davis, M.A., Professor of Zoology in the University College of

Wales, Aberystwyth, and H. J. Fleure, B.Sc, Fellow of the
University of Wales. With 4 Plates. 2s. dd. net.

11. Arenicola (the Lug-Worm). By J. H. Ashworth, D.Sc,
Lecturer in Invertebrate Zoology in the University of Edinburgh.
With 8 Plates. Price a^s. 6d. net.

12. Gammarus. By Margaret Cussans, B.Sc, Zoological
Department, University of Liverpool. With 4 Plates. 2J.net.

13. Anurida. By A. D. Imms, B.Sc. (Lond.). With 7
Plates. Price 4^. net.

14. Ligia. By C. Gordon Hewitt, B.Sc, Demonstrator in

Zoology, University of Manchester, With 4 Plates. 2s. net.

15. Antedon. By Herbert Clifton Chadwick. With 7 Plates.

2s. 6d. net.

16. Cancer. By Joseph Pearson, M. Sc, Demonstrator in

Zoology, University of Liverpool. With 13 Plates. 6s. 6d. net.

LONG (J. H.). A TEXT-BOOK OF URINE ANALYSIS.
Small 8vo. Pages v + 249. 31 Illustrations. 6s. 6d. net.

MASON (W. P., Prof, of Chem.). NOTES ON QUALITA-
TIVE ANALYSIS. Sm. i2mo. 56 pp. y. 6d net.

MEADE (RICHARD K., B.Sc.) CHEMIST'S POCKET
MANUAL. i6mo. Leather. Pocket Edition. Pages vii + 204.
Out of Print. 8j-. 6d. net.

PORTLAND CEMENT: ITS COMPOSITION, RAW
MATERIALS, MANUFACTURE, TESTING, AND
ANALYSIS. Second Edition. With 100 Illustrations. 14J. 6d.
net.
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MEMOIRS OF THE LIVERPOOL SCHOOL OF TROPI-
CAL MEDICINE.

I. Ross (R.) Malarial Fever : Its Cause, Prevention,
and Treatment. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

II. Ross (R.), H. E. Annett, and E. E. Austen. Report
of the Malaria Expedition to Sierra Leone (1899). 4to. 21s.

III. Annett (H. E.), J. E. Dutton, and J. H. Elliott.

Report of the Malaria Expedition to Nigeria (1900). I.

Malarial Fever. 4to. los. 6d.

V. Ross (R.) and M. L. Taylor. Progress Reports of
the Campaign against Mosquitoes in Sierra Leone. Part I.

1901, With a Letter from Dr. Daniels regarding the results

arrived at to date. 8vo. is. Part II. 1902. 8vo. is.

VI. [JVot issuedyet. ]

VII. Durham (H. E.) and W. Myers. Report of the
Yellow Fever Expedition to Para (1900). 4to. ^s. 6d.

VIII. Taylor (M. L.). Report on the Sanitary Conditions
of Cape Coast Town. 8vo. is.

IX. Ross (R.). Report on Malaria at Ismailia and
Suez. 8vo. IS.

X. Dutton (J. E.). Report of the Malaria Expedition to
the Gambia. 4to. los. 6d. net.

XI. Dutton (J. E.) and J. L. Todd. First Report of the
Trypanosomiasis Expedition to Senegambia (1902). 410.
IOJ-. 6d. net. [Also contained in Thompson-Yates Laboratories
Reports, V, 2.]

XII. Boyce (R.). The Anti-Malaria Measures at Ismailia.
8vo. IJ-.

XIII. Dutton (J. E) and J. L. Todd. Reports of the
Trypanosomiasis Expedition to the Congo (1903-1904). With
a Comparison of the Trypanosomes of Uganda and the Congo Free
State by H. W. Thomas, M.D. M 'Gill, and Stanley F. Linton, B.Sc,
M.B. Liverpool ; and a Note on Tsetse Flies by E. E. Austen,
Zoological Department, British Museum. Paper covers, i^s. net.

XIV. Boyce (Rubert, M.B., F.R.S.), Arthur Evans,
M.R.C.S., H. Herbert Clarke, M.A., B.C., Cantab.
Report on the Sanitation and Anti-Malarial Measures in
practice in Bathurst, Conakry, and Freetown (1905). 4to.

8 Plates. Price 5.r.

XV. Giles (Lieut. -Colonel). General Sanitation and Anti-
Malarial Measures in Sekondi, the Goldfields, and Kumassi,
and a Comparison between the Conditions of European
Residence in India. 4to. Price Js. 6d. net.
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LIVERPOOL SCHOOL OF TROPICAL MEDICINE-continued.

XVI. Thomas (H. Wolferstan, M.D., M'Gill) and
Anton Breinl, M.U.Dr., Prag. Trypanosomes, Trypano-
somiasis, and Sleeping Sickness : Pathology and Treatment.
4to. 6 Plates (5 coloured) and 7 Charts. Price 12s. 6d. net.

XVII. Button (J. Everett, M.B.) and John L. Todd, B.A.,

M.D., M'Gill. The Nature of Human Tick-Fever in the

Eastern Part of the Congo Free State. 4to. With Map, 4
Plates, and 9 Temperature Charts. Price 7^. 6d. net.

XVIII. I. Dutton (J. Everett, M.B.) and John L. Todd,
B.A., M.D., CM., M'Gill. Gland Palpation in Human
Trypanosomiasis ; and 2. The Distribution and Spread of

"Sleeping Sickness" in the Congo Free State. With 4
Maps (2 colours) and 4 Plates. 3. Newstead (R., A.L.S.,
F.E.S.) and John L. Todd, B.A., M.D., CM., M'Gill.

A New Dermanyssid Acarid. With i Plate. 4. Newstead
(R., A.L.S., F.E.S.). Another New Dermanyssid Acarid.

With I Plate. 5. Stephens (J. W. W., M.D., Cantab.) and
R. Newstead, A.L.S., F.E.S. Anatomy of the Proboscis of

Biting Flies. With 6 Plates. Imp. 8vo. Price 7^. 6d. net,

XIX. Boyce (Rubert, M.B., F.R.S.). Yellow Fever
Prophylaxis in New Orleans in 1905. Imp. 8vo. Maps and

6 Plates. Price ^s. net.

XX. I. Dutton (J. Everett, M.B.) and John L. Todd,
B.A., M.D. La prophylaxie de la Malaria dans les

principaux postes de I'Etat Independant du Congo. With

4 Maps, and 4 Illustrations. Imp. 8vo. 2. Breinl (Anton,

M.D.) and A. Kinghorn, M.B. The Animal Reactions of

the Spirochaeta of African *'Tick Fever." Imp. Svo. 3.

Breinl (Anton, M.D.). The Specific Nature of the Spiro-

chaeta of African " Tick Fever." Imp. Svo. Price 5^.

XXI. Runcorn Research Laboratories. An Experimental
Study of the Parasite of the African **Tick Fever." Note
on a new Spirochaeta found in a Mouse. Comparison between the

Trypanosomes, and other articles. 4to. ys. 6d. net.

MOISSON (HENRI). THE ELECTRIC FURNACE. Svo.

Pages x + 305. 41 Illustrations, los. 6d. net.

NISSENSON. THE ARRANGEMENTS OF ELECTRO-
LYTIC LABORATORIES. Svo. Si pages. 52 Illustra-

tions. 5^. net.

NOTES ON SANITARY CONDITIONS OBTAINING IN
PARA. By the Members of the Yellow Fever Expedition.

(Published by the Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine.) is.
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NOYES (ARTHUR A., Ph.D.) ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
FOR THE LABORATORY. Small i2mo. Pages xii + 257.
22 Illustrations. 6s. 6d. net.

and MULLIKEN (SAMUEL P., Ph.D.). LABORA-
TORY EXPERIMENTS ON CLASS REACTIONS
AND IDENTIFICATION OF ORGANIC SUB-
STANCES. 8vo. 81 pp. 2s. net.

OTTO (RUDOLF). NATURALISM AND RELIGION.
See Crown Theological Library, p. 11.

PALLIN (Capt. W. A., F.R.C.V.S.). A TREATISE ON
EPIZOOTIC LYMPHANGITIS. Second Edition. Demy
8vo, cloth, y. 6d, net. Nearly 100 pages, 17 full-page Plates.

PATERSON (ANDREW MELVILLE, M.D., Derby Pro-
fessor of Anatomy in the University of Liverpool, Hunterian
Professor at the Royal College of Surgeons of England).
THE HUMAN STERNUM. Three Lectures delivered at

the Royal College of Surgeons, England, November 1903. With
10 Plates. Crown 4to. los. net.

PFANHAUSER (Dr. W.). PRODUCTION OF METAL-
LIC OBJECTS ELECTROLYTICALLY. 5^. net.

PHILLIPS(FRANCIS C). METHODS FORTHEANALY-
SIS OF ORES, PIG IRON AND STEEL. Second
Edition. 8vo. Pages viii + 1 70. 3 Illustrations. 4J-. 6^. net.

PIDDINGTON (HENRY). THE SAILORS' HORN-BOOK
FOR THE LAW OF STORMS. Being a Practical Exposi-
tion of the Theory of the Law of Storms, and its uses to Mariners of
all Classes in all Parts of the World. Shown by transparent Storm
Cards and useful Lessons. 7th Ed. Demy 8vo, cloth, los. 6d.

PRAY (Dr.). ASTIGMATIC LETTERS. Printed on Mill-
board, size 22 by 14 inches, is.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE OPTICAL CONVENTION,
No. I, 1905. Crown 4to, cloth, los. net.

RANSOM (W. H., M.D., F.R.S., F.R.C.P.). THE IN-
FLAMMATION IDEA IN GENERAL PATHOLOGY.
Demy 8vo, cloth. 7^. 6d.

RAY (Prof. P. C). A HISTORY OF HINDU CHEMISTRY
FROM THE EARLIEST TIMES TO THE MIDDLE
OF THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY A.D. With Sanskrit
Texts, Variants, Translation, and Illustrations. Vol. I. Second
Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d. net.
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REPORTS OF THE THOMPSON-YATES AND JOHN-
STON LABORATORIES. Demy 4to, with Illustrations.

Vol. I. 1898-9. 10s. 6d. Vol. II. 1898-9. 25J-. Vol. III.

Part I. 1900. 7^. 6d. Vol. III. Part 2. 1901. 12s. 6d. Vol.

IV. Part I. 1901. 20s. Vol. IV. Part 2. 1902. 21s. New
Series. Vol. V. Part i. 1903. Limp, 20s. ; cloth, 21s. Vol.

V. Part 2. 1903. Limp, 12s. 6d. ; cloth, I3J-. 6d. Vol. VI.

Part I. 1905. Limp, 12s. 6d. ; cloth, 13^-. 6d. Vol. VI. Part

2. I5.r. Vol. VII. Part I. los. 6d.

ROSS (RONALD, C.B., F.R.S., etc., Major I. M.S. (retired) ).

MALARIAL FEVER : Its Cause, Prevention, and Treat-
ment. (Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, Memoir I.) 8vo,

cloth. 2s. 6d.

H. E. ANNETT, M.D., D.P.H., and E. E. AUSTEN.
REPORT OF THE MALARIA EXPEDITION TO
SIERRA LEONE (1899). (Liverpool School of Tropical

Medicine, Memoir II.) 4to, 21s.

FIRST PROGRESS REPORT OF THE CAMPAIGN
AGAINST MOSQUITOES IN SIERRA LEONE (1901).

With a Letter from Dr. Daniels regarding the results arrived at to

date. (Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, Memoir V. I.) is.

SECOND PROGRESS REPORT OF THE CAM-
PAIGN AGAINST MOSQUITOES IN SIERRA LEONE
(1902). By M. Logan Taylor, M.B. (Liverpool School of

Tropical Medicine, Memoir V. 2.) is.

REPORT ON MALARIA AT ISMAILIA AND
SUEZ. (Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, Memoir IX.)
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SANG'S LOGARITHMS. A new Table of Seven-place Loga-
rithms of all Numbers continuously up to 200,000. 2nd Edition.

Royal Svo, cloth. 21s,

SCHREBER (D. G. M.). MEDICAL INDOOR GYMNAS-
TICS, or a System of Hygienic Exercises for Home Use, to be
practised anywhere, without apparatus or assistance, by young and
old of either sex, for the preservation of health and general activity.

Revised and Supplemented by Rudolf Graefe, M.D. With a

large plate and 45 illustrations in the text. Royal Svo, cloth,

3J. net.

" The exercises described, when efficiently used, will undoubtedly be of value
in strengthening and developing the muscular system. The descriptions of the
exercises and the figures in the text are excellent."

—

Physician and Surgeon.
" Well worthy of the attention of those who go in for regular physical train-

ing as a means for the preservation of health."

—

Scotsman.

"A very sensible little treatise."

—

Glasgow Herald.
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SCHROEN (L.). SEVEN-FIGURE LOGARITHMS OF
NUMBERS from i to 108,000, and of Sines, Cosines,
Tangents, Cotangents to every 10 Seconds of the Quad-
rant. With a Table of Proportional Parts. By Dr. Ludwig
Schroen, Director of the Observatory of Jena, etc., etc. 5th

Edition, corrected and stereotyped. With a description of the

Tables by A. De Morgan, Professor of Mathematics in University

College, London, Imp. 8vo, cloth, printed on light green paper.

gs.

SEGER. COLLECTED WRITINGS OF HERMAN
AUGUST SEGER. (Papers on Manufacture of Pottery.)

2 vols. Large 8vo. ^^3, 3^-. net per set; per volume, 315-. 6d.

net.

SNELLEN'S OPHTHALMIC TEST TYPES. Best Types
for the Determination of the Acuteness of Vision. 14th Edition,
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Sheets: E T B, MOV, B D E, LU liJ U, and Large Clock Sheet.

Sd. each. Small Clock Sheet and R T V Z. 4^. each.

SNYDER (HARRY, B.Sc). SOILS AND FERTILISERS.
Second Edition, 8vo. Pages x + 294. i Plate. 40 Illustrations,

6s. 6d. net.

SONNTAG (C. O.). A POCKET FLORA OF EDIN-
BURGH AND THE SURROUNDING DISTRICT.
A Collection and full Description of all Phanerogamic and the

principal Cryptogamic Plants, classified after the Natural System,
with an artificial Key and a Glossary of Botanical Terms. By the

late C. O. Sonntag, the Royal High School, Edinburgh ; formerly

Secretary of the Microscopical Society of Glasgow, etc. Fcap. 8vo,

limp cloth, round corners, with Map of the Environs of Edinburgh.
3J-, 6d. net.

STEPHENS (J. W. W., M,D. Cantab., D.P.H.) and S. R.
CHRISTOPHERS, M.B. Vict., I.M.S. PRACTICAL
STUDY OF MALARIA AND OTHER BLOOD PARA-
SITES. (Published for the Liverpool School of Tropical Medi-
cine). 8vo, cloth. 3rd Edition. 12s. 6d. net.

STILLMAN (THOS. B., M.Sc, Ph.D.). ENGINEERING
CHEMISTRY. Third Edition. 8vo, Pages x + 597. 139
Illustrations. 19^, net.

TAYLOR (M. LOGAN, M.B., Ch.B.). REPORT ON THE
SANITARY CONDITIONS OF CAPE COAST TOWN.
(Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, Memoir VIII.) 8vo.

is.

REPORT OF THE CAMPAIGN AGAINST THE
MOSQUITOES IN SIERRA LEONE. See Ross and
Taylor.
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THOMAS (H. WOLFERSTAN, M.D., M'Gill) and
ANTON BREINL,M.U.Dr.,Prag. TRYPANOSOMES,
TRYPANOSOMIASIS, AND SLEEPING SICKNESS:
PATHOLOGY AND TREATMENT. 4to. (Liverpool

School of Tropical Medicine, Memoir XVI.) 6 Plates (5 coloured)

and 7 Charts, Price ^s. 6d. net.

TOWER (O. P., Ph.D.). THE CONDUCTIVITY OF
LIQUIDS. 8vo. Pages iv+190. 20 Illustrations. 6s. 6d.

net.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF
EDINBURGH. Vol. XXXVIII. Part i, 40^. Part 2, 25^.

Part3, 30J. Part 4, 7^. 6a'. Vol. XXXIX. Part i, 30J. Part

2, igs. Part 3, 43J. Part 4, gs. Vol. XL. Part i, 25^-.
' Complete

parts only—we do not supply separate papers. General Index to

First Thirty-four Volumes (1783-1888), with History of the
Institution. 4to, cloth. 21s.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE ROYAL IRISH ACADEMY,
DUBLIN. Vols. I.-XX. 410. ;^22, 5^. 6d. Vols. XXI.-
XXXI. Various prices.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE ROYAL DUBLIN SOCIETY.
Various volumes at various prices.

VEGA. LOGARITHMIC TABLES OF NUMBERS AND
TRIGONOMETRICAL FUNCTIONS. Translated f^om
the 40th, or Dr. Bremiker's Edition, thoroughly revised and en-
larged, by W. L. F. Fischer, M.A., F.R.S., Fellow of Clare
College, Cambridge ; Professor of Natural Philosophy in the
University of St. Andrews. 75th Stereotyped Edition. Royal 8vo,
cloth. Ts.

VENABLE (T. C, Ph.D.). THE DEVELOPMENT OF
THE PERIODIC LAW. Small i2mo. Pages viii-f32i.

Illustrated, los. (>d. net.

THE STUDY OF THE ATOM. i2mo. Pages vi-|-29o.

8j. 6d. net.

and HOWE. INORGANIC CHEMISTRY ACCORD-
ING TO THE PERIODIC LAW. Second Edition. See
ujidei- Howe, p. 46.

WILEY (HARVEY W., A.M., Ph.D.). PRINCIPLES AND
PRACTICE OF AGRICULTURAL CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS. 3 vols. 8vo. New Edition in preparation. Vol.1.
Soils. Ready. 18^. net. Vol, II. Fertilizers.

WYSOR (HENRY, B.S., Assistant Professor of Analytical
Chemistry, Lafayette College). METALLURGY. A
Condensed Treatise. Demy 8vo, cloth. 12s. 6d. net.
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VI. Miscellaneous.

ANTHROPOLOGY—SOCIOLOGY—MYTHOLOGY-
BIBLIOGRAPHY—BIOGRAPHY, ETC.

AVEBURY (Lord, D.C.L., F.R.S., etc.) (Sir John Lubbock).
PREHISTORIC TIMES, as Illustrated by Ancient Re-
mains and the Manners and Customs of Modern Savages.
6th Edition, revised, with 239 Illustrations, a large number of
which are specially prepared for this Edition. Demy 8vo, cloth,

gilt tops. iSs.

" To anyone who wishes to obtain a succinct conspectus of the present state
of knowledge on the subject of early man, we recommend the perusal of this
comprehensive volume."^/our. Brit. Archceolog. Assoc.

" The fact that this well-known standard work has reached a sixth edition is

evidence of its value to ethnologists and archieologists. The many and beautiful
illustrations are most helpful in better understanding the plain but accurate
letterpress. Lord Avebury is to be congratulated on the new edition, which
is sure to further popularise a fascinating subject for investigation by cultured
people. "

—

Science Gossip.

"It is necessary to compare the present volume with the fifth edition in
order to see how much it has been improved. The illustrations to this sixth
edition are immeasurably superior to the fifth."

—

Knowledge.

BLACKBURN (HELEN). WOMEN'S SUFFRAGE. A
Record of the Women's Suffrage Movement in the British Isles,

with a Biographical Sketch of Miss Becker. Portraits. Crown 8vo,
cloth. 6s.

See alsoVyrme^ Nora, and Blackburn, " Women under the Factory
Acts."

BROWN (ROBERT, Jun., F.S.A.). SEMITIC INFLU-
ENCE IN HELLENIC MYTHOLOGY. With special
reference to the recent mythological works of the Right Hon.
Prof Max Muller and Mr. Andrew Lang. Demy 8vo, cloth.

7 J. 6d.

RESEARCHES INTO THE ORIGIN OF THE
PRIMITIVE CONSTELLATIONS OFTHE GREEKS,
PHCENICIANS, AND BABYLONIANS. With a large
map of the Northern Hemisphere as viewed at Phoenicia 1200 B.C.,

and other maps. 2 vols, demy 8vo, cloth. loj-, 6d, each.

MR. GLADSTONE AS I KNEW HIM, and other
Essays. Demy 8vo, cloth, "js. 6d.
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CATALOGUE OF THE LONDON LIBRARY, St James's
Square. By C. T. Hagberg Wright, LL.D., etc. xiv+1626 pp.
4to, cloth. 42i-. net. Supplement I., 1902-3. Buckram, i vol.,

196 pp. 5i-.net. Supplement II. 198 pp. 1903-4. Buckram.
5J. net. Supplement IV. 1905-6. 5^. net.

" The present catalogue is essentially a working catalogue. . . . The general
level of accuracy in the printing and editing of the work appears to us to be an
unusually high one. . . . We heartily applaud the work, both as a landmark
in library land, and as a monument standing upon a firm foundation of its own."
—The Times.

DIETRICHSON (L.). MONUMENTA ORCADICA. The
Norsemen in the Orkneys, and the Monuments they have left,

with a Survey of the Celtic (Pre-Norwegian) and Scottish (Post-

Norwegian) Monuments on the Islands. With original drawings
and some Chapters on St Magnus' Cathedral, Kirkwall, by Johan
Meyer, Architect. Demy 4to, cloth, ^^t^ net.

ENGELHARDT (C). DENMARK IN THE EARLY
IRON AGE. Illustrated by recent Discoveries in the Peat-

Mosses of Slesvig. 33 Plates (giving representations of upwards of

a thousand objects), Maps, and numerous other Illustrations on
wood. 1866. 4to, cloth. 315-. dd.

GOLDAMMER (H.). THE KINDERGARTEN. A Guide
to Frobel's Method of Education, 2 vols, in i. 120 pp. of Illus-

trations. 8vo, cloth. 10^. 6^.

HARRISON (A., D.Sc). WOMEN'S INDUSTRIES IN
LIVERPOOL. An Inquiry into the Economic Effects of Legisla-

tion regulating the Labour of Women. 8vo. 35.

HENRY (JAMES). iENEIDEA ; or, Critical, Exegetical and
.^sthetical Remarks on the ./Eneis. With a personal collation

of all the first-class MSS., and upwards of lOO second-class MSS.,
and all the principal editions. Vol. I. (3 Parts), Vol. II. (3 Parts),

Vol. III. (3 Parts), Vol. IV. (i Part). Royal 8vo, sewed.

£2^ 2s. net.

HERBERT (Hon. A.). THE SACRIFICE OF EDUCA-
TION TO EXAMINATION. Letters from "All Sorts and
Conditions of Men." Edited by Auberon Herbert. Half-cloth

boards. 2s.

and WAGER (HAROLD). BAD AIR AND BAD
HEALTH. Dedicated to Professor Clifford Allbutt. Reprinted
from the " Contemporary Review." 8vo, cloth, is. 6ci. ; sewed, is.
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JOHNSON (E.). THE RISE OF ENGLISH CULTURE.
With a brief account of the Author's Life and Writings. Demy
8vo, cloth. 15J. net,

KIEPERT'S NEW ATLAS ANTIQUUS. Twelve Maps of

the Ancient World, for Schools and Colleges. Third hundred
thousand. 12th Edition, with a complete Geographical Index.

Folio, boards. 6s. Strongly bound in cloth. 7^-. 6d.

WALL-MAPS OF THE ANCIENT WORLD—
Wall-map of Ancient Italy. Italia antiqua. For the study of

Livy, Sallust, Cicero, Dionysius, etc. Scale i : 800,000. Mounted
on rollers, varnished. 20J-.

General Wall-map of the Old World. Tabula orbis terrarum

antiqui ad illustrandam potissimum antiquissimi aevi usque ad Alex-

andrum M. historiam. For the study of ancient history, espe-

cially the history of the Oriental peoples : the Indians, Medes,
Persians, Babylonians, Assyrians, Egyptians, Phoenicians, etc.

Scale I : 5,400,000. Mounted on rollers, varnished, 20i-.

General Wall-map of the Roman Empire. Imperii Romani
tabula geographica. For the study of the development of the Roman
Empire. Scale i : 300,000. Mounted on rollers, varnished. 24s.

Wall-map of Ancient Latium. Latii Veteris et finitimarum

regionum tabula. For the study of Livy, Dionysius, etc. Scale

1:125,000. With supplement: Environs of Rome. Scale

I : 25,000. Mounted on rollers, varnished. i8j-.

Wall-map of Ancient Greece. Grsecise Antiquse tabula. For
the study of Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenophon, Strabo, Cornelius

Nepos, etc. Scale i : 500,000. Mounted on rollers, varnished.

24s.

Wall-Map of the Empires of the Persians and of

Alexander the Great. Imperia Persarum et Macedonum. For
the study of Herodotus, Xenophon, Justinian, Arian, Curtius.

Scale I : 300,000. Mounted on rollers and varnished. 20s.

Wall-Map of Gaul, with portions of Ancient Britain and
Ancient Germany. Gallise Cisalpinse et Transalpinse cum parti-

bus Britannise et Germanise tabula. For the study of Caesar,

Justinian, Livy, Tacitus, etc. Scale i : 1,000,000. Mounted on
rollers and varnished. 24s.

Wall-Map of Ancient Asia Minor. Asiae Minoris Antiquae

Tabula. For the study of Herodotus, Xenophon, Justinian, Arian,

Curtius, etc. Scale i ; 800,000. Mounted on rollers and var-

nished. 20s.
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MARCKS (ERICH, Professor of Modern History at the
University of Leipzig). ENGLAND AND GERMANY

:

Their Relations in the Great Crises of European History,
1500-1900. Demy 8vo, stiff wrapper, is.

MUIR (Prof. RAMSAY). A HISTORY OF LIVERPOOL.
With Maps, Illustrations. Crown 8vo, art linen. 6s. net.

MUIR (RAMSAY) and EDITH M. PLATT. A HISTORY
OF MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT IN LIVERPOOL.
From the Earliest Times to the Municipal Reform Act of 1835.

4to, cloth. 2is. net.

OTIA MERSEIANA. The Publication of the Arts Faculty of the

University of Liverpool, Vols. I.-III. Svo. 1899-1903. Each
IOJ-. 6d.

PEDDIE (R. A.). PRINTING AT BRESCIA IN THE
FIFTEENTH CENTURY. A List of the Issues. 5^. net.

SCHLOSS (DAVID F.). METHODS OF INDUSTRIAL
REMUNERATION. 3rd Edition, revised and enlarged.

Crown Svo, cloth. 7s. 6d. Popular Edition, 3^. 6d.

" In its new as in its old form the book is well nigh indispensable to the
student who desires to get some insight into the actual facts about the various
methods of industrial remuneration, and the degree of success with which they
have been applied in the various trades."

—

Manchester Guardian.
" More useful than ever to the students of the labour problem."

—

Political
Science Quarterly.

SPENCER (HERBERT). AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY. See

p. 30.

PRINCIPLES OF SOCIOLOGY. Seey^. 30.

STUDY OF SOCIOLOGY. See p. 31.

DESCRIPTIVE SOCIOLOGY. See p. 31.

STEPHENS (GEORGE). PROFESSOR BUGGE'S
STUDIES ON NORTHERN MYTHOLOGY EX-
AMINED. Illustrations. 8vo, cloth. %s.

THE RUNES, WHENCE CAME THEY? 4to, sewed.

6j.

OLD NORTHERN RUNIC MONUMENTS. Vol. IV.
Folio, 20J-. net.
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VEILED FIGURE (THE), and Other Poems. Large post 8vo,

buckram, gilt, cover designed by Mr. T. Blake Wirgman.
2s. 6d.

VYNNE (NORA) and HELEN BLACKBURN, and with
the Assistance of H. W. ALLASON. WOMEN UNDER
THE FACTORY ACTS. Part i. Position of the Employer.
Part 2. Position of the Employed. Crown 8vo, cloth, i^-, net.

WELD (A. G.). GLIMPSES OF TENNYSON AND OF
SOME OF HIS FRIENDS. With an Appendix by the late

Bertram Tennyson. Illustrated with Portraits in photogravure
and colour, and with a facsimile of a MS. poem. Fcap. 8vo,

art linen. 4^-. 6d. net.

" This is a delightful little book, written by one who has all the qualifications
for the task—the opportunities of observation, the interest of relationship, and the
sympathetic and appreciative temper. . . . We do not attempt to criticise,

but only to give such a description as will send our readers to it,"

—

Spectator.

" Everyone who reads the book will understand Tennyson a little better,

and many will view him in a new aspect for the first time."

—

Daily Chronicle.

" It is quite worthy of a place side by side with the larger ' Life.' "

—

Glasgotv
Herald.
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